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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Preterm infants born before 37 weeks of gestation constitute up to 10% of all births, and can 
display development that, frequently, differs from those of full- term infants. Studies indicate that 
school children born preterm present with a, generally, higher incidence of performing poorly 
academically. The present study investigated the perceptions of paediatric OTs regarding the 
type of difficulties with which children born preterm present, and explored the role of OT. In the 
first, quantitative part of this study, paediatric OTs completed a postal questionnaire (N=353). 
The second, qualitative part, used asynchronous, online discussions (N=13), by utilising the 
virtual environment of WebCT, to further explore the topic.  
 
The survey was also designed to capture: 
• information on the extent of this paediatric population within OT services, and how 
identifiable and accessible it is  
• OT practices when working with these children 
• what informs therapists’ clinical decision making.  
 
The discussion groups provided a forum for OTs’ “reflexive comment” on the issues emerging 
from the questionnaire analysis.  
 
Despite sensorimotor and attentional difficulties reaching the highest frequencies, the findings 
revealed rather a combination of problems in most developmental domains. Writing emerged as 
the predominant problematic area within the school curriculum. A “persistence” of sensorimotor 
difficulties throughout the preschool years also emerged. More frequent and/or severity 
difficulties, more medical issues, a higher co morbidity of SLD with other conditions for the 
preterm group, were other findings. These insights could lead to a further exploration of the 
need for differentiating assessment and treatment practices for this group. Occupational therapy 
was highlighted as particularly “advantageous” for this population due to a number of OT-
specific contributions e.g. ability to “detect “subtle” difficulties at a young age. The implications 
of a “shift” of more OTs into the area of early intervention, are discussed. 
 
The findings of the study constitute tacit, professional knowledge, and they are based on 
subjective clinicians’ views. They could, however, help frame hypotheses to be further explored 
verified with the use of empirical research.  
 
 
KEYWORDS: Prematurity; Specific Learning Difficulties; Early Intervention; Paediatric 
Occupational Therapy; School; Clinical Decision Making; Assessment; Intervention; Survey; 
WebCT; Asynchronous Online Discussions 
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CHAPTER I: PROLEGOMENON 
 
The Background of the Study 
The decision to explore the role of occupational therapists when working with children 
born preterm signalled a long and interesting journey which academically started 
approximately over four years ago. The reason behind using the term “academically” 
relates to the fact that the actual topic has not been a new one for me, in the sense 
that it stemmed from a strong clinical interest I developed during working in various 
paediatric settings after graduation in Greece. It was that particular period when my 
observations and work with children born preterm, and their families, made me 
question whether or not their often “poor” academic performance related to their 
preterm birth.  
 
“Subtle” difficulties, which fail to explain the disproportionate range of difficulties in 
performance areas, including school, pose challenges to practitioners, including 
myself, in terms of justifying these children’s inclusion in an occupational therapy 
(OT) program. That is due to the latter often prioritising workload based on the 
“severity” of paediatric clients’ problems. An exploration of the literature revealed an 
array of studies which highlighted the difficulties of this group, especially in relation to 
academic performance. However, there was limited literature, which related to the 
views of occupational therapists on the nature of these difficulties, the profession-
specific assessment and intervention methods they employ, and the factors that 
inform their decision making when working with this group. 
 
The above reasoning led me to conduct a research project on a smaller scale, during 
my MSc studies (Dissertation), which, explored the role and practices of paediatric 
occupational therapists when working with this group at a neonatal stage, i.e. the first 
28 days after a child's birth (Medical Dictionary, 2010) . It was this highly specialised 
group of occupational therapists which observed that these children most often do not 
present with a severe neurodevelopmental sequelae that would “justify” further 
referrals to OT services, after leaving the neonatal units. The therapists believed that 
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there are rarely mechanisms in place that could identify these children, who 
eventually re-visit OT services when they commence schooling. Probably this is due 
to their difficulties becoming obvious for the first time at school as the demands of the 
mainstream educational curriculum increase.  
 
The latter finding, strengthened my clinical observations, and has led me to a further 
exploration of the literature, discussions with experts (key informants), and, 
eventually, to the formulation of the aims and objectives of this thesis. 
 
 
Rationale and Author’s Predisposition 
Occupational therapy in early intervention (EI) paediatric services is a growing area of 
practice that emerged in the late 1970s, primarily, as a result of medical advances in 
obstetrics and in the care of premature and low- birth- weight infants (Vergara, 1993; 
Gorga, 1994; March of Dimes, 2005). 
 
Premature infants, i.e. those born before 37 weeks of gestation (Medical Dictionary, 
2010), constitute 10 percent of all births and can display physical growth and 
neurological development courses that frequently differ from those of full- term 
infants. This can lead to severe limitations in their lives and consequently those of 
their families (Coolman et al, 1985; Rossetti, 1986; Bartlett et al, 1993; Wiener et al, 
1996; Johnston, 1998). Ideally, intervention from a multidisciplinary team starts as 
soon as the problems become apparent and aims to minimize possible future 
problems. Jepsen (2006) suggests that addressing the consequences of preterm birth 
early is part of our “obligation to offer children the support they might need throughout 
their years of growth” (p. xv). 
 
In the case of preterm infants that do not present initially with severe disorders, 
Imperatore- Blance (1998) suggests that they often miss the opportunity of accessing 
services although they may develop problems by school age. Several studies indicate 
that school children born prematurely are more likely to present with problems such 
as language disorders, visual- perceptual as well as visual- motor difficulties 
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interfering with reading or writing and, a generally higher incidence of failing 
academically in many school tasks although intelligence appears within normal range 
(see Chapters V and VI). This fact seems to agree with the definition of “ specific 
learning difficulties” (SLD) as a group of problems that affect the ability of a child to 
master school tasks, process information and, communicate effectively although 
these are not related to lower intelligence scoring (Prior, 1996). 
 
Technical or administrative procedures that lead to discontinuity of services, children 
being actually overlooked by occupational therapy departments or dysfunctional 
follow- up programs, often result in children being “lost” until their first school years 
(Foulder- Hughes and Cooke, 2003). Out of date policies focusing solely on 
intelligence scores contribute further to those children having a limited access to early 
special education services, and highlight the importance of evaluative research on 
the role of those services, including occupational therapy (National Centre for 
Learning Disabilities, 2003; American Educational Research Association, 2002). 
 
There is limited literature examining the role of EI paediatric services while focusing 
on preterm infants. Studies rather investigate services for cases of “at- risk” infants in 
very broad terms. Yet there is a limited number of studies that explore the role of 
occupational therapy as a whole and in isolation (not in combination to other 
services) while working with this paediatric population. Given the infancy of the 
services, the lack of information regarding outcome measures, and the limited 
amount of literature, work of a large scale exploratory nature based on occupational 
therapists professional judgements on the above issues was believed to be 
potentially beneficial for the practitioners in this field. As there is lack of clinical data 
that inform therapists about their work with children born prematurely, investigating 
the factors and the thinking processes that direct these practitioners to take the best 
judged action in a specific therapeutic context (clinical decision making) was explored 
as one of the foci of this dissertation. Such an exploration was deemed important in 
the current climate of evidence-based practice. 
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Study Aim and Objectives 
AIM: To investigate the occupational therapists’ role when working with preterm 
children with academic difficulties in the early years of mainstream schooling1. 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
1. To document the problems/ difficulties healthy children who were born prematurely 
present within their school performance as reported by occupational therapists. 
2. To explore assessment procedures, treatment principles and, specific practices 
that are employed by occupational therapists while working with these children. 
3. To explore occupational therapists’ professional judgements on the clinical 
significance of occupational therapy intervention for the above population 
4. To investigate how occupational therapists (OTs) arrive to certain decisions when 
clinical outcome data may be lacking.           
 
 
Potential Benefits of the Study Findings  
With regards to future research, it was believed that a large scale exploratory study of 
the difficulties with which preterm children present, could be a valuable precursor for 
future enquiries to establish clinical outcomes of occupational therapy intervention. It 
was clear while considering the methodology of this study that it would not address 
issues such as “effectiveness”. Enquiries of a quantitative design, such as randomised 
control trials, which would use outcome measures emerging from the current study, 
could explore or test the effect of certain OT interventions. 
 
Moreover, it was thought that a comprehensive exploration of the topic, e.g. looking at 
OT assessments, theoretical underpinning of the OT approach, use of specific OT 
treatment methods, could inform OT practice when working with this population, and 
assist practitioners with a re-examination of their practices after comparing those to 
the practices of a large number of paediatric OTs in the country. 
                                                 
1  In this study the term “early years of mainstream schooling” refers to primary school in 
the UK; as the age of the children that attend primary schooling can slightly differ 
between countries, the former and more generic term was selected for this study. 
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It was also hoped that this work potentially might raise awareness of the possible 
secondary effects of prematurity. Resulting evidence may permit of the follow up, and 
other, programs for children who might seem to have “subtle” difficulties, which could 
in the course of their development interfere with occupational performance areas, 
such as school. Being aware of the particularities of these children’s difficulties and 
the special contribution of OT, with regards to addressing those, could also potentially 
change the way the role of OT is perceived within mainstream education. A 
subsequently increased collaboration between educational and health services 
leading to a more integrated system of care for this group would be a potential 
benefit. 
 
Finally, an exploration of the process of clinical decision making, especially when 
evidence that informs the latter is limited, would allow a re-examination by OTs of the 
factors that predominantly inform their everyday clinical judgement. Ideally a raised 
awareness of how they come to “orchestrate” these often conflicting factors, so that 
decisions do not appear “intuitive” or “arbitrary” might emerge. 
 
 
The Structure of the Thesis   
Following this introduction, the thesis starts with its main literature review. Literature 
review topics are presented which relate to the biomedical information on prematurity, 
and why the latter constitutes a clinical problem, with a discussion on its short and 
long-term implications on child development (Chapter II). The literature review 
continues with a presentation of the aetiological and epidemiological information on 
Specific Learning Difficulties (Chapter III), and goes on to present information on the 
continuity of development, and the idea of “predicting” developmental outcome, on 
the ground of identification difficulties at a very young (preschool) age (Chapter IV). 
This information provides a link between the early neonatal stages, and the effect of 
preterm birth on development in the later school age years. Chapters V and VI 
present the studies which are directly related to the topic of the present study i.e. the 
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effect of prematurity on performance components/skills that might constitute the basis 
of school performance (Chapter V), as well as the effect of preterm birth on academic 
tasks e.g. reading and writing (Chapter VI). These studies are divided into those with 
an “occupational therapy interest” e.g. conducted solely or partly by OT researchers, 
and studies with another discipline perspective e.g. neonatology, educational 
psychology etc. Chapter VII of the literature review presents assessment and 
intervention practices used by occupational therapists while working with paediatric 
client groups, while Chapter VIII presents the topic of clinical decision making within 
occupational therapy. The last two chapters are not specifically related to the 
population of children who are born preterm, as there was no literature found which 
was specific to this group. Their inclusion into the literature review of this thesis was 
deemed important as investigating assessment and intervention, as well as, clinical 
decision making procedures, constituted main objectives of the present study. 
 
Chapters IX and X present the entire methodological frame obtained for the study. 
The former focuses more on the justification of the study’ s epistemological approach, 
being one of a mixed methodology informed by pragmatism’s ontological positions, as 
well as the presentation of the specific conceptual model for the study. The latter 
(Chapter X) focuses rather on the selected methods (of data collection). The chapter 
follows the study’ s chronological research process, and presents first an extended 
justification for the need for a survey (for this study), the designing of the process, 
formulation of survey questions and, the designing of the questionnaire, including use 
of software, pre-testing and piloting etc. The second part of the chapter (X) justifies 
the use of web research methods for the study and, more specifically, literature on the 
use of asynchronous online discussions. This includes a discussion on the 
differences between those and the traditional face-to-face focus groups, the use of 
language in online communication and implications for this study, as well as, 
information on the technical aspect of conducting these discussions e.g. the use of 
WebCT as a virtual, research environment. Sampling procedures, ethical 
considerations and content (questions employed) are discussed for both stages of 
the study i.e. the survey and the asynchronous online discussions. 
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The findings stemming from the first, quantitative data collection phase of the present 
study, i.e. the survey, are presented in Chapter XI. A short reference to the 
(quantitative) methods of analysis is also presented in this chapter, e.g. statistical 
procedures, content analysis for the “quantification” of the open-ended items of the 
questionnaire etc. Similarly, Chapter XII outlines the findings of the qualitative 
component of the study (online discussions). Chapter XII begins with a presentation 
and justification of the qualitative analysis method employed (thematic analysis), and 
continues with the qualitative findings stemming from the analysis of the two 
asynchronous WebCT discussions.  
 
Chapter XVIII presents a discussion on the study' s findings. The study 's aim and 
four objectives are used as a framework to synthesize the quantitative and qualitative 
findings. Literature is also linked to those to draw similarities, differences and 
contradictions, where such a comparison is valid and possible, so as to make new 
knowledge arising from this research explicit. The same chapter includes a section 
which presents the study' s findings in terms of their potential application to current 
policies and health agenda, as well as a section on the study' s strengths and 
limitations. Finally, chapter XIV concludes the present study by presenting its unique 
contribution both at methodological and clinical levels, and discusses how the study 
could potentially tie with future work in the field of occupational therapy. The latter 
discussion is framed by the Medical Research Council (MRC) framework for 
designing and evaluating complex interventions to improve health. 
 
References used and appendices, which include material for support of this study, 
follow in the last pages of this thesis. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Introduction 
Composing the literature review of this thesis was in many respects a very 
challenging task and, to a certain extent, “a research project in its own right” (Bruce in 
Murray, 2004, p101). Part of this challenge had to do with the limited amount of 
literature that directly links occupational therapy to prematurity or its effect on child 
development. While this served as a starting point for this study, as the need for OT 
input in this area was very clear, difficulties very soon became apparent as to the 
literature that would be reviewed.  A wider coverage of the field, often required in 
doctorates, was constantly compared to the need to provide context and background 
to the specific study and, identify any “gaps” in previous literature that would justify 
such an exploration. Since the vast majority of the literature came from other fields 
e.g. psychology, neonatology, medicine, neurology, education etc, there was from 
early on, a certain “risk” identified. This risk had to do with being “carried away” by 
other disciplines’ research approach. Providing an explicit account of the selection of 
literature was thought to be necessary, not only for “doing justice” (Murray, 2004, 
pp.110) to the authors in the field, but for highlighting what the focus of this research 
is, and is not. 
 
The following diagram is what Murray (2004) proposes to be “a preview of the review” 
(pp109) and precedes the literature review. A short justification is provided for the 
informed selection of each topic.  
 
i. General literature –mainly biomedical- on prematurity; providing 
information on operational definitions, epidemiological facts; 
problem statement (increased rates of children born preterm and 
subsequent need to address their developmental needs) 
 
ii. Specific Learning Difficulties (SLD); literature from various fields 
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(education, psychology, clinical); definition, classification systems; 
causality, prevalence etc 
 
iii. Linking developmental difficulties and problems with school 
performance; continuity of development and “predictive” value of 
early identification of difficulties 
 
iv. Linking prematurity and SLD (main literature review) 
v. Prematurity & developmental difficulties 
vi. Prematurity and school problems 
 
vii. Literature on the main assessment and intervention practices used 
by OTs when working with children who were born prematurely and 
present with SLD 
 
viii. Literature on clinical decision making; what informs occupational 
therapy practice 
 
 
The decision on whether the literature should be presented as a review of studies or 
a systematic literature review was based on a series of structured questions, which 
the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (2009) presents in its 
recommendations on how to conduct the latter.   
 
Based on this series of structured key questions, a systematic review has to address 
the following:  
i. Patients or population to which the question applies, often defined by the 
presence of a specific condition  
Figure 1: Literature Review Themes 
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ii. Intervention used for these patients, which must be specified with clarity and 
precision 
iii. Comparison(s) to be made between those receiving the intervention and 
another group who does not receive the intervention e.g. between treatment and 
placebo, or alternative therapies.  
iv. Outcome(s) to be used to establish the effect caused by the intervention 
(Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network, 2009) 
 
Based on the above, and given that the main literature review (Chapters V and VI) 
aimed at rather describing the type of developmental difficulties and school problems 
that children who are born preterm present with, a systematic literature review was 
not the literature review type of choice. Moreover, a high variability in the type of 
studies sourced, based both on the variety of clinical fields they came from, and the 
variability of the methodologies used, would make a potential “grouping” of the 
literature to address the above questions, an almost impossible task. The decision to 
include studies from other disciplines, was based on the very early finding that OT 
literature in this area was very limited. It was thought that the range of outcomes 
identified in the literature could inform the study and some of its methodological 
choices, and would lead to useful comparisons across studies, as well as between 
those and the findings of the current study on what OTs perceive as important 
outcome measures when working with this paediatric group. Identification of the most 
pertinent outcomes could lead to further research on the effectiveness of 
interventions (e.g. OT methods) when working with this population (see Chapter XIV: 
“Implications for research: future directions”). 
 
Albeit the literature review was not strictly a systematic type based on the above 
criteria, essential elements of a systematic review were “borrowed”, which relate to 
the systematic selection of the studies reviewed. As such the literature: 
• was identified according to an explicit search strategy 
• selected according to defined inclusion and exclusion criteria 
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• evaluated against consistent methodological standards  
(Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network, 2009) 
 
A comprehensive literature search was carried out to identify studies which met 
certain a priori criteria, serving as “quality indicators”. The work of Bhutta et al (2002), 
whose study investigated the cognitive and behavioural outcome of school-aged 
children born preterm, influenced this process. The authors provided an array of 
guidelines for the studies’ selection and quality evaluation. Aylward’s (2002) criticism 
of the methodological problems of many studies that investigated the effect of 
prematurity was also employed.  
 
These studies: 
i. were published in 1985 or later, since most medical advances in the care of 
preterm infants took place in the late 1970s with the first outcome studies being 
published in the following decade i.e. 1980s 
ii. met levels of strength of evidence of “3” and above i.e. systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses (level 1), randomised control trials (level 2), non-randomised 
experimental studies (level 3) (Gray, 1997) 
iii. were English-language publications 
iv. had a case-control design 
v. had matching of cases and controls for at least one factor 
vi. in terms of their population sample, they used a defined geographical area 
and/or at least one hospital or school setting; convenience sampling was excluded 
vii. included assessments which were carried out, predominantly, after the 4th to 
5th year of life when children begin to attend mainstream education. Any studies, 
which relate to the preschool years, are presented here as an exception (Chapter 
IV) so as to provide evidence on the continuity of development, and the possible 
“persistence” of difficulties from a preschool period onto primary school years 
viii. focused on Gestational Age (GA) as a definition of prematurity; studies 
focusing on low-birth-weight (LBW) were included only when the GA was 
provided; studies solely on LBW children were excluded because of the possibility 
that children with intra-uterine growth problems might have been included (see 
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Chapter II: “The Gestational Age (GA) vs. Birth Weight (BW) Debate: Which 
Criterion when researching Prematurity?”) 
ix. had a complete or partial description of demographic data, although not 
necessarily of socio-economic data 
x. had a relatively low attrition rate (less than 30%) 
 
Studies were excluded if they focused on very specific subgroups of preterm children 
populations (e.g. only children with Intra ventricular Haemorrhage), as they might not 
represent the majority of the preterm children. Moreover, if multiple studies were 
published from the same cohort of subjects at different ages, only the last published 
report was included. 
 
The literature search involved the following databases: Medline, Cinahl/ Pre-Cinahl, 
Cochrane Library, British Nursing Index, PsychINFO, and the NHS e-library, for the 
period between 1985- 2005, and with keywords such as premature, preterm and, 
prem* or preterm birth-children-infants, school/ learning difficulties, dyslexia, 
dyscalculia, specific learning difficulties, reading, writing, spelling etc. All these 
synonyms and relevant concepts were a result of using the Medical Subject Headings 
system (MeSH) which is “an online vocabulary look-up aid… designed to help quickly 
locate descriptors of possible interest” (United States National Library of Medicine, 
2003).  Boolean search was employed. The electronic literature search was followed 
by a manual search of the reference lists of all primary articles initially collected, as 
well as the contacting of authors of a key article for recommending additional reading 
on the topic. 
 
It must be noted that the above criteria were only applied for the selection of studies 
in the main literature review i.e. Chapters V and VI. Chapters II and III include generic 
information (e.g. operational definitions, and classifications systems) on the general 
topics of prematurity and Specific Learning Difficulties respectively. The application of 
the above criteria was therefore not as strict, mainly due to the literature used not 
always requiring appraisal of research material. A strict application was also not 
applied to the literature presented in chapter IV, as the study was not directly related 
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to the research topic (refer to point vii in the above list). Chapter VII (“Occupational 
therapy assessments and intervention practices”) employed slightly differing selection 
criteria, since literature found was not specific to preterm children populations. The 
selection criteria are presented separately in Chapter VII. Finally, for the literature 
presented in Chapter VIII (“Clinical decision making in occupational therapy”), the 
above criteria were once more not strictly applied, as very limited literature was 
found, which related to paediatric practices. Furthermore, most literature related to 
generic definitions, and only very limited material required critical appraisal of  studies 
on the topic. 
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CHAPTER II: PREMATURITY: BIOMEDICAL 
INFORMATION 
 
The following chapter outlines biomedical information relating to preterm birth, identity 
of initiating factors, or what its aetiology and major short and long term complications 
are. Definitions and classifications of prematurity are also presented here. Moreover, 
the chapter provides a debate on why gestational age was chosen as the defining 
criterion for prematurity over that of birth weight. Firstly, however, the chapter 
commences with a “problem statement”, and a justification of the reason why 
prematurity could be considered to be a “clinical problem”. 
 
 
Problem statement: Some Definitions and why 
Prematurity is considered a Clinical Problem 
Infants born before their expected due dates have, according to Browne (2003), 
always been a concern to their families. Only relatively recently though has the clinical 
condition of prematurity, and the concerns relating to developmental outcome of 
premature infants become the subject of research. A relevant factor is the increasing 
number of infants surviving preterm birth or its accompanying complications. Provision 
of hi-tech neonatal care and remarkable changes in the pharmacological treatment of 
these infants have led to an increase in the survival rate of preterm children in the US, 
the UK and other countries. Consequently this has posed challenges for healthcare 
professionals to ensure the identification of the most appropriate intervention for these 
infants (Browne, 2003; Azzopardi and Mallaiah, 2004; Swamy, Østbye and Skjærven, 
2008). Swamy, Østbye and Skjærven (2008) observe that preterm birth is not a rare 
condition and although more frequent in developing countries, its incidence has been 
steadily increasing in developed, industrialised societies due to major medical 
advances and the subsequent decrease of infant mortality rates. From a population-
based longitudinal study, Swamy at el (2008) reported a decrease from 10% to 2% in 
the mortality of preterm infants (GA<37 weeks) born in 1967 and 2002 respectively in 
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Norway (N=1.167.506). Stoelhorst et al (2005) reported an even greater decrease in 
the mortality of infants born before 32 weeks of gestation when they compared two 
Dutch cohorts, one from the 1980s and one from the 1990s (76% to 33%). The rise of 
preterm deliveries has been attributed to factors like the use of assisted reproduction 
techniques, the increased use of obstetric intervention such as caesarean sections, 
the higher rate of twin and multiple births, and the higher prevalence of alcohol and 
substance misuse in urban areas (Slattery and Morrison, 2002). In the review of 
Slattery and Morrison (2002) on the incidence of prematurity as defined by the GA 
criterion, it is stated that “preterm delivery varies from 6% to 15% of all deliveries 
depending on geographical and demographic features of the population” (p.1490). The 
authors do not specify the countries to which these specific figures refer. Exact 
statistics and estimations are, according to the same review, very difficult to ascertain 
since there are variations between countries. The population-based study of Swamy, 
Østbye and Skjærven (2008), which used a retrospective cohort of 1.1 million 
singleton births in Norway, revealed 5.6% and 4.7% prevalence of preterm birth (<32 
weeks) for boys and girls respectively. According to Adams and Barfield (2008) these 
rates very much depend on the homogeneity of the population, the access to medical 
care, and how well developed the social “safety net” is within the country of the study.  
 
Irrespective of these factors, there is a tendency observed for prematurity rates to 
have increased over the years. According to the perinatal statistics of the national 
campaign “March of Dimes” in the United States, in 2003, 1 in 8 babies (12.3% of live 
births) was born preterm. This rate has increased nearly 12% between 1993 and 
2003. Of the above 12.3%, 2% were very preterm, i.e. less than 32 weeks of 
completed gestation, and 10.4% moderately preterm, i.e. between 32 and 36 weeks 
of gestation (March of Dimes, 2005).  
 
The NHS Maternity Statistics (2006), as cited in Bliss (2008), state that for the 
2005/2006 the following were perinatal statistics in England:  
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Table 1: Comparison of gestation periods in England 2005/06 
Gestation period                  Number of deliveries             %    of all births  
Under 24 weeks                               550       0.09% 
24-28 weeks                            3,600       0.61% 
29-34 weeks                           14,900       2.51% 
35-37 weeks                           57,300       9.66% 
38-42 weeks                         513,000      86.45% 
over 42 weeks                            4,060       0.68% 
 
Prematurity has been defined on the basis of the infant's birth weight or gestational 
age, with the most common estimation of the latter being calculated, till recently,  from 
the first day of the mother’s last menstrual period (Witter, 1993). Birth weight was used 
to define prematurity in the past but it has, after the refinement of ultrasound methods, 
been abandoned to the more accepted measure of gestational age. That is because 
low birth weight could relate to intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR) and could, 
therefore, have different aetiology to that of preterm birth (Aylward, 2004; Swamy, 
Østbye and Skjærven, 2008). Based on this argument, an infant born prior to 37 
weeks of gestation is considered premature based on the normal length of pregnancy 
i.e. 40 weeks plus/ minus 2 weeks (Mattison, 2003; Bliss, 2005; Jepsen, 2006; 
Swamy, Østbye and Skjærven, 2008). Although there is no lower limit for this 
definition, Slattery and Morrison (2002) suggest that 23-24 weeks’ gestation is broadly 
accepted as one, corresponding to an average birth weight of 500g.  
 
Preterm birth can be a very heterogeneous classification. This classification of 
preterm birth must be qualified according to criteria such as: mechanism that initiates 
labour e.g. spontaneous or “induced” by the obstetrician; severity of prematurity as 
defined by gestational age; etiologic factor e.g. infection or placental haemorrhage. 
This will subsequently impact on designing research studies in this area (Mattison, 
2003). With regards to spontaneous or induced preterm birth, Adams and Barfield 
(2008) stress that the differentiation is imperative as preterm rupture of membranes, 
the major causal mechanisms of spontaneous preterm birth, often relates to 
intrauterine infection and subsequent risk for sepsis, phenomena that have been 
associated with adverse neurological outcomes. This is, however, not necessarily the 
case in an induced preterm birth, with the same authors suggesting that infants who 
were delivered preterm spontaneously at a GA of 28 to 31 weeks, had a higher risk of 
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having cerebral palsy than the infants delivered at the same GA following the 
induced, medical procedure. 
 
Some of the most typical classifications are presented in the tables below. 
 
Table 2: Classification of Prematurity based on Gestational Age 
37- 42 weeks                                                                               Full term 
28- 37 week                                                                                  Preterm 
Under 28 weeks                                                           Extremely preterm 
Above 42 weeks                                                                        Post term 
(Jepsen, 2006; Vergara, 1993) 
 
Table 3: Classification of Prematurity based on Birth Weight 
Above 2500 gram                                                      Average birth weight 
1500- 2500 gram                                                             Low birth weight 
1000-<1500 gram                                                     Very low birth weight 
Under 1000 gram                                             Extremely low birth weight 
(Jepsen, 2006; Vergara, 1993) 
 
Table 4: Classification of Prematurity based on the relationship between GA and BW 
AGA:     Between  the 10th and 90th percentile for gestational age in body weight 
SGA:     Below the 10th percentile for gestational age in body weight                       
LGA:     Over the  90th percentile for gestational age in body weight                       
(Vergara, 1993; Merck Source, 2007) 
  
The 1960s were the starting point for the advances in neonatology and obstetrics 
leading to current improved viability of the foetus at 27 weeks of gestation or below. 
This increase in viability rates was also importantly accompanied by a decrease in 
major handicaps, justifying the expenditure of large amounts of time, money, 
resources and specialisation for neonatal care (Allen, 1993). However, survival 
accompanied by a decrease in the incidence of severe impairments, does not itself 
ensure the preterm child’s typical development. There is a need for a more careful 
examination of all and not just severe, clinical manifestations of prematurity in order 
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to gain a good understanding of its actual impact on the life of the child and its family 
(Browne, 2003; Allen, 1993). Of concern are, for example, results of studies 
suggesting that children born preterm present with, rather “subtle” problems which 
might however interfere with their learning. Deficient attention, visual-perceptual or 
fine motor problems, poor receptive or expressive language and hyperactivity are 
only some of the problems reported to hinder these children’s learning, and are 
presented in the relevant section of this literature review (Chapters V and VI).  
 
What follows is a debate on what the appropriate criterion is when defining and 
studying prematurity. A presentation of the main points of the “GA or BW” debate was 
deemed necessary, as it has led to the decision of using GA as the main prematurity 
defining “criterion” when selecting specific studies to be included in this review.  
 
 
The Gestational Age (GA) vs. Birth Weight (BW) 
Debate: Which Criterion when researching 
Prematurity? 
In this section the issue of foetal growth in relation to gestational age is discussed and 
the choice of using gestational age in favour of birth weight as a criterion for preterm 
birth in this study is justified. 
 
Over the last two decades a new method of estimating pregnancy duration has been 
introduced that has substantially impacted on the accuracy of estimation of preterm 
delivery prevalence. Before the use of ultrasound biometry, length of pregnancy was 
calculated with the use of the menstrual history of the mother. This estimation could be 
wrong in 10-45% cases depending on factors like the irregularity of the menstrual 
cycle or poor recall. Dating errors have led in the past to underestimated rates of 
preterm deliveries. The error in ultra-sound scanning is smaller and has not only led to 
more accurate gestational ages but also to information about the “foetal growth: 
gestational age” ratio. The advantage of estimating GA as accurately as possible is 
that it allows a distinction between low birth weight due to low GA and low birth weight 
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due to intra-uterine growth restriction, and it has been recommended in studies where 
both methods, i.e. ultra-scanning and use of menstrual history of the mother, are 
available (Wood et al, 2000; Gardosi, Kady and Francis, 2004; Swamy, Østbye and 
Skjærven, 2008). 
 
According to Peleg, Kennedy and Hunter (1998) and their work on Intra-Uterine 
Growth Restriction (IUGR), the foetus has an inherent growth potential that, under 
normal circumstances, leads to a neonate of an appropriate size. The definition of 
IUGR is “... of a foetus whose weight is below the 10th percentile for its GA and has a 
head circumference below the 2.5th percentile” (p.3). Low birth weight could therefore 
be both due to short gestation and intrauterine growth problems. Hence, full-term 
infants could be small for their gestational age (SGA) due to intra-uterine growth 
problems. Preterm infants could in a similar manner have low birth weight as 
compared to normal full- term standards or be SGA. The association of foetal growth 
and GA has clinical implications. Gardosi, Kady and Francis (2004) suggest for 
example that within LBW categories, growth restricted infants do better than the non-
growth restricted ones whose low birth weight is instead, due to earlier gestation. 
When corrected for gestational age, IUGR infants have a higher morbidity and 
mortality rate than the infants of an appropriate weight.  
 
Magill- Evans et al (2002) suggest that a great amount of literature does not 
differentiate between infants of Low-Birth Weight (LBW) and short Gestational Age 
(GA) when examining the outcome of preterm birth, confounding in this way the 
effects of preterm birth and Intra-Uterine Growth Restriction (IUGR) problems. Wood 
et al (2000) and Swamy, Østbye and Skjærven (2008) highlighted the importance of 
isolating the “GA effect”. Conducting research while using Birth Weight (BW) as a 
criterion may lead to sampling infants that are gestationally mature but with a 
restricted growth that might have, according to the same authors, a 
neurodevelopmental advantage as compared to immature infants with appropriate 
growth. Finally and according to Villar and Belizan’s (1982) comparative study on the 
relative proportions of preterm-LBW and IUGR-LBW infants in developing and 
developed countries, a straight correlation was found between LBW incidence and 
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IUGR in developing countries. Since the current study was conducted in the UK, this 
was another reason contributing to the decision of using GA as a main determiner of 
prematurity.  
 
Adams and Barfield (2008) noted that the advances in ultrasound technology might 
even lead to more accurate “estimations” of the infant’s maturity as the method might 
not only assist with the estimation of the gestational age but, also, measurements of 
the biparietal diameter and, neck, head or abdominal circumference, as well as femur 
and humerus length which are considered more valid indicators of foetal maturity. 
 
 
The Initiation of Preterm Birth 
The definition of premature birth itself suggests that the duration of a pregnancy and 
the timing of human birth are the two key features to be addressed when studying this 
clinical condition. Studies on the regulation of the timing of birth are, according to 
Smith et al (2004), related to the questions of what determines the duration of a 
pregnancy and, the events that initiate labour.  
 
The initiation of human labour has many biochemical and physiological 
underpinnings. Changes in the concentration of hormones, e.g. progesterone and 
oestrogen, in the intrauterine environment, as well as the production of 
prostaglandins from the foetal membranes, appear to change the biochemical 
balance in the uterus and, trigger mechanisms such as uterine contractility or cervical 
ripening that initiate the full parturition. Moreover the anti-inflammatory properties of 
progesterone that disappear consequent to its prior-to-birth withdrawal, may allow 
inflammation and weakening of the immune tolerance of the mother to the foetus. 
Other factors such as the uterine stretch in the presence of a large foetus or the 
nutritional status of the mother might be additional factors initiating labour (Smith, 
2004). 
 
Any study of preterm parturition should take into account the common pathway that it 
shares with full-term birth. Full and preterm births follow the same process, only that 
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they occur at different gestational ages. The components of this pathway include 
uterine contractility, cervical ripening and decidual/foetal membrane activation, which 
refer respectively to: 
• the “coordinated and effective generation of mechanical forces by the 
myometrium which eventually leads to the expulsion of the conceptus” (Romero 
et al, 2004, p.29) 
• the inability of the cervix to retain the foetus due to a decrease of collagen 
content, or increase of its solubility 
• the separation of the membranes of the uterine segment and, eventually, the 
rupture of the membranes and delivery of the placenta, relating to changes in the 
concentration of the collagen (Romero et al, 2004). 
 
 
Aetiology and Complications of Prematurity  
The term “premature labour” does not indicate the aetiological factor of prematurity, 
e.g. whether the condition is caused by an infection or a vascular problem e.g. 
placental haemorrhage. Prematurity appears to share with other obstetric conditions, 
the key feature of multiple aetiology (Romero et al, 2004).  
 
Discrepancies appear in the literature as to what an “aetiological factor” is. In Romero 
et al (2004), Mattison (2003) or Slattery and Morrison (2002) aetiological factors 
appear to be all the physiological processes that would initiate the common pathway 
for labour, while for other authors, aetiology would also include nutritional, 
psychological or socio-economic factors (Witter, 1993; March of Dimes, 2004; Merck 
Manual, 2004; March of Dimes, 2005). Following the classification of Romero et al 
(2004), the second group is presented as “predictors” rather than “aetiological 
processes”. 
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Table 5: Prematurity & Aetiology  
  Intrauterine infection                                                        Allergic phenomena 
  Uteroplacental ischemia                                                       Pre-eclampsia 
  Uterine over distension                                                     Endocrine disorder 
  Abnormal allograft reaction                                        Cervical insufficiency 
(Witter, 1993; Slattery and Morrison et al, 2002; Mattison, 2003; Romero et al, 2004; 
March of Dimes, 2004; March of Dimes, 2005) 
 
Table 6: Prematurity & Risk Factors2 
  Multiple gestation                                                          Minimal prenatal care 
  Maternal age*                                                                Maternal weight; obesity 
  Prior preterm birth                                                         Socioeconomic status 
  Ethnicity**                                                                      Drugs and tobacco use 
  Psychological stress 
(Witter, 1993; Slattery and Morrison et al, 2002; Mattison, 2003; Gardosi, Kady and 
Francis et al, 2004; March of Dimes, 2004; March of Dimes, 2005)  
 
Post-partum complications: The plethora of medical conditions that preterm infants 
may experience after their birth is a result of the instability of their vital systems and 
organs. A second cause is secondary iatrogenic complications stemming from the 
management of these conditions. What follows is a short presentation of the most 
common complications following preterm birth. It is necessary to stress at this point 
that these refer to most often acute, relatively immediate consequences of premature 
birth, and should be therefore distinguished from the long term impact this 
prematurity might have on the course of development. This latter topic constitutes the 
main body of the literature reviewed for this thesis (Chapters V and VI). 
 
Respiratory/ Pulmonary disorders: Pulmonary problems are the most common 
complication of preterm birth. Respiratory Distress Syndrome (RDS) is induced by the 
                                                 
2  * Women younger than 17 or older than 35 years of age are at greater risk 
 ** African-American women are at greater risk 
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lack of a protein (surfactant) that keeps small air sacks in the lungs open. The lungs 
can get stiff, and the membranes, where the gas exchange occurs, remain 
underdeveloped. RDS can cause serious breathing problems for the newborn, which 
may need exogenous support. Transient Tachypnea of the Newborn (TTN) is caused 
by a delay in the absorption of the lung liquids. It can lead to fast breathing and 
cyanosis. Perinatal asphyxia is an emergency situation during birth that can lead to 
infant mortality or morbidity, while apnoeas are irregularities in breathing, where the 
infant can stop breathing for some seconds, and exhibit slow heart rate. Finally, 
Brochopulmonary Dysplasia (BPD) is a chronic condition that appears in infants that 
have received treatment, such as mechanical ventilation and oxygen for a longer 
period, and manifests itself with scarring of the lungs and difficulties with breathing 
(Azzopardi and Mallaiah et al, 2004; March of Dimes, 2004; Vergara and Angley, 
1992). The introduction of postnatal surfactant therapy and steroids, and the 
application of nasal continuous positive airway pressure have reduced the incidence 
of chronic lung diseases (Azzopardi and Mallaiah, 2004). 
 
Cardiovascular/Cardiopulmonary disorders: Patent ductus arteriosis (PDA) 
occurs when the ductus arteriosus, the large artery that lets the blood bypass the 
lungs in the uterus, fails to close after birth. This can potentially lead to heart failure 
and low oxygen in the organs (hypoxia). Surgery to close the ductus is often required. 
(Vergara and Angley, 1992; March of Dimes, 2004). 
 
Central Nervous System (CNS) disorders: The detection of neurological disorders 
of the preterm infant emerged parallel to the introduction of cranial ultrasonography in 
the 1980s. The most common abnormality is Intraventricular Haemorrhage (IVH) and 
it refers to the bleeding of the brain, which can, in more severe cases, make the 
ventricles (fluid-filled spaces in the brain) expand, cause pressure on the brain and 
lead to brain damage. IVH occurs in about 40% of preterm cases shortly after birth, 
and can manifest itself with symptoms such as bulging fontanelle, sudden anaemia, 
apnoea, high blood pressure, seizures etc. Periventricular Leucomalacia (PVL) is a 
serious ischemic injury and can happen as a severe form of IVH, or separately. The 
white matter tissue becomes ischemic, due to the reduction in cerebral blood flow or 
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hypoxia. PVL is associated with CNS damage and cerebral palsy (Vergara and 
Angley, 1992; Azzopardi and Mallaiah et al, 2004). 
 
Other: Retinopathy of Prematurity (ROP) is an ophthalmologic condition in which an 
abnormal growth of blood vessels can lead to bleeding, formation of scars, and 
consequent damage of the retina of the eye. ROP is usually caused by a longer 
exposure to high concentrations of oxygen that causes the gradual detachment of the 
retina. ROP can cause blindness. Necrotising Enterocolitis refers to a disease which 
remains one of the most serious complications affecting the intestines, and can result 
in ischemia, potential haemorrhage, gangrene and sepsis. Sepsis is one of the 
leading causes of neonatal mortality and can be common in preterm infants due to 
their increased susceptibility to nosocomial infections or infections from the mother 
(Azzopardi and Mallaiah et al, 2004; Vergara and Angley, 1992). 
 
 
Survival Rates, Morbidity, and long-term 
Outcome of Preterm Birth 
The improvement of medical and technological interventions has led to the survival of 
infants who would previously have likely died. Even infants of 23-26 weeks gestation 
have now a 40-60% chance of surviving. Rates increase to 85% for neonates 
between 27-28 weeks and almost all infants born at 34 weeks or later survive 
(Browne, 2004). Facts from the Office of National Statistics for the UK give similar 
rates, with infants born even as early as at 24 and 25 weeks, having a 39% and 50% 
of survival respectively (Bliss, 2005). In the EPICure study, which is one of the largest 
population-based studies of infants of very low GA, a national UK cohort of 4004 
births was recorded. Of the 811 extremely preterm children (<26 weeks GA) that were 
admitted for intensive care, 39% survived until they were discharged from the hospital 
(Costeloe et al, 2000). That means that the healthcare system faces now a new 
challenge in addressing the needs of children whose chances for survival were 
previously dismal. 
 
The survival of extremely preterm children is associated with an increased risk of high 
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morbidity, severe neurodevelopmental conditions such as cerebral palsy, major 
sensory impairments, and serious cognitive delays. According to Swamy, Østbye and 
Skjærven (2008), “improved survival possibly comes at the expense of diminished 
overall health and quality of life” (pp.1434). Stoelhorst et al (2005) in their study of 
comparing two preterm cohorts, one from the 1980s and one from the 1990s, reported 
as seen earlier, a decrease in mortality rates, and a better management of medical 
complications of preterm birth e.g. respiratory distress syndrome (decrease from 29% 
to 6%). The authors did, however, observe that this was followed by an increase in 
long-term morbidity with chronic lung disease, for example, increasing in frequency 
(6% to 19%).   
 
The likelihood of disabilities occurring increases with the presence of predictors, such 
as neonatal complications or poor socio environmental factors (Browne, 2003; 
Mattison, 2003). There was no study identified in the literature, which sub-divided this 
paediatric group in terms of “vulnerability” or “susceptibility” to certain conditions while 
relating this to different degrees of prematurity. A variety of studies were however 
identified that pointed to what Mattison (2003) described as an inverse relationship 
between GA and prevalence of disability. Some of these studies are presented here. 
It should be borne in mind that the classification of disability and its criteria is a very 
complex matter (Wood et al, 2000). 
 
Browne (2003) claimed that infants born at 28 weeks’ gestation or earlier “face a 25% 
chance of permanent impairment in one or more areas of functioning” (p.6) while 
those born between 32 to 36 weeks have only an 8% chance. In the section of the 
UK national EPICure study that assessed 308 extremely preterm children (25 weeks 
or less) at 30 months of age, 49% were found to present with a disability, for 23% of 
these, the disability was severe. Similarly in the review of Azzopardi and Mallaiah et 
al (2004) on long term outcomes of prematurity, the total incidence of severe disability 
was 25% mainly among surviving infants born at 28 weeks of gestation or less. In a 
review of studies on the long-term effect of preterm birth for children and young 
people between 5-18 years by Allen (1993), chances of developing a severe disability 
varied from 5% to 18%, mild disability from 8% to 44%, while “normal outcome” 
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fluctuated between 36% and 85% of the cases.  
 
The differences in the prevalence of disability presented here could be attributed to 
the different age of the groups that were reviewed for presenting with a disability 
(short or long-term outcome of prematurity).  Other factors might relate to the use of 
gestational or birth weight as the reference criterion, different definitions as to what 
constitutes disability or impairment, or differing criteria as to how the terms “severe” 
(disability), “moderate” (disability) or “normal” (performance or development) are 
defined. 
 
Major impairments, such as cerebral palsy, which may result from preterm birth, can 
be diagnosed at very early stages of development. Medical complications of preterm 
birth can also be resolved by the end of the first year of life. According to Foulder-
Hughes and Cooke (2003) and Allen (1993), this explains why follow- up programs 
might often be interrupted despite subtle developmental difficulties still persisting for 
some of the children born preterm.  What raises concern are the findings of studies 
which suggest that children born preterm might present with “minor” developmental 
problems that may however interfere with academic achievement. Swamy, Østbye and 
Skjærven’s (2008) population-based, longitudinal study included 1.1 million singleton 
births in Norway between 1967 and 1988. These births had occurred at 22 weeks or 
more of gestation, and weighting 500g or more. One of the long-term measure 
outcomes of the study was educational achievement. The study revealed a higher 
likelihood for preterm survivors to have low educational achievement (95% CI), as 
determined by attendance of high school education and subsequent graduation. Poor 
educational attainment was observed both among male and female participants born 
preterm when compared to those born at term. The authors observed that the lower 
the gestational age of the participant, the greater the likelihood of not moving into high 
school education or having graduate education (see Tables 7 and 8 below). 
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Table 7: GA and having less than high school education (%) 
 At 22-27 wks  
Gestation 
At 28-32 wks  
Gestation 
At 33-36 wks  
Gestation 
At 37-42 wks  
Gestation 
Female 33.3 32.2 29.9 24.7 
Male 35.6 34.7 28.9 25.3 
(Swamy, Østbye and Skjærven, 2008) 
 
Table 8: GA and graduate education (%) 
 At 22-27 wks  
Gestation 
At 28-32 wks  
Gestation 
At 33-36 wks  
Gestation 
At 37-42 wks  
Gestation 
Female 36.6 37.1 37.7 43.4 
Male 20.8 26.2 28.8 32.6 
(Swamy, Østbye and Skjærven, 2008) 
 
The findings of the large-scale study of Swamy, Østbye and Skjærven (2008) are 
indicative of the long term effects of prematurity, with regards to academic 
achievement. It does however have to be born in mind that the extent to which this 
can be attributed to the direct effect of prematurity, or, factors such as social settings 
or parental education, often presented as risk factors of prematurity, remains unclear. 
 
Deficient attention, visual-perceptual or fine motor problems, poor receptive or 
expressive language and hyperactivity are only some of the problems reported to 
hinder the learning and academic functioning of these children. Despite the existence 
of such difficulties, the majority of these children attend regular, mainstream schools 
(Allen, 1993). These studies are presented in more detail in the relevant section of 
the literature review (see Chapters V and VI).  
 
 
Chapter Synopsis 
Preterm birth is defined and classified predominantly by criteria such as gestational 
age, birth weight and the relationship between the two. When exploring which 
criterion to employ when researching prematurity, gestational age appears to offer the 
advantage of distinguishing between low birth weight due to prematurity, and low birth 
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weight due to intra-uterine growth restriction. It was mainly due to this that the former 
criterion was selected for this study.  Irrespective of the criteria used, when exploring 
epidemiological facts, an increase is observed in the number of children being born 
preterm due to medical advances since the 1970s. This has however been 
accompanied by an also increasing demand to address a number of short term and 
long term complications for the child born preterm. The former might often relate to 
respiratory, cardiological and neurological problems, which are often addressed by 
the time of discharge from the maternity hospital. With regards to the long term effect 
of prematurity, rates in disability vary among studies based on the differing criteria as 
to what constitutes severe, moderate or mild disability. There have been several 
studies which suggest that there is indeed a relationship between difficulties, 
attendance at mainstream schooling and academic achievement. These difficulties 
are presented in Chapters V and VI. What follows is a presentation of these type of 
difficulties (Specific Learning Difficulties) before any links/ associations are made 
between the two. 
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CHAPTER III: SPECIFIC LEARNING 
DIFFICULTIES (SLD) 
 
The following chapter presents definitions and epidemiological information on SLD in 
general. SLD such as dyslexia, poor reading, spelling, writing ability and 
mathematical difficulties are then presented separately with information provided on 
aetiology as well as the nature of skills that might be underdeveloped in children 
which present with SLD. The heterogeneity of SLD and the diverse manifestations in 
performance areas of children that might present with the same diagnosis is then 
discussed along with a consideration of the extent to which IQ should be used as a 
criterion to define SLD. 
 
 
The Importance of Literacy in Modern Society and 
Definitions of SLD  
Awareness of specific learning difficulties, and especially of the controversial 
developmental term of “dyslexia”, has increased considerably in the last 30 years. 
This is mainly due to a developing need of researchers and practitioners worldwide to 
conceptualise the underlying mechanisms of the main aspects of learning. It also 
relates to the need to identify the difficulties that impede learning and, subsequently, 
explore the best assessment and intervention models for addressing those (Reid, 
1998). This increasing interest in the mechanisms of learning is the result of 
tremendous changes in the use of literacy and the need for proficiency in academic 
skills. As Olson (2002) stresses, the shift to the new millennium was accompanied by 
a realisation that literacy skills should not only be a benefit of elite groups, but a 
necessity for everyone in a competitive employment era. Similarly, Selikowitz (1998) 
claims that the need for children to attend school has extended beyond urban to rural 
areas, and that parents in developed countries attach more and more importance to 
school progress. The same author suggests that eradicating serious child illnesses, 
with the use of immunisation, has allowed attention to shift the focus to non-life 
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threatening conditions such as specific learning difficulties especially after the 
realisation that several adult emotional problems and delinquency behaviours may 
relate to early school problems (Selikowitz, 1998). 
 
Defining SLD can be problematic. According to Prior (1996), this stems from the fact 
that the base of our understanding is changing constantly, parallel to the increasing 
amount of research evidence. Part of the difficulty in providing a definition relates to 
the nature of the difficulties, and whether children with SLD form a separate distinct 
category or are at the lower end of “normal” performance. Other issues are the 
breadth of difficulties and areas that SLD cover, and the number of disciplines 
working with children with SLD. Each of the disciplines may have a different focus on 
development and use different terminologies. The implications that certain definitions 
and diagnoses might have for educational policies, and consequently, the economic 
issues for education authorities, are other factors which must be considered (Reid, 
1998; Selikowitz, 1998; Prior, 1996).  
 
There are numerous well- accepted definitions of SLD listed in the literature. Some of 
them are listed below. Although in this thesis SLD is an “umbrella term” term of which 
dyslexia is one component, some of the definitions use the terms “SLD” and 
“dyslexia” interchangeably, since the two have often been used for representing the 
same clinical picture (Riddick, 1996).  
 
According to the British Dyslexia Association: 
“.. in SLD, many areas of learning or function are affected with specific difficulties in 
reading , spelling and written language. One or more of these areas may be affected. 
Numeracy, notational skills (music), motor function and organisational skills may also 
be involved. However it is particularly related to mastering written language, although 
oral language may be affected to some degree” (British Dyslexia Association, 1997, in 
Reid, 1998, p.2) 
 
In another definition, from an educational perspective: 
“SLD can be identified as distinctive patterns of difficulties relating to the processing of 
information within a continuum from very mild to extremely severe which result in 
restrictions in literacy development and discrepancies in performances within the 
curriculum” (Reid, in Reid, 1998, p2). 
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According to Prior (1996) a child with SLD should have: 
“… an IQ score greater than 80, and deficits in at least one area of academic 
achievement (reading, spelling, mathematics) associated with specific cognitive 
impairments (such as short term memory, poor auditory discrimination ability, visuo-
perceptual problems, and the like” (Prior, 1996, p.4) 
 
According to the 4th edition of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-IV-TR) (American Psychiatric Association, 2000): 
 
“Learning disorders3 are diagnosed when the individual’s achievement on individually 
administered, standardised tests in reading, mathematics, or written expression is 
substantially below that expected for age, schooling and level of intelligence. The 
learning problems significantly interfere with academic achievement or activities of 
daily living that require reading, mathematical, or writing skills. Substantially below is 
defined as a discrepancy of more than 2 standard deviations between achievement 
and IQ… Learning disorders may persist into adulthood” (p.49-50) 
 
Tansley and Panckhurst (1981), in their Report of the National Foundation in 
Educational Research in England and Wales, suggest that the term SLD might be 
defined in many ways since it does not necessarily imply a specific aetiology (see 
“What causes SLD”; Chapter III). The authors stress that the term is broad enough to 
include a variety of manifestations, and an array of behaviours that require the 
teacher’s or the practitioner’s attention without providing a narrow diagnostic label. 
This observation could be of particular relevance to the current study, as it raises 
questions with regards to the grounds on which referrals of children with such 
problems are made, and what the importance of having a diagnosis is. It was for this 
reason that the issue of consistency among health professionals when using 
terminology relevant to SLD was incorporated as an item in the mail questionnaire 
(see Chapter X: “Determining the information sought”). 
 
The above definitions cover difficulties in areas such as reading, writing, spelling, 
arithmetic or language, which are directly linked to the academic curriculum and 
achievement. However, there is according to Selikowitz (1998), a second group of 
functions that are also important to learning, and include organisation, social 
                                                 
3  The terminology varies slightly between the different countries; in the US the term 
“learning disorders” or “learning difficulties” overlaps with the term specific “learning 
difficulties” in the UK 
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competence, impulse control, organisation of movements etc. The term SLD is used 
in this thesis, not only in the strictly academic, but also, in the broader sense that 
includes the functions described by Selikowitz (1998) (see questionnaire in Appendix 
I).  
 
Some discussion on what constitutes “significant delay” in the above areas -whether 
quantified by statistical criteria and measurements, or qualitatively described on the 
basis of clinical observations- is provided in one of the following literature sections of 
this chapter (see “Epidemiological information on SLD”). 
 
 
Further on defining SLD: Exclusion Criteria and the 
Intelligence Quotient (IQ) Discrepancy 
Defining SLD and dyslexia, a term that is very often used to encompass the whole 
spectrum of specific learning difficulties, was, and to a certain extent still is, a 
preserve of the medical world. At the end of the 1960s, the World Federation of 
Neurology, proposed a definition for Dyslexia/SLD that was mainly based on 
exclusion criteria. According to this definition “[Dyslexia is] a disorder manifested by 
difficulty in learning to read despite conventional instruction, adequate intelligence 
and sociocultural opportunity. It is dependent upon fundamental cognitive disabilities 
which are frequently of constitutional origin” (Snowling, 2000, p.15). This definition 
has been an attempt to differentiate the population of children with SLD from 
populations of other, e.g. poor readers, whose difficulty might be due to lack of 
intellectual ability, as determined by the intelligence quotient, poor schooling, or poor 
attendance (Prior, 1996). Following this model, of what Snowling (2000) calls 
“definition by exclusion”, Selikowitz (1998) and Tansley and Panckhurst (1981) 
underlined conditions such as sensory impairments, motor handicaps, learning 
disabilities, emotional problems, and environmental disadvantage, which should be 
excluded when considering SLD. These exclusion criteria have been also used in this 
study in order to define the population under investigation (definition of the term 
“healthy children” in the questionnaire; Appendix I). 
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There is however a criticism with regards to these exclusions, and especially the use 
of the IQ discrepancy. The absence of objective criteria to identify and diagnose SLD, 
and the relativity of terms such as “adequate intelligence” or “sociocultural 
opportunity”, have made practitioners and educationalists more critical when having 
to deal with children presenting with performance difficulties at school (Snowling, 
2000). Prior (1996) suggests that the estimation of IQ might often be inaccurate, 
since difficulties with learning might hinder the knowledge that is supposed to be 
tested, leading to lower IQ scores. This could mean not that the children are less 
intelligent but that they fail to learn knowledge that is necessary in order to do well in 
intelligence tests. Aylward (2002) also suggests that IQ scores are averages of 
multiple tests. According to the same author, this could mean that an IQ testing that 
assumes that a child performs adequately in the classroom could “mask more subtle 
deficits” (p. 237), as it might not be “sensitive” enough to detect those. Reid (1998) 
supports the idea that a “global” IQ when distinguishing between dyslexic readers 
(with average IQ) and poor readers (with a lower IQ), is no longer helpful when trying 
to determine the differences between the two groups are, as these might differ only in 
some sub-tests e.g. reading or listening comprehension but not in others e.g. 
phonological processing.  
 
The above debate indicates that the definition and, partly, the diagnosis of SLD are 
based on subjective criteria, with the importance of the IQ discrepancy changing. As 
Reid (1998) suggests information obtained from standardised assessments and any 
clinical observation should point to the identification of strengths and weaknesses of 
the individual child before concern would be raised about a profile that could match 
SLD. The focus of this thesis is on children that have a specific difficulty with 
academic tasks without any notable or identified reason and, have an IQ within the 
conventional cut-off points i.e. 80≤ IQ≤ 120.   
  
 
What causes SLD 
There is no unequivocal answer as to what the cause of specific learning difficulties 
might be. Different hypotheses and causative factors, such as minimal brain lesions 
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or genetic pre disposal have been suggested. What becomes evident in the light of 
new research and the medical advances that have occurred in relation to brain 
imaging is that SLD/dyslexia, is not just a result of children being subjected to 
pressure by parents or teachers, but that causes of a biological or genetic nature may 
exist (Miles and Miles, 1999). Since human behaviours, including learning, can be 
immensely complex, it might be possible that there is not one, but a variety of factors 
behind developing SLD. The relative contribution of each of these causative factors 
remains to be established (Prior, 1996; Miles and Miles, 1999). 
 
Post-mortem examinations of people identified as dyslexic have shown that their 
brains had structural abnormalities, with the most frequent ones being ectopias and 
dysplasias. Because of these abnormalities it is believed that unusual connections 
have been formed between the two hemispheres of the brain that prevent “normal” 
functioning. The planum temporalis, parts of the surface of the temporal lobe that are 
associated with the development of language and are normally asymmetrical, has 
been found to be symmetrical in dyslexic people. This process of asymmetry of the 
planum is achieved at the later stages of foetal life. This could mean that this 
asymmetry is not achieved in the case of preterm birth. In a similar fashion structural 
changes have been observed in the visual pathways of people with dyslexia (Miles 
and Miles, 1999; Snowling 2000). People with dyslexia have also been reported to 
have a differing metabolic brain activity, as indicated by blood flow and glucose 
utilisation, to those who do not present with this specific learning difficulty (Miles and 
Miles, 1999; Snowling 2000). Undetectable brain damages due to viral inflammations 
or, changes in the biochemistry of the brain and the production of neurotransmitters, 
have been also associated with SLD. Some authors believe that SLD and especially 
dyslexia might be a “disconnection syndrome”, in that, areas of brain that appear 
structurally normal fail to connect with each other, hindering in this way normal 
functioning (Prior, 1996; Selikowitz, 1998; Miles and Miles, 1999). 
 
There is also evidence from familial studies on SLD, and especially dyslexia, which  
have shown that they (SLD) can affect members of the same family. Several genes 
on chromosomes 1, 2, 6 and 15, have been associated with dyslexia. The risk of a 
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son being dyslexic if his mother or father is dyslexic has been estimated at 36-40%. 
This risk is lower for girls (see Tables 7 and 8). Moreover, one third of children with 
reading problems have a family member with a similar problem, an incidence that is 
much lower in the case of children with no reading difficulties (9%). The risk of SLD 
concordance in identical twins is higher than in non-identical twins. However, more 
research is needed in order to show if it is the SLD/ dyslexia as a whole or specific 
aspects of it, e.g. phonological processing, that have a hereditary nature (Prior, 1996; 
Riddick, 1996; Selikowitz, 1998; Chivers, 2000; Snowling, 2000). 
 
To summarise, ambiguity exists as to what causes SLD. The mechanisms behind 
SLD vary in their degree of certainty, with the only established conclusion being that 
causation goes beyond sociocultural deprivation into neurological, physiological and 
possibly genetic underpinnings. 
 
 
Epidemiological Information on SLD  
The task of reporting the prevalence of SLD is complicated by the confusion and the 
disagreement that characterises this condition. Literature suggests that it is very hard 
to estimate a true incidence rate, when definitions and diagnostic criteria for the 
identification of SLD vary. What may also hinder epidemiological estimations is 
determining what constitutes a deviance from “typical” or “normal” performance that 
would raise health professionals’ and educationalists’ concerns. Some authors 
suggest that one Standard Deviation (SD) from the average score in a normal 
distribution of the performance in a standardised assessment(s), e.g. for reading, 
would be the cut off point that would qualify children for this type of SDL. Others 
stress that a developmental lag of 18 months behind the expected chronological, 
age-based performance in a specific academic activity, would also constitute a 
significant delay (Prior, 1996; Riddick, 1996).  
 
Based on the SD criterion, 15% of children have some kind of SLD. This percentage 
drops to 10% when the 1.5 SD level is used (Prior, 1996). The same author observes 
that the findings of epidemiological studies in Britain vary, with the Isle of Wight 
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survey revealing an 11% and 6% SLD prevalence for boys and girls respectively. A 
similar survey in the London area however revealed, according to the author, a SLD 
prevalence of 22% and 15% for boys and girls respectively (Prior, 1996). The author 
does not, however, state whether the two studies have used the same standardised 
tool to assess the children’s difficulties. Tansley and Panckhurst (1981), in their 
Report of the National Foundation in Educational Research in England and Wales, 
proposed a three-cluster categorisation when looking at the epidemiology of SLD. 
This categorisation related to the severity of the problem or, if one specific school 
task or learning, in general, is considered. Based on this, Tansley and Panckhurst 
(1981) observed that 20% prevalence exists when problems interfere with learning in 
general, 15% when a specific school task is considered –with reading being the 
predominant one- and, 2-5% when severe difficulties are observed. Selikowitz (1998) 
supported an average 10% of SLD in the general population, suggesting that only 2% 
of these difficulties constitute a severe SLD manifestation.  
 
These estimates appear to be similar in most countries with any discrepancies being 
attributed to the different methodologies employed when researching SLD, the 
educational system and/or curriculum and, the language itself. In relation to the latter, 
SLD, and specifically dyslexia, rates appear to correspond to how “transparent” the 
language is i.e. how every grapheme/letter relates to a phoneme/ sound. For 
example, in countries like Japan and China, dyslexia rates appear to be lower due to 
their writing systems being logo-graphic (or symbol-based) instead of phonetic 
(Tansley and Panckhurst, 1981; Miles and Miles, 1999). 
 
Finally, sex differences are reported with regards to SLD. Some authors (Riddick, 
1996; Prior, 1996) suggest that boys are thought to be in higher risk of problems like 
reading, spelling, externalising behaviour, with the boys to girls’ ratios depending 
upon the type of SLD. For example, the most commonly accepted ratio for dyslexia is 
three boys to one girl (3:1), whereas four to one (4:1) for behavioural difficulties. 
However, such findings have to be viewed with caution since girls are often under 
identified by educational staff as according to Prior (1996)  “… they generally do not 
disrupt the class and cause as many interpersonal, interactional difficulties at 
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school…girls must be much more learning handicapped, and/or have associated 
intellectual disability before they receive adequate attention” (p.11). 
 
 
Specifically on SLD 
This section of the literature review lists the main features of the most common SLD. 
It is by no means an exhaustive presentation of the literature on SLD. It is rather an 
attempt to highlight the complexity behind defining, identifying and diagnosing SLD. 
In order to better understand SLD, an array of difficulties is presented that are 
associated with those. This was thought to be the most direct link between SLD and 
preterm birth, as the main body of literature on the outcome of preterm birth relates it 
to difficulties in certain developmental domains rather than to diagnostic labels. 
 
 
Dyslexia 
Defining dyslexia is characterised by the same controversy that characterises SLD 
i.e. there is exclusion rather than clear selection criteria, discrepancies, and a 
difficulty to define its causes. A definition that encompasses these features is that of 
the Orton Dyslexia Society Research Committee (1994), which states that: 
 
“Dyslexia is one of several distinct learning disabilities. It is a specific language- based 
disorder of constitutional origin characterised by difficulties in single word decoding, 
usually reflecting insufficient phonological processing. These difficulties   in single 
word decoding are often unexpected in relation to age and other cognitive and 
academic abilities; they are not the result of generalised developmental disability or 
sensory impairment. Dyslexia is manifest by variable difficulty with different forms of 
language, often including, in addition to problems with reading, a conspicuous problem 
with acquiring proficiency in writing and spelling” (Reid, 1998, p.3) 
 
According to the British Dyslexia Association (2008): 
“Dyslexia is a specific learning difficulty which mainly affects the development of 
literacy and language related skills. It is likely to be present at birth and to be lifelong 
in its effects. It is characterised by difficulties with phonological processing, rapid 
naming, working memory, processing speed, and the automatic development of skills 
that may not match up to an individual’s other cognitive abilities”  
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Dyslexia is regarded by many as a “syndrome” with various phenotypes i.e. 
manifestations in different performance areas. Although dyslexia is mainly associated 
with reading, to an extent that it has become a synonym for reading difficulties, it 
goes beyond this into areas such as spelling and writing (Prior, 1996). Factors 
associated with its causation include cortical anomalies, brain asymmetry, genetic 
factors, cerebellar impairment among others (Riddick, 1996; Reid, 1998; Selikowitz, 
1998; Snowling, 2000). Several factors have been associated with dyslexia and have 
been thought to underline reading, writing and spelling problems. Amongst those, 
phonological processing difficulties and consequent problems with the decoding of 
words, as well as, visual perceptual difficulties appear to be the primary ones (Prior, 
1996; Reid, 1998, Miles and Miles, 1999; Snowling, 2000). 
 
That phonological processing appears to be of central importance, is apparent in 
most definitions, and has recently pointed to the direction that dyslexia is primarily a 
phonological disorder in the area of language. Phonological awareness refers to our 
ability to discriminate and understand that words consist of series of sounds. It leads 
to the decoding of words, a way to assign phonemes to graphemes, and read words 
and sentences (Prior, 1996). Developing phonological skills appears therefore to 
relate to auditory processing and sound recognition or even verbal memory skills 
(Tallal et al, 1997; Snowling et al, 2000). Based on the phonological deficit 
hypothesis, Miles and Miles (1999) suggest that confusion for example between “b” 
and “d” might not be because the letters look similar and children “reversing” the 
letters, but because the sounds/ phonemes have an “articulatory similarity” (p. 31) 
and they are voiced nearly the same, creating auditory and consequently phonetic 
confusion. 
 
Evidence on the visual hypothesis relating to dyslexia is controversial. Visual 
recognition of individual letters is, according to Reid (1998), an important element of 
reading development. This is because relating a letter to a sound when reading, or 
retrieving the actual letter as a printed symbol when writing, has to do with visual 
memory. Visual processing problems, such as difficulties in recognising letters or 
numbers, misidentifying symbols that look similar and, problems with recalling those, 
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have been associated with dyslexia. Moreover, visual perceptual difficulties such as 
difficulties with figure-ground (print and its surrounding space) perception, print going 
fuzzy and blurring have also been linked to dyslexia (Riddick, 1996; Prior, 1996). Both 
Miles and Miles (1999) and Vellutino, Scanlon and Sipay (1997) reviewed the 
literature on the visual aspects of reading difficulties, concluding that findings vary 
greatly. The authors referred to findings supporting differences between visuo- and 
visuo-motor functions of good and poor readers, but also conflicting studies which 
undermine the visual deficit theory. The latter suggest that visual problems might only 
be a reflection of broader skills, e.g. speed of information processing, and not visual 
difficulties per se.  
 
With regards to what the central feature of reading difficulty is, phonological 
processing deficit appears to be the primary one. However, it is possible that there 
are no “visual” or “phonological” dyslexics but instead a combination of the two 
components, since, as it can be seen in the following chapter, non- dyslexic children 
rely on both in order to perform at a sufficient level. The variability in the 
manifestations of dyslexia and the difficulty to determine whether potential subtypes 
would reflect different underlying deficits or just different degrees of the same deficit 
make the task of dyslexia classification a very onerous one. However, since both 
processes, visual and phonological, are involved in reading and spelling, dyslexia is 
suggested to be a developmental, heterogeneous condition, with more than one 
factor associated with it, and the magnitude of which changes with age and 
experience (Riddick, 1996; Prior, 1996; Miles and Miles, 1999). Fletcher et al (1997) 
stress, this should not mean we should underestimate the importance of 
“understanding individual differences” (p.112) when working with different clients with 
dyslexia, so that individualised and need-specific interventions are provided. 
 
 
Reading Difficulties 
There are many theories as to how we learn to read. The actual process and how this 
goes parallel to the acquisition of different skills in humans, independent of what Ehri 
(1997) calls “questions about teacher instruction” (p164), can be summarised in the 
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following stages:  
 
Logo-graphic: The child uses visual features as a clue to recognise words; this way of 
reading words changes from getting help from pictures to a more advanced guessing, 
where recognised letters or visual units would lead to a word that looks similar e.g. 
“plain” for “play”. 
Alphabetic: The child slowly uses the letter/sound correspondence to decode and 
read words so that new words are added to his/her vocabulary (phonemic 
awareness) 
Orthographic: The phonological skills lead to a more complex knowledge of rules 
(e.g. not pronouncing “e” at the end of a word) or pronouncing syllables such “-ing” 
that might also have a certain meaning (Prior, 1996; Miles and Milles, 1999). 
 
These stages point to skills, such as phonological processing and sound recognition, 
visual perception and, visual memory. Ehri (1997) suggests that there are many ways 
to read words such as decoding (assigning phonemes to graphemes), using context 
to “glance and guess”, retrieve a word from our memory etc. Hoien (2002) and Prior 
(1996) suggest that these techniques can be summarised under the “dual theory”. 
The theory suggests that words can be identified either by the direct, visual route 
(orthographic strategy), or with the indirect, phonological strategy. These strategies 
are employed accordingly when trying to read words that have seen printed many 
times so they can be recognised immediately (visual route) or new, unknown, where 
the decoding is needed. Skilled readers use more frequently the first, reaching in this 
way, automaticity and speed while reading. 
 
Prior (1996) claims there are two reading difficulty types. In the first one (surface 
dyslexia) the visual, direct pathway for recognising words is intact – or at least 
stronger- than the phonological route of decoding words. In this type of “phonological 
dyslexia”, there is a difficulty in decoding words that are in a way irregular and the 
person has not used before, or with non-words where decoding strategies and 
segmenting words into sounds is needed. In the other type, the visual route is more 
affected (surface dyslexia). The person has a relative ability to read words that can be 
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sounded out but difficulty in pronouncing words that are in a way irregular and can 
even vary in sound, e.g. words that may contain “ough” and can sound completely 
different e.g. “though”, “enough” or “gave” and “have” (Prior, 1996). 
 
To re-cap, since visual and phonological processing skills operate at the same time in 
any skilled reader, it becomes apparent that reading difficulty is not an “all or nothing” 
phenomenon, and that both areas can be affected to a greater or lesser extent. The 
process that activates visual memory, pronunciation, automaticity and speed in 
naming, appears therefore affected in people with dyslexia.  However, considering 
individual differences rather than creating classification systems is the suggested 
framework for any intervention.  
 
 
Spelling and Writing Difficulties 
Spelling and writing difficulties appear closely associated in literature. The Greek term 
“dysgraphia” has been used to describe “abnormal writing”, irrespective of whether 
the mistakes had to do with phonetic, visual errors or even the actual motor difficulty 
of printing letters or words on paper (Prior, 1996). Although the two are often used 
interchangeably, here they are presented as two separate SLDs. 
  
Spelling constitutes “converting phonemes (sounds) to corresponding graphemes 
(letters or letter units)” (p.73) (Selikowitz, 1998). It appears therefore that it is the 
opposite process of the one taking place while reading. Difficulties in that process 
have been closely associated with reading problems and dyslexia. Dyslexia appears 
more than a reading problem. Given, however, the fact that reading is the first task 
combined to educational achievement, it has received more attention from 
researchers. Yet, it is a fact that poor readers experience difficulties in spelling which 
are often even more severe than reading, since with time many dyslexic readers 
develop compensatory mechanisms that assist them with reading (Treiman, 1997; 
Riddick, 1999). However, it is very important to highlight that spelling is more than the 
converse of reading, since literature suggests that there are many competent 
readers, in general, with isolated spelling problems (Selikowitz, 1998; Snowling, 
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2000). 
Theories on the acquisition of literacy and particularly spelling suggest that spelling is 
a complex process. Early theories point to the direction of insufficient phonological 
produced-spelling since in English, as in many other languages, the presence of 
“homophones” i.e. words that sound the same but look different could not be 
explained. Phonological processing is therefore a prerequisite to the decoding of 
words and the development of reading skills, which then consequently lead to correct 
spelling. However, competent spelling also depends on visual skills such as visual 
memory especially in the case of irregular words that cannot be easily represented 
through auditory recognition of sounds and the phonological route. In this fashion, 
phonetic errors for words that have a visual similarity e.g. “lap” and “lip” suggest 
phonological problems; visual errors ,with words that sound correct when read out but 
look wrong, e.g. “lite” and “light” suggest problems in remembering the visual 
representation of the word; letter substitution errors, e.g. “pig” or “big”, suggest visual 
or hearing discrimination difficulties; sequential errors e.g. “bridge” and “brigde” relate 
to serial ordering difficulties etc (Prior, 1996; Treiman, 1997; Selikowitz, 1998; 
Snowling, 2000).  
 
Writing is another complex process, which involves many skills. Various motor 
planning handwriting irregularities have been associated with different skills. Children 
with motor planning difficulties can perform any of the actions related to printing 
symbols, but have a difficulty in the sequencing of these actions. This difficulty is 
associated to “dyspraxia”, also known as developmental coordination disorder. Feder 
et al (2005), in their study on the handwriting performance of 48 preterm children at 
the age of six to seven years, found that writing was significantly associated to both 
visuomotor and visual-perceptual skills (p<0.05). Visual perceptual difficulties 
interfere with the perception of shapes and direction of letters, and can lead to 
untidy/disorganised writing, malformed letters, mirror writing, and/or omission of 
letters. Spatial planning problems such as writing on the line are also linked to visual 
perceptual, and specifically, spatial orientation deficits (Selikowitz, 1998). In their 
study Weil and Cunningham-Amundson (1994) similarly investigated the handwriting 
performance of 60 children aged between 64 and 75 months. The study showed a 
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significant correlation (p<0.001) between performances on the Visual Motor 
Integration (VMI) Test, which assesses visual motor integration, and the Scale of 
Children’s Readiness In PrinTing (SCRIPT), which assesses the ability to copy 
letters. Finally poor handwriting has been associated to fine motor problems, low 
muscle tone, and unstable or immature pencil grip (Selikowitz, 1998). Riddick (1996) 
stresses that young children with SLD are often found to perform poorly on fine motor 
tasks such bead threading or putting pegs on a board. The same children may also, 
according to the same author, experience difficulties in dressing (e.g. dealing with 
buttons), or difficulties which require, similarly to writing, fine motor and sequencing 
skills (e.g. tying shoe laces).  
 
The foregoing  information is indicative of the multiplicity of the type of difficulties 
which might affect writing e.g. fine motor, visuo-motor, and/or visuo-perceptual. 
Writing difficulties, as a particular type of SLD, have, however, not been extensively 
investigated with more research needed in order to establish whether or not they are 
associated to a more general pattern of SLD.  
 
 
Mathematical Difficulties 
The spectrum of mathematical difficulties (MD) can be wide, and can include 
problems with “arithmetic, calculating, or knowledge of mathematical processes” 
(Prior, 1996, p.42). Research on MD, as a separate SLD, is far more limited than 
research on reading problems, since peculiarities in mathematical performance 
become apparent much later in the school years, and are viewed as less critical to 
literacy, educational or occupational achievement. Their prevalence depends on 
whether they are examined in conjunction with the two Rs (Reading, “Riting”), as an 
isolated type of LD, or even as the lower end of the mathematical performance 
distribution. Variability is also attributed to the age at which children are examined, 
since MD tend to become apparent at later stages of schooling, when school tasks 
become more demanding (Prior, 1996). 
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Affected areas of mathematical processing can be, according to Selikowitz (1998), 
the following: 
o Mathematical comprehension: ability to understand what a number represents  
o Operational functions: ability to add, subtract, multiply, or divide 
o Selection process: ability to select the appropriate arithmetical operation  
o Sequential memory: ability to remember the order of operations to solve a 
problem 
o Sequential organisation: ability to establish numerical order 
o Verbal mathematics expression: ability to express mathematical terms and 
concepts in words 
o Abstract symbolisation: ability to understand the representation of numbers by 
symbols 
o Auditory- visual associations: ability to identify a number with a written symbol 
o Clustering: ability to identify groups of objects (sets) 
o Concrete mathematical manipulation: ability to judge the size and number of 
actual objects e.g. cubes 
o Conservation of quantity: ability to understand that quantity does not change 
with shape 
o Establishing one-to-one correspondence: ability to deal with mathematical 
proportions 
o Graphic representation of numbers: ability to remember, write down numbers 
o Interpreting process signs: ability to read and understand arithmetical symbols 
(pp: 96-98). 
 
It becomes apparent that the above functions relate to numerous skills. These skills 
include language dysfunctions and auditory verbal deficits, visual spatial problems, 
attention deficits, speed of information processing, memory problems, graphomotor 
difficulties, reasoning problems, and/or insufficient problem-solving strategies. This 
makes MD a very heterogeneous type of SLD (Tansley and Panckhurst, 1981; Prior, 
1996). Emerging from studies with adults with acquired LD, research has attempted 
to link difficulties in mathematical processing with neurological dysfunctions or 
structural differences in the brains of children with MD (Isaacs et al, 2001).  
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Chapter Synopsis 
Understanding and conceptualising the underlying mechanisms of learning and, 
consequently, researching SLD, are relatively recent topics of study. SLD represent a 
very diverse group of difficulties, is therefore difficult to define and study. Another 
reason for this is the question whether they constitute a distinct “problem” as, for 
many, people with SLD could be viewed to perform at the lower, still however, “normal” 
end of assessments for academic skills. Moreover determining what constitutes 
significant delay in the areas of writing, reading and, other areas of learning has also 
been a topic with variant views (e.g. 1 SD to 1.5 SD from the average score in a 
normal distribution of performance in a standardised assessment, or a developmental 
lag of 18 months behind the expected chronological age-based performance).  This 
leads to variation when it comes to obtaining epidemiological  information on SLD. 
Incidence of SLD may vary from 5% to 20% of the population. Irrespective of the 
defining criteria on what constitutes delay, common ground when defining SLD 
includes a notable difficulty in an area of learning such as reading, spelling, 
mathematics, without any identified reason, and an IQ within the conventional cut-off 
points. The latter criterion is, albeit widely and conventionally used, viewed as 
somewhat subjective as IQ scores are averages of multiple tests, something which 
could mean that they could often mask subtle difficulties in individual areas.  
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 CHAPTER IV: THE CONTINUITY OF   
 DEVELOPMENT AND THE IMPORTANCE OF    
EARLY IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFICULTIES 
 
The plethora of problems that preterm children may present with during the course of 
their development makes the identification of any delay at an earliest possible stage 
very important. Although only 5-15% of the preterm children will demonstrate serious 
neurological or other deficits, Lane, Soares Attanasio and Farmer Huselid (1994) 
suggest that some of the remaining 85-95% might show “suspicious” (p.391) signs 
that can affect their long-term development. The idea of detecting indicators of school 
problems with early screening techniques and, providing intervention for the 
amelioration of developmental difficulties from an early age is highlighted in this 
chapter.  The literature presented here, albeit not belonging to the main volume of the 
literature review, relates to the fourth section of the questionnaire where participants 
were asked to provide information about the children's previous interventions. 
Although not directly linked to the study' s objectives this survey information was 
thought to potentially shed light on the issue of detectability of early difficulties in this 
group. 
 
 
The Idea of “predicting” Developmental Outcome & the  
Continuity of Development 
The studies presented below reveal some continuities in development, and highlight 
certain tests at preschool stage, which could serve as “predictors” of later 
performance. The hypothesis of the continuity of development and the predictive 
value of a early risk indexes is explored. Only studies which relate to occupational 
therapy practices are presented in this section. 
 
Fallang et al (2005) suggested that even screening of early motor behaviours such as 
reaching and postural behaviour at the very early age of 4 and 6 months, can predict 
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neuromotor behaviour at 6 years. Despite the main inclusion criterion of the children 
(N=74) being LBW (<1750g), findings are presented here since the average GA was 
29 weeks (SD: 2.9). This follow up study showed that in the cases of preterm children 
that do not present with cerebral palsy, non optimal reaching at 4 months was 
associated to minor neurological dysfunction (MND) at the age of six (p=.008), as 
assessed with the use of Touwen’s profile (Touwen, 1979) of MND and the Movement 
ABC Test (Henderson & Sugden, 1992). In a similar fashion, the quality of reaching at 
6 months was related to the development of MND (p=.009), as measured by the 
instruments mentioned before. Caution is required though in the interpretation of the 
findings, since the sample size was relatively small (N=74) and the attrition rate 
reached 30%. 
 
The study of Majnemer, Rosenblatt and Riley (1994) did not solely focus on 
prematurity as defined by duration of gestation but BW, SGA and perinatal 
complications. It is however presented here as many of these children were also born 
prematurely (average GA was 36.4 weeks). Majnemer, Rosenblatt and Riley (1994) 
suggested that occupational therapists can be “instrumental” (p.731) in identifying 
children, who have been in Neonatal Intensive Care Units (NICU), who might profit 
from early intervention services, and that early neurobehavioral assessments could 
guide practice. In their prospective study, 51 “high risk” infants were assessed for 
their neurobehavioral status at term, and then re-assessed at 1 and 3 years of age for 
detection of any developmental delays. The aim of the study was to evaluate the 
prognostic value of the Einstein Neonatal Neurobehavioral Assessment Scale 
(ENNAS) (Daum et al, 1977 cited by Majnemer, Rosenblatt and Riley, 1994) designed 
to assess features such as muscle tone, reflexes, spontaneous movements of the 
infant, in relation to the developmental progress of the children measured with the 
Griffith’s Scale. ENNAS appeared to have a predictive value that increased from one 
to three years.  However the assertion of “predictability” has to be viewed with 
caution. Majnemer, Rosenblatt and Riley (1994) suggest that such assessments 
should always be used in combination with other information or the use of other 
evaluation tools before making any clinical decisions. Moreover, the main qualifying 
criterion for participation in the study was “being high risk” with prematurity  ,as 
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defined by gestational age, being only one out of three “high risk” diagnostic criteria 
(the other two were: very low birth weight and perinatal asphyxia). This means that 
the sample was heterogeneous, and that the presented findings have to be viewed 
with caution when making any inferences about predictability of development of 
children born preterm. 
 
In a similar fashion, in the OT-focused study of Lane, Soares Attanasio and Farmer 
Huselid (1994), the sensorimotor performance of a cohort of 30 preschool children 
who were born prematurely was associated with their neurological scores at the end 
of 18 months in order to determine the predictive strength of the Miller Assessment 
for Preschoolers (MAP) (Miller, 1982 cited by Lane, Soares Attanasio and Farmer 
Huselid, 1994). The children were drawn from a previous study following up 78 
premature children from birth to 18 months. All children were born in the University 
Hospital in Edmonton, Canada. Based on the assessment at 18 months, children 
were classified to “neurologically normal” and “neurologically suspicious”. A third, 
“neurologically abnormal” category, consisting of participants who were also born 
preterm, was excluded from this study. When assessed by the MAP between the age 
of four and five years (mean: 4.5), the “suspicious” group scored significantly lower 
than the normal group in some of the subtests and the total score, and were in the 
“need for referral” and follow-up for areas such as coordination, and complex tasks. 
Moreover, there was a significant predictive value (p<.05) of the examination at 18 
months as to the sensorimotor performance at the age of four (as assessed by the 
Miller Assessment for Preschoolers/MAP), indicating that “soft” neurological signs 
could be indicative of later sensorimotor and possibly school difficulties. Caution is 
however recommended when interpreting these findings, as the sensitivity of the 
particular assessment tool (MAP) is, according to the same authors, not well 
established. Moreover, the sample size was relatively small (possibility for Type II 
error), and the participants were all drawn from one particular hospital. Moreover, no 
information is provided by Lane, Soares Attanasio and Farmer Huselid (1994) as to 
whether the selection of this setting was based on random sampling, or convenience. 
The latter would be an exclusion criterion for the selection of this study. 
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More caution is recommended in the use of infant tests when predictions are made 
on the basis of a “risk index”. The interpretation of the findings of an assessment 
measure with a predictive value should be attempted with caution as it is often 
specific subtests and not total scores of measures, that are differentially predictive of 
different functions, and this, at different developmental stages/ ages. This means that 
a function could be a predictor of possible later delay at a developmental stage when 
it is supposed to reach its ascendancy (Siegel, 1982a; Siegel, 1982b). Biological 
factors of a “risk index” might be more significant determinants at young ages and 
early scores, while environment is more influential for functions that mature at later 
stages (Siegel, 1985a). Moreover the statistic measure of correlation, in a key 
number in the studies about prediction, is sensitive to the nature of distribution and 
the heterogeneity of the sample, and it is not useful in individual cases. Once more 
the issue of statistical against clinical significance for individual cases appears to be 
pertinent. Correlation values are not about predicting exact scores but knowing how 
likely it might be for a child to obtain scores in the below average range. Siegel 
(1989) suggests that an analysis useful for individual cases is the determination of 
true positive and true negatives of a test i.e. the children who presented with an 
“abnormal score” and “normal score” (respectively) both during the early and late test. 
Moreover she claims that assessment at two different developmental ages does not 
suggest that the skills assessed resemble each other. It rather means that a 
“developmental lag” at an early stage could be indicative of later difficulties given the 
continuity of development. Finally assessing a child at an early stage and predicting a 
possible future problem might have positive clinical implications but could raise 
ethical issues relating to “labelling” the child and “sensitising” the parents (Siegel, 
1989). 
 
Aylward (2004) has more recently raised concerns about the idea of “prediction” of 
outcome for professionals who work with children, such as preterm children running a 
certain risk. The author claims that prematurity, LBW or perinatal histories can only be 
viewed as potentially indicative of later problems, and that they do no more than raise 
concern as to what the developmental outcomes might be. A host of factors such a 
neural organisation, timing, type and duration of possible perinatal insults and, last 
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but not least, the environmental effects can alter the course of development, and 
cannot be predicted accurately. Biological and environmental factors are interwoven 
in complex ways acting either synergistically or antithetically, leading to negative or 
positive outcomes. Both Aylward (2004) and Lane, Soares Attanasio and Farmer 
Huselid (1994) stress that the assessment of the child and its environment at certain 
time intervals could enhance prediction and that any decisions on appropriate 
interventions should be made in the light of these re-examinations. 
 
The idea of “predicting” outcome becomes broader and possibly more functional 
when skills from various developmental domains are used in order to forecast school 
achievement (Fallang et al, 2005; Deutscher and Fewell, 2005). However none of this 
research is tied into OT practice, and it is therefore not presented here. 
      
 
 The Continuity of Development: Relating Performance 
             Components to SLD  
Further evidence is presented in this section from studies with an OT focus or 
involving OT researcher participation that present specific underlying performance 
components, e.g. visual-motor skills as prerequisites of certain school tasks at a later 
stage e.g. hand-writing 
 
Based on the assumption that specific learning difficulties do not emerge till a child 
begins school, and that early detection of any associated difficulties at preschool 
years would be important, Feder and Kerr (1996) examined the relationship between 
motor performance and competency in early academic learning with the use of the 
Miller Assessment of Preschoolers (MAP). The measure consists of 27 items in the 
form of task/games for the child and, although it does not serve a diagnostic purpose, 
it is an OT-specific, screening test designed to identify children at risk for SLD. The 
study recruited 50 children aged from 4 years, to 5 years and 8 months attending 
kindergarten classes in Eastern Ontario, Canada. MAP is widely used to classify 
children according to their risk of presenting with future academic difficulties. The tool 
used for measuring the ocular motor skills of the children, was a pursuit tracking task. 
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Children were divided into 2 groups, based on their mean overall MAP scoring, with 
the difference between their MAP scores being significant (p<0.01). The results 
revealed a positive correlation between low scores in the MAP and the poor 
performance in the pursuit tracking tool, a characteristic which implies ocular-motor 
difficulties (p<0.05). Feder and Kerr (1996) suggest that the underlying visual motor 
deficiency of arithmetic problems is consistent with literature findings that “clumsy” 
children that show a motor impairment, which is not attributed to an IQ deficit or any 
known neurological or physical disorder, often present with problems interfering with 
learning. Feder and Kerr's (1996) study did however not take into account other 
possible difficulties of the children such as visual tracking, memory, or attention. 
Moreover, the participants were all drawn from one particular class in Eastern 
Ontario, Canada. No information is provided by the authors as to whether the 
selection of this setting was based on random sampling, or convenience. The latter 
would be an exclusion criterion for the selection of this study, as it poses a challenge 
in terms of the generalisability of the study' s findings. 
 
Finally, in Schaffer et al‘s study (1989), literature was reviewed exploring the 
importance of sensorimotor development to learning, and a descriptive analysis was 
presented of 80 children (aged 5 years to 8 years and 11 months) in Ontario, Canada, 
who were referred to an OT department because of learning based problems such as 
attention difficulties, fine motor and coordination problems. Widely used sensory 
integration (SCSIT & SCPNT) (Ayres, 1980 and Ayres, 1975 cited by Schaffer et al, 
1989) and motor proficiency test (Bruinicks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency/ 
BOTMP) (Bruinicks, 1978 cited by Schaffer et al, 1989) tools were used to assess 
potential sensory and motor dysfunction in these children (children who had an IQ 
score below 80 were excluded). The participating children also had to meet the SLD 
criterion of academic delay, as measured by the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-
Educational Battery (Woodcock, 1977). The children’s sensorimotor performance was 
found to be deficient. A delay was found in the gross motor (67.5%), fine motor 
(78.7%), upper limb coordination (61.2%) and, overall battery composite of the 
BOTMP (76.3%). Delay was decided by 1SD below the age-equivalent normal 
scores. Sensory dysfunction was also identified in the areas of motor planning 
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(praxis), vestibular, somatosensory and visual-spatial processing.  
 
 
Chapter Synopsis 
The foregoing information does not imply that development is a linear, easy to follow 
process. There is however evidence to suggest continuity in development. Although 
prediction per se might be difficult due to the lack of sensitivity of current assessment 
tools to monitor individual differences, and the divergent paths these children’s 
development might follow, early identification of any developmental “lags” could be 
important, as any subsequent follow-ups could detect which of those are persistent 
and could lead to functional limitations at a later stage. Evidence on the effectiveness 
of intervention methods employed by occupational therapists once sensorimotor 
problems or lags in development are identified, are presented in the relevant chapter 
(Chapter VII:  “Occupational therapy assessment and intervention practices”). 
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CHAPTER V: PREMATURITY AND 
DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFICULTIES 
 
Prematurity & developmental difficulties (various 
disciplines) 
Presented below are outcome studies conducted by various disciplines that portray 
the presenting difficulties of children who are born preterm. The studies are 
categorised under potential deficits in areas such as neurological and general 
neurodevelopmental status, sensorimotor & perceptual, cognitive, speech and 
language, motor and, behavioural. This classification and use of specific terminology 
were based on the number of the studies found while conducting the literature 
search. Studies with an occupational therapy focus are presented, separately, later. 
The literature presented here relates to main volume of the literature review, and 
informed the design of the second section of the questionnaire which focused on the 
perceptions of the respondents on the difficulties these children present with and 
which interfere with their school performance. 
 
In Appendix VI the studies reviewed in this chapter are summarised in a table. 
 
 
Neurological and General Neurodevelopmental Status 
In the study of Stjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999) in Sweden (one of the few long-
term, population-based studies that have used GA as a reference criterion for 
prematurity (GA<29 weeks) ), the general health, cognitive and general educational 
outcome of 61 extremely preterm children was compared to one of their full-term (FT) 
peers, matched for gender and birth date. The children who were born preterm were 
found to be of significantly shorter height (p<0.0001), lower weight (p<0.01) and head 
circumference (p<0.05) than their FT peers, and displayed a prevalence of major 
neurological problems such as cerebral palsy, severe visual and hearing impairments 
etc that reached 8%. Although 92% of these children attended mainstream education, 
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30% performed below grade level and needed extra support, significantly more than 
their full-term peers (p<0.001).   
 
In the above study the reference criterion was gestational age (GA). During the 
literature search, studies were also found that used both birth weight (BW) and GA. 
Some of these are presented below. Studies that appear to focus on BW are 
presented here only when the average GA was also provided and conclusion can be 
drawn about the sample including SGA infants. 
 
The neurological outcome of 8-year old children (N=82), who were born at a GA of 28 
weeks and earlier or, of a BW < 1000g, was compared to that of a matched, for age, 
sex and school, cohort of children born full-term, in the study of Bowen, Gibson and 
Hand (2002). The study used both criteria of prematurity (BW and GA), in their 
hospital- based cohort. The specific hospital provided tertiary referral neonatal service 
for the northern Sydney area. The study' s findings revealed 10% of the sample with 
a severe disability, 16% with a mild or moderate disability and, 74% of neurologically 
“normal” children. However, the classification of disability provided by the authors 
appears to be somewhat arbitrary with limited reference to the tools used to assess 
neurological status other than the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, which in turn only 
partly assesses neurological functions.  
 
Lunsing et al’ s (1992) study similarly tested the neurological status of high-risk 
children at the age of nine and 12 years. More specifically the study tested the 
hypothesis that the incidence of subtle neurological problems would increase with 
age. Although being born preterm was not the only inclusion criterion, in this 
prospective study, 174 children who were classified as having minor neurological 
dysfunction (MND) at the age of 9 years were compared to a matched, for sex, 
neonatal neurological classification and age, control group (=172) at the age of 12 
years. The Touwen’s descriptive neurological profile was used, which involves a 
cluster of items on muscle tone, posture, coordination, fine manipulation etc. MND is, 
according to the WHO, categorised as an impairment that relates to “clumsy motor 
behaviour without leading to “overt disability in daily life” (pp400). The results showed 
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an increase in MND from 9 to 12 years of 15% for the “abnormal” group and 6% for 
the control group. Preterm birth was, among other factors, significantly associated 
with MND. Lunsing et al’s (1992) findings suggest that signs of minor dysfunction may 
emerge at a later stage of development (second half of school i.e. between 9 and 12 
years of age), when a higher level of connectivity is required for the more advanced 
motor and cognitive functions. 
 
 
Sensorimotor and Perceptual Difficulties 
For children, deficits of one particular sensorimotor function, visuomotor, have been, 
according to Aylward (2002), very hard to identify and, consequently, to study and 
estimate their prevalence. One of reasons is that they have been described using 
several terms e.g as visual-motor control, visual-perception, visuomotor integration, 
and eye-hand coordination. In this thesis, both studies relating to visual processing 
(perception) and, the ones that relate to visuomotor skills, are presented in the same 
section as the terms often overlap in literature, and a differentiation is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. 
 
In a population-based, GA criterion referenced study by Cooke et al (2004), an 
ophthalmologic examination was performed on 279 preterm 7-year old children 
(GA<32 weeks) who attended mainstream schools, and did not present with a severe 
neurodevelopmental sequelae. The findings revealed a significantly higher 
prevalence of visual problems than those of their term controls, matched for sex, first 
language, and birth date. The preterm children were more likely to wear glasses 
(p=.002), had a poorer visual acuity (p=007, left eye; p=002, right eye) and, reduced 
stereoscopic vision (p<.001. Moreover these ophthalmologic problems significantly 
related to results from tests that examined the children’s motor skills (ABC) 
(Henderson & Sugden, 1992), cognitive skills (WISC-III) (Wechsler, 1991 cited by 
Cooke et al, 2004) and, visuomotor integration (VMI) (Beery & Buktenika, 1989 cited 
by Cooke et al, 2004), with the strongest association revealed being the one between 
visual impairments and motor impairment (p<.001). Moderate level of retinopathy of 
prematurity, an ophthalmologic condition particularly related to preterm birth in which 
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an abnormal growth of blood vessels can lead to bleeding, formation of scars, and 
consequent damage of the retina of the eye, was found to correlate to wearing 
glasses (p=.01). Family histories, of the children that participated in the study, were 
however not factored into the analysis of the data. Therefore a potential link between 
family history and visual problems could not be controlled for.  
 
Similarly in the prospective follow-up study of Luoma, Herrgård and Martikainen 
(1998), 46 children born prematurely (<32 weeks) were compared at the age of five 
on several neuropsychological functions, with a control group matched for age, sex, 
and parental occupational/ educational status. The neuropsychological assessment 
focused on the sensorimotor and visuoperceptual functions. A variety of valid and 
reliable tests were used such as Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of 
Intelligence (WPPSI), the Neuropsychological Investigation for Children (NEPSY), 
and the Visuomotor Integration test (VMI). In almost all neuropsychological tests, 
there was a difference in favour of the control group, with the most significant 
difference being in the visuomotor performance (p=0.00). More specifically preterm 
children appeared to have problems with tactile and kinaesthetic awareness as well 
as with the voluntary movement of their arms, potentially, explaining problems with 
drawing, perceiving direction and space etc. Visuospatial deficits coexisted with 
visuomotor ones but to a lesser extent (see visual problems). These findings appear 
to agree with those of Cooke et al (2004). According to Luoma, Herrgård and 
Martikainen (1998), visuomotor and visuospatial functions are closely associated with 
writing/reading and arithmetic performance at school age respectively.  
 
Jongmans et al (1996a) investigated the relationship between visual abnormality and 
perceptual-motor problems in a cohort of 141, 6-year-old premature (GA<34 weeks) 
children who attended mainstream schooling in Hammersmith, UK. The children 
participated in a prospective follow-up study and were all graduates of a Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit (NICU). The findings showed that the preterm children were 
significantly different (lower scores; p<0.05) in their visual abilities- both linear acuity 
and weak stereoscopic vision compared to the reference group, matched for age, 
gender and ethnic origin. The majority were children with a mild impairment. Also 
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significant was the association between stereoscopic vision and perceptual-motor 
ability as measured by the M-ABC and the VMI (p<0.01 and p<0.05 respectively). 
These findings highlight the importance of early ophthalmologic and visual function 
examination in order to gain awareness of delays in other functional domains. The 
findings of the study appear to agree with those of Cooke et al (2004) who have also 
reported visual acuity and stereoscopic vision deficits interfering with motor 
performance and visual-motor integration. One of the limitations of Jongman et al' s 
(1996a) study, was that ophthalmologic assessment was not performed in all cases. 
This means that the increased prevalence of visual dysfunction in the preterm group 
can only be partly attributed to ophthalmologic problems. Moreover, the participants 
were all drawn from one particular hospital, with no information provided by the 
authors as to whether the selection of this setting was based on random sampling, or 
convenience.  
 
Hård et al (2000) reported similar findings to the above studies when exploring the 
vision of 51 preterm children (GA<29 weeks). The preterm group was found to 
present with some kind of visual abnormality such as reduced visual acuity, 
strabismus or impaired stereoscopic vision when compared to their, matched for age, 
full-term controls at the age of 7 (median age=7.2 years). Ophthalmologic problems 
appeared in 61% of the cases, with 6% of those being visually impaired. The 
incidence of visual problems appears higher when compared to the findings of Cooke 
et al (2004) but the sample of this study also included children who had a different 
degree of prematurity (GA< 29 weeks), as well as children with known brain lesions 
and conditions such as cerebral palsy, as opposed to the study of Cooke et al (2004) 
where the participants did not present with a severe neurodevelopmental problems. 
Visual perception, the ability to interpret, remember and understand what has been 
seen (Hård et al, 2000), was impaired in 42% of all preterm children and 34% of the 
cases (when those with brain lesions were excluded).  
 
Finally, in the study of Stjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999), in Sweden, one of the few 
long-term, population-based studies that have used GA as a reference criterion for 
prematurity (GA<29 weeks), the general health, cognitive and general educational 
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outcome of 61 extremely preterm children was compared to the one of their 61 full-
term (FT) peers. The need for visual aids such as spectacles, was found to be greater 
(p<0.001) for the preterm group when compared for several neurodevelopmental 
outcomes with their full-term peers at the age of 10 years. 
 
 
Motor Difficulties 
A variety of views appears in the literature with regards to how motor skills are 
defined, how they are best measured, the criteria employed to define prematurity, i.e. 
BW and/ or GA, sample sizes etc. The studies presented below are, once again, not 
of occupational therapy focus or participation. 
 
The Touwen neurological examination was also employed in the study of Forslund & 
Bjerre (1989), which explored the neurological outcome, including motor functions, at 
the age of four years, of 46 infants born before 35 weeks of gestation (mean GA=32.3 
weeks, SD±1.8, mean BW=2035, SD±441), compared with 26, matched for sex and 
first born offspring, appropriate for gestational age full-term controls (mean GA=40 
weeks). The study was a prospective one, with the preterm children being assessed 
for neurological optimality at “term conceptional age”, at nine and, 18 months 
chronological age. The aim of the study was to assess if some of these children were 
at low or high risk of presenting a disability later on, according to their Prechtl scores 
(optimality score reduced by 25%, constituted an abnormal neurological 
development, and therefore a “high risk”). Neurological assessment with the use of 
Touwen at the age of four years revealed significant differences between the preterm 
and full-term subjects in areas such as muscle tone, gross motor functions (e.g. 
walking on heels and keeping toes off the ground; p<.001), difficulties with 
coordination of extremities (e.g. kicking examiner’s hand while sitting at leg 45° angle 
inwards; p<.005), and less developed balance reactions (e.g. lifting hands from knees 
as a reaction to pushing against shoulder while sitting, p<.001). These differences 
were noted, by the authors, to be within normal range but were however indicative of 
a delayed neurological maturation and mild dysfunction. The study revealed no 
correlation between these neurological findings and GA, BW or any prenatal or 
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perinatal factors. Moreover and although full-term children were appropriate for 
gestational age, no such information, i.e. the relationship between GA and BW, was 
provided about the preterm group. However, a limitation of the study is that the 
participants were all drawn from one particular hospital in Sweden. As with many 
studies reviewed in this chapter, no information was provided as to whether the 
selection of this setting was random or, based on convenience. Future work ought to 
address this common limitation of research in this area. 
 
Hack et al (1994) focused on LBW as the factor which could impact negatively on 
various developmental, including motor, outcomes. The authors have matched, for 
race and sex, a cohort of 68 children with BW below 750 g, with 65 children born 
weighing between 750g and 1499g at birth and, 61 children born at term. The reason 
for including this study in the literature review was the information that the cohort of 
the first group (<750g) also had a mean GA of 25.7 weeks. The study revealed that a 
number of children in the first LBW (also preterm) group scored below the cut-off 
score (30) in the Bruinicks Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency (measure for gross 
motor performance). Their performance was found to be significantly lower (p<.05) 
than the group born at term. A comparison between the first (BW<750g) and the 
second (750<BW<1499g) subgroup is not provided here, deliberately, as no 
information was provided by the authors with regards to the mean GA of the second 
group. The interpretation of findings and their association with preterm birth is, for 
these reasons, difficult. Moreover the study does not provide information that related 
to the concepts of small for gestational age (SGA) and appropriate for gestational age 
(AGA) child. The authors describe their third control group as children born “at term” 
without specifying if these children had an appropriate BW for their GA. It is therefore 
difficult not only to isolate the effect of GA, but also, the one of BW on developmental 
outcome, and the findings have to be viewed with caution. 
 
  
Cognitive Difficulties 
“Traditionally cognition has been viewed as a higher-level cortical function that can be 
divided into separate sub skills such as attention, memory, organisation, reasoning, 
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and problem solving” (Pedretti, 1981 and Trexler, 1982 cited in Toglia 1998, p.5). In 
this section, studies focussing on the impact of preterm birth on cognitive skills will be 
presented. Studies on language and speech, although part of the assessment of the 
verbal performance of intelligence in several batteries, are presented later in this 
chapter. 
 
In the meta-analysis by Bhutta et al (2002), the cognitive outcome of children that 
were born preterm was explored. Fifteen case-control studies, comprising 1556 
cases and 1720 controls, were reviewed. The studies included had a case-control 
design, performed assessment after the fifth year of age of their participants, had an 
attrition rate of less than 30% and, were published in 1980 or later. Gestational age 
was the main criterion of prematurity (GA<37 weeks), with studies using solely LBW 
being excluded due to the possibility of finding SGA participants in their samples. The 
meta-analysis demonstrated an association between preterm birth and low cognitive 
outcomes with the weighed mean difference significantly favouring the controls 
(p<.001). Moreover, GA significantly correlated with mean cognitive scores (p<.001). 
These findings highlight possible cognitive difficulties that preterm children might 
present, with the authors stressing careful interpretation of findings given the 
assumptions they made about all the assessment instruments, employed in the 
studies, having a comparable sensitivity and specificity, something that could mean 
“overlooking” any subtle but clinically significant differences between those. Yet, the 
meta-analysis offers a useful insight into the studies focusing on cognition, since it 
used a strict study selection set of criteria and attempted to devise a “quality 
assessment tool” for the objective selection of the studies.  
 
In a similar fashion, Sjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999), when comparing 61 
extremely preterm children (GA<29 weeks) with their full-term peers at the age of 10 
years, in Sweden, found that the overall IQ was within normal range (mean IQ=90, 
SD=15) but significantly lower than that of the full-term group (p<0.05). Although the 
authors do not provide more information on the subtests or possible underlying 
neurodevelopmental deficits, they offered information on how this was reflected on 
the educational outcome of the preterm children, with 30% of those receiving extra 
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support, a frequency significantly lower (p<0.001) of that of their peers who were born 
full-term (1.6%). 
 
Other studies have used BW or GA and BW, as reference criteria. In the cohort study 
of Anderson and Doyle (2003), the effect of short GA (<28 weeks) or ELBW (<1000g) 
on the cognitive outcomes of 298 children at the age of 8 years, were investigated. 
Cognitive ability was assessed with the use of WISC-III examining cognitive areas 
such as verbal reasoning, attention and working memory and information processing, 
among others.  Although the mean IQ of the preterm group was found to be within the 
average range, it was significantly lower (p<.001) than that of the full-term group even 
when the children with neurosensory deficits were excluded, similarly to the studies of 
Bhutta et al (2002) and Sjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999). Performance was lower in 
cognitive domains such as perceptual organisation (p<.001) and freedom from 
distractability (p<.001), associated with visual perception and attention/working 
memory respectively. The weighed mean difference in IQ between the groups was 
similar to the one in the meta-analysis of Bhutta et al (2002). Although the full-scale 
IQ was within normal range, this cohort presented with a plethora of difficulties within 
school tasks, and had experienced grade failure or required educational assistance. 
This fact highlights once more the discrepancy between significant score deviances 
and functional outcome.  
 
However, not all cognitive skills are explained by discrepancies in intelligence 
scoring. In the study of Boehm, Smedler and Forrsberg (2004) the executive 
functions (EF) of a cohort of 182 preterm children were compared to 125, matched for 
age and place of birth, controls with the use of the standardised comprehensive 
neuropsychological battery (Nepsy). The children were included in a prospective 
neonatal project examining their cognitive and motor development and, although BW 
was once again the focus, information was provided on GA (mean GA< 37 weeks) as 
well as for the BW ratio (ratio between actual and expected weight at birth), that could 
provide information on AGA and SGA infants. Executive functions were defined by the 
authors as “a complex system of functions including or dependent on interference 
control, non-verbal and verbal working memory, planning and reconstitution that 
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enable the person to achieve certain (social) goals” (p. 1363). It becomes, therefore, 
apparent that the actual term encompasses a plethora of developmental skills, of 
which cognitive and attentional skills are of central importance. The study revealed 
significant differences between the groups. The effect of IQ was controlled after it was 
found that it correlated strongly to EF scores. There were however persistent 
differences found in some measures that related to impulse control, working memory 
and mental speed, indicating the insufficiency of traditional intelligence assessment 
and IQ scoring to explain deficits in cognitive and/or executive functioning skills. 
Findings on the behavioural outcomes of the study are discussed in the relevant 
section. 
 
An area that has attracted research interest was the one that could investigate a 
possible association between intelligence and structural “irregularities” of the brain of 
preterm children. In the UK study of Abernethy, Cooke and Foulder-Hughes (2004), 
cognitive skills, here defined by the IQ quotient, and motor skills were studied in order 
to explore whether such a relationship exists. One hundred and five, 7-year-old 
children, born before 32 weeks of gestation to mothers who resided in a 
geographically defined area, and were attending mainstream school were assessed. 
They were matched by age, sex and first language to their classroom peers. The 
Weschsler Intelligence Scales for Children (III), the Movement ABC and, MRI scans 
were used to assess intelligence, motor skills and, the presence of any cerebral 
lesions/structural abnormalities, respectively. Lower IQs, as measured by the WISC-
III, in the group of preterm children, was found to be significantly related to smaller 
volumes of both caudate nuclei of the brain (p<0.01). On the contrary, there was no 
significant correlation between ABC scores, measuring performance of motor skills, 
and caudate volume. No significant correlation with the hippocampal volume was 
found. These results could indicate that certain cerebral structures could affect 
cognitive function in preterm children although, in this study, it was not possible to 
investigate many other regions of the brain volumetrically and isolate the “caudate 
nuclei effect”.  
 
Similarly in the study of Isaacs et al (2000) the potential association of cognitive 
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problems, specifically everyday memory, and any underlying structural 
pathophysiology, was studied. The hippocampus, as a structure that is vulnerable to 
complications during preterm birth (Fuller et al, 1983 cited in Isaacs et al, 2000), was 
studied. Hippocampal volume and memory function was tested in 11 children (mean 
age= 13,6 years), who were born before or at 30 weeks and weighed under 1500g at 
birth, and were compared with 8 full-term children. All children attended mainstream 
schools. Magnetic resonance techniques were one again used for the investigation of 
any cerebral abnormalities while neurophychological assessment (WISC-III,Wechsler, 
1984; Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test; Wilson, Cockburn and Baddeley, 1991) 
were used for assessing memory. The latter assessments revealed that the children 
demonstrated lower performance in the everyday memory assessment, and 
especially, in immediate rather than delayed recall (Wechsler Memory 
Scale/Immediate recall; p=0.039 for stories and p=0.038 for designs). There was also 
a difference between the hippocampal volumes of the two groups. The full-term 
cohort had a significantly larger hippocampal volume, for both the right and the left 
structure, than the preterm cohort (p<0.002). The memory deficits found in the 
preterm group were not significantly correlated to their IQ scores. This could mean 
that the memory impairment was independent of the overall cognitive ability. 
However, although this study included very small (GA≤30 weeks) and, at birth, 
critically ill children, with a much smaller sample, it has, similarly to the study of 
Boehm, Smedler and Forrsberg (2004) revealed that IQ scoring does not always offer 
“adequate” explanation as to what underlines cognitive difficulties. Both the study of 
Abernethy, Cooke and Foulder-Hughes (2004) and that of Isaacs et al (2000) sought 
abnormalities of specific structures of the brain, which could potentially explain the 
cognitive difficulties that some preterm children might present. They did not, however, 
acknowledge possible co-existing abnormalities, of other parts of the brain, which 
could be “accountable” for deficient cognitive performance. 
 
Some differences, to the above findings, was revealed in the study of Briscoe, 
Gathercole and Marlow (2001), who investigated everyday memory and its 
association to language ability. The sample consisted of 20, five-year-old preterm 
children that were compared to 20 full-term children, matched for age and 
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socioeconomic disparities. No significant differences were found to exist between the 
two groups, in relation to memory. The authors did however acknowledge that there is 
an “increased risk” for these children to present with memory and language problems 
which might deserve our attention, as they might lead to learning problems in more 
demanding learning environments such as the classroom. Again, differences in the 
sample size, presence of risk factors at the time of birth (a fact that the study of 
Briscoe, Gathercole and Marlow, 2001 did not account for) and, the age of the 
children at the time of the study, may account for differences between the studies. 
The type of memory that is being investigated, e.g. short or long-term memory, 
episodic or semantic memory, might also affect these findings. Again, caution is 
suggested in the interpretation of the findings due to the small sample size of the 
participants cohort, as well as the lack of clarity with regards to the matching of the 
two groups (preterm and control). With regards to the latter, the authors state that 
most children of the control group “had been recruited through friend and relatives of 
the preterm children in order to minimise social and economic disparities between 
groups” (p.750), although they are not clear as to whether children were matched for 
those, or any other, characteristics. 
 
Finally, attention deficits were revealed in the study of Dupin et al (2000). Although 
problems interfering with attention are often associated with Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and its behavioural manifestations, the study 
presented here rather investigates the potential influence of attention on self-
regulation and concentration (Cherkes-Julkowski, 1998). Twenty 5-year-old children 
born prematurely (GA between 26-32 weeks) were compared to 20 children born full-
term matched for maternal education level, socio-economic status, and the child’s IQ, 
with regards to their auditory processing and auditory attention. In the two 
experiments conducted, event-related potentials (ERPs) were used. This technique 
employs electrodes placed at different scalp sites, and records neural activity 
associated with specific sensory tasks. Hearing capability and auditory stimulation did 
not differ, but significant discrepancies were found in the number of correct hits 
(number of times the children detected certain tones and pressed a keyboard space 
bar), with the preterm group scoring a significantly lower frequency (p<0.05). This 
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was attributed to attention problems, or, according to the authors, difficulties of the 
preterm group to “put the logical effort, task demanding, focusing attention” (p479). 
The authors suggested that preterm and full-term children seem to have the same 
attention mechanisms with the difference lying in the flexibility of retrieving and 
utilising those. Putting greater effort and maintaining a level of performance could 
lead to fatigue and, consequently, underachievement in the school environment when 
tasks like arithmetic reasoning or reading comprehension become an everyday 
school demand. This could be of interest when designing educational programmes 
although the study findings have to be viewed with caution when attempting any 
generalisation of findings, given the relatively small size (20 participants) of the 
sample.  
 
 
Speech and Language Difficulties 
In this section, studies are presented that focused on delays in the attainment of 
language. Studies focusing on speech difficulties, i.e. difficulties to discriminate 
sounds or articulate, are also presented. 
 
In the study of Luoma et al (1998) in Finland, the effect of prematurity on the 
development of speech and language of a cohort of children born preterm was based 
on the criterion of gestational age (<=32 weeks). A cohort of fifty-five (55) children, 
followed-up from birth, was compared at the age of five years with a group of children 
matched for age, sex, and educational level and occupational status of the parents. 
The preterm group consisted of children with both (n=46) and without (n=9) 
disabilities. On all measures (speech and language comprehension, language 
production and, composite IQ scores), the preterm children, including those with 
major neurological disabilities, scored lower than the control group. Differences in 
language comprehension reached the highest statistical significance (p=0.001). 
When excluding the children with major neurological problems, the preterm group 
continued to score significantly lower in four of the nine measures. The best 
measures for differentiating the groups were mainly semantic, e.g. difficulties 
understanding concepts (e.g. Relative Concepts subtest from the Neuropsychological 
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Investigation of Children/ NEPSY; p=0.015), or, dysnomic e.g. difficulties retrieving 
the right word or slower naming of objects (Naming Tokens subtest of the NEPSY; 
p=0.014). These problems are, according to the Luoma et al (1998), closely 
associated with memory processes, something which agrees with Briscoe, 
Gathercole and Marlow (2001) supporting an “increased risk” for preterm children to 
present with language and memory problems. It also agrees with Isaacs et al’s (2000) 
findings of preterm children scoring lower than their peers in everyday memory 
situations, and especially, in immediate recall. These problems interfere, according to 
the authors, with reading and spelling and are known to be indicative of later 
development of dyslexia. No speech articulation differences were detected between 
the two groups when the children with a disability were excluded. 
 
The naming of objects or colours as a specific linguistic sub skill was investigated in 
children born before 32 weeks gestation (N=51) in the study of Saavalainen et al 
(2006) in Finland. The study was part of the greater, prospective, follow-up project 
mentioned earlier (Luoma et al, 1998). Naming tests were found to correlate to 
reading, one of the most important tasks of the educational curriculum. Analysis in the 
study was performed both for children with and without a disability. Since this study 
focuses on “healthy” preterm children, only the results for the pretermers without 
major disabilities are mentioned. The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-
Revised (WISC-R) (Wechsler, 1984), and the Rapid Automatic Naming test (Denckla 
and Rudel, 1974) were employed for the assessment of the children's verbal IQ and 
naming skills respectively. At the age of nine years, the preterm children were still 
found to be slower than their term, matched for age and sex, peers in retrieving 
words for naming colours (p<0.05). It appears that some of the children’s problems at 
the age of five years, reported by Luoma et al (1998), continue to persist at the age of 
nine and may, according to the authors, link to an unknown system for the processing 
and retrieval of words influenced by preterm birth.  
 
 
Behavioural Difficulties 
The management of behaviour and, the ability to control emotions and adjust to one’s 
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social environment and school life can be prerequisites to school success. 
Behavioural difficulties are considered to be “red flags that mark the beginning of 
escalating academic problems, grade retention, school dropout and antisocial 
behaviour” (Webster- Stratton and Reid, 2004, pp.96-97). The behavioural difficulties 
manifested in children born prematurely, are reviewed here, in the form of 
externalising or internalising behaviours observed in this group. Externalising 
behaviours encompass an expressing element of behaviour and include hyperactivity 
and/or aggressive behaviour, while the internalising category might include among 
others depression, phobias and, anxiety (Bhutta et al, 2002). 
 
In the previously mentioned meta-analysis by Bhutta et al (2002) (see “Cognitive 
difficulties”), the behavioural outcome of children that were born preterm in 16 
studies, was assessed in 1759 cases and 2629 controls. Gestational age was the 
main criterion of prematurity (GA<37 weeks), with studies using solely LBW being 
excluded. This meta-analysis revealed a significantly higher incidence of both 
externalising (67% of the studies) and internalising symptoms (75% of the studies) in 
cases vs. their controls. Moreover, the incidence of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder (ADHD), as defined by the diagnostic criteria of the DSM, was found to be 
significantly higher (p<.001) in the preterm children. Although the meta-analysis does 
not refer extensively to the tests used to diagnose ADHD and other behaviours, 
allowing a debate about the comparable sensitivity and specificity of the diagnostic 
tools, it offers an interesting insight as to the educational and social consequences 
such difficulties might have. The authors proposed the future investigation of the type 
of behaviour, which could be an antecedent of ADHD.  
 
In this direction, Fallang et al (2005) found that early motor behaviours, such as 
immobile postural behaviour at the age 6 months was linked to internalising 
behaviours (p<0.04) at the age of 6 years. Deutscher and Fewell (2005) also 
suggested that it is possible to identify behaviour problems that might relate to ADHD 
from an early preschool age, after having observed and coded a free-play of preterm 
children from videotapes taken at the age 30 months (N=571). Caution should be 
exercised however, when interpreting the findings of the last two studies with regards 
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to whether behavioural problems have a direct connection to preterm birth, or, are of 
secondary nature and a result of experiencing difficulties and failure in other domains.  
 
Stjernqvist and Sverringsen's (1999) is one of the few long- term, follow-up studies 
that used GA as the main preterm birth reference criterion (GA<29 weeks) and 
explored this topic (presence of behavioural difficulties) in an older children’s group 
(10 years of age). Stjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999) found that the preterm group 
(N=61) manifested more behavioural problems when compared to their full-term peer 
group at the age of 10 years. This difference reached statistical significance (p<0.01). 
ADHD, as defined by DSM-IV criteria, was also found to have a higher incidence 
amongst the preterm group (p<0.05) but a lower incidence (20%) than the one 
reported in other studies, a fact that could relate to the inclusion criterion (GA) of the 
study.  
 
Other studies on the effect of preterm birth on behaviour have focused on LBW, or 
LBW and GA, to define the former. The cohort study of Anderson and Doyle (2003) 
examined the behavioural outcome of two hundred and seventy-five preterm children 
(GA <28 weeks; BW <1000g). The preterm cohort was compared at the age of eight 
years with 223 randomly selected controls with the use of the Behaviour Assessment 
System for Children (BASC). The battery is based on parental and teachers’ ratings. 
The preterm group presented with more behavioural problems than their full-term 
peers, such as more internalising behaviour (parents’ rating, p=0.004, teachers’ 
ratings, p=0.01), fewer adaptive skills (parents’ ratings, p=0.006; teachers’ ratings, 
p<0.001), and less developed social skills (parents’ ratings, p=0.01; teachers’ ratings, 
p=0.001). The study of Hack et al (1994) provided similar evidence about a cohort of 
children (N=68) born very prematurely (mean GA=25.7 weeks), and with a VLBW 
(<750g). The Vineland Adaptive Behaviour Scales, the Child Behaviour Checklist and 
the Teacher’s Report Form were the assessment tools used. Behaviour problems and 
poor adaptive skills were found to be significantly higher in the VLBW group (p<.05) 
when compared to the LBW group (N=65, 750≤ BW≤ 1499g, mean GA=29.4) or the 
full-term group (N=62, BW>1500g).  
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Attention is however required when interpreting or extrapolating the findings of some 
of the studies described earlier for preterm children as defined in this thesis, due to 
an often relatively small sample size, and/or the studies’ focus on BW, rather than GA 
as a reference criterion for prematurity. 
 
Slightly different appear to be the findings of Marlow, Roberts and Cooke’s study 
(1993) in the UK, who followed a similar data collection method to Anderson and 
Doyle’s (2003) study in Australia, by asking parents and teachers to report preterm 
children’s behaviours. The study involved 51 children who were born with a BW of 
1250g or less, as part of a larger longitudinal study. At the age of eight years, they 
compared them to their, matched for sex, class and age, classmates. Although the 
study’ s focus was on BW, it is mentioned here due to the GA being at or below 35 
weeks of gestation. The teachers identified significantly more emotional problems, 
e.g. worries and fears, relating to internalising behaviour (p=.047), and more 
hyperactivity (p=.014 and p=.001 as measured by the Rutter and Connors 
questionnaires respectively) for the preterm group, with this agreeing with the findings 
of Anderson and Doyle (2003). However, the parents of the children in the preterm 
group reported a similar performance to that reported by the parents of the control 
group, unlike in the study of Anderson and Doyle (2003). Differences between the two 
studies could be attributed to the use of different assessment tools as well as to the 
difference in the size of the cohorts recruited. 
 
The studies reviewed in this section are summarised in Appendix VI. 
 
 
                                Prematurity and Developmental Difficulties:  
The Occupational Therapy Studies 
In this section, a number of studies are described with either an occupational therapy 
(OT) focus or participation. These studies are similar to those previously described in 
that they describe the nature of the presenting evidence relating to the difficulties with 
which children born preterm present. The number of studies that the literature search 
has revealed was much smaller to the one of other clinical fields such as neonatology 
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or neuropsychology and, therefore, did not permit grouping the studies as in the 
previous  section e.g. “cognitive skills” studies, or “sensorimotor skills” studies.  
 
In one of the larger comparative OT studies (N=280), Foulder-Hughes and Cooke 
(2003) investigated the motor outcome of mainstream schoolchildren who were born 
before 32 weeks’ gestation (mean GA: 29.8). They compared this to the motor 
performance of 210 matched controls for gender, school class and date of birth, 
controls. This geographically defined population, in Liverpool, UK, included children 
who were aged 7 to 8 years at the time of testing. GA was the main reference 
criterion of prematurity. The Movement ABC and the VMI were the tools employed to 
measure motor (gross and fine motor) and visuomotor skills respectively. The two 
instruments are the most popular standardised assessments among occupational 
therapists, and extensive information on their psychometric properties is presented in 
the relevant chapter (VII). The Movement ABC revealed scores that were significantly 
lower for the preterm group (p<0.001), and with a deviance from the standard score 
(5th percentile) that indicated Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) in 30.7% 
of the cases, compared with 6.7% for the controls.  DCD, previously defined as 
“clumsiness” or “minimal brain dysfunction”, is used to describe “a child who shows 
evidence of marked motor impairment not due to mental retardation or any known 
physical, neurological or psychiatric disorder” (American Psychiatric Association, 
1994 in Feder and Kerr, 1996 pp.294-95). The preterm group also scored significantly 
lower than the full-term group in the VMI (p<0.001), with the percentage that scored 
below 85 (standard “cut-off point”), reaching 24.3% incidence for visuomotor 
problems. The findings from the VMI assessment appear to agree with those of 
Jongmans et al (1996a) and Luoma, Herrgård and Martikainen (1998). Due to high 
incidence of fine motor difficulties (p<.001), visuomotor difficulties in the preterm 
group could be attributed more to motor rather than visual-perceptual difficulties. 
 
In the longitudinal study of Magill-Evans et al (2002), 20 healthy preterm children 
(GA<37 weeks) were compared for their cognitive and language development, at the 
age of 10 years,  with 23 full term children from similar socio-economic backgrounds. 
No information is provided by the authors with regards to matching the two groups for 
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certain characteristics, one of the criteria set at the introduction of the thesis' literature 
review. However, the study is presented here, as the authors stated explicitly that 
“there were no significant differences between groups for family socio-economic 
status, maternal age and education, and paternal age and education as analysed with 
Bonferroni's correction for multiple t-tests” (p.44-45). The WISC-III (Wechsler, 1984) 
and the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals-3 (CELF-3) (Semel, Wiig and 
Secord, 1995 cited by Magill-Evans et al, 2002) were chosen for assessing cognitive 
and language skills respectively. The two instruments are extensively used, due to 
their good inter-rater and test-retest reliability. The values are .90 (inter-rater 
reliability) and .94 (test-retest reliability) for the WISC-III, and between and .82 and 
.99 (inter-rater reliability) and between .76 and .91 (test-retest reliability) for the 
CELF-3 (Magill-Evans et al, 2002). Although the mean scores for both groups were 
within normal range when testing receptive and expressive language, preterm 
children scored significantly lower than their full-term peers for both expressive 
(p=0.03) and receptive (p=0.03) language. This is in agreement with the findings of 
Luoma et al (1998), specifically, with regards to the comprehension of relationship 
and concepts (p<0.05). No statistically significant differences were however detected 
between groups, when the children were assessed for their ability to retrieve words 
for the naming of objects, as in the study of Luoma et al (1998). This could be due the 
use of different assessment tools in the two studies, the different range of GA (below 
32 and 37 weeks for the studies of Luoma et al and Magill-Evans et al, respectively), 
or, the age the children were assessed (five and 10 years the studies of Luoma et al 
and Magill-Evans et al, respectively). The full scale IQ score was within normal range 
for both groups, with the Performance IQ being significantly lower (p<0.05) for the 
preterm group. The performance IQ, which is, according to the authors, associated to 
visual perceptual organization, was significantly lower than verbal IQ in 25 % (n=5) of 
the preterm cases. This agrees with Luoma et al’s (1998) findings, but it was evident 
in only 18.2% (N=10) of the cases. Again, the differences in the frequencies of these 
problems might well relate to the degree of prematurity of the cohort being more 
severe in the study of Magill-Evans et al (2002).  
 
This finding might be of interest when discriminating between and verbal and non-
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verbal learning difficulty and, deciding on appropriate interventions. Such 
differentiations might be necessary since, as mentioned earlier, total scores of certain 
assessments might not be always indicative of the specific difficulty with which groups 
of children might present. Visuomotor and visuospatial difficulties, often relating to the 
performance IQ, were also reported in the study of Luoma, Herrgård and Martikainen 
(1998). Despite these difficulties, the parents of the preterm children that participated 
in the study of Magill-Evans et al (2002) did not identify academic problems. This 
result was based on the analysis of a questionnaire distributed to the participants’ 
parents. With regards to this finding, the authors suggested that it might be possible 
that, specifically non-verbal learning difficulties become “obvious” in higher grades at 
school, and are therefore often not detected by parents at the age of 10 years. 
 
Finally, in an older study of OT participation (Roberts, Marlow and Cooke 1989), 53 
children cared for previously in a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU), were 
compared with their age and sex matched classmates in relation to overall motor 
performance (gross and fine motor skills). This study is presented here despite its 
focus on very low birth weight (mean BW: 1050g), as the average GA was 28.5 
weeks. No additional information was provided regarding the relation of GA and BW. 
The vast majority (94.8%) of the children attended mainstream schooling. Case 
children were found to perform significantly lower than their peers in the majority of 
the motor tasks within the tool used (Test of Motor Impairment; p=0.00 for the total 
score). The intelligence quotient of the LBW group, as measured by the Wechsler 
Preschool and Primary Scales of Intelligence, was found to be significantly lower than 
the one of the control group (p=0.0012, total score) but within normal range as in 
previous studies. The differences persisted when both the verbal and non-verbal 
(performance) aspects of the scales were considered (p=0.0511 and p=0.000, 
respectively). No information is provided by the authors with regards to the 
standardised tools' psychometric properties. Although parents and teachers rated the 
academic performance of the children to be as good as that of controls, they rated 
them more over-active (p=0.001 and 0.009 respectively), more easily frightened (p= 
0.003 and 0.017 respectively), clumsier (p=0.0001 and 0.011 respectively) and more 
fidgety (p= 0.03 for teachers) than their classmates.  
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Chapter Synopsis 
A number of OT and, mainly, non-OT specific studies relating to the difficulties 
children who are born preterm can potentially present with in relation to performance 
components/skills development, have been reviewed and critically appraised. 
 
A number of difficulties were highlighted within the existing literature when preterm 
children are compared to their full-term peers. In terms of their overall 
neurodevelopmental outcome (although only a small number presented with severe 
difficulties and/or disabilities), preterm children had a higher incidence of minor 
disabilities which appeared to increase as age increased, school tasks became more 
demanding or, when a higher level of connectivity is required for the more advanced 
skills. Moreover, while most attended mainstream education, there was a higher 
incidence of performing below grade level and/or needing extra support. Normal 
scoring within developmental scales did not always indicate absence of difficulties 
within school performance. 
 
A higher prevalence of difficulties among preterm children was observed in their 
sensorimotor, especially visuomotor, and perceptual, especially visuoperceptual, 
skills. Differences have been also found to exist between the motor performance, for 
example in muscle tone, gross motor functions, coordination of extremities and 
balance reactions, of children born preterm and those born full-term. Although the 
motor performance of the former was often within normal range, it was often 
indicative of a delayed neurological maturation and mild dysfunction, which has even 
in certain studies, correlated with academic performance. 
 
Cognitive skills, such as perceptual organisation, freedom from distractability or, 
working memory, were also found to differ in preterm children, despite the fact that 
their performance in cognitive assessments, fell most often within normal IQ range. 
Studies on cognitive outcome once more revealed a discrepancy between significant 
score deviances and functional outcome, as preterm children often presented with a 
plethora of difficulties within school tasks, experienced grade failure, or required 
educational assistance.  
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Preterm children also presented with language difficulties, predominantly in the 
domains of language comprehension and retrieving concepts, when compared to 
their full-term peers. 
 
Finally, behavioural difficulties, as “red flags” that may mark escalating school 
performance, were found to be more prevalent among children born preterm, both in 
terms of internalising and externalising symptoms. 
 
However, the following cautionary points must be considered when looking into these 
findings: 
o Care with the interpretation of studies’ findings (different measures, sample 
sizes, and criteria to define prematurity were used); not all studies controlled for IQ 
when considering specific skills 
o A very limited number of occupational therapy studies with a focus on 
occupation, performance areas, and/or roles  
o No study reviewing a combination of developmental skills, holistically, and 
relating those to school performance. 
o There is a need for a large descriptive study that will identify specific 
problematic areas and relate those to functional outcomes before conducting 
research on outcome measures and the effectiveness of occupational therapy 
interventions  
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CHAPTER VI: PREMATURITY AND SCHOOL 
PROBLEMS 
 
Prematurity & School Problems (various disciplines) 
The studies presented in this chapter focus on the school performance of children 
born preterm by documenting the difficulties that these children present with in 
various aspects of the educational curriculum e.g. reading, spelling. The studies 
reviewed appear in Appendix VI. The literature presented here relates to the main 
volume of the literature review, and relates to the second section of the questionnaire 
which focused on the perceptions of the respondents relating to the specific 
educational areas (school tasks), which are mostly affected. 
 
One of the studies that used the GA criterion for prematurity was the study of 
Sjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999). The school achievement of 61 extremely preterm 
children (<29 weeks) was compared to that of their 61 full-term matched (for gender 
and date of birth) peers at the age of 10 years. Ninety-two percent of the preterm 
children were found to attend mainstream schooling unlike their full-term peers who 
all attended mainstream education. Thirty percent of the preterm group, and 1.6% of 
the full-term peers, were in need of some kind of special educational support. Given 
that 8% of the preterm children had had to repeat the class, in reality only 66% of 
them attended mainstream education without any extra support, a rate significantly 
lower than the one of their full-term peers (p<0.001). Although Stjernqvist and 
Sverringsen’s (1999) study is not very detailed with regards to either the type of the 
difficulties that underlined the group’s school problems, or, the areas of their 
academic underachievement, it is one of the few long-term, population-based, follow- 
up studies with a very high retention rate (93%), which employed GA as a criterion of 
preterm birth. Although the study was conducted in a defined geographical area in 
south Sweden, no information is provided by authors on whether the participants all 
attended school which belonged to the same educational authority. This could be a 
useful piece of information, as criteria for attending mainstream schooling as well as 
resources and provision of special educational support could vary. 
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Difficulties in mathematics, and specifically in calculation (dyscalculia), were found to 
be a problematic area for children born preterm, in the study of Isaacs et al (2001). 
These authors have used neuroimaging techniques in order to determine a possible 
neural correlate to dyscalculia. Eighty preterm, born before 30 weeks’ gestation, and 
with a BW below 1500g, belonging to a cohort born between 1982 and 1985 at five 
centres throughout the UK, were assigned to four groups based on their performance 
on the general intelligence scores (WISC-III) and its subtest on Numeric Dimensions 
and Mathematic Reasoning (WOND). These four groups were the Numerical 
Operations Deficit (NOD) group, a control group, the Mathematics Reasoning Deficit 
(MRD) group and a control group. The groups were matched on age, gender and IQ 
as well as perinatal variables such as gestational age and birth weight. While the 
average IQ of the total preterm children was close to that of the general population, 
scoring on two numerical tests differed significantly. More specifically, the NOD and 
MRD groups scored significantly lower than their controls (p<.0001 and p<.001 
respectively). Isaacs et al’s (2001) study also revealed that the control group, 
performing within the normal range of calculation ability, had significantly more grey 
matter in their parietal lobe, most prominently the left intra parietal sulcus, than the 
preterm group with a numerical operations’ deficit (p<.0001). 
 
Anderson and Doyle’s study (2003) investigated the educational progress of 298 
children who were born prematurely, based on either the GA (average GA=28 weeks) 
or the BW criterion (BW<1000g), between 1991 and 1992 in Victoria, Australia. 
Educational outcomes such as reading, writing or mathematics were assessed with 
the use of the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) and the Comprehensive 
Scales of Student Abilities (CSSA). Although the mean scores of the preterm group 
were within normal range, they were significantly lower than the scores of their full-
term controls, who were matched for sex, the mother's country, and heath insurance 
status (e.g. private health insurance). This difference did however not persist after 
controlling for the general IQ, and arithmetic was the only domain where the preterm 
group exhibited significantly more difficulties (p=.006), agreeing with the study of 
Isaacs et al (2001). Teachers’ evaluation of the children’s academic ability revealed 
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similar findings. Significantly more preterm children, as defined by either GA or BW, 
group, had to repeat the grade level (p<.001) or were in need for some type of 
educational assistance (p<.001). These two frequencies appear to differ from those 
reported by Sjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999), especially in the case of grade failure. 
This is despite the fact that the children had comparable gestational ages as well as 
comparable ages at the time of the assessment. This might be attributed to the fact 
that the study of Anderson and Doyle (2003) included, in addition to children born 
preterm (as defined by their gestational age), children of extremely low birth weight, 
without providing information with regards to whether these children were appropriate 
or small for their gestational age.  
 
Children’s difficulties with mathematics were also evident in the studies of Bowen, 
Gibson and Hand (2002) and Marlow, Roberts and Cooke (1993). Eighty two preterm 
children, born between the years 1985 and 1990 at a hospital in Australia, were 
compared to their matched, for age, sex and school, controls at the age of eight years 
in the study of Bowen, Gibson and Hand (2002). The participants were children who 
were born before 28 weeks of gestation or weighed 1000g or less at the time of their 
birth. The participants' performance on academic tasks such as reading, spelling and 
mathematics was assessed with the use of formal, standardised assessments, 
specifically, the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, the South Australian Spelling Test, 
and the Test of Early Mathematics Ability (2nd ed) for the three tasks respectively. 
Reading and spelling abilities were found to be significantly lower in the preterm 
group but significant differences remained only in mathematics when adjustment for 
the IQ was made, as in the study by Anderson and Doyle (2003). Some form of 
special education support was required by 43% of the cases, with 9% of this group 
attending a special school. A further 27% of the preterm children were reported by 
their teachers to perform below their grade expected level. Although the study 
provides a “comprehensive assessment of academic performance” (p.442) of the 
participating children, and has a very high retention rate (94%), it does not provide 
adequate information with regards to the psychometric properties of the 
aforementioned tools employed to assess the children's performance. This raises 
once more questions regarding the quality of these tools in terms of their reliability 
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and validity values. 
 
The longitudinal study of Marlow, Roberts and Cooke (1993), investigated the school 
performance of a hospital-based cohort of 51 children with a BW of 1250g or less, at 
the age of eight years, in Bristol, UK. Despite the focus of the study being the BW of 
the children, the study is mentioned here, as, according to the population 
demographics, the average GA was below 35 weeks. However, caution has to be 
exercised when interpreting the study’ s results, as no information is provided with 
regards to the BW: GA ratio that would allow us to extrapolate any conclusions with 
regards to whether a low birth weight was due to the children being born preterm, or 
whether it was a result of intra-uterine growth restriction (see Chapter II: “The 
gestational age (GA) vs. birth weight (BW) debate: Which criterion when researching 
prematurity?”). The Suffolk Reading Test, the Basic Mathematics Test (NFER Nelson) 
and, the Schonell S1 graded word spelling test, all standardised tests, were used for 
assessing performance in reading, mathematics and spelling respectively. A non 
standardised assessment was used to assess handwriting (child was asked to write a 
story about their favourite person over 15 minutes with the outcome measures being 
grasp, pressure applied, letter size, spacing etc). Although handwriting speed and 
spelling revealed some differences between the case children and their controls, who 
were matched for age, race and sex, in the study of Marlow, Roberts and Cooke 
(1993), performance in mathematics was the most significant discrepancy (p<0.001). 
Caution has however to be exercised when interpreting the findings as no information 
is provided by the authors with regards to the psychometric properties of the tools 
employed for assessments and hence their ability to capture in a valid and reliable 
manner what was being measured, with one of them being non standardised at all 
(handwriting assessment). 
 
Finally, a study which aimed to document the functional level of school ability of 
preterm (<34 weeks) children, was conducted by Zubrick, Macartney and Stanley 
(1988). One difference to the previous studies was the heterogeneity of the sample 
group, which consisted of children who were described as “at risk”. They had 
received neonatal intensive care but, presented with no major neurological 
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impairment at the time of the study. The sample (N=371) therefore included children 
with BW below 2000g, children that had experienced serious neonatal illnesses 
requiring hospitalisation or presented with respiration problems at birth etc. Various 
measures such as the British Abilities Scales, the Wide Range Achievement Test and, 
its arithmetic subtest were used to assess school tasks, such as reading, spelling and 
arithmetic. Teachers collected the data, and a control, matched for sex, school class 
of year of birth, group provided the estimates for the academic performance, in the 
first grade. Interestingly there was no single effect of one perinatal factor, e.g. GA, low 
BW, respiration problems, on the children’s academic performance, but a 
confounding and interactive effect e.g. children were more likely to have a poor 
performance in their academic tasks when they were preterm and had a low BW. 
Caution should however be exercised when attempting to interpret the study’ s 
findings as the sample was heterogeneous. Because the birth-weight ratio effect was 
not addressed, i.e. a differentiation between children that are appropriate or small for 
gestational age, isolating and determining what might affect their academic 
performance is problematic. 
   
   
Prematurity and School Problems: The Occupational 
Therapy Studies 
In one of the rare studies, with participation from occupational therapists in this area, 
Feder et al (2005), compared the handwriting performance of six to seven year old 
children (N=48) who were born preterm in Canada, with that of their full term peers 
(N= 69) matched by sex and class. Besides the main descriptive, comparative aim, 
the study investigated the relationship between handwriting, sensorimotor skills and 
psychosocial factors. The inclusion criteria for the preterm group were GA (below 34 
weeks) and BW (below 1250g). Children were excluded that had a diagnosis of 
cerebral palsy, chromosomal or congenital anomaly, genetic syndrome and, major 
hearing or visual impairment. The Evaluation Tool of Children's Handwriting-
Manuscript (ETCH-M; Amundson, 1995) was employed for the assessment of 
handwriting. Handwriting legibility scores were significantly lower in the preterm group 
(p<0.01), with an approximate 7% of the cases scoring below 1.5SD of the mean for 
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handwriting legibility. Preterm children also demonstrated slower writing speed than 
their control, matched for gender, peers (p<0.005). The preterm children also 
presented with significantly lower scores in several sensorimotor variables such as 
visuomotor integration (p=.005), upper limb speed and dexterity (p=.034) etc, as 
measured by the Bruinicks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency. The percentage of 
the preterm children who scored 1.5 SD below the mean was also three times greater 
than that of the control children. This agrees with Luoma, Herrgård and Martikainen 
(1998) and Foulder-Hughes and Cooke' s (2003) findings about the sensorimotor, 
and especially visuo-motor difficulties of children born preterm.  
 
 
Chapter Synopsis 
One OT but, mainly, non-OT specific studies were reviewed relating to the topic of the 
academic difficulties children, who are born preterm and attend mainstream 
schooling, can potentially present with. The literature search yielded a relatively 
limited number of studies, which revealed the following: 
 
In most of the studies, significantly more children in the preterm group, which 
attended mainstream education, required some type of educational assistance, had 
to repeat a class, or used school services (including OT). Performance on specific 
school tasks was poorer among the preterm children, although mathematics (for 
example mathematical reasoning or numerical operations) was almost the only area 
where these difficulties remained when considering statistical significance levels, or 
after controlling and adjusting for the IQ of the children. In the only OT-specific study, 
handwriting legibility and writing speed scores were found to be significantly lower in 
the preterm group, although there was no adjustment for IQ in this study.  
 
As in the case of specific performance components, similarly when studying specific 
school tasks, there was a discrepancy between score deviances (found to be “non-
significant” except for the area of mathematics), and grade failure or need for 
educational support. This issue remains to be studied.  
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In addition, few studies appear to focus solely on the GA reference criterion, review 
developmental skills in a holistic manner and, relate the latter to certain academic 
areas. A need has also been identified for large, descriptive studies that include, in 
addition to parents’, children's and teachers’, also, therapists’ views, in order to 
address all the aspects of the clinical problem of prematurity before designing further 
research on specific outcome measures. Furthermore, most studies appear to focus 
on summary scores, something which might understate the complex nature of SLD 
and the long-term impact of prematurity. 
 
Finally, and in the light of policies, such as the Education (Additional Support for 
Learning) Scotland Act 2004, more emphasis should be given on the functional/ 
educational outcome (of prematurity), something which could then determine any 
educational arrangements for children with additional support needs. 
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CHAPTER VII: OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
ASSESSMENT & INTERVENTION PRACTICES 
An exploration of the literature revealed no studies that outlined the assessment or 
intervention procedures used by occupational therapists (OTs) when working, 
specifically, with children at a school age that were born preterm and present with 
specific learning difficulties (SLD). What follows is therefore a presentation of studies 
conducted in the United Kingdom, as well as in other countries, e.g. Australia and 
Canada, outlining the procedures deployed by OTs when working with paediatric 
clients in general. The literature in this chapter presents the occupational therapy 
assessment and interventions employed by occupational therapists when working 
with children, and it relates to sections five and six of the questionnaire where 
participants were asked to provide information on the procedures and techniques 
used when working with the particular group i.e. children born preterm. 
 
 
Assessment 
In Howard’s (2002) postal survey on the practices of UK-based paediatric OTs, three 
hundred (300) questionnaires were distributed to members of the National 
Association of Paediatric OTs (NAPOT), which is now known as the College of 
Occupational Therapists Specialists Section: Children, Young People and Families 
(CYPF). The questionnaires, which were designed by the researcher and were 
piloted by six therapists, included items on demographic characteristics of the 
clinicians, courses attended, populations they worked with and,  assessment and 
intervention practices used. Two hundred and twelve (N=212) therapists returned the 
questionnaires (response rate of 71%). With regards to assessment, participants 
were specifically asked about the use of standardised assessments, justification of 
using or not using those and, the extent of use of their own developed assessments. 
Some 47% of the participants made “extensive” use (“all of the time” or “more than 
half of the time”) of standardised assessments. Reasons for this included 
standardization and comparability across disciplines or using standardised measures 
as an adjunct to other assessments such as clinical observations. The most popular 
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standardised tools were the Movement Assessment Battery for Children (M-ABC), the 
Visual Motor Integration Test (VMI) and, the Test of Visual-Perceptual Skills (TVPS) in 
54%, 51% and, 45% of the responses, respectively. Other instruments such as the 
Motor-free Visual Perceptual Test (MVPT), the Bruinicks Oseretsky Test of Motor 
Proficiency (BOTMP) and the Goodenough & Harris “Draw-a-Man” Test, followed. 
Howard (2002) observed that these assessments were most often not developed by 
OTs but other professionals and, with the exception of M-ABC, mostly developed in 
the United States. 
 
Hong (1997) similarly distributed 60 questionnaires to paediatric OTs through NAPOT, 
now known as CYPF. Topics of the survey related to the age groups that the 
paediatric OTs worked with, the presentation of disabilities of these groups, reasons 
for assessing these children and, finally, types of assessments employed. The 
findings of the study revealed a combination rather than a single method adopted by 
the OTs. Most of the items in the questionnaire, which represented types of 
assessments e.g. interviewing or observation, reached high frequencies of 
responses. Participants tended to select more than one response. Hong (1997) 
observed this finding as “encouraging” and stressed that there should not be a “short 
cut” in the OT assessment process. Interviewing children and their parents and, 
standardised assessments reached the highest frequencies (98% and 80% 
respectively). Structured observations, non-standardised tests and, unstructured 
observations followed with frequencies of reported use of 78%, 70% and 58%, 
respectively. Specifically, with regards to the standardised assessments used, no 
particular instrument was favoured by the participants. The Miller Assessment of 
Preschoolers (MAP) was the tool that reached the highest frequency of use (74%). 
MAP is, according to Hong (1997) the only assessment tool, developed by OTs. The 
use of M-ABC (68%), the VMI (60%), the TVPS (58%), and the MVPT (58%) 
followed, reaching high frequencies as in the study of Howard (2002). Hong (1997) 
commented on a need to develop OT-specific assessments, and recommended the 
creation of new standardised assessments by specialists in each area as these “will 
provide a normative baseline for continued assessment and descriptive information 
for programme planning” (Pratt and Allen cited in Hong, 1997, p.125). Although the 
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survey’ s response rate was high (83.3%), its findings have to be viewed with caution 
when any generalisations are attempted, as it is limited by a small number of survey 
respondents (N=50). 
 
The same author stresses in another paper (Hong, 1996) that, specifically, with 
regards to non-standardised assessments, occupational therapists have to exercise 
caution when interpreting assessment findings. Hong (1996) suggests that non-
standardised assessments can be useful when capturing the qualitative aspects of 
the child’s performance and, the family’s perspective, and can therefore add to a 
clearer, more “objective” clinical decision when combined with the findings of 
standardised assessments. This agrees with Howard’s (2002) and Hong’s (1997) 
findings which supported a multiple rather than a uni-method when assessing 
paediatric clients. Hong (1996) further observes that non-standardised assessments, 
due to lacking psychometric properties such as reliability and validity, have been 
accused of suffering from “variability” in the examination outcome. Clinical decisions 
that are based entirely on the therapist’s personal judgement have been, according to 
Hong (1996), responsible for the credibility of the OT profession being challenged.  
 
Diamantis’ (2006) employing a similar methodology, i.e. postal survey, investigated 
the use of standardised assessments by paediatric OTs in the private sector in the 
UK. The author stressed that, despite the recognition of standardised assessments' 
importance, literature on the topic is relatively limited. The postal questionnaires were 
sent out to 89 members of the Occupational Therapists in Independence Practice 
(OTIP), a specialist section of the COT. Reminder letters were sent out three weeks 
later. Sixty six (66) questionnaires were returned, representing a response rate of 
74.2%, but only 48 questionnaires (54%) met the study’ s inclusion criteria. The most 
preferred tests were the Movement ABC, the VMI, the TVPS and the MVPT in 
frequencies of 79%, 79%, 74% and 71% respectively. These findings agree with 
those of Howard (2002) and Hong (1997) with regards to the popularity of certain 
standardised tools among OT practitioners. The most common reasons for not using 
standardised assessments were, according to 22 of the participants who responded 
to the relevant questionnaire item, “lack of appropriate for the client’s needs 
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standardised tools” (41%), the “cost of the tools” (27%) and the “excessive time 
required to administer” those (23%), their “training requirements” (9%) and, an 
“inability of some standardised instruments to capture specific cases’ needs” (9%). 
 
Very similar are the findings of studies in other countries. Brown et al (2005) deployed 
two surveys in Canada and Australia in order to compare the practices of 289 and 
330 paediatric OTs in each country respectively. Therapists’ views on theories, 
assessments and intervention methods where organised in three paediatric 
diagnostic groups: developmental delays, learning disabilities and, neurological 
disorders. It remains unclear in the study whether the term “learning disability” 
includes SLD as it is often the case in US terminology. Limited information regarding 
the “IQ discrepancy” when using the term “learning disability”, suggests caution when 
interpreting the findings of the two surveys. Moreover, it must be stressed that 
“learning disabilities” in Brown et al’s (2005) study did not specifically relate to 
preterm birth. Caution has therefore to be exercised when “extrapolating” any 
conclusion to this Thesis’ population of interest, i.e. children with SLD born preterm. 
Brown et al’s study participants did not have to take preterm birth, or any other factor, 
into consideration when providing their responses. The response rates were 28.9% 
and 55% for the Canadian and Australian surveys respectively (average total 
response rate was 38.7%). With regards to the specific standardised assessments 
used by paediatric OTs when the learning disabilities group was considered, the vast 
majority of both Canadian and Australian OT mentioned the VMI in 85.2% and 85.1% 
of the responses respectively. The BOTMP followed in the second positions for both 
groups of clinician (68% and 69.7% respectively). Test such as the Sensory Profile 
and the TVPS-Revised were also in similar use.  
 
Some similarities in the standardised assessments used by paediatric OTs in 
Australia are also highlighted in the study of Rodger (1994). A postal questionnaire 
was sent out to 60 clinicians of OT departments who accepted OT students of the 
University of Queensland for clinical placements. Fifty two questionnaires were 
returned (response rate: 86.7%). Their analysis revealed that the most frequently 
used assessments were the Revised Gesell Developmental Schedules (83%), the 
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VMI (81%), the TVPS (72%) and , the BOTMP (59%). The Movement ABC, which 
has reached very high frequencies in other studies, did not appear in the list. It may 
be that Movement ABC is not readily available to OTs in the paediatric departments in 
Australia. This could highlight the potential importance of departmental or peer 
opinion on the use of certain assessment tools. The study sample size was, as in the 
study of Hong (1997), relatively small.  Moreover it was limited within the 
geographical area of Queensland as opposed to the studies of Hong (1997) and 
Howard (2002) which were larger nation-wide surveys. 
 
Despite not referring to practising paediatric occupational therapists but to the faculty 
members of UK universities which taught paediatric modules at an entry-level and/or 
postgraduate level, the survey of Brown, Brown and Roever (2005) investigated the 
OT assessment and intervention practices taught at universities and, how this 
compared with the literature relating to the practices adopted by qualified paediatric 
OTs. The question being addressed was whether or not being taught specific 
assessment could affect future choices of already qualified OT clinicians. Out of the 
27 electronic questionnaires emailed to faculty members of universities which 
incorporated paediatric modules in their curricula, 10 were eventually returned, 
reaching a response rate of 37%.The most commonly used assessment tools studied 
in the university programs were the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure 
(COPM), which reached 60% of the responses and, the M-ABC, the BOTMP and the 
MAP all reaching a frequency of 50%. Occupational Performance History Interview, 
Occupational Case Analysis Interview and Rating Scale and, Occupational Role 
History Interview, all related to the Model of Human Occupation (MoHO), followed. 
The last three measures together with COPM suggest that interviewing, as a way to 
obtain information about the client/child, was well represented in the responses of the 
participants. The M-ABC was very often the standardised tool of choice in the UK 
based studies of Howard (2002), Diamantis (2006) and Hong (1997). The main 
difference between Brown, Brown and Roever’s (2005) findings to those of the 
previously mentioned studies is the absence in the academic curricula of visual-
perceptual and visual-motor assessments such as the TVPS and VMI. Brown, Brown 
and Roever (2005) acknowledged this in their discussion, and observed that 
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academic planners of OT courses should be made aware of the specific tools and 
incorporate those in the curricula, since they are considered by practitioners to be 
useful tools as their wide use suggests.   
 
What follows is information on the psychometric and measurement properties of 
some of the most common standardised tools used by paediatric OTs. The Movement 
ABC, the VMI and, the TVPS are presented here as the three most common tools 
used in the studies previously described.  
 
The purpose of Movement ABC, developed by Henderson and Sugden in 1992, is to 
capture movement problems in children between 4-12 years in skills such as manual 
dexterity, static and dynamic balance, ball skills etc. M-ABC is one of the few tools 
where work on its check-list was based in the UK, although, its standardization was 
completed in the US. Its reliability scores are provided as percentages of agreement 
rather than correlation coefficients, and vary from 73% for the age of nine, to 91% for 
the age of seven, to 97% for the age of five years. Its validity has been established by 
using other motor measures such as the Bruinicks Oseretsky Test of Motor 
Proficiency (BOTMP) resulting to -0.53. “The coefficient is negative because the two 
composite scores are scaled in opposite directions. The true direction of the 
relationship, of course, is positive” (Chu and Hong, p. 229). The authors suggest that 
additional research has to be done to determine the reliability of the tool (Chu & 
Hong, 1997). 
 
The VMI, by Beery and Buktenica, was developed in 1989 to assess the visual-motor 
difficulties of children between the age of two years and nine months, and 19 years 
and eight months. The test has been mainly standardized in the US, despite being 
extensively used in the UK, and consists of several paper and pencil copying tasks. 
Its inter-rater reliability varies from 0.58 to 0.99, while test-retest reliability varies from 
0.63 to 0.92. Concurrent validity has been reported with other visual perception tests. 
Values are, however, not provided in the review of Chu and Hong (1997). The authors 
do however suggest that due to the complexity of visual-motor difficulties, other tests 
should be used in order to discriminate between visual processing and motor function 
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and, the use of motor-free visual perceptual test are recommended in conjunction 
with the VMI to determine the type of difficulties that interfere with the tasks (Chu & 
Hong, 1997) 
 
Finally, the Test of Visual Perceptual Skills (TVPS) was designed by Gardner in 1982 
in order to assess the non-motor visual perceptual skills of children between four 
years and, 12 years and 11 months. Visual perception is described as visual form 
constancy, visual-spatial relationships, visual discrimination and, figure-ground 
discrimination among other skills. Chu and Hong (1997) stress that reliability in the 
TVPS is problematic, with the only values provided being the ones of internal 
consistency. These even vary for each subtest. Validity values also vary. Predictive 
validity between scores in visual perception and academic tasks, e.g. visual 
perception and reading and spelling, was found to be weak. The authors, as in the 
case of VMI, recommend the use of other tests, especially visual-motor tests, in 
conjunction with TVPS to determine the type of the difficulties the child faces. Brown 
and Gaboury’s study (2006) was the first that investigated the measurement 
properties of TVPS on a group 356 normally developed children between the ages of 
five and 11 years. The item analyses of TVPS revealed a lower than the 0.20 criterion 
score for item-total scale correlations suggesting that the items within each sub scale 
were most likely not measuring the same skills or quality. These sub scales were 
visual memory, visual-form constancy, visual-sequential memory and, visual closure. 
Moreover, although TVPS as a total score exhibited high reliability (0.96), no one of 
its sub scales showed adequate reliability, i.e. a Cronbach coefficient alpha ≥ 0.70, of 
visual-perceptual skills across different age stages. Similar problems appeared with 
regards to the criterion validity of TVPS. Most of its sub scales presented very weak 
validity when compared to scales of other measures, e.g. VMI, DTVP, MVPT, that are 
supposed to measure the same quality. The psychometric properties of the last two 
tests are not presented in this section, as they were not reported to belong to the 
most commonly used assessment tools presented at the beginning of this section. 
 
Diamantis (2006) suggested caution when selecting standardized tools, as literature 
on their psychometric and measurement properties questions their appropriateness 
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for measuring change. The author reported that only three respondents in his study 
referred to the measurement and psychometric properties of these tools. This could 
mean that therapists use standardised assessment for rather descriptive reasons, 
e.g. description of difficulties, but not for assessing outcome measures. Clemson and 
Fitzgerald (1998) found that OTs', albeit not specifically paediatric OTs, understanding 
of concepts such as reliability and validity of the instruments employed for 
assessments is often superficial with this often resulting in the instruments not being 
used to the therapists’ best advantage. Their qualitative study, revealed that the 
concepts of reliability and validity were known, but often confused or misunderstood. 
Reliability was perceived as a measure of greater importance, with much less 
attention given to validity. The authors asserted that knowledge of validity is pertinent 
when clinicians come to appraise the clinical usefulness of a certain tool, and 
stressed the responsibility of institutions and educators to help OT students 
understand these terms. The detectability of preterm children’s, often, subtle 
difficulties at an early stage, very much depends on the “quality” of the instruments 
employed by practitioners when they come to assess those. Good knowledge of the 
psychometric properties of these tools becomes therefore very important when OTs 
come to select the measure that would best detect this group’s difficulties, or, would 
monitor change over time. 
 
The foregoing discussion has concentrated on assessment practices OTs use in the 
area of paediatrics in general. There was however no study found, which 
categorically suggested the use of different assessment procedures for preterm 
children to those used for full-term infants with similar difficulties. Similar 
assessments were employed in some of the studies that investigated the 
developmental outcomes of children born prematurely (Appendix VI; “Intervention”). 
These studies are both OT-specific and non-OT specific. In relation to the latter, only 
these studies that deployed at least one of the assessment tools known to 
occupational therapists, with procedures having been omitted that were discipline 
specific e.g. speech-language therapy specific, are presented here. These are the 
first seven studies presented in in Appendix VI. Studies 8-13 were either entirely of an 
OT focus or had OT participation. These studies’ findings are presented earlier (see 
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Chapter V and VI), and are therefore not repeated in this section. 
 
What this summary table (Appendix VI) reveals is a preponderance of the VMI and 
M-ABC test, as the main standardised assessments used by paediatric OTs, 
especially as revealed in the studies conducted in the UK. 
 
 
Intervention 
With regards to intervention methods in paediatric OT services, an array of studies on 
the practices of paediatric OTs in the United Kingdom and other countries highlighted 
Sensory Integration as very common, either as a theoretical framework or a specific 
treatment method. Brown, Brown and Roever’s (2005) electronic survey, which 
included faculty members of 27 Universities in the UK, highlighted SI as the second 
most frequent intervention method (70%). The most frequent interventions were 
neurodevelopmental techniques, and assistive devices and technology (both at 80%). 
SI was also the third most frequent model theoretical model (60%) studied at OT 
university programmes in the UK. Similar were the findings in the study of Rodger et 
al (2006) that compared the paediatric OT academic curricula in New Zealand, 
Australia and Canada. Sensory Integration was the most common (100%) theoretical 
model in the first two countries, but was ranked second in Canada (78%). Howard’s 
(2000) UK based survey of 212 OTs who were, as in this study, NAPOT (currently 
known as CYPF) members, revealed SI as the most common course (nearly 40%) 
OTs had attended since their graduation. This could reflect its common use by OT 
practitioners. Sensory Integration was also identified as one of the most common 
theoretical models used by both Australian and Canadian paediatric OTs, when 
working in a variety of paediatric areas such as general developmental delay, 
neurology, neonatology etc, in the study of Brown et al (2005).  With particular 
regards to the learning disabilities (in this study “SLD”), despite not relating either to 
preterm or at term birth children, SI reached the highest frequency in Australia 
(85.6%) and second highest in Canada (69.5%). Moreover as in the study of Howard 
(2000), SI was the most frequently “specialty” qualification cited by the participants in 
both countries.  
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What follows is a number of studies, which reviewed the effect of SI on populations of 
children who presented with SLD. It must be noted that this is not an exhaustive 
presentation of the topic of OT approaches employed when working with children. 
The decision to present, predominantly, evidence on the effectiveness of Sensory 
Integration was based on the fact that this appeared in the literature, as highlighted 
above, as the most frequently employed, albeit not unique, treatment method, when 
working with children, especially, those that present with SLD.   At the end of this 
chapter/section evidence is presented which compares Sensory Integration to other 
approaches used by paediatric occupational therapists, with this serving again as a 
reference point rather than an exhaustive presentation of the literature, as this would 
be beyond the scope of this study. 
 
A literature search was carried out to identify studies meeting levels of strength of 
evidence of “4” and above i.e. systematic reviews and meta-analyses (level 1), 
randomised control trials (level 2), non-randomised experimental studies (level 3), 
well designed non- experimental studies (level 4) (Gray, 1997). The Medline, 
CINAHL, Cochrane Library and PsychINFO1887 databases were searched. A 
manual search was also conducted in the libraries of Edinburgh University and 
Queen Margaret University. Terms employed as keywords included: “sensory 
integration”; “specific learning difficulties”, “occupational therapy”, “children. These 
terms as well as their synonyms (e.g. learning disabilities- learning disorders, sensory 
integration- sensory stimulation etc) were used in various combinations during the 
literature search. Boolean search was employed for the literature search between 
years 1990 and 2005. Additional inclusion criteria were that participants presented 
with a type of sensory dysfunction, normal intelligence, and a delay in school 
identified as a specific learning difficulty. Moreover methodological quality criteria had 
to be adequately described in the studies (e. g. drop-outs, design and method 
described, discussion on studies’ strengths/ limitations). Exclusion criteria involved 
children facing other medical or pathological conditions, and receiving parallel 
interventions, simultaneously, to sensory integration.  
  
Outcome measures were then identified that were addressed in the majority of the 
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studies, and provided the basis for the presentation of results and the discussion 
around the importance of Sensory Integration. These included, academic 
performance, motor performance, perceptual skills and, self concept/self esteem and 
behaviour. 
 
Across the studies, sample size varied from a low of five to a high of 103 subjects. 
One of them was a meta- analysis (Vargas and Camilli, 1999), three were systematic 
reviews (Wallen and Walker, 1995; Hoehn and Baumeister, 1994; Polatajko, Kaplan 
and Wilson, 1992), seven were randomised control trials (Werry, Scaletti and Mills, 
1990; Wilson et al, 1992; Wilson and Kaplan, 1994; Kaplan et al, 1993; Polatajko et 
al, 1991; Humphries, Snider and McDougall, 1993; Humphries et al, 1990), one was 
a non-randomised experimental trial (Allen and Donald, 1995) and one a non- 
experimental study (Stonefelt and Stone, 1998). 
 
Academic Skills: Most of the studies looked at academic performance (e.g. reading, 
spelling, vocabulary, writing, mathematical reasoning) as an outcome. A common 
finding was that groups receiving SI treatment might have had some gains in 
academic performance, which most often did not reach statistical significance. Only in 
the study of Polatajko et al (1991), performance in mathematics approached 
significance in the SI group. Sensory integration did not appear as more beneficial 
than other alternative interventions (e.g. tutoring, perceptual motor therapy). 
 
The results from the single trials seem to agree with the findings of the systematic 
reviews (Wallen and Walker, 1995; Hoehn and Baumeister, 1994; Polatajko, Kaplan 
and Wilson, 1992) and the meta- analysis of Vargas and Camilli (1999). Small 
improvements in academic performance after SI treatment were noted, but in most of 
the cases this improvement did not reach significance.  
  
Motor Skills: Motor performance was examined in terms of gross and fine motor 
skills, balance, co-ordination of movement, body posture etc. Changes in motor 
performance seemed to be the most predominant and usual ones when analysing the 
studies. Positive changes in some motor skills appear in most of the studies (Werry, 
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Scaletti and Mills, 1990; Humphries, Snider and McDougall, 1993; Polatajko et al, 
1991; Kaplan et al, 1993; Wilson et al, 1992; Allen and Donald, 1995; Stonefelt and 
Stone, 1998), but the results did not reach statistical significance. However, in the 
study of Humphries et al (1990), the improvement in gross motor skills reached 
statistical significance for the SI group (p=.05) over the no-treatment/control group, 
while in the study of Wilson and Kaplan (1994), the SI group appeared to maintain 
better gains, during the follow- up stage, in gross motor and upper limb function. 
 
Perception: Similarly to the academic and motor performance, sensory processing 
and improvements in perceptual components did not to a statistically significant level 
(Humphries et al, 1990; Humphries, Snider and McDougall, 1993; Wilson et al, 1992; 
Allen and Donald, 1995; Hoehn and Baumeister, 1994). 
 
The study of Humphries, Snider and McDougall (1993) reported small favour of the SI 
approach to reduce severity and number of sensory problems, while in the study of 
Werry, Scaletti and Mills (1990), visual matching seemed to be the only component of 
visual perception that reached significance in the SI group. In the systematic review of 
Hoehn and Baumeister (1994), the SI group presented greater positive effects in the 
postrotary nystagmus reactions (increase of nystagmus in hypo-active children), but 
the finding again did not reach statistical significance. 
 
Self-esteem/concept or Behaviour: Psycho educational components like self-
concept, self-perception in the classroom, idea of self- achievement and self-esteem 
were the issues least addressed in this area of research. Almost all studies that 
examined psycho educational issues reported some kind of positive change in 
behaviour, self-esteem, class-attention and hyperactivity. However, these changes did 
not reach statistical significance (Werry, Scaletti and Mills, 1990; Polatajko et al, 1991; 
Wilson and Kaplan, 1994; Stonefelt and Stone, 1998; Vargas and Camilli, 1999; 
Hoehn and Baumeister, 1994). In the study of Wilson et al (1992), positive change in 
behaviour tended to be greater in the SI group, but this was not sustained at the 12 
months follow-up assessment. 
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The review of the above studies has not revealed any strong statistical evidence that 
Sensory Integration improves the academic performance of children with SLD more 
than other treatments. However, Sensory Integration remains a “popular” approach 
among occupational therapists, parents and teachers who perceive improvement in 
the academic performance of children, following its application. This leads to a more 
careful examination of the clinical significance of these findings, as there appears to 
be “tension” between what practitioners actually do, according to the findings 
presented earlier regarding the extensive use of this method when working with this 
population, and what literature actually brings to the fore i.e. a lack of evidence (based 
on statistical significance) on the effectiveness of the method when compared to other   
approaches.  
 
What follows is a series of points, which could potentially explain the discrepancy 
between lack of evidence on statistical significance, and the perceived clinical 
significance by practitioners. 
 
Polatajko, Kaplan and Wilson (1992) suggest that, the possibility of a type II error must 
be explored. In a hypothesis test, such as in an effectiveness study, a type II error 
occurs when the null hypothesis is not rejected when it is in fact false. In the case of SI 
effectiveness studies, the null hypothesis might be that SI is no better than any other 
or the standard treatment i.e. there is no difference between the two approaches. A 
type II error would occur if it was concluded that the two treatment methods produced 
the same effect, when in fact they produced different ones. A type II error is frequently 
due to sample sizes being too small (Easton and McColl, 1997). This was the case in 
many of the studies presented here. 
 
All of the studies included in this review, had an average intervention time of six 
months, with the exception of the studies of Polatajko et al (1991) and Wilson et al 
(1992), which had a nine and a 12 month re-examination of results, respectively. In the 
only trial with a follow-up (Wilson and Kaplan, 1994), the tendency was observed for 
the SI group to maintain initial treatment gains. This finding could raise the possibility  
that SI is a treatment producing positive effects only in the long- term. The possibility 
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of designing studies with long- term follow- ups and relapse prevention strategies must 
be examined in the future. 
 
Another important issue was the heterogeneity of the sample population and the 
treatment used (Wilson et al, 1992). There were differences in the samples of the 
children with Specific Learning Difficulties (e.g. pre-school and school children or 
different grades), great heterogeneity in the severity and type of their sensory 
dysfunction and, subsequently, a great variety of treatment in terms of total duration, 
intensity and kind of activities. In the studies examined here, the intervention duration 
varied from 13 weeks to 12 months, and the intensity from once to three times a week  
(Vargas and Camilli, 1999). The participants' age seems might also be an important 
factor, since there is an indication for younger children (below seven years of age) to 
show better reaction to treatment (Allen and Donald, 1995). 
 
Another limitation often mentioned is that the instruments employed to assess 
treatment effects are not adequately sensitive measures of change. According to 
Polatajko, Kaplan and Wilson (1992), clinicians often experience frustration when a 
child shows no gain on tests, but therapists, teachers and parents detect improvement 
in everyday life. The tests adopted by occupational therapy often focus on the function 
of screening and diagnosis, and not on the magnitude of change. 
 
Moreover, the validity of traditional assessment tools is often questioned. Hoehn and 
Baumeister (1994) question the validity of the Southern California Post-rotary 
Nystagmus Test since it does not take under consideration variables like presence or 
amount of light in the room of the experiment, optokinetic nystagmus, level of 
understanding of the instructions from the child etc. A re-evaluation of these tools and 
more importantly, a careful decoding and interpretation of results from the therapists is 
required in future studies (Wilson et al, 1992). Wallen and Walker (1995) also suggest 
that therapists should become more familiar with psychometric principles and the 
decoding of their findings for therapeutic use. 
 
Polatajko, Kaplan and Wilson (1992) suggest that there is a need for clinicians and 
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researchers to know what specific treatment works for which child, with the question 
not being how effective a program is, but rather for whom is the program effective. 
Moreover the issue of clinical importance of improvement must be more closely 
examined since no change after an SI treatment could, according to Humphries, 
Snider and McDougal (1993), also mean “no negative” change. Maintaining a stable 
condition could be also beneficial for some cases especially when there is evidence 
that developmental delay becomes greater with the years (Wilson and Kaplan, 1994). 
 
The findings stemming from this literature review do not demonstrate effectiveness of 
the SI method as this is established by the use of conventional inferential statistics and 
the concept of probability. Given the positive change which has, however, been 
reported in some of the skills/performance components tested and, the “popularity” of 
the method as this is captured by OT surveys, the specific approach has to be further 
tested after taken into consideration the effect sample size can have on hypothesis 
testing. Burton, Gurrin and Campbell (1998) even suggest an approach which is 
alternative to that of conventional inferential statistics interpretation, when reviewing 
studies which can drive important clinical decisions in medicine. The authors support 
that a conventional analysis might be misleading, and an alternative (e.g. “Bayesian”) 
approach might be appropriate when: 
i. “a statistically non-significant result is large enough to be clinically relevant 
(small sample size) 
ii. it is desired that conclusions are drawn about the probable similarity of two 
outcomes without concluding that non-significant means that there is no difference.” 
(Burton, Gurrin and Campbell, 1998, p.322) 
 
It has to be stressed that the above arguments do not suggest clinicians should 
dismiss lack of statistically significant results, which might not favour the use of SI over 
the use of other OT treatment approaches; researchers who might, however, wish to 
further explore the effect of SI should be aware of methodological issues when 
designing a trial but, also, when interpreting its findings. 
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Other approaches 
What follows is a presentation of the literature on other approaches that paediatric 
occupational therapists use when working with children with paediatric clients who 
present with specific learning difficulties (SLD). The selection of the specific 
approaches was based on the criterion that they were identified by the respondents 
of the survey as frameworks or specific treatments methods deployed when working 
with children with SLD. These were: neurodevelopmental, perceptual-motor, 
compensatory, developmental and, occupational performance approach (see “Survey 
findings; section on “Occupational Therapy Intervention and Clinical Decision-
Making”). Additionally, the last two approaches i.e. process-oriented approach and 
task-specific intervention, albeit not identified in great frequencies by the 
respondents, were included in the “other” option of the questionnaire, and are 
mentioned in this section as approaches which were identified in literature as some of 
the main approaches used by OTs when working with children with developmental 
coordination disorder (Mandich et al, 2001a). The presentation of this information 
under the titles “bottom-up” and “top-down” approaches, follows the taxonomy which 
appears in the reviews by Mandich et al (2001a) and Mandich and Rodger (2006) in 
the book of Rodger and Ziviani (2006). 
 
“Bottom-up” approaches 
Sensory Integration: This treatment was identified by 75.3% of the survey 
respondents of the current study (see “Survey findings”; section on “Occupational 
Therapy Intervention and Clinical Decision Making”). Literature on the specific 
approach has been presented separately, as this was identified in literature as the 
most “popular” theoretical framework and treatment method employed not only by 
OTs who work with children with SLD but, also, OTs who work with paediatric clients 
in general (see pages 90-96). 
 
Neurodevelopmental Theory (NDT): This approach was identified by 24,7% of the 
study’s survey respondents. This was the second highest response of the 
questionnaire recipients to the open-ended item relating to the theoretical 
framework/approach they employ when working with children who were born preterm 
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and present with SLD. No studies were identified either in OT or the broader health 
professions’ literature which relates the neurodevelopmental theory (NDT), a 
framework associated to the development of motor skills and postural control, to the 
acquisition of learning skills. Neurodevelopmental theory has traditionally, and 
according to Wilson (2005), provided the basis for “understanding signs of abnormal 
development and have guided the selection and interpretation of assessment tools.” 
(p.813) but no clear theoretical basis, according to the same author, exists, which 
could explain SLDs, such as DCD. Neurological examination, which is core to the 
theory, does not always explain subtle sensorimotor deficits, and caution is 
suggested when assuming that “neural integrity” is always the underlying cause of 
the latter. The term “soft neurological signs”, used to describe unidentified 
neurological damage, is gradually abandoned, as the existence of markers, such as 
dysdiadachokinesis, do not always reflect neurological insult (Wilson, 2005). 
 
One possibility for this questionnaire item reaching a relatively high frequency is that 
the specific respondents have misunderstood the question/item, and have provided a 
response that relates to their clinical practice in paediatrics in general. To date 
literature does confirm that NDT remains, together with SI, one of the most prevalent 
theories in paediatric occupational therapy practice (Zwicker and Harris, 2009). The 
second possibility is that this response was provided on the premise that the study’s 
focus was on children who were born preterm. NDT is as a treatment method often 
employed for the amelioration of motor difficulties of preterm children with 
neurological problems (Salokorpi et al, 2002). Although this client group was not the 
focus of the study, it is probable that the specific survey participants made this 
association and provided a response, based on the criterion of premature birth.  
 
Perceptual-motor: This approach was identified by 21.8% of the study’s survey 
respondents. The main assumption of this approach is that improvement in 
movement is anticipated with the provision of practice and feedback. Mandich et al 
(2001a) stress the causal relationship that this approach assumes between motor 
performance and perceptual processes. Specifically, “general improvement in motor 
abilities is anticipated as a consequence of enhanced sensory and motor task 
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experience” (Mandich et al, 2001a, p.60). The limited available literature regarding 
the use of perceptual motor approach with children with SLD indicates that it is more 
effective for improvements in motor skills than no treatment. Parush and Hahn-
Markowitz (1997) investigated the effect of two perceptual-motor training programs, a 
gross motor, large space treatment setting and a fine motor, restricted space 
treatment setting, on the perceptual-motor function of pre-school children (N=53) with 
learning difficulties (the term “learning disabilities” is used in the paper but the 
definition provided by the authors meets the criteria of SLD as these are defined in 
the current study). The authors support that “subjects in both treatment groups 
improved as a result of the intervention, as was demonstrated by gains in post-tests 
scores on measures of balance, postural and constructional praxis, visual perception, 
visual motor integration, body image, following spatial directions, and finger dexterity” 
(p.53). These gains did not, however, reach statistical significance. Given the lack of 
statistical significance, the absence of a control group, the small number of 
participants in the two groups, and the fact the children received the treatment in 
groups and not individually, it is clear that further research is needed before placing 
faith in any of the above findings. Similarly in the studies of Rintala et al (1998) and 
Peters and Wright (1999), methodological flaws such as heterogeneity of sample, 
lack of clarity in the allocation of subjects into groups, small sample sizes, or absence 
of a control group point to the direction of further research to postulate any 
preliminary findings about any clinical benefit of this approach. 
 
Process-oriented: The foundation of this approach argues that kinaesthesia is 
essential to the acquisition of motor skills. It is therefore a bottom-up approach, as it 
assumes that “children with DCD have kinaesthetic problems, and that treatment of 
these problems will improve motor performance” (Laszlo and Bairstow, 1985, in 
Mandich et al, 2001a, p.59). However, the results from the three randomized control 
trials of Polatajko et al (1995) and Sims et al (1996a; 1996b), regarding the 
effectiveness of this intervention method, proved to be inconclusive, with the children 
in the process-orientated group not performing significantly different to those 
receiving other traditional treatments (e.g. SI and perceptual-motor training), an 
alternative treatment (cognitive-affective training), or no treatment.  
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Developmental: 
This approach was identified by 16.7% of the study survey respondents. No 
approach, intervention method were identified under this specific term, relating to 
interventions specific to SLD. It is very probable that the participants who provided 
this response, meant any approach to intervention which focuses on re-mediating 
underlying difficulties towards acquiring certain functions. As Mandich et al (2001a) 
suggest these are “historically, approaches to intervention which have focused on re-
mediating underlying processing deficits and facilitating neuromaturational 
development based upon the assumption that there is a direct relationship between 
underlying processes and functional performance” (p.52). These are opposed to the 
group of the relatively recent approaches, which “focus directly on skill acquisition 
and improved performance” (p.53). Based on this assumption, a developmental 
approach could be any of the fore mentioned “bottom up” approaches. The term 
“developmental” (when used to describe an approach) appears to overlap with the 
“normative functional skills” approach, which according to Wilson (2005), has its roots 
in the work of Gesell and McGraw and emphasises the “acquisition of sensorimotor 
and cognitive milestones and stages of maturational change along a time course of 
normal development” (p.809). 
 
 
“Top-down” approaches 
Cognitive Orientation to daily Occupational Performance (CO-OP): 
This approach was identified as appropriate, and the one of choice when treating 
children with SLD, by 14.9% of the survey respondents. It is only one of many 
cognitive approaches which have been relatively recently introduced to paediatric OT 
practice, and signalled a paradigmatic shift which suggests that behaviour is not 
hierarchically organized, and arises from the interaction of many variables (Mandich 
et al, 2001b). CO-OP is a task-orientated problem-solving intervention, proposed by 
Polatajko and colleagues, which uses cognitive skills to improve the child’s motor-
based performance during daily occupations (Ward & Rodger 2004). Polatajko et al 
(2001) stress that CO-OP intervention may be an effective approach to increase the 
overall functional performance of children with Developmental Coordination Disorder. 
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Ward and Rodger (2004) have observed some positive effect in the motor-based goal 
performance of two children (six years of age) who were diagnosed as having DCD, 
and who had 10 video recorded sessions of CO-OP training. As the authors stress 
the exploratory nature of the study, and the fact that it only involved two participants, 
pose a major challenge to any generalisations that could be made about the specific 
approach. Due to the fact that there is very limited evidence, and albeit some 
preliminary positive findings being encouraging, further research is necessary to 
support the method’s effect on the diverse population of children with DCD.  
 
Task-specific intervention:  
The specific approach did not reach high frequencies after the analysis of the 
questionnaire but was mentioned by some of the questionnaire respondents who 
selected the “other” option and specified the method. “Task specific intervention 
focuses on direct teaching of the task to be learned. It is based on the premise that 
performance is the result of learning and that learning is optimal when teaching is 
focused directly at the target task. Teaching the task is accomplished in steps, 
including breaking the task down into smaller units, teaching each unit separately, 
and then linking the units together for whole-task performance.” (Mandich et al, 
2001a, p.62). The use of the specific method for ameliorating the difficulties of 
children with SLD has not yet been extensively investigated, with its major critisms 
focusing on the lack of evidence on the transferability and generalisation of the skills 
being taught. The most recent relevant study is a pilot study by Alloway and Warn 
(2008), which compared the learning and memory profiles of 20 children of an 
average age of 7.3 years (SD = 0.4) identified as having SLD, and with an existing, or 
suspected, diagnosis of DCD. Ten children participated in a 13-week program of task-
specific motor training, while their controls (n=10) received no treatment. The results 
showed a significant improvement in the motor skills and the visuospatial working 
memory of the motor-training group but this improvement did not transfer into other 
areas of academic performance, such as reading and mathematics. This finding 
confirms the fore mentioned criticism relating to transfer and generalisation of skills. 
Further research is needed to determine if there is any potential of the method in 
being beneficial in anything else other than what is being directly taught. 
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Compensatory: 
This approach was identified as appropriate, and the one of choice when treating 
children with SLD, by 6.9% of the survey respondents. The participants were not 
more specific in the responses regarding to what these compensatory approaches 
could entail, e.g. a computer-based school program, and it is therefore difficult to 
pinpoint which of these interventions might be more useful when working with 
children with SLD. Literature on the topic was also very limited, with Kemmis and 
Dunn (1996) stating that every intervention could come under this category 
(“compensatory”), which does not have a strict “remedial” focus. Their study about 
the perceptions of 10 “therapist-teacher” pairs, on whether remedial or compensatory 
interventions are more effective when it comes to achieving specific functional goals 
of children with sensory integration dysfunction and learning problems, revealed that 
these were perceived as equally successful. The “therapist-teacher” pairs were 
interviewed after weekly collaborative consultations on the progress of the children.  
 
The main compensatory approach, relating to learning skills, which appears in OT 
literature, is the use of assistive technology and, especially, computer-learning 
programs. The literature appears to be even more limited when exploring the use of 
such programs for children with SLD. The study of Chwirka, Gurney and Burtner 
(2002), which investigated the effect of a structured keyboarding (typing) program on 
the improvement of visual-motor (eye-hand coordination) and written communication 
skills of second-grade children (n=66), did reveal significant improvement (p<0.5) of 
the visual-motor skills of the children who followed this program in comparison to 
their controls. The participants did, however, not present with learning difficulties, and 
their recruitment was, based purely on convenience, from two elementary schools in 
one school district in the US. The authors stress that “applications of this study for 
clinical use should be used with caution until further research has been completed on 
populations with exceptionalities” (p:48-49).  
 
The majority of the assistive technology effectiveness studies appearing in OT 
literature focus on paediatric clients groups with neurological problems, such as 
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children with traumatic brain injury or cerebral palsy. They are, therefore, not of 
interest to the current study and are, hence, not mentioned here.  
 
In an attempt to compare the evidence on the effect of “bottom up” approaches, 
based on hierarchical, neuromaturational theories and focusing on the re-mediation 
on underlying deficits (e.g. SI, process-oriented treatment, perceptual-motor training), 
to “top down” approaches, which emphasize problem solving and setting functional 
goals when designing intervention for children with DCD (e.g. task-specific 
intervention, cognitive approaches), Mandich et al (2001a) reviewed 32 studies on 
the effect of the above mentioned methods on, predominantly, motor skills acquisition 
for children with DCD. The authors concluded that “although bottom up approaches 
have a long tradition, the empirical data do not convincingly support their 
effectiveness in improving the motor skills of children with DCD, nor do they support 
the assumed relationship between underlying processes and functional performance” 
(p.65). Mandich at al (2001a) also concluded that top down approaches may be 
effective, as this is highlighted by recent evidence, but larger scale trials need to 
establish their effect on other paediatric client groups, and determine if their positive 
effect on motor skills acquisition can be transferred to other skills and functional 
areas. Similar are the findings of the review of the available evidence on the 
effectiveness of the available approaches on the treatment of children with DCD, in 
the paper of Polatajko and Cantin (2006). For the categorisation of the available of 
approaches, the authors used the ICF model. Based on this classification, studies 
which were reviewed were those that “focus on impairment of body function and 
structure (i.e. deficit-oriented perspectives) and studies that focus on activity or 
participation (i.e. task-oriented perspectives)” (p.254). This classification agrees with 
the bottom up/re-mediation of underlying deficit and, top down/problem solving and 
functional approach categorisation presented by Mandich at al (2001a). Polatajko 
and Cantin (2006) reviewed 25 studies of the three higher levels of evidence (meta-
analytic studies were classified as “level 1”, experimental studies that involved at 
least one randomized control group were classified as “level 2”, and experimental 
studies with single-group designs or no subject randomization were classified “as 
level 3”. Similarly to Mandich et al (2001a), Polatajko and Cantin (2006) conclude that 
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evidence on deficit-oriented approaches remains inconclusive, whereas, the relatively 
recent task-oriented approaches to treatment and, more specifically, those which are 
cognitive-based e.g. CO-OP (cognitive orientation to daily occupational 
performance), demonstrated some “promising results” (p.256). Similarly to Mandich 
et al (2001a), the authors stressed the importance of further research to validate the 
use of these approaches. 
 
 
Chapter synopsis 
No studies were found which met the criterion of outlining assessment or 
intervention procedures used by occupational therapists (OTs) when working, 
specifically, with the paediatric population of interest i.e. children at a school age 
who were born preterm and present with specific learning difficulties (SLD). 
Occupational therapy assessment and intervention practices employed by 
occupational therapists when working with children with learning difficulties, in 
general, were therefore reviewed. 
 
Literature, and mainly studies which employed a survey design, revealed a 
relatively extensive use of standardised assessments in paediatric practices. The 
most popular standardised tools were the Movement Assessment Battery for 
Children (M-ABC), the Visual Motor Integration Test (VMI) and, the Test of Visual-
Perceptual Skills (TVPS). Secondarily, the Motor-free Visual Perceptual Test 
(MVPT), the Bruinicks Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency (BOTMP) and, the Miller 
Assessment of Preschoolers (MAP) are being employed. The psychometric 
properties of these tools appeared to vary. Additional research has been suggested 
to determine the reliability of the M-ABC, while recommendations stress that VMI 
has to be used in conjunction with other tests, due to the complexities of visual-
motor difficulties e.g. discriminating between visual processing and motor function. 
Finally the reliability of the TVPS appears to be problematic, and varies for each of 
its sub-tests. 
 
Reasons for not using standardised assessments appeared to relate to lack of 
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appropriate, for the client’s needs, standardised tools, high cost of the tools, 
excessive time required to administer those, high training requirements, inability of 
the batteries to capture specific cases’ needs etc. Albeit the extensive use of 
standardised assessment, a combination rather than one single method appear to 
be the preferable practice among OTs in the paediatrics clinical area. This has been 
observed to be an “encouraging” fact, as avoiding “short cuts” in assessment 
process could safeguard its rigour. Good knowledge of the psychometric properties 
of these tools was deemed as very important when clinicians come to select the 
measure that would best detect the client’s difficulties, or, monitor change/progress 
over time. 
 
Finally, non-standardised assessments appeared as valuable when capturing the 
qualitative aspects of the child’s performance and/or, the family’s perspectives, and 
were viewed as assessments that can add to a clearer, more “objective” clinical 
decision when combined with the findings of standardised assessments. 
 
Sensory Integration (SI) was revealed as the most common theoretical framework 
and/or a specific treatment method in the area of paediatric OT. Literature on its 
effect on children with learning difficulties revealed some gains in academic 
performance, motor performance, perceptual skills and behaviour of the participants 
of the studies, which, however, rarely reached statistical significance or, were better 
than other treatments. Sensory Integration remains, however, a “popular” approach 
among occupational therapists, parents and teachers who perceive improvement in 
the academic performance of children, following its application. “Tension” between 
what practitioners actually do and what literature reveals i.e. a lack of evidence 
(based on statistical significance) on the effectiveness of the method when 
compared to other approaches, has to be further explored. A perceived positive 
effect of SI and its “popularity”, as this is captured by surveys in OT research, 
suggests that the specific approach has to be further tested when taking into 
consideration the effect that sample size can have on hypothesis testing. Without 
dismissing the lack of statistically significant results, researchers might, however, 
wish to further explore the effect of SI, with an awareness of the importance of 
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methodologies deployed. 
 
SI appeared to be only one, out of many, approaches which focus on the 
amelioration of difficulties and the re-mediation of skills which could be prerequisites 
to further development. Other interventions, which focus on this “bottom-up” 
approach are the neurodevelopmental theory, perceptual-motor training, process-
oriented approach etc. “Top-down” intervention is the other group which, as 
opposed to the former “bottom-up” intervention group of methods, focus on skill 
acquisition and improved performance which is the result of learning. This group 
includes cognitive approaches, such as the Cognitive Orientation to daily 
Occupational Performance (CO-OP) or, the task-specific intervention approach.  
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CHAPTER VIII: CLINICAL DECISION MAKING IN 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
 
Terminology used in OT literature to describe the process of making a choice in a 
clinical context varies. The following chapter offers operational definitions, provides 
the main types of clinical decision making in OT, and explores the thought processes 
that underpin clinical judgements in OT. Some discussion is also offered as to 
whether these might differ in the area of paediatrics, as exploring what informs clinical 
decision making   when working with children born preterm was one of the study 
objectives. The literature in this chapter relates to the seventh section of the 
questionnaire where participants were asked to provide information relating to the 
factors informing their clinical decision making when evidence about occupational 
therapy's effect on this population may be lacking. 
 
Terms such as clinical reasoning, clinical judgement, clinical decision making or 
problem solving are often used interchangeably. As exploring dictionary definitions 
and semantics were not the purpose of the thesis, no lexical denotations are 
presented here. The definitions provided by Fleming (1991) and Unsworth (2008) 
have been adopted. Reasoning appears to be a broader term that “refers to the many 
ways in which a person may think about and interpret an idea or phenomenon” 
(Fleming, 1991, p.989), and involves, according to Unsworth (2008), intuition, 
judgement, empathy and, common sense. Decision making on the other hand, within 
a clinical context, equals the formal, professional decision making, the “science of 
practice”, and involves making a choice between alternatives (Unsworth, 2008). It 
becomes therefore apparent that reasoning is a broader term and, covers more 
aspects of thinking. Decision making is somewhat narrower as a term as it entails the 
process of reaching a certain decision, a product, something that reasoning does not 
necessarily translate into. Decision making is according to Mattingly and Fleming 
(1994), cited in Kuipers et al (2006) embedded within the broader process of 
reasoning. In this sense “clinical decision making” was the term used from the 
beginning of this study, when its objectives were formulated (Chapter I). Clinical 
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reasoning (or decision making) is, according to Munroe (1992) cited in Munroe 
(1995): “A complex and multidimensional activity involving the use of a wide range of 
cognitive strategies and mental processes which underpin the judgements and 
decisions made by clinicians in the context of clinical practice” (p313). 
 
Occupational therapy literature is presented here that relates to both terms, i.e. 
clinical reasoning and clinical decision making, as the definitions adapted by each 
author were not always clear, or at times even arbitrary, a fact that did not allow the 
setting exclusion criteria.  
 
Chapparo and Ranka (2000) claim that there is a wide array of factors that influence 
OTs’ thinking when making certain decisions during the course of therapy. One of 
those is the therapeutic context. This might involve organisational values, policies 
and, financial or human resources. The client and client’s life are other factors and 
might involve knowledge of their wishes and values, knowledge of their abilities, 
knowledge of the environment they live in etc.  Scientific and theoretical knowledge, 
but also tacit, practical professional knowledge, informed by experience in clinical 
situations, might also inform OT decision making. Finally, the therapist’s personal 
beliefs and fundamental assumptions are often elements that can inform the process. 
Kuipers’ and Grice’s (2009) study, which employed repertory grid interviews to 
investigate the clinical reasoning of experienced occupational therapies in neurology, 
similarly, revealed an array of themes across the interviews such as the importance 
of theoretical frameworks and practice models, the significance of clinical expertise, 
as well as client-related aspects of the clinical situation, which guide clinical practice 
in neurological rehabilitation. 
 
It becomes, therefore, apparent that synthesising all these factors, which might often 
be conflicting in nature, is a very challenging process. During this “synthesis”, which 
is according to Higgs (2003), a key procedure of advanced practice, the clinician 
draws all these elements together. Pedretti (1982), cited in Chapparo and Ranka 
(2000), claims that it is probably this that defines the professional identity of OTs 
more than anything else as “our real identity and uniqueness lies not as much in what 
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we do, but in how we think” (p.130).  
 
Fleming (1994a) and Roberts (1996) stress that there are several modes of clinical 
reasoning that OTs use, and which very much depend on the purpose and the special 
aspects of the clinical situation (Table 9). 
 
Table 9: Types of Clinical Reasoning  
Definitions of Modes of Clinical Reasoning 
Narrative: use of stories from past or present clients to understand a clinical situation; creating  
images of the future for the client 
Ethical: Balancing one value against another; used for moral or ethical dilemmas 
Conditional or Predictive: Projecting an imagined future for the client; clients participate in the  
construction of the image; social and physical contexts in which the person lives are very important 
Interactive: Creating a dialogue to better understand the context in which the client’s  
problem exists; understanding how client might be experiencing disability; taking into account his  
point of view with regards to certain treatments 
Pragmatic: Goes beyond therapist-client relationship; practical action and what is achievable in 
terms of resources, financial constraints, practice trends etc 
Procedural: Problem identification->goal setting->treatment planning; resembles medical model of  
reasoning (diagnosis-prognosis-prescription);  
Hypothetico-deductive: generation of hypotheses based on clinical data and further testing of those,  
through further enquiry 
(Higgs, 2003; Chapparo and Ranka, 2000; Flemming, 1994a; Fleming, 1994b, 
Mattingly, 1994; Schell, 1998) 
 
An exploration of the OT-specific literature on decision making did not reveal 
research which was particularly related to the topic of this study. Studies which 
explored the decision making processes of OTs in paediatric areas of interest were 
also limited (Rigby & Schwellnus, 1999; Clark & Miller, 1996), and did not reveal any 
particular idiosyncrasies in the ways paediatric OTs reach certain decisions. What 
was found in the literature were rather descriptions of the factors that inform OT’s 
decision making, comparisons between the medical model of clinical hypothetico-
deductive reasoning and the clinical reasoning of OTs, or, the decision strategies OTs 
use before selecting from alternative plans of action e.g. intuition,cross validation etc. 
 
Lee and Miller (2003) supported the importance of evidence as a major informant of 
everyday clinical decision making. The idea of evidence-based practice is certainly 
not a new one. Clinicians engage with appraising available research in order to find 
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examples of “best” research. What the authors highlighted, however, was the 
importance of incorporating a “diverse variety” of evidence into the process of 
decision making. Without ignoring the importance of scientific method as the one 
which “overcomes the accidental and capricious element” (Pierce, 1877 quoted by 
Lee & Miller, 2003), the authors suggest that there is no golden standard, and no 
evidence should be dismissed as it could add to a fuller understanding of OT practice. 
The authors looked at evidence as a broader term which goes beyond anything 
stemming from the pure scientific method. They did, for example, stress that a priori 
sources of evidence such as clinical experience and expertise can also be invaluable 
informants of decision making. The opinions of peers, and especially specialists’ and 
individuals’ of a high calibre, as well as, institutional guidelines and policies could also 
be viewed as evidence of an authoritarian status which could also play an important 
role in decision making. Finally, the core values of the profession were viewed as a 
framework for decision making.  
 
Bennett and Bennett (2000) refer to “hierarchies of evidence”, and research 
methodologies such as randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and systematic reviews, 
being viewed as those producing “best” evidence. They do, however, suggest caution 
when interpreting the clinical importance of any study’s findings. They stress that 
placing faith on the strength of a study findings should very much relate to the clinical 
question(s) the practitioner is formulating when seeking evidence. As such, RCTs 
produce “strong” findings when investigating the effectiveness of a treatment; 
however, qualitative research methodologies might be rather suitable when exploring 
how a client or a client group experiences this treatment or the illness. It is therefore 
stressed that “disciplines should not be disadvantaged by the rigid application of a 
hierarchy of evidence” (National Health and Medical Research Council, 1998 in 
Bennett and Bennett, 2000, p.176). 
 
Grime (1990) who looked at how initial decisions are made after a client is referred to 
community OT services, did, like Lee and Miller (2003), agree on the importance of 
evidence as an informing factor to decision making. Grime (1990) referred to 
Hammond’s cognitive continuum, which proposes ways that the task of making a 
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decision should be approached. These ways vary from intuitive or peer judgements to 
scientific methods of enquiry, e.g. controlled trials, informing decision making. This 
author also stressed that there does not seem to be a uniform opinion in the OT 
community, and opinions vary from those of “theorists” who claim that the higher 
someone moves along Hammond’s continuum the more improved the quality of a 
decision is, whereas others believe that such an approach could undermine the 
holistic, individualised OT approach, which could equally value individual meaning. 
The latter seems to agree with the claim of Lee and Miller (2003) who suggested that 
no type of evidence should be dismissed, as evidence leads to fuller understanding of 
the client and their needs. 
 
Fleming (1991) attempted to elucidate the nature of the thinking (reasoning) 
processes occurring when OTs come to make certain decisions. The American OT 
Foundation Clinical Reasoning Study was an ethnographic study that investigated the 
clinical reasoning strategies of 14 OTs working in a large hospital by employing 
observations, videotaped treatment sessions and interviews with the participants who 
were asked to identify these strategies. These were subsequently compared to the 
clinical reasoning employed by the medical profession. In contrast to the linear 
process of decision making adopted by the medical profession based on the 
formulation of a hypothesis for a diagnosis, the prediction of a prognosis and, the 
assessment of the outcome of specific treatment, OTs did not identify similar 
distinctive “clear cut decision points” (p.992). They rather described an iterative 
process with the formulation of hypotheses on what the problem might be and the 
devising of action plans occurring simultaneously, and several times throughout the 
OT process. Moreover the notion of diagnosis appeared to be for OTs of a lesser 
significance as they were rather preoccupied with functional outcome and 
occupational performance. Therapists perceived aetiology as important but not 
necessary. In a similar fashion, the notion of prognosis was for OTs not a fixed 
outcome, but a strong possibility depending on a number of other factors such as the 
individual and his wishes, and/or his environment. As these variables can vary greatly 
the clinicians engaged often in “visualisation” possibilities in the client’s future, 
resembling the conditional mode of reasoning that was described earlier (Table 9). 
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Fleming (1991) reported that the participants, without dismissing the importance of 
the scientific method and prediction based on statistical values, tended to place equal 
importance on the particulars of the client e.g. the variations on the clinical picture of 
his disease which in combination with personal circumstances could lead to a 
different outcome and therefore demand an individualised treatment. Prediction was 
not only viewed in relation to statistical information but also experience and acquired 
knowledge, which the author referred to as “clinical prediction”. 
 
The qualitative study of Roberts (1996), who looked at the content and process of OT 
reasoning, reported similarly the thinking strategies of 38 OTs, who had a higher 
degree in OT and at least two years of post-qualification experience. The participants 
were presented with specific practice scenarios that they had to comment upon by 
providing written responses/ commentaries. As the content of these responses was 
not specifically related to paediatrics it is not presented here. With regards to the 
process of reaching a specific decision, an iterative, non-linear process resembling 
the one described by Fleming (1991) was described in this study. Similarly to the type 
of reasoning by the medical profession, problem formulation, cue acquisition and 
eventual problem solution were identified as steps in the reasoning process, with 
these however, not necessarily following a sequential mode.  
 
A direct comparison between the studies of the American OT Foundation Clinical 
Reasoning Study (Fleming, 1991) and the one of Roberts (1996) might not be 
possible as the methodologies deployed varied greatly. The first study used a variety 
of methods to elucidate the reasoning process (e.g. observations, videotaped 
treatment sessions, interviews), whereas a uni-method (written response) was used 
for the latter. Some commonalities are, however, evident with regards to the way OTs 
reason in the light of a pertinent clinical decision. Roberts (1996) stressed that 
despite this common pattern in the reasoning process, some variations existed 
across the participants’ responses representing “diverse individual schemata” (p.375) 
due to different and unique experiences each one of them has had. In this sense 
some clinicians were capable of a “rapid”, almost automatic or intuitive formulation of 
the potential problem, something that according to the author might have had to do 
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with longer experience. This experience could permit pattern recognition. This 
probably explains the reliance of non experienced, “novice” clinicians on the 
hypothetico-deductive reasoning. Area of expertise could also be crucial. Paediatrics 
may pose unique issues in terms of clinical reasoning. For example, some function 
might have never been gained rather than having been “lost”. Moreover, client input is 
different.  
 
Several other, often diverse, factors are reported to influence the decision making of 
therapists in the OT literature. Kuipers et al (2006) explored whether these factors 
differed when making certain decisions for adult or paediatric client populations with 
brain injury. Eleven occupational therapists, six with experience in working with 
children, and five with experience working with adults with a brain injury, were 
recruited to participate in two focus groups in order to investigate the elements that 
affect decision making. The analysis of the focus groups revealed a relative 
consistency in the views of the participants irrespective of the population they worked 
with. The factors were categorised as intrinsic or extrinsic to the client. Intrinsic 
factors included the client’s personal characteristics such as age, motivation, 
compliance and wishes, the client’s condition and, the client’s occupational 
performance needs. The importance of the intrinsic factors seems to agree with Lee 
and Miller (2003) and Fleming(1991) who referred respectively to “intrinsic potential 
of each client to determine what is meaningful to them” and the importance of taking 
into consideration “the particulars of the each person”, including variations in the 
clinical manifestations of the condition. Extrinsic factors deemed to be of importance 
for decision making were knowledge of the therapist and/or her clinical experience 
and “preference” of particular methods and interventions, or, environmental factors 
such as organisational culture and context of service provision, technical and 
professional resources, peers’ opinions, time use etc.  
 
Although, the listing of these factors and their subsequent categorisation is 
interesting, the study design does not permit any discussion on whether the factors 
had a different weighting. The authors acknowledged this limitation by suggesting 
future quantitative research. It remains, however, unclear how this might be feasible 
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given the “particularity” of each case. Ranking these factors could for example pose 
challenges even when the diagnoses would be the same, as they could differ for 
each client.  
 
When considering the “intrinsic to the client” factors, the role of the family and the 
importance of family-centred practice have to be mentioned. Especially, when 
considering paediatric practice, the role of family in understanding the children’s roles 
and occupational performance and, subsequently, collaborating when designing 
intervention is pivotal (Darlington and Rodger, 2006). “Family-centred practice (FCP) 
means that professionals value, encourage and commit to the meaningful 
involvement of families in the planning and implementation of services” (Salisbury 
and Dunst, 1997 in Rodger and Ziviani, 2006, p.30). Darlington and Rodger (2006) 
present the recognition of the importance of family values, wishes, and willingness to 
engage to therapy as a core requirement of family-centred practice. They also stress 
that family members should have the opportunity to decide their level of involvement 
in decision making. 
 
Rigby and Schwellnuss (1999) have also explored issues that resemble the 
“extrinsic” factors of Kuipers et al (2006), and relate to the therapist’s knowledge or 
expertise when deciding on specific assessment and intervention procedures. 
Although their study focused on the written productivity of school-aged children with 
cerebral palsy (CP), the study is mentioned here as its findings were used as 
preliminary steps towards developing “OT Decision Making Guidelines” for children 
with problems in written productivity. Four video-taped case examples of children with 
CP experiencing handwriting problems were sent to 26 paediatric OTs who were 
asked to comment on assessment and intervention procedures they would use for 
these children. They were also asked to comment on what grounds they would base 
these decisions. According to the authors the therapists’ clinical choices were based 
on their experience and/or the theoretical assumptions about these procedures, even 
when empirical support would be lacking. This somewhat agrees with Lee and Miller 
(2003) and Grime (1990) who, without disregarding the scientific method and 
evidence stemming from it, supported the importance of knowledge and expertise of 
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clinicians as equally valuable evidence in the process of decision making. According 
to Rigby and Schwellnuss (1999), even in the absence of empirical evidence OTs 
seem to use the principles of certain assessments and intervention by using it as 
“direction and rationale for OT decisions” (p.24). The process of deciding upon a 
certain intervention method in particular, was thought to very much depend on 
assessment findings. As the process of assessment consisted of multiple rather than 
one procedure, findings suggested that, rather than linking one assessment finding to 
one intervention, OTs viewed all assessment findings together, looked for patterns 
and then decided upon the intervention.  
 
Referring to the, “extrinsic” to the client, factors that might affect decision making, 
Grime (1990), whose work focused on the decision making process of community 
OTs in Oxfordshire, UK, when receiving referrals for new clients, suggested that 
clinicians often face constraints with resource allocation and time. According to Grime 
(1990), this inevitably influences decisions, and presses for prioritisation of “urgent” 
over “non-urgent” needs. A similar pragmatic constraint is that of a limited budget to 
facilitate the best approach for clients. This could relate either to purchasing specific 
equipment or funding for acquiring specialised training in new treatment approaches. 
These could pose challenges when OT practitioners come to balance the 
individualised approach with “distributional efficiency”. This decision can, according to 
Grime (1990), even take ethical dimensions when pressure for cost efficiency from 
external services such as local councillors could trivialise provision of individual care. 
This prioritisation of “urgent” over “non-urgent” needs, stemming from pragmatic 
constraints, does very much relate to the topic of prematurity and the children who 
might not present with obvious disabilities from an early point onwards as this could 
result into their “non –urgent” needs being “overlooked”.  
 
Although not necessarily related to paediatrics, some ways have been suggested in 
the literature of establishing rigour and consistency in the process of clinical decision 
making. Campbell (1999), cited in Kuipers et al (2006) suggested the use of 
systematic clinical reasoning protocols and the use of algorithms, whereas Sinclair 
(2004) proposed a matrix that breaks the reasoning process into facets, 
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demonstrating a continuum form novice to expert. Clark and Miller (1996) also 
described a problem-solving model used within the educational services in Iowa, US, 
to determine eligibility of children for special education services, and provide certain 
interventions within the mainstream school settings. The model was based on a data-
based system that several professionals, including OTs, used to reach decisions that 
best meet the needs of the child, in a collaborative manner. In this way, according to 
the authors not only was decision making based on data from the history of the child 
which could “alleviate guesswork”, but the continuity in the provision of services was 
also ensured.  
 
 
Chapter synopsis and conclusion 
Terms such as clinical reasoning, clinical judgement, clinical decision making or 
problem solving are often used interchangeably in OT literature. The definitions 
provided by Fleming (1991) were used in the present thesis, and clinical decision 
making was the term employed, as it refers more to the process of reaching a certain 
decision, a product, something that reasoning does not necessarily translate into, as 
the latter refers more to the aspects of thinking involved in the process. 
 
Factors affecting clinical decision making were broadly categorised into “intrinsic” e.g. 
client’s personal characteristics, client’s condition and/or, the client’s occupational 
performance needs, and “extrinsic”, which might include the knowledge of the 
therapist and/or her clinical experience, “preference” of particular methods and 
interventions, and/or, environmental factors such as organisational culture, context of 
service provision, technical and professional resources etc. Evidence, appeared to be 
an extrinsic factor of particular importance in literature, viewed in  the  broader sense 
of knowledge which stems not only from pure scientific methods but clinical 
experience and expertise, opinions of peers, institutional guidelines and policies 
and/or core values of the profession. Pragmatic constraints, prioritising of “urgent” 
over “non-urgent needs”, and cost efficiency were also identified to be important 
elements informing clinical decisions. Types of clinical decision making include 
narrative, ethical, conditional/predictive, interactive, pragmatic, procedural, 
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hypothetico-deductive (see Table 9). 
 
Thinking processes that underpin decision making in OT appeared to be part of a 
cognitive continuum, which extends from scientific enquiry to intuition and peer 
judgement. With regards to the “quality” of the clinical decision as the final product 
underpinned by the former, literature suggested that without disregarding scientific 
evidence and opinions of OT theorists, OT practitioners value equally the importance 
of clinical experience and the particulars of each client, and consider those to tie with 
the “individualised approach” philosophy of the profession. Given that OTs appear to 
place importance on, both, prediction stemming from statistical values and, at the 
same time, individual meaning, OT decision appears to be a complex process. 
Thinking processes in OT decision making do not necessarily differ from the problem 
formulation, cue acquisition and problem solution in the medical reasoning however, 
the process is not linear and sequential but rather iterative, with no distinctive 
decision points. As such, OTs might formulate hypotheses and devise action plans 
several times in the OT process.  
 
Overall, literature search yielded limited research on the topic of clinical decision 
making in OT. Even more limited was the literature on any potential particularities of 
clinical decision making in the area of paediatric OT. As before, experience, 
especially in the light of limited empirical evidence, was identified, along with 
triangulating findings from a variety of OT assessments, as the main factor informing 
the process. As paediatric practice may pose unique issues in the process of clinical 
decision making, such as functions which might have never been gained rather than 
having been “lost” in the client, or the input from the client being quantitatively and 
qualitatively different to that in adult populations, this topic remained to be 
investigated, and was therefore explored in the current study. 
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CHAPTER IX: EPISTEMOLOGICAL 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY’S RESEARCH 
STRATEGY 
 
An Introduction 
This chapter presents the theoretical basis of the current study and discusses the 
issues that were considered before deciding upon the design and methods of use. 
The chapter opens with the presentation of the “paradigm wars” and the long lasting 
debate on the compatibility of quantitative and qualitative methodologies. The 
evolution of methodological approaches and the integration of quantitative and 
qualitative ones are then explored. The implications of using a mixed methodology, as 
a result of de constructing the qualitative- quantitative dichotomy, are then described. 
The emergence of “pragmatic” research for healthcare, which focuses mainly on the 
research questions rather than on the use of purist, exclusive methods, is also 
highlighted. Pragmatism is discussed as the paradigm of choice and its claims on 
values and knowledge are then related to this study.  
 
 
Deconstructing the Dichotomy between the Quantitative 
and the Qualitative Paradigm 
The debate about the relative merits of quantitative and qualitative research has been 
taking place since the mid-nineteenth century (Hammersley, 2003). Many authors 
suggest that the differences between the two paradigms have decreased in 
importance, and that the schism between them is no longer as wide as it used to be. 
The “compatibility” concept has become increasingly popular and the previous 
dichotomy supported by “purists” has been by some abandoned for the sake of new 
combined methods studies (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998). 
 
Combining different methods within a single research paradigm raises challenges at 
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the level of theory and epistemology. The question whether quantitative and 
qualitative methodologies can be combined is at odds with the concept that 
quantitative or qualitative methodologies are underpinned by separate 
epistemological conditions (Bryman, 2003; Brannen, 2003). The view adopted in this 
study is that quantitative and qualitative research, represent different approaches 
associated to different methods for data collection but they are not forever rooted to 
their original, distinct epistemological positions.  
 
There is no necessary or one-to-one correspondence between epistemology and 
methods. Quantitative and qualitative studies have been influenced and directed by 
respectively their positivistic or constructionist assumptions but can, and do, have an 
independence from their epistemological beginnings (Bryman, 2003). The pre-
eminence of each of the two kinds of research has to do primarily with the research 
problem under investigation and the way it could be best addressed. As Brewer and 
Hunter (1989) suggest “Rather than being wed to a particular style…and its most 
compatible method, one might instead combine methods that would encourage or 
even require integration of different theoretical perspectives to interpret data” (p.74) 
 
Brannen (2003) claims that the fact that quantitative and qualitative methodologies 
are both subject to similar criticism proves that they overlap with respect to their 
styles of enquiry. Various authors suggest there is a common set of beliefs, some 
similarities in their fundamental axioms that support their compatibility.  
 
Hammersley (2003), for example, claims that we should not be forced to make a stark 
choice between words and numbers or between precise statistical descriptions and 
imprecise, qualitative data. The author claims that the level or degree of precision 
should be decided on the ground of what we are trying to describe and that, in some 
qualitative studies in particular, accuracy in the description of human meanings or 
phenomena is often not the purpose.  
 
Moreover, and regarding the inductive versus deductive aspect of the debate, 
literature supports the view that discussion has often been oversimplified, and that 
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the distinction should rather be made between studies that are primarily exploratory 
or those that are concerned with hypothesis testing. Research often involves both 
deduction and induction in a broad sense as the researcher moves from data to ideas 
and vice versa (Brannen, 2003; Hammersley, 2003).  
 
Finally debates on the merits of the “natural vs. artificial setting” do not really exist. 
Researchers from each side often borrow elements from the opposite one and it is 
the reactivity of the scientist that determines how much the data are being shaped 
(Hammersley, 2003).  
 
It becomes therefore apparent that deciding which of each of these two approaches 
is most appropriate depends on the research purpose and not on paradigmatic 
commitments. This belief is further discussed within the section considering 
pragmatism. 
 
 
Mixed Methodology and Epistemological Relativism: 
Rejection of the “either- or” Assumption  
The foregoing discussion maintains that there is a moderate view that holds the 
assumptions underlying each paradigm to be relative, and not absolute. Qualitative 
and quantitative designs can be interwoven in the following ways: 
o Either of the two primary frameworks may be used (quantitative or qualitative) 
but strategies from the other framework may be borrowed with priority being 
skewed towards qualitative or quantitative data. 
o The frameworks of two different paradigms may be used within a single 
research project to address different research questions 
(Jongbloed, 2000; Creswell, 2003) 
 
It is the latter issue, i.e. the research question, which many authors have stressed to 
be the focus in any enquiry. Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) have referred to the 
“dictatorship” of the research question suggesting that for researchers, who are 
committed to a thorough study, methods are secondary to the research question and, 
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the underlying world view of paradigms enter the picture only in an abstract sense. 
Duncan and Nicol (2004) also claim that the choice of paradigm should always reflect 
the question and not some preordained beliefs, and that mixed methodology should 
be possible when multiple realities of a research problem have to be addressed. 
Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998), citing Howe, state in a very graphic manner: 
 
“Why should paradigms determine the kind of work one may do with inquiry any 
more than the amount of illumination should determine where one may conduct 
the research? ... Eschewing this kind of “tyranny of method” is the hallmark of 
pragmatic philosophy” (p.21) 
 
Especially in clinical areas, Miller and Crabtree (2000) suggest that research 
questions are complex, requiring therefore multiple approaches. The authors 
recommend the use of critical multiplism when orchestrating this type of research. 
Critical multiplism assumes that multiple ways of knowing are necessary, referring not 
only to multiple methods but also multiple paradigms, multiple sources of information, 
even multiple studies within the same study in order to address different issues. 
 
This combinist perspective, and the philosophical tenets of pragmatism as a 
paradigm which underpins mixed methodology studies, is further analysed later in 
this chapter. 
 
 
Why Mixed Methodologies? 
The decision to undertake a mixed methodology study was not taken lightly due to 
the recognition that such research design is an “uncharted area” albeit one that is 
growing in acceptance and popularity (Johnstone, 2004; Creswell, 1994). The 
complexity of making design choices in such studies is reflected in the confusion 
surrounding the terminology: “mixed methods”, “mixed methodologies” or “mixed 
model designs” (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998). Method refers to a specific technique 
used to collect data while methodology represents a chosen research strategy with 
theoretical assumptions and underpinnings (Duncan and Nicol, 2004). For the 
purpose of this study, a mixed model design was used. Mixed model is a synonym for 
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mixed methodology in that it goes beyond combining methods for the convergence of 
results, into combining different paradigms, in the merits of quantitative and 
qualitative one (see Chapter IX: “Mixed Methods vs. mixed models designs: Definition 
and taxonomies”). 
 
Traditionally, commitment to a particular paradigm, positivistic or constructionist, led 
to a particular set of epistemological and methodological assumptions. With the 
deconstruction of this long lasting debate, as discussed previously, and the 
emergence of philosophical movements that argued for a “paradigm of choices” to 
address different topics, mixed methodology became more and more popular (Patton, 
1988). 
 
The reason for adopting such a design for the current study was mainly triangulation. 
Triangulation involves reviewing and analysing evidence from multiple sources and/or 
deploying different methods (in the current study’s case, questionnaires, discussion 
groups), to reach at a first stage convergence of findings (Creswell, 1994; Johnstone, 
2004). Triangulation goes beyond convergence of results in order to reach a coherent 
and inclusive understanding of the phenomenon for, according to Gillett (2002):  
 
“Triangulation, as I see it, is the process of using multiple sources to achieve an 
inclusive understanding of a situation. These sources might include theory, data 
(of various types), empathetic understanding, the impressions and reflections of 
the researcher, and the overall coherence in the interpretation that results” (p.72) 
 
The way triangulation was used for this study can be found later in this chapter 
(“Conceptual Model of the Research Process”). 
 
Triangulation involves: 
o Complementarity: It entails the overlapping and the emergence of different 
facets of a phenomenon. In this study there was overlap between the 
questionnaire and the online discussion groups in order to address the research 
objectives (see: ”Mixed methods vs. mixed model designs: Definitions and 
taxonomies” and “Presentation of the mixed model design of choice”). 
o Expansion: Mixed methods added scope and breadth to the study since not all 
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issues were amenable solely to a quantitative or solely to a qualitative approach. 
o Development: Using methods sequentially so that results from the first method 
inform the use of the second method e.g. focus groups following the analysis of 
the questionnaires (see: ”Mixed methods vs. mixed model designs: Definitions 
and taxonomies” and “Presentation of the mixed model design of choice”). 
o Initiation: Discovering paradoxes, contradictions and, fresh perspectives that 
could possibly not be unravelled with one approach. 
o Generality: The addition of some quantitative evidence may often help to 
mitigate the fact that –in a statistical manner- qualitative findings cannot be 
generalised e.g. the analysis of the questionnaire item on the factors that affect 
clinical decision making, could “strengthen” the findings from the qualitative data 
(online discussion groups) on the same topic.  
(Johnstone, 2004; Bryman, 2003; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998) 
 
In general, mixed methods can add credibility and rigour to a study that attempts to 
address different research questions by offering a detailed description of the 
phenomenon of interest, and by neutralising any bias inherent in a particular data 
source, investigator, or method (Johnstone, 2004). Later in this chapter, the design of 
the study is described in full detail. Prior to this, a discussion on pragmatism and its 
philosophical tenets is presented in order to justify epistemologically the use of a 
mixed model design study. 
 
 
Pragmatism and its Use as a Paradigm for the Study 
The paradigm debate has been a long standing one, e.g. Popper’s Logic of Scientific 
Discovery was originally published in German in 1934 (Johnstone, 2004). A wide 
range of world views on what constitutes knowledge and truth, and how the two can 
be approached has been presented and well-reasoned throughout the decades. A 
“pragmatic school of thought” however emerged, which held that a false dichotomy 
exists between qualitative and quantitative approaches, and that researchers should 
make the most efficient use of both approaches in understanding phenomena. 
Quantitative and qualitative approaches appear to be not mutually exclusive but 
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complementary in nature, through a pragmatist’s prism (Patton, 2002; Creswell, 
2003). Pragmatism emerged in the late 19th century in America, along with new 
scientific discoveries, and the emergence of social sciences. Beliefs on what 
constitutes knowledge and how this can be approached used extensively when doing 
research until that time point (e.g. positivistic) became subject for debates (Hooper & 
Wood, 2002). 
 
The word pragmatism derives from the Greek word “pragma” which means “result of 
action”, from which the modern English words “practice” and “practical” originate. 
Pragmatism stems from the work of theorists such as Peirce, James, Mead, Dewey 
and Rorty. The pragmatist point of view rejects the forced choice between positivism 
(including postmodernism) and constructionism with regard to methods or 
epistemology. It embraces both, towards a better understanding of the investigated 
research question, pointing to the use of mixed methodology designs in order to 
achieve this. Pragmatists claim to actually act upon theories and programmes that 
are put under deconstruction and then reconstruction (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998; 
Creswell, 2003).  
 
Pragmatism differentiates its assumptions on philosophical underpinning, relationship 
of the researcher to what is being studied and, methods deployed in the research 
process from other paradigms as follows: 
Ontology (nature of knowledge): Pragmatism finds itself once again between the 
transcendental realism of positivistic/ post positivistic paradigms and the relativism of 
constructionist paradigm in that it accepts external reality but questions the certainty 
that we can monitor it. Instead, pragmatism chooses explanations that best produce 
desired outcomes. Pragmatists claim that there is an external world independent of 
our minds but they take seriously the assumption that we are socially and historically 
situated and we cannot be sure if we can “read the world” (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 
1998, Cherryholmes, 1992). 
 
Epistemology (researcher’s approach to knowledge): Pragmatism accepts both 
objective and subjective points of view. Once more, it shifts between the dualism of 
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positivism and the inseparability of the knower and the known in constructionism. 
Pragmatists appear to have an agnostic approach to knowledge in that they reject 
any foundational interpretations (anti-foundationalism). This is again based on their 
assumption that events and objects have no ultimate or final nature and are subject to 
multiple descriptions (anti-essentialism). It is therefore a mistake to believe that we 
can “truly” represent or measure those events and objects (anti-represantationalism). 
Pragmatism meets both positivistic and constructionist knowledge claims, in that it 
accepts an external reality that is very difficult to “pin down” (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 
1998; Cherryholmes, 1994a). 
 
Axiology (role of values): Values of the researcher play a large role when interpreting 
the results of an enquiry. Enquiries are neither value-free (positivism, postpositivism) 
nor entirely value- bound (constructionism). Researchers and practitioners can 
intelligently act on the basis of these values through the process of reflexivity 
(Cherryholmes, 1994; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998). 
 
Logic: Logic is both deductive and inductive, with reasoning and interpretation of 
findings involving an iterative process, where tentative conclusions are constantly 
checked for consistency at different phases, by triangulating methods and data 
(Johnstone, 2004; Gillette, 2002). 
 
Causal Linkages: Pragmatism accepts some causal relationships but claims that it is 
impossible to “pin them down”. Beliefs about causality and objectivity are context 
dependent, and may change (Cherryholmes, 1994). 
 
The next section is an attempt to connect the epistemological tenets of pragmatism 
with the ones of mixed methodology, and justify why it was the paradigm of choice for 
the current study. 
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The Appeal of Pragmatism for the Current Study and its 
Connection to Mixed Model Design Studies 
According to Cherryholmes (1992), research that is founded on pragmatic 
assumptions is not preoccupied with asking questions about laws of nature and what 
is really “real”. Rather it is devoted to the ways of life we choose and live when we 
ask the questions we ask. Pragmatic research choices are, according to the same 
author, based on how we could best approach a topic and what the researcher wants 
to achieve in terms of politics, values and visions. It is once more the focus on the 
consequences of the “action”. “Action” constitutes, in this thesis, the investigation 
which could potentially change the way we view early intervention services. This 
could then potentially contribute to changes in occupational therapy services provided 
for the paediatric population of interest i.e. children born preterm that experience 
Specific Learning Difficulties (SLD). Impact and implications this could have on 
occupational therapy services are discussed in the section “Application of Findings to 
current Policies and Heath Agenda” (Chapter XIII), and the conclusion (Chapter XIV) 
of the thesis. 
 
Cherryholmes (1994) claims that pragmatic researchers should be clear in discussing 
their purposes and wishes. This is in a way what qualitative researchers would 
present as reflexivity, an important quality check for a study. Based on this 
assumption, throughout this study, I have tried to make very explicit that my views as 
a researcher have been influenced by my professional experience as an occupational 
therapist in early intervention services. Certain choices made during the course of the 
research were justified through this lens.  
 
In pragmatism, choices about tools and ways to investigate a topic have to do with 
the desired outcomes and the type of the research question. Therefore a “democratic” 
process that would involve a mixed methodology should actually be the one of 
choice. Such processes increase the likelihood that a wider rather than a narrower 
range of meanings will be reviewed and not be arbitrarily dismissed due to ignorance 
or privilege (Cherryholmes, 1992; Cherryholmes, 1994). 
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Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) summarise all these points by presenting pragmatism 
to be the best paradigm choice for the use of mixed model designs in that: 
o It philosophically embraces the use of both quantitative and qualitative 
elements within the same inquiry 
o It represents a flexible, applied research philosophy in which “The 
researcher… studies in the different ways that he/she deems appropriate and, 
uses the results in ways that can bring positive consequences within his/her value 
system” 
(Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998; p.30). 
 
 
The Design of the Study  
In this section, the design and all the procedures taking place during the course of the 
study are presented. The section begins with a presentation of mixed method design 
taxonomies, and continues with the presentation of the design deployed for the study. 
A conceptualisation model then follows, that explains the reasons behind each choice 
made. This model also maps the major stages of the study from the initial 
engagement with the subject to the final analysis and discussion of the findings. The 
methods of data collection are then presented, and their use is then justified (Chapter 
X). Sampling procedures and description of the inclusion criteria for participants and, 
a detailed audit trail describing the procedures are also described (Chapter X). An 
account of the analytical methods deployed can be found later, in the relevant 
chapters (Chapter XI and XII). 
 
 
Mixed Methods vs. Mixed Model Designs: Definitions and 
Taxonomies 
One issue which required clarification during the course of this study was whether its 
design was that of a “mixed methods” or a “mixed model”. DePoy & Gitlin (1994) 
observe that there appears to be a distinction between the two in the literature. This 
differentiation is based on the level of integration of the study, i.e. to what level, 
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design strategies from different paradigms contribute to the most complete 
understanding of the phenomenon under study (De Poy & Gitlin, 1994). 
 
Mixed methods designs typically refer, according to Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998), to 
the combining of data collection techniques and analyses given that the type of data 
collected is so intertwined with the type of analysis that is used. Mixed methods 
designs serve purposes beyond triangulation and convergence of results, but do not 
reach interweaving of paradigms and interpretation of qualitative and quantitative 
findings in an iterative fashion.  
 
Several authors, such as Creswell, Patton or Greene, have attempted to create 
taxonomies of mixed methods designs. The three criteria, on which these taxonomies 
are based, are according to Creswell (2003): 
o Implementation: whether the data (qualitative or quantitative) are collected in 
different phases (sequentially) or at the same time (concurrent). 
o Priority: the priority or weight given to the qualitative or quantitative approach. 
Priority might be equal (equivalent) or skewed toward either the one or the other 
approach (dominant-less dominant). 
o Integration: the stage at which integration occurs: data collection, data 
analysis, or combination of phases. 
 
Based on these assumptions Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) present the following 
three categories: 
o Equivalent status designs: Sequential (QUAN->QUAL and QUAL->QUAN) and 
Parallel/ Simultaneous (QUAN+ QUAL) 
o Dominant-less dominant designs: Sequential (QUAN/qual and QUAL/quan) 
and Parallel/ Simultaneous (QUAN+ qual and QUAL + quan) 
o Designs with multilevel use of approaches  
 
Johnstone (2004) based on the work of Creswell (1994) and DePoy & Gitlin (1994), 
presented the following taxonomy: 
o Integration at the lowest level design in which “the study phenomenon is 
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investigated at different and separate stages using techniques conventionally 
associated with each paradigm” (p.263). 
o Integration at a next level or “mixed method strategy”, where there is a 
dominant paradigm but within the latter, elements of the other are embedded to 
answer a single query. This is what Creswell (2003) calls a “nested” strategy. 
o At the final level of integration (“fully integrated design”), frameworks of distinct 
paradigms are used to answer different questions of one study. These paradigms 
are mixed at many methodological steps in the design; from the literature review 
and the data collection, to the data analysis and interpretation of findings. 
 
This last level of integration is what authors, e.g. Creswell, Tashakkori and Teddlie, 
also call a mixed model design, and is what was deployed for the current study. 
According to Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) one can mix both research hypotheses 
and research questions, qualitative and quantitative data sources and, finally, 
analysis and interpretation of the data sources in an iterative fashion so that one 
could move from deductive to inductive reasoning and vice versa.  
 
 
 Presentation of the Mixed Model Design of Choice 
The design of this study was one of mixed model in that: 
o The actual idea was based on previous professional experience, previous 
research and an introductory literature review, but the field was approached with 
no preconceived ideas and with a constant attempt to be reflexive (theory- driven 
quantitative paradigm combined with a theory-emerging qualitative stance). 
o Research objectives were both of a quantitative, descriptive but also 
exploratory nature. 
o There was a combination of both quantitative (survey/questionnaires) and 
qualitative (online discussion groups) data collection methods. 
 
According to Tashakkori and Teddlie’s (1998) taxonomy, the study’s design (see 
Figures 2 and 3) was a sequential (QUAN->QUAL), mixed methods (Questionnaires; 
Online Discussion Groups).  
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What follows is a conceptualisation of the entire research process. 
 
 
Conceptual Model of the Research Process 
What became obvious during the actual course of this research was that 
operationalizing a mixed methodology and trying to justify it, was very challenging. 
This was mainly due to such research being “largely uncharted territory” (Creswell, 
2003), but also due to research dilemmas emerging that needed resolutions at 
different stages. These dilemmas were congruent to Creswell’s questions such as: 
 
“If a researcher used an inductive, emerging qualitative stance in a study, does 
this mean that he or she must use qualitative data collection approaches such as 
observations and interviews? Alternatively, should a deductive, theory-driven 
study in the quantitative paradigm always be linked with quantitative data 
collection procedures such as surveys and experiments? Can aspects of the 
design process other than methods-such as the introduction to a study, the 
literature and theory, the purpose statement, and the research questions- also be 
drawn from different paradigms in a single study?” (Creswell in Johnstone, 2004, 
p.263). 
 
These questions, also relevant to this study, required a justification of the choices 
made at each stage. This need to explain the complex research process led to a 
“summative conceptualisation model of the research process” which will be discussed 
next. This model was influenced by the work of Johnstone (2004), and her research 
in public health services, also based on mixed methodology.  
 
My interest in paediatric occupational therapy was initiated during my undergraduate 
studies (1996-2000) and, specifically, during my placements in various paediatric 
units and clinics. During this time I became involved with the work of paediatric 
occupational therapists. Working as a qualified OT in early intervention placements 
for children with several developmental difficulties, contributed to the tacit knowledge 
that I brought to this research. While working with children who were born preterm 
and were attending mainstream schools, it became evident that a great number of 
those children were presenting with specific learning difficulties (SLD). This fact made 
me question whether early occupational therapy intervention would have made a 
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difference in ameliorating their difficulties with regards to later school performance. 
 
This early research interest was brought into my Masters study and, specifically, my 
MSc Dissertation. The project investigated the role of occupational therapists who 
work with premature babies in neonatal units. What that study documented was the 
concern of occupational therapists for the premature children that were not presenting 
with an early, “obvious” disability, but whose problems became evident later in their 
lives, at the time they were attending mainstream schools. The same therapists 
suggested that some of these children were overlooked and “lost” among services. 
The results of that study combined with the findings of the preliminary literature 
review led to the outline of the current study’ s rationale and the formulation of the 
study’ s research objectives (Giatsi & Nicol, 2003) 
 
Planning the study’ s design was quite a difficult process mainly due to the attempt to 
integrate quantitative and qualitative elements at data collection, data analysis and 
final synthesis stages. This led to two separate but linked studies which were distinct 
from one another but also complementary in that the data deriving from the one stage 
informed the data collection of the sequential stage, and related to different but 
overlapping questions.  
 
The questionnaire was designed to address, mainly, the first two objectives of the 
study (see Chapter I: “Study’ s aim and objectives”): firstly, to document the difficulties 
in school performance of healthy children born prematurely, as reported by 
occupational therapists, and, explore assessment procedures, treatment principles 
and specific practices employed by occupational therapists while working with these 
children. Secondarily, the survey respondents were asked about their views on the 
clinical significance of early OT intervention, and the clinical decision making 
processes involved when working with this paediatric client group (third and fourth 
objectives of the study). The content of the questionnaire is presented in Chapter X 
(“Determining the information sought”). The investigation was primarily descriptive 
with no prediction of a traditional, hypothetico-deductive nature made before-hand. 
Data deriving from the questionnaire were predominantly quantitative, with some 
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qualitative (open-ended) items serving rather as a precursor to the formulation of the 
online discussion groups’ agenda that was to follow. 
 
The online discussion groups were sequential to the survey, and their agenda was 
very much informed by an initial, tentative analysis of the questionnaires. These 
groups focused on what informed the clinical decision making process of 
occupational therapists, what were the underlying thinking processes behind clinical 
decision making and, what constituted the clinical significance of occupational 
therapy for this patient group (see “The purpose of the online discussions: the 
rationale behind the inclusion of certain topics”). The therapists who took part in the 
discussions groups were volunteers from the initial group of therapists who completed 
the questionnaires, i.e. occupational therapists who worked with premature children 
that presented with SLD and attended mainstream schooling. Quantitative 
(questionnaire) and qualitative (discussion groups) findings were brought together to 
address, mainly, the third and fourth objective of the study, i.e. to explore 
occupational therapists’ professional judgements on the clinical significance of OT 
intervention for the above population and, investigate how these professionals come 
to make certain decisions when clinical outcome data may be lacking, in a 
complementary way (Figures 2 and 3). 
Figure 2: Visual presentation of combining the stages of the study  
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Figure 3: Conceptual Model of the Research Process 
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Chapter synopsis and conclusion 
Employing a mixed methodology for research raises, according to long lasting 
debates, challenges at the level of theory and epistemology, since quantitative and 
qualitative studies have been influenced and directed by, respectively, positivistic or 
constructionist assumptions, which are based on different assumptions and 
preoccupations. The differences between the two paradigms have however 
decreased in importance, with the schism between them being no longer as wide as it 
used to be. Literature supports the view that discussion on dichotomy has often been 
oversimplified, and that distinctions should rather be made between studies that are 
primarily exploratory or those that are concerned with hypothesis testing. 
 
A “pragmatic school of thought” has emerged, which holds that a false dichotomy 
exists between qualitative and quantitative approaches, and that researchers should 
make the most efficient use of both approaches in understanding phenomena. The 
selection of the methodology, and its paradigmatic underpinnings should primarily 
relate to the research problem under investigation, and how this could be best 
addressed. Similarly, the view adopted in the current study is that quantitative and 
qualitative research, represent different approaches associated to different methods 
for data collection but they are not forever rooted to distinct epistemological positions. 
Through the prism of pragmatism they can be complementary in nature so as to 
better understand the investigated research question(s). This view points to the use 
of mixed methodology designs, which are underpinned by ontological and 
epistemological axioms that accept that there might be an external reality or truth, 
which is however hard to monitor and “pin down”, as we are historically and culturally 
situated in it (this reality). Especially in clinical areas where research questions can 
be complex, critical multiplism is often recommended when orchestrating a research 
enquiry. Critical multiplism assumes that multiple ways of knowing might be 
necessary, e.g. multiple methods to collect data but also multiple paradigms or 
multiple studies, within the same study, in order to address different issues. 
 
Qualitative and quantitative designs can be interwoven in various ways. For the 
purpose of this study, a mixed model design was used. Mixed model is a synonym for 
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mixed methodology in that it goes beyond combining methods, into combining 
different paradigms. Triangulation was the main purpose for selecting this design. 
Triangulation did however go beyond analysing data from multiple sources and, 
collected with the use of different methods (e.g. questionnaires, discussion groups) 
into an attempt to reach interweaving of paradigms and interpret qualitative and 
quantitative findings in an iterative fashion.  
 
Based on existing taxonomies and criteria, in the design employed for this study: 
o data was collected data in different phases (Implementation: sequential: 
QUAN->QUAL)  
o no priority or weight was given to the qualitative or quantitative approach 
(priority: equivalent), as opposed to studies where one paradigm is dominant with 
embedded elements from the other, to answer a single query (“nested” strategy) 
o the level at which integration occurred went beyond integration at data 
collection or analysis into the final stage (“fully integrated design”), where 
frameworks of distinct paradigms are used to answer different questions of one 
study. These paradigms are mixed at several research stages; from the literature 
review and the data collection, to the data analysis and interpretation of findings 
(mixed model design). 
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CHAPTER X: METHODS OF THE STUDY 
The Need for a Survey 
The first step for any research process is to be clear about its purpose, and justify the 
need for any particular methodological choices made to address this purpose. The 
term survey is usually referred to, as the activity of gathering large amounts of 
information from a particular population, and thereby, in an economical way, a rapid 
turnaround in data collection (Calder, 1998; Creswell, 2003). 
 
Although many people view surveys -and research in general- as a contribution to the 
stock of knowledge of a certain discipline, research is increasingly undertaken in 
order to guide strategic planning, evaluate practices, inform policy development or 
work on new developments (Calder, 1998). Based on these assumptions this 
particular research was designed not only to contribute to the accumulation of 
knowledge about the practices of occupational therapists while working with school 
children born prematurely, but also to: 
o contribute to the dissemination of knowledge on best, evidence –based 
practice in the area 
o inform occupational therapy departments and stakeholders about the potential 
risks for “losing” children among services, where difficulties might not be “obvious 
until they start school and, 
o contribute to new developments in the field of early intervention; implications 
on occupational therapy and early intervention services are discussed in the 
section “Application of Findings to current Policies and Heath Agenda” (Chapter 
XIII: Discussion), and the conclusion (Chapter XIV) of the thesis 
 
Fowler (1993) suggests that a large-scale “special-purpose” survey can be a rather 
expensive means of addressing an information problem. Based on this assumption 
the same author stresses that before launching a large-scale survey, a procedure 
adopted in the present study, the potential of other available sources of information 
should be explored. 
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During the period of time that followed the acceptance of the research protocol by the 
Research Degrees Committee of QMU, the researcher contacted multiple agents in 
the Lothian area (Scotland) including physicians, managers, occupational therapists 
and other health professionals. These individuals provided valuable information 
regarding the feasibility of accessing information through the records of children born 
prematurely. Based on the information gathered from these “key informants”, and in 
combination with Calder’s (1998) justification on the need for a survey, the following 
reasons, for deploying a survey, were identified: 
o New data analysed that were not collected through any other route; there was 
limited literature and/or comprehensive knowledge about the actual number, and 
current working environments of, occupational therapists who work with this 
paediatric population. Information on this number of occupational therapists could 
be an avenue to find out whether this population is of major interest to 
occupational therapy. The College of Occupational Therapists (COT) could not 
provide this information, since therapists that register with the COT might change 
their area of expertise without necessarily updating the COT. 
o Lack of centrally available data; collecting data on the spread and incidence of 
premature childbirths would be a very difficult and time-consuming procedure, 
since central patient record systems aren’t always available. Any other access to 
the records of premature childbirths would be beyond the scope and the 
constraints of this study. 
o Multiple records in different locations or out-of-date/ incomplete records; based 
on the above argument, the collection of such information would not be feasible 
for a nationwide survey, since records would have to be checked for their 
completeness and whether they informed of all episodes of care for this group of 
children. 
o Inaccessible records; even in the case of records containing the desired 
information, obtaining access to them could have been denied for various reasons 
e.g. ethical approval for accessing confidential documents                      
(Calder, 1998) 
 
The above justification for deploying a survey as the first data collection method by 
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no means indicates that there was no information available on the specific topic. As 
Fowler (1993) suggests, a special- purpose survey might be a way to ensure not only 
that the data needed for analysis are available but also that the data can be related 
and paired with other methods to carry out a desired analysis.  
 
 
The Research Problem: Deciding on the Survey Design 
Surveys are often carried out in a very superficial manner and as part of a poorly 
designed study. It is the exciting and relatively fast activity of collecting large amount 
of data which makes surveys a seemingly “easy avenue” leading, possibly, to 
superficial conclusions and faulty inferences from insufficient information 
(Oppenheim, 1992). Apart from the technical and prolonged constraints of designing 
a good survey, literature suggests that, as in other kinds of social research, the focus 
of a good survey design is being explicit about the research topics under investigation 
(Oppenheim, 1992; Buckingham and Saunders, 2004). Clearly, the research “focus” 
will determine the shape of the survey to a great extent. This initial stage is a very 
challenging one for the researcher.  
 
In overall terms, there are two main purposes for surveys: either to describe, or 
analyse a phenomenon. Descriptive surveys focus on measuring a phenomenon, 
finding out how widespread it is or how much it varies across a population. The 
important point to recognise is, that descriptive surveys attempt to tell us how many 
(what proportion of) members of a population present a certain characteristic or 
opinion, or how often events occur together, e.g. correlations. They are not designed 
to primarily “explain” phenomena or highlight causal links between certain variables. 
In analytic surveys the focus goes beyond documenting a phenomenon into 
explaining why it takes the form it does. These surveys focus on “why” questions and 
on exploring causal relationships (Oppenheim, 1992; Calder, 1998; Buckingham and 
Saunders, 2004). 
 
The survey presented here is part of a large scale, nationwide survey, which aimed to 
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describe how many occupational therapists are working with school children born 
prematurely, in what type of paediatric settings. This was adopted to provide 
information on the extent of this paediatric population within occupational therapy 
services, and to gauge whether it is a major concern area for the discipline. It is also 
believed to contribute to knowledge on how identifiable and accessible this population 
is. Moreover, the survey aimed to highlight the practices employed by occupational 
therapists when working with this population. This was viewed as potentially 
illuminating how consistent and evidence- based these practices are. Additionally, it 
was important to investigate what it is that informs therapists’ everyday clinical 
decision making, given the limited literature on occupational therapy’s research in the 
field. It is believed that such a large-scale survey could be a precursor for future 
projects that would focus on specific outcome measures. 
 
The main aim of the survey was rather to get a “snapshot” about the occupational 
therapy services provided for this paediatric population, i.e. information on the type of 
difficulties this group presents with, the extent to which these are an area of concern 
for OTs, as well as, the type of assessment and intervention practices that the latter 
employ when working with these children.  
 
 
Why a Questionnaire: The Practical Constraints of deciding 
on the Form of Data Collection  
Fink identifies, in Creswell (2003), four different types of survey: self- administered or 
self- completion questionnaires, interviews, structured record reviews and, structured 
observations.  
 
A self- completion questionnaire implies that respondents answer the questions by 
completing the questionnaire themselves. The term postal questionnaire will be used 
throughout this thesis to distinguish this from an internet (email) questionnaire 
(Bryman, 2004). This choice was based on the early identification of the practical 
constraints of undertaking a large-scale survey and the careful counterbalancing of 
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the strengths and limitations that accompany postal questionnaires.  
The need for readily accessible information from large numbers of eligible participants 
was the overwhelming criterion of choice, since the study was a nationwide survey 
that sought to describe the attributes of a population in a systematic and consistent 
manner using a single tool. 
 
The low cost in time and money was not the most important consideration however it 
was an issue, since the study had to be completed within the constraints of a 
research degree. Sponsorship and time issues imposed their own imprint on the 
project. Telephone interviews on such a scale would require a great number of staff, 
with a certain degree of expertise, relevance to the topic and, degree of availability. 
Management and quality control would be additional constraints to the major cost and 
realistic time frame issues (Gillham, 2000; Punch, 2003; Robson, 2002) 
 
Guaranteed anonymity in postal questionnaires was one of the main reasons for 
choosing this data collection strategy since anonymity was highlighted as a main 
ethical consideration both by the Multi-Research Ethics Committee (MREC) and 
NAPOT (currently known as CYPF). Gaining ethical approval and remaining 
compliant with the guidelines of research bodies and ethical committees, was an 
important feature in this piece of research especially due to its complexity of mixed 
methodologies.  
 
Moreover, some of the questionnaire’s items required, according to the piloting stage 
participants, additional time and thinking and, possibly, retrieving information from 
patients’ files so as to achieve accuracy. Questionnaires are believed to allow 
respondents more time to think since there is less pressure for an immediate 
response and they can be completed at the participants’ own pace and availability 
(Gillham, 2000). 
 
Finally, the analysis of closed ended questionnaires’ items can be relatively 
straightforward, leading often to suggestive data that can be used in conjunction with 
data deriving from other methods. According to Gillham (2000), questionnaires are 
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very often followed by further methods. He suggests that the need for additional 
information will only become apparent when the questionnaire research has been 
carried out. Similarly, in this study, the questionnaires informed the content of the 
online discussion groups that followed. The discussion groups were thought to enrich 
the questionnaires’ findings, by offering additional depth and validity.  
 
 
Designing the Questionnaire 
The designing process of the postal questionnaire followed a sequence of five steps. 
These five steps were synthesised from Hick’s (1995) and Frazer’s (2000) 
suggestions on the basic design principles, and apply to all types of questionnaires 
regardless of the way there were administered. These steps are depicted in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 4: Designing a questionnaire 
 
What follows is a presentation of the actions taken, leading to the finalised postal 
Determine the 
administration of the 
questionnaire and its 
length
Initial draft (questions, 
wording, sequence of 
questions) 
Pre-testing and modifying 
the questionnaire 
Piloting 
Determining the 
information sought  
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questionnaire (Appendix I). 
 
 
Determining the Information sought  
The content of the questionnaire was informed by all the research objectives. The 
identification of the general topics and the sequential procedure of breaking those 
down into actual questionnaire items (questions) were achieved by referring to the 
formulated objectives e.g. the description of the assessment procedures and 
intervention techniques employed by OTs when working with children who are born 
preterm and present with SLD.  
 
The first part of the questionnaire focused on the collection of demographic 
information, such as gender, years of professional experience, working environment, 
and the two filter questions that determined whether the questionnaire respondents 
worked with the study population of interest. In this large scale descriptive method the 
first research objective was addressed. In the same section, the survey respondents 
were asked whether they worked with children that present with specific learning 
difficulties (SLD) (first filter question) and whether some of the latter were born 
preterm (second filter question). In this first section, the first objective of the present 
study, i.e. mapping how many children who presented with SLD and were born 
preterm, was addressed. 
 
The second section focused on OTs’ perceptions on the difficulties these children 
present within their school performance, and the areas (school tasks) that were 
mostly affected. In this way the first and second objective of the study were 
addressed. 
 
The third part of the questionnaire focused on the referral patterns of these children to 
the OT departments (age, referring discipline), while in the fourth part the therapists 
were asked to provide information about the children’s previous interventions. 
Although not directly related to one of the research aims (subset items) this 
information was viewed as potentially shedding light on the reasons why some of 
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these children appear not to be easily “picked up” and/or overlooked by services. 
 
Sections five and six were included in order to collect valuable information about the 
assessment procedures and intervention techniques employed by occupational 
therapists while working with this population (second research objective). This was 
investigated in order to offer some insight as to what the theoretical underpinning 
frameworks are that lead to certain assessment and intervention, whether there are 
any difference between procedures used for this and any other paediatric population 
with SLD and, along with the information gathered from the other collection 
procedure, provide a clear picture about the way clinicians tend to make certain 
decisions. 
 
Finally, in the seventh section the participants were asked to provide information 
relating to the factors informing their clinical decision making when evidence about 
occupational therapy’ s effect on this population, may be lacking. It was believed that 
this, along with triangulating information from the online discussion groups on the 
same topic, could potentially illuminate the complex processes that make therapists’ 
form their clinical thinking. 
 
 
The first Questionnaire Draft: Formulating Questions 
As it was stressed earlier, the questionnaire questions should be designed so that 
they address the research aims. According to Robson (2002) the “art and craft” of 
designing a good questionnaire is the constant attempt of the researcher to link the 
questionnaire items to the research questions and then write them in such a way that 
the respondents understand what it is wanted from  them, and are willing to provide. 
In other words a good questionnaire does not only provide a valid measure of the 
research question, but also engenders the cooperation of the respondents and elicits 
accurate information (Robson, 2002).  
 
What follows is the process that led to the specific questionnaire items: 
o Identifying key themes: Listing the research questions was the first step before 
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designing the questionnaire. 
o Identifying concepts: This step refers to translating each of the research 
questions into a series of concepts i.e. the categories that helped to recognise 
things and sort them into groups. Some may be simple e.g. demographic 
characteristics while other can be very technical or abstract e.g. clinical 
significance of occupational therapy intervention. 
o Identifying variables: The last step helped to move from the theory (concept) to 
measurable variables. These are the actual items of the questionnaire that define 
the concepts                                                                   
(Buckingham and Saunders, 2004) 
 
An example of the funnelling process i.e. moving from initial research questions into 
specific questionnaire items follows. 
Question: How many and what occupational therapists work with preterm children 
that attend mainstream education? 
Concepts: Employment, experience, background etc 
Variable/ item: “What setting are you currently working in?”; “How many years have 
you been working as a paediatric occupational therapist?” 
 
 
Developing the Questions: Wording and Answering Format 
The main issue informing the design of questions was to specify for each item 
whether there would be a predetermined range of values (closed or pre-coded) or the 
items would be open-ended. Conventional wisdom suggests that open- ended 
questions are better than closed questions in that they lead to rich data about 
complex issues. The main problem about this remains the extra time and cost 
involved in the analysis. Yet, and in the case of most survey methodologies, the 
controversy over the kind of the answering format is resolved by the victory of the 
close-ended format. In the case of the present study, and despite the majority of the 
items being close-ended, the opportunity was offered to the respondents to provide 
answers that did not appear in the predetermined lists (see “other” option of the 
questionnaire; Appendix I). 
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Based on Brace’s (2004) and Buckingham and Saunders’ (2004) criteria, close- 
ended formats are chosen in the following cases: 
o When a variable has only a small number of values, since this would make the 
recording of the information easier.  
o When the researcher wants to ensure that he/she gets the sort of data he/she 
wants and forces respondents to restrict their answers to predetermined 
categories; much of the variety is lost but everything is measured in a common 
dimension. 
o Too many open-ended answering formats can reduce respondents’ interest 
and can affect the response rate. 
 
Open- ended questions are used when the researcher cannot predict what the 
responses might be or it is dangerous to do so. They are also very useful when there 
is interest in the phraseology that people use to respond or when some verbatim 
responses are worthy of quote. Given the respondents’ general reluctance to answer 
open- ended questions, and the time consuming analytical procedures for open-
ended items, there was an attempt to include as few of them in the questionnaire as 
possible.  
 
The approach that was used for the questionnaire was to provide a consistent 
answering format. That was a format of a limited number of options, but with a space 
always provided for the respondent to write an answer that was not covered. The “if 
other, please specify” option was thought to give the respondent the opportunity to 
give a different response. This is referred to, as pre-coded open questions (Brace, 
2004). Most questions had such a pre-coded open-ended answering format and were 
multiple-response (the respondents could tick more than one answers i.e. “tick all that 
apply”). Some questions had a close- ended format with some of them including the “I 
do not know” response as a legitimate response i.e. as one where the respondent 
genuinely did not know the answer. The open- ended questions included were further 
transformed and analysed within the frame of content analysis. 
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Form Design and Layout: Using PinPoint 
The actual (form) designing of the questionnaire was produced with the help of 
PinPoint. PinPoint is a computer package relevant to survey methodologies, 
designed to “create forms, gather data, analyse information and present results” Cole, 
1994, p.1). In relation to the present study, PinPoint and its tools were used to design 
“professional looking” questionnaires. The tools and, especially, the “Form Editor” 
were used to design (write, draw and edit) questions, and decide on the answering 
format. PinPoint offers an assortment of formats such as multiple choice or “yes/no” 
answering formats as well as the option of “grouping” questions under certain 
categories (see Questionnaire in Appendix I). This operation “results in neater and 
more structured forms, and makes it easier to order questions” (Cole, 1994, p.86), 
and enables analysis. Finally, PinPoint offers different presentation styles with 
regards to font, colours, layout etc. 
 
The pre-testing and piloting phases, presented in detail later on in this chapter, led to 
the final version of the questionnaire (Appendix I), which was distributed to the 1000 
National Association of Paediatric OTs, currently known as CYPF, members, during 
the initial data collection stage of this study. 
        
 
                    Coding and Level of Measurement  
Preparing the coding for the questionnaire’s answers can raise different issues. Even 
in the case of close-ended responses, where the researcher is free to assign any 
meaning to coding digits and proceed with the analysis directly, there is always the 
problems of negotiating meanings with the respondents. That is due to the 
“permissible”, pre existing categories that guide the participants to a certain direction 
and delete the detail and subtlety of any original and spontaneous answer 
(Buckingham and Saunders, 2004). 
 
Based on the recognition of the limitations that are associated with close- ended 
questions, there has been a constant attempt to meet certain guidelines while 
developing the coding scheme for this questionnaire: 
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o Discrete categories: Codes have to be clearly defined so that no response can 
be coded to more than one category 
o Exhaustive categories: All possible responses have to be covered by the 
codes, including the “other” option or the “I do not know” option  
o Consistency of codes: The same codes have to be used throughout the coding 
and analysis for the same response e.g. “yes” as “1” 
 (Buckingham and Saunders 2004; p. 142-143) 
 
The vast majority of the questionnaire items produced nominal data. Two of the 
questionnaire items asked respondents to provide information relating to interval 
data. These were the items where respondents were asked to provide their 
graduation year, and the numbers of years of experience in paediatric OT settings 
(Appendix I) 
 
For the coding of multiple responses, a series of dichotomous variables was created 
on SPSS, whereas the coding of the open- ended items followed the process of 
content analysis for the quantification of the textual data before entering those onto 
SPSS (see Chapter XI: “The process of content analysis). 
 
 
Pre-testing and revising the Questionnaire 
Pre-testing was thought to be an important stage of the designing process. The aim 
of pre-testing was to ensure that necessary alterations are made to the questionnaire 
draft, before it would be sent to a group of the target population for piloting. Pre-
testing aimed to identify problems with the language and the wording of the 
questions, ask the respondents for feedback on the sequence of the questions, the 
answering format of the items, and the general layout of the questionnaire (Frazer, 
2000). Hicks (1995), refers to this pre-test situation as a “first pilot”, as opposed to the 
“second pilot” in which a group of the potential participants’ population have to 
provide feedback on the questionnaire. The pre-test group consisted of people of 
many and variant backgrounds while the piloting group consisted solely of paediatric 
occupational therapists working with preterm children with specific learning 
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difficulties. 
 
Respondents to this pre-test stage fell into one of the following categories: 
o Colleagues: selected due to their experience in research e.g. the supervisory 
team, lecturers, and other research students at Queen Margaret University  
o Paediatric occupational therapists: This group consisted of occupational 
therapists within the Edinburgh and the wider Lothian area who were working in 
paediatric settings. Some of them were working with the population under 
investigation, although this was not a necessary criterion for their involvement 
o Key informants: These were people who had extensive knowledge on the topic 
under investigation. Some of them could have also been members of the previous 
group (paediatric occupational therapists), while others were health professionals 
(doctors, nurses, physiotherapists etc) with experience in working with children 
born preterm 
 
The questionnaire was sent to a sample of 20 people. Respondents came from the 
wider Edinburgh and Lothian area. 
 
Suggestions were made from the three groups on all areas of consideration. The 
following list summarises the amendment of the questionnaire in light of the 
respondent comments. 
o The questionnaire was thought to be very lengthy (45 items) 
o Some respondents thought that some of the items could not be accurately 
answered by the therapists, and had to be removed 
o Some of the key words used in the questionnaire required specific 
definitions. 
o There were additional suggestions on the answering options of multiple 
choice questions  
o More “filter questions” that could help the participants find their way through 
the questionnaire  
o Changing the answering format of some of the items  
o Minimizing the number of the open-ended questions of the questionnaire. 
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o Avoiding double-barrelled questions  
o Suggestions on wording, language, grammar, layout 
o Adding the “other” option for most multiple choice items. 
 
Amendments were made in the light of the above suggestions and the second draft 
was devised. The second draft was then piloted.  
 
 
Piloting the Questionnaire 
The piloting of the questionnaire took place during a study day of the National 
Association of Paediatric Occupational Therapists’ (NAPOT; currently known as 
CYPF) East Scotland Regional Group, of which the researcher is a member. A first 
contact to the regional group at the beginning of November 2004, and after approval 
had been granted for the study from the London’s Multi-Research Ethics Committee 
(MREC), led to the forewarning of the regional group’s members, and an inclusion of 
the piloting in the study day’s agenda.  
 
Piloting, or according to Frazer (2000), the second stage of the pre-testing, uses 
respondents of interest. The intention of this procedure was to explore how the 
respondents, i.e. potential participants, perceived the questions. This approach is 
also known as protocol analysis. Twenty questionnaires were distributed along with 
the relevant information sheets and consent forms. This number is considered to be 
the minimum a researcher should be aiming for, with the piloting being a good test for 
the questionnaire, the procedures and, the covering material (Robson, 2002). 
 
Ten questionnaires were returned to the researcher within a time of two weeks. This 
response rate (50%) served also as an indication of the response rate during the 
actual distribution and collection of the questionnaires some months later. 
 
As a result of the extensive feedback from the initial pre-testing, little changes were 
required, following the pilot. Comments about the relevance of the questions to 
occupational therapy practice, and about the ease of understanding were positive. 
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Suggestions on changes focused on: 
o Shifting the focus of the questionnaire from prematurity as a condition with 
medical features to prematurity as a condition with functional features (i.e making 
the questionnaire more occupational therapy specific). 
o Omitting questionnaire’s items that were difficult to respond to e.g. “List the 3 
most common OT goals for school performance, for children who were born with 
prematurely and present with specific learning difficulties”.  
 
After implementing the suggestions, the main task was editorial. The finalised version 
(see Appendix I) was printed and distributed to the members (1000) of NAPOT 
(currently known as CYPF). 
 
 
The Population & the Sample of the Survey 
The study was granted ethical approval by the London Multi- Research Ethics 
Committee (MREC). Approval was also granted by the National Association of 
Paediatric Occupational Therapists (currently known as Children, Young People and 
Families specialist section of the COT) that distributed the questionnaires, after the 
questionnaire and its accompanying documents (see Appendix II) were reviewed.  
 
Great care had to be exercised when specifying who would be included in the 
population of the study, since conclusions would be later drawn on the basis of this 
specification. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the survey are listed on Table 
10. 
 
Table 10: Inclusion Criteria: Survey  
INCLUSION CRITERIA EXCLUSION CRITERIA 
Paediatric occupational therapists Occupational therapy students on  
Placement 
Employed in the UK Occupational therapy assistants 
Employed in a paediatric setting and working with 
 a paediatric  population  
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Authors (Creswell, 2003; Sarantakos, 1998) stress the importance of considering the 
type and number of the respondents who will be included in a study. Questions about 
the kind of sampling frame and procedures used as well as the actual size of the 
sample and its representativeness of the population, are very common, and have to 
be answered at an early stage of the research process.    
 
Opting for a complete coverage of the population of paediatric occupational therapists 
in the UK (saturation survey) was considered unrealistic. This was due to the difficulty 
of “locating” every paediatric occupational therapist in the country, leading to the use 
of a sampling frame within the initially defined population. This sampling frame was 
offered by the National Association of Occupational Therapists (NAPOT). NAPOT, 
currently known as CYPF, is a specialist branch of the College of Occupational 
Therapists (COT)  and constitutes the biggest network for occupational therapists 
with an interest in paediatrics in the UK. NAPOT was thought to be both a sampling 
frame as well as a means of recruiting participants. Moreover it has been used in the 
past in studies of a paediatric OT interest (Howard; 2002; Hong, 1997).  
 
Documents relevant to the survey and the ethical procedures associated with it can 
be found in Appendix II. Further information about the final sample, its characteristics, 
final response rate etc, are presented in Chapter XI (“Descriptive information deriving 
from the questionnaire analysis”). 
 
What follows is the presentation of the second, sequential to the survey, data 
collection method of the present study, the two asynchronous online discussions 
conducted within the virtual environment of WebCT.  
 
 
Internet Research & Emerging Methods in the Qualitative 
Research Frontier: Asynchronous Online Discussions 
(AOD) 
The use of the Internet as a medium for conducting research is one that is constantly 
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evolving. The World Wide Web has been widely used as a gateway to information 
through search engines, e.g. when researchers conduct a literature search, or 
indexes and guide sites, when trying to find out about certain fields of interest. 
Moreover subscribing into valuable e-mail lists, newsletters, and alert or filter 
services, often enhances people’s research. Newsgroups also work towards the 
same direction. Finally, chat and Web Forums offer the opportunity of a wide- open 
way of talking which, albeit not leading to direct sources of information, can direct the 
researcher into other “information streams” (Rowland, 2000). 
 
Despite the extensive use of chat rooms or Usenet services such as mailing and 
newsgroups, Mann and Stewart (2000a) suggest that the use of e-media in research 
is fairly novel. Gaiser, cited in Mann and Stewart (2000a), observes that “The online 
environment represents vast opportunities for methodological innovation, with our 
own imagination being the only limitation” (p.101). 
 
Online discussions are a “methodological innovation” and a “permutation” of the 
traditional focus groups, which have been closely associated with qualitative research 
and the production of rich, textual data about the life and the experiences of the 
participants. Since the important issue for qualitative researchers is to find a mode of 
communication that meets the objectives and the questions of the enquiry, online 
discussion appears to be a considerable avenue as long as easy and active 
interaction among the participants is achieved, and contextual factors e.g. 
technological characteristics or discussion specific logistics, are met (Arbaugh and 
Benbunan-Fich, 2004; Mann and Stewart, 2000a). 
 
What follows is a general presentation of the traditional face-to-face (FTF) focus 
group research characteristics, a comparison of FTF and online discussion groups, 
and a justification of the decisions made for the use of asynchronous online 
discussions (AOD). Moreover the use of AOD as a “hybrid” mode of communication, 
and its implications for the qualitative part of the present study are presented. Finally 
the planning of the two discussions with the use of WebCT as a software platform, 
the participants’ selection and allocation into groups as well as the actual data 
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collection are presented. 
 
 
The Use of Traditional Focus Groups in Qualitative 
Research 
Much has been written about the use of focus groups in research. Being a method 
that from its apogee and, for a long period of time, was associated with market 
research, the justification of its increased use and popularity becomes apparent. 
 
Focus groups are group discussions organised to investigate a set of issues such as 
occupational therapists’ perceptions on what informs their clinical decision making 
when they work with children born prematurely. As such, Kitzinger (1994) suggests 
that these discussions are “focused”, in the sense that they involve a certain 
collective activity, e.g. the debating of a particular set of questions. Focus groups are 
distinguished from “group interviews” by the explicit use of “interaction” as the factor 
that illuminates what people think as well as why they think in a certain way (Mann 
and Stewart, 2000a). 
 
Focus groups first appeared in market research in the 1920s and became known by 
the work of Merton and his colleagues at Columbia University in the 1940s, parallel to 
the recognition that consumers decisions were made in a social context (Robson, 
2002; Morgan, 1998). The contemporary interest in the method and its transitional 
use in academic research did not happen till the 1970s. More and more studies 
employing focus groups produced rich, qualitative data about the normative 
understandings a group has of a topic, the meanings behind these normative 
assessments, and the group process that lead to these assessments.  
 
According to Bloor et al (2001), affiliations to certain groups, i.e. being part of the 
same process or accepting the same influences with other people, “constructs” 
understandings of phenomena. Choices tend to be much more collective than 
individual and, despite ourselves being free and reflexive, we rarely explore the 
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sources that shape our thinking. Circumstances under which we explore such 
influences are very rare and even in everyday interaction, as in an everyday 
discussion, we refer to all of our assumptions briefly without elaborating or explaining 
why we think in a certain way (Bloor et al, 2001). 
 
Focus group can offer the stimulus and the occasion for such exploration and 
elaborations to happen, by allowing the members of the group, and with the help of 
the facilitator, to tease each others’ assumptions out. Interaction between the 
participants, either through the importance of a shared culture or through the 
argumentative justification of different views, can bring to the fore, topics that would 
not emerge in an individual interview. Views that have become familiar in everyday 
life can come to surface when people probe others’ reasons for holding them 
(Bryman, 2004; Bloor et al, 2001). 
 
Through the discussion groups of this study additional insight was sought to the 
views of occupational therapists’ that have previously completed a questionnaire. As 
Bloor et al (2001) claim “there are attitudes which cannot be reflected in survey 
approaches” (p11). The discussion groups were thought to provide a forum for OTs’ 
“reflexive comment” for some of the issues covered in the questionnaire. This was 
thought to deepen and enrich views on what the criteria are when selecting specific 
assessment and intervention procedures, how the referrals operate for the children 
born prematurely and, what the importance of occupational therapy is in early 
intervention services. 
 
Since this method involves a group of people, it was expected that diversity of views 
and therefore pluralism would be elicited. In this sense, focus groups are regarded to 
be more naturalistic than individual interviews, since they reflect processes through 
which meaning is constructed and decisions are made in everyday life settings 
(Bryman, 2004). According to Kitzinger (1994), none of us is a static, isolated entity 
but part of a complex, overlapping social or collegiate context. It is through this 
context and through discourses with others that meaning is negotiated and actions 
are taken. That is the reason why researchers should use methods that actively 
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encourage interaction when the purpose is to explore people’s understanding.  
 
Based on this framework, occupational therapists in the present study were viewed 
as part of their collegiate network (i.e. part of a peer group) when a discourse about 
their clinical practice takes place. This debate group was thought to potentially 
assimilate a “real-world” debate group with other OTs or members of the multi-
disciplinary team where clinical practice would be discussed. 
 
To summarise the foregoing points, focus groups are: 
o A popular method when examining how people make sense of certain 
phenomena, and how in conjunction with each other negotiate the topic that the 
researcher is interested in, e.g. “What informs OTs’ decision making and how they 
make judgements of a certain value when clinical data may be lacking”. 
o A “naturalistic” data collection method, in the sense that they reflect everyday 
life situations. For example, a focus group discussion about the ways preterm 
children are being referred to OT departments may reflect “real-life” discussion 
about the potential strengths/ weaknesses of the existing referral system within 
OT departments.  
o A method where participants will challenge each other’s opinions, with this 
leading to more realistic and detailed accounts of what people think. This could 
consequently produce more reflexive comments, and the opportunity for the 
participants to expand and elaborate on their thoughts. 
o A method where participation can be encouraged for people who would not 
otherwise like to be individually interviewed. 
o A method where the participants’ tendency to check each other’s response for 
understanding can provide a “natural” control of the quality of the data 
o A method where group dynamics help in focusing on the most “important” 
topics. (Bryman, 2004; Robson, 2002). 
 
 
The Ancillary Role of Focus Groups: Myth or Necessity? 
The belief that focus groups are mostly used as an adjunct to other methods stems 
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from their historical routes in marketing research. Morgan (1998) claims that in the 
early pioneering marketing studies, focus groups were used as an exploratory stage 
followed by surveys in order to check the results in a greater sample. Assessing for 
example the potential sales of a product to large populations required the 
“generalisable” nature of a survey. Yet, and as the use of focus groups expanded in 
other fields of social research, the belief that focus groups had to be backed up by 
other methods became more of a myth. The real criterion became the focus of the 
research i.e. address a topic in depth in order to reach understanding. Different 
methods have different strengths and it is the research question that should 
determine the researcher’s choice (Morgan, 1998). 
 
Bloor et al (2001) suggest that focus groups can be used at the beginning of a study 
as a pre-pilot stage in order to provide a contextual basis; in the middle, to provide 
additional data and/ or an interpretative tool to other methods’ findings; at the end, to 
communicate findings to participants and seek more insight on the early, provisional 
findings. In this study, the purpose of focus groups was a combination of the last two. 
 
The discussion groups were part of a triangulation process that used and compared 
data from two different methods. Focus groups were employed to gain more complex 
and more reflexive insight from the survey. According to Bloor et al (2001), 
triangulation should not be seen as a “replication” procedure since the data produced 
from different methods are not directly comparable, and the methods are not equated 
in respect of their suitability of addressing the different research objectives. In that 
fashion the questionnaire’s item addressing assessment could offer information as to 
what the most popular assessment procedure is when working with children born 
prematurely. The sequential discussion groups were thought to offer more insight to 
this finding, by discussing with the participants what selection criteria are used when 
choosing assessment procedures, and whether these are in any way different to 
those used for children who are not born prematurely.  
 
It, therefore, becomes apparent that analysis of different data on the same topic can 
help the researcher gain a deeper and better understanding of it. Bloor et al (2001) 
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observed that rejecting findings of a method simply because they are not “confirmed” 
by another should not be the case in triangulation. As the popularity of triangulation, 
as a measure of scientific rigour increases, it is important to acknowledge that the 
use of different methods might add rigour to the actual analysis but it is not a 
verification of the findings (Bloor at el, 2001). 
 
With regards to Bloor et al’s (2001) third use of focus groups, as an adjunct to other 
methods, focus groups can be used at the end of a study in order to discuss 
preliminary findings of the questionnaire analysis. Participants were, in this sense, 
brought together in order to discuss why they thought occupational therapy was of 
particular importance as an early intervention service, and offer their insight and 
thoughts on this, and other open-ended items within the questionnaire. The same 
authors suggest that just as triangulation is not replication, using focus groups at the 
end of the study is not “validation”, but good research practice in that it provides a 
forum for deep and extended analysis. 
 
 
Comparing Face-to-Face and Online Discussion Groups 
The criterion selecting a specific data collection method for this stage was the 
facilitation of a permissive and encouraging context for the participants to actively and 
easily discuss various topics. According to numerous authors, online discussion 
groups can be a considerable tool serving that purpose. A number of the references 
below are taken from literature on online discussions for distance learning since there 
is a limited amount of literature on deploying this method specifically for health care 
research. 
 
One major consideration for this study was the time and cost constraints of the use of 
FTF groups. By deploying online discussions, travelling, calling, and transcribing 
costs of traditional vis-à-vis groups were eliminated. Moreover time needed to 
schedule the two different geographical face-to-face groups, time needed for 
travelling, or, time to transcribe the audio recordings, was also eliminated (Meho, 
2006).  
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Another consideration that has led to online discussions was the practical issue of 
bringing together people who are geographically dispersed. The online discussion 
board offered the opportunity to clinicians to participate in a study that they would 
probably otherwise have refused to do so. Online discussions allow people to use 
computers that are located in their homes, offices, and familiar environments. In this 
respect, Mann and Stewart (2000a) refer to the online environment as being “natural”. 
Online discussion groups are also referred to as being “neutral”, since people cannot 
see their co-participants’ physical cues or possible status differences such as race, 
gender, voice tones, disabilities etc. This is thought to minimize any bias or alienation 
between the participants (Mann and Stewart, 2000a; Meho, 2006).  
 
Online discussions are considered to create a permissive atmosphere that allows 
personal disclosure due to the anonymity ensured, and the distance that the 
cyberspace offers. In both groups of this study, participants were offered the option of 
anonymity, had the opportunity to value it and to choose whether to use it or make 
their statements with their identity known (Kenny, 2005). Shy or less vocal 
participants could be silenced after being interrupted in a face-to-face group, whereas 
members of an online group always have a “voice” through their computer. The 
rapport built between the participants, and the facilitating role of the instructor, 
determine how interactive the group will be (Mann and Stewart, 2000a; Meho, 2006).  
 
“Pair friendships” and “whispering” identified in face-to-face groups are an issue 
interfering within the establishment of multi- directional group interaction. Free and 
equal participation together with the absence of being seen and “judged” in vivo are 
factors, which could potentially lead to enhanced disclosure and, consequently, richer 
qualitative data in online discussions (Mann and Stewart, 2000b). Cravener’s review 
(1999) of 68 articles, which described the differences between distance, online 
courses and the traditional classroom teaching in higher education institutions in the 
US, revealed that online discussions were deeper and more diverse, engaging a 
greater number of students than those based in classrooms. Arbaugh and Benbunan-
Fich (2004) also observed that such communication technologies appear to enhance 
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both the group and the individual thinking of the students that participated in them. In 
Wilhelm et al ‘s (2003) qualitative study, 10 students who had participated in 
asynchronous online discussions during a nursing course in the US, were interviewed 
on their experience and how much they thought the particular online learning 
experience involved developing communication, collaboration and, social skills 
among students. Participants thought that being exposed to multiple perspectives at 
the same time without being inhibited by FTF communication made them more 
reflective about their responses. Heckman and Annabi (2005) did a content analytic 
comparison of eight case study discussions, four face-to-face and four online, of a 
total sample of 120 senior students in a large university in the US. The study revealed 
that the online discussions were more interactive in nature, with student’s utterance 
being responses to other students, as opposed to FTF discussion where utterances 
were rather responses to the teacher. Moreover the transcripts of the asynchronous 
online discussions demonstrated cognitive process indicators of higher level e.g. 
more critical comments, due to the participants being more careful and far more 
reflective about their responses.  
 
The foregoing studies are all examples of research on online discussion, as a mode 
of learning or teaching in educational curricula, and they, therefore, have to be 
viewed with caution due to their focus being somewhat different to that of the present 
study. Their findings are however indicative of the nature of the postings in online 
discussions being highly reflective, something that constituted one of the justifications 
behind their use for the present study. 
 
The time that the online discussion occurs is also a factor influencing disclosure. 
Non-real time groups may lead to more reflective, considered and extensive 
responses, since participants can take time before answering (Mann and Stewart, 
2000b; Wilhelm et al, 2003; Meho, 2006; Thomas and Storr, 2000). Moreover, in 
Cartwright’s study (2000), the participants of the asynchronous online discussion 
appreciated the ability to review all prior comments and attend the flow of the 
discussion. Heckman and Annabi (2005), in their content analytic comparison of 
learning processes in asynchronous online and FTF discussions, reported an 
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interactive operation of continuing a thread in the former, while in FTF groups it was 
more about the instructor asking a question and the participants directly responding 
without any further interaction among themselves. The different amounts of time that 
participants might take to compose and edit their messages are, according to 
Thomas and Storr (2005), a “luxury” that is rarely presented in face-to-face situations 
where little time is allowed to reflect before answering. 
 
Furthermore authors highlight the positive features of team collegiality often sensed 
by online group participants based on the satisfaction of contributing information to a 
group, and having the sense of a team working towards the same goal (Akers, 2005; 
Cartwright, 2000). Team collegiality could, however, also lead to the group reaching a 
“false consensus”.  
 
Finally, online discussion groups can automatically be recorded and printed, 
something that was also considered when compared to the time consuming 
transcriptions of FTF groups (Cravener, 1999; Meho, 2006). Moreover, the recorded 
interactions of the first group (in the present study) were thought to offer some insight 
to instructional and content improvements for the second group (Goldman et al, 
2004; Thomas and Storr, 2005). 
 
According to Mann and Stewart (2000b), some qualitative researchers claim that 
online discussions would never allow the level of dialogue and “meaningful discourse” 
of a FTF context. The same authors however observe that the research focus should 
be the one that determines the kind of communication employed. Live spontaneous 
narration of face-to-face communication was contrasted to the active thinking and 
production of elaborated, written responses of online discussions. Rich, informative 
responses that reflect the actual thinking of the clinicians were the focus of the study, 
something which has led to the selection of the specific data collection method i.e. 
online discussions.  
 
Since the entire analytic process and content validity of the findings in this qualitative 
part of the study depended on the interaction between the participants, the sharing of 
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their views and the richness and depth of their answers, it was considered that 
discussions could potentially lead to: 
o A closer connection between the participants’ values, thoughts, and personal 
beliefs, due to being “naturalistic”, in the sense that they reflect everyday life 
situations. 
o Responses of the participants triggering more responses 
 
Online discussions, in specific, could lead to: 
o Responses that are well thought through before being posted 
o Data that are focused on the questions answered                        (Meho, 2006) 
        
 
Online Discussions: A “Hybrid” Mode of Communication 
Qualitative research records the description of people’s accounts of life, their 
experiences and, sense they make of the world they live in. Since the electronic 
communication is a new way of transmitting meanings through language it is 
appropriate to ask, whether e-communication is a new mode of communication with 
implications for data analysis. Mann and Stewart (2000b) suggest that the e-
communication used in asynchronous online discussions might be a new “hybrid” 
mode of communication. This language that has never existed before shows, 
according to the same authors, elements of both the written and the spoken 
language. In one view, e-language is typed, therefore written, but entails exchange of 
information that is informal and often rapid, as in spoken language. Transcripts of 
online discussions read as if they were spoken conversation.  
 
The same authors suggest that this form of communication could combine the 
negatives and positives of written and spoken language, and that this should be 
taken into consideration when deciding to use online discussions. The interpersonal 
involvement and interaction of an “oral” communication discussion, along with the 
elaboration and expansion that writing provides, should be carefully counterbalanced 
with a possible loss of spontaneity, the common misunderstanding, and the 
superficial coverage of the topic that stems from distancing the thought from the 
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speaker in an online discussion (Mann and Stewart, 2000b).  
 
Since the electronic dialogue is the base of communication for the participants, any 
para language, intonation or non-verbal features are absent (Mann and Stewart, 
2000b). Yet these e-words might be very well articulated and factual-based. This can 
lead to a better application of concepts to actual cases or events, and gives the 
participants an additional opportunity to reflect on their thoughts, revise, re-write and 
improve understanding of the topic under investigation (Akers, 2005; Thomas and 
Storr, 2005; Cartwright, 2000). Vygotsky, a language theorist, suggests that there is a 
strong association between thinking and writing. He claims that it is through the 
actual process of composing our thoughts that we come to understand, and that 
writing allows self- reflection (Thomas and Storr, 2005). That means that in cases 
where research participants would have to compose messages, they would have to 
reflect on the message’s content and potentially reach a better understanding of the 
topic they are writing about. Moreover, participants can see their own previous 
contributions to the conversations in text, something different from audio-taped FTF 
discussions, which can serve as an automatic “member checking” procedure. 
 
It becomes obvious that electronic communication becomes subject to the study’s 
objectives and context of use, participants’ literacy, linguistic skills and confidence, 
and instructor’s expertise (Mann and Stewart, 2000a; Mann and Stewart, 2000b). It 
was thought that for the present study, this mode of communication could be 
advantageous. The investigator sought to understand, through an interactive 
discussion, the perceptions occupational therapists have of the problems preterm 
children present within their school performance. In addition to the interactive element 
in any mode of discussion, it was decided that an online discussion would allow an 
enhanced understanding of what was said. This was attributed to the elaboration, 
clarification and justification that the pace of written messages, in online discussions, 
would permit.  
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What is WebCT? : Describing the Technical Infrastructure  
Software platforms such as WebCT, which are used to facilitate an environment for 
online discussions, are rapid evolutions of older computer- mediated systems or 
combinations of e-tools used, such as email or newsgroups (Arbaugh and Benbunan- 
Fich, 2004). 
 
WebCT is a program that was designed to create a web-based, e-learning 
environment and it is used as such, by many educational institutions around the 
world. It was originally developed by Dr. Murray Goldberg and a group of researchers 
at the Computer Science Faculty of the University of Columbia and, although it was 
primarily designed for the purpose of distance learning it was soon suggested that it 
could facilitate any other online engagement or interaction among participants for 
research purposes. The decision to select WebCT over other similar packages, such 
as Lotus Notes or Blackboard, to collect data in the present study, was based on 
favourable research on its user friendliness, and, also, the fact that it was not 
required from the participants to have any specific software other than a web browser 
such as Internet explorer or Netscape, loaded on their personal computers (Arbaugh 
and Benbunan- Fich, 2004; Kenny, 2005). WebCT was also available to the 
researcher from her employing institution, Queen Margaret University (QMU), in 
Edinburgh. WebCT is loaded onto a central server which, for the present study, the 
university’s network, and the participants were given the Universal Resource Locator 
(URL) address, which could be accessed by any computer with Internet. 
 
A great consideration, while designing the research WebCT site, was the technical 
infrastructure of the institution hosting the research. As Milstead and Nelson (1998) 
suggests, the computer competency of a university in this case must go beyond a 
“well- wired” campus into technical resources including software, support services 
and technical specialists who offer support to the research participants when they 
experience technical problems. QMU offered through its Centre of Academic Practice 
(CAP) a preparatory workshop to the instructor during the summer of 2005. This 
workshop involved the design of a WebCT environment as well as information on 
tracking and managing participants so that “unprompted interaction and discussion 
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were facilitated with a minimum intervention of the instructor” (Thomas and Storr, 
2005, pp170). Finally the CAP offered constant technical assistance to the 
participants, and assigned the usernames and passwords to all 13 participants so that 
the instructor remained ignorant of their identity, since anonymity was ensured as a 
principal ethical consideration. 
 
The role of the researcher/facilitators is detailed later in this chapter (“The role of the 
online discussions’ facilitator”). 
 
 
Functionality of WebCT 
As Kenny (2005) suggests, one of the most important issues when designing Internet 
research is to address methodological issues. As part of a mixed methodology study 
the online discussion groups were a qualitative, descriptive approach that was used 
to produce a rich, descriptive, comprehensive portrayal of group perceptions. 
 
This “rich and comprehensive portrayal” was believed to emerge from the dialogue 
between the participants, with the facilitation of the instructor, in the form of textual 
data. Qualitative data are, according to Mann and Stewart (2000a), textual data, 
whether they derive from interviews and FTF groups through recording and 
transcribing, or from online discussion that bypass the latter and offer a shorter way, 
with digital data that are readily accessible.  
 
Functionality of WebCT is implemented through features such as:  
o Content delivery: document posting and file sharing for the information and 
resource bank for the participants. 
o Communication: Synchronous (real-time chats) or asynchronous discussions; 
the latter which was of particular relevance to this study was a “closed area” with 
a multi-threaded discussion board where the participants could post their 
messages as responses to the topics under discussion or as responses to other 
participants thoughts so that interaction would be facilitated. 
o Evaluation: tools for the evaluation of the WebCT experience at the completion 
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of the discussions. WebCT offers the opportunity to conduct e-surveys, and this 
facility was used at the completion of the discussions to capture the views of the 
participants on the use of WebCT and the experience of participating in an online 
discussion. 
(Arbaugh and Benbunan-Fich, 2004; Kenny, 2005; Centre of Academic Practice, 2005) 
 
The WebCT Administrator created individual accounts for each participant. The 
individual’s account details were emailed directly to the participant by the WebCT 
Administrator (so that the facilitator was ignorant of the participants’ identity), and 
permitted restricted access to the specific site. All participants were provided with 
information sheets about the study, institutional contacts for further information, as 
well as, consent forms, which they had to complete prior to the discussions 
commencing. Participants were also sent detailed instructions about logging on and 
using WebCT and, a QMU relevant form on the etiquette of the online discussion (see 
Appendix III). Once the participants completed the necessary consent forms and 
entered the WebCT area, they received a welcoming message which encouraged 
them to introduce themselves, in case they wished to do so, to aid rapport. On the 
first day of the discussions, the first topic was available, and new discussion topics 
(three) were added each week thereafter. At the end of each week, a summary of the 
discussions was posted by the researcher, along with a message, which encouraged 
the participants to comment on the summary in case they wished to so.  
 
As stated before, of particular relevance to this study was WebCT’s option for an 
asynchronous discussion in a discussion board. The board designed for this study 
allowed messages to be posted which are visible to all who could use it (see Figure 
5).  
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Figure 5: WebCT Discussion Board 1 
 
Messages could include attached files, such as Word documents, pdf files, and 
graphics. The discussion topics represented the theme for the messages to be posted. 
Any comments or replies could then be read by all. Messages, i.e. the responses of 
the participants, were organised into “threads” as they were posted. The latter are 
strings of messages that follow from each other as replies to a preceding one. This is 
one of the most important features of WebCT since it permits a discussion to build. As 
Rafaeli (1988) suggests in Cartwright (2000), “ interactivity, as the exchange of 
messages based on the way preceding messages are related to even earlier ones, is 
essential for effective group work” (p.87) 
 
Moreover WebCT offers the opportunity for the researcher to review the log of the 
participants’ use e.g. number of hits or frequency of access, a fact that can provide 
useful information on the vicarious interaction during the analysis (Goldman et al, 
2004).  Anonymity was remained throughout this process, unless the participants had 
chosen to reveal their identity. 
 
 
Designing the WebCT Area 
The research area had a home page that used customised icons and banners to 
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reflect the focus of the study and to display the institutional logo (see Figure 6). The 
icons linked to the following: 
o A page detailing the research, which included the study’s title and the 
researcher’s and institution’s (WebCT administrator) contact details.  
o A multi-threaded discussion tool, where participants could post their messages 
as responses both to the researcher's questions and to other participants’ posts.  
o A “resources” area where the researcher/facilitator had posted e-material 
relevant to the study’s topics, such as articles and web links 
o A “WebCT help” page, which served as a continuous point of reference and 
included guidelines about the use of WebCT, expected etiquette for the 
discussion’s period, as well as a duplication of the information sent to the 
participants prior to the discussions 
 
 
Figure 6: Home Page of the Study’ s WebCT area 
 
 
Preparation of the Site and deciding upon an 
Asynchronous Mode of Online Discussion 
After the decision was made to deploy online discussion groups as a data collection 
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method that followed the questionnaires’ analysis, the researcher attended a part-
time six-week course that focused on the design and use of WebCT.  
 
The decision that had to be made following the course, and before the actual 
commencement of the discussions, was whether these would be synchronous or 
asynchronous. 
 
Synchronous discussion refers to communication that is immediate as it would be in a 
FTF situation. In synchronous or real time discussions, all participants are online at 
the same time, and transmission of messages is simultaneous. Participants can read 
the message as it is typed or once the “return” button is pressed and, can reply 
immediately upon its receipt (Milstead and Nelson, 1998; McConnell, 2000). It 
requires that all participants are online at a specific time (Kenny, 2005).  
 
In asynchronous, or “non-real time” discussions, there is no requirement for the 
participants to be online at the same time, since communication is achieved through 
posted messages which are archived in a folder, and can be opened or responded to, 
at the person’s convenient time and pace (Mann and Stewart, 2000b; Milstead and 
Nelson, 1998). 
 
There were a number of reasons that led to the asynchronous online discussions 
(AOD) of this study. The main reason behind the decision was the restricted flexibility 
of the real-time discussions. It was thought that it would be very difficult to find “ideal” 
times for the all clinicians that participated in this study. Each discussion lasted 
approximately one month, which was thought to be a relatively long period of time to 
keep a “strict” online meeting time. Providing participants with flexibility was thought 
to contribute to maintaining the initially planned number of participants, and reduce 
withdrawals from the groups (Milstead and Nelson, 2000; Kenny, 2005).  
 
Furthermore, the difficulty to compose messages while reading, and achieve a 
dialogue that is sequenced chronologically, makes synchronous conversation very 
often hard to follow. The “threads” of posted messages are lost, and the “written 
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discussion is, according to Mann and Stewart (2000b), non- linear. The distinction 
between replying and sending is blurred, and the actual interaction, as a main 
objective of a discourse, is endangered. The actual turn-taking of the written 
communication relies entirely on the author’s typing skills, with the ones who are 
most proficient actually “saying” most.  
 
Moreover AODs allow the participants the time to carefully read and re-read other’s 
comments, and reflect on their own before sending them. This pace leads to 
attending to the ordering of the messages, making sure that the scripts are 
understood, and producing more material and more reflective comments than is 
possible in a chat or a face-to-face discussion (Mann and Stewart, 2000b; Milstead 
and Nelson, 1998). Since the focus of the discussion groups was to investigate 
further the questionnaires’ findings and elaborate on the views stated in the open-
ended items, more detailed and “reflective” comments were sought. 
 
Despite logistical difficulties, and the important factor of time pressure for the 
completion of this thesis, a decision was made to have two independent discussion 
groups. As Kenny (2005) suggests, the number of discussions held, can influence the 
analysis of the data and the overall findings. As in Gilbert and Dabbagh study (2005), 
data analysis was both a group-by-group and a cross- group one so that potential 
diversity of views and comparisons could emerge. Lessons learned during the first 
group, led to some alterations in the way the second group was conducted e.g. more 
instructor participation, a fact that made the comparison of the two different data sets, 
necessary. 
  
 
Online Discussions and Ethical Considerations 
The ethical approval granted from the London Multi-Research Ethics Committee 
(MREC) prior to any data collection for the present study, was for the use of FTF 
discussion. The change of FTF to AODs led to the submission of a “Notice of 
Substantial Amendment” to the London MREC, in August 2005. All interested parties, 
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i.e. participants and their employing Trusts were also informed about the change. 
Following the ethical clearance from London MREC, all Research and Development 
Departments of the participants’ Trusts (NHS and Primary Care Trusts) were 
contacted for additional management approval. Specific forms of the Central Office of 
Research Ethics Committees (COREC) forms were completed and sent to the Trusts 
so that approval would be granted for their employees to participate in the online 
discussions.  
 
In addition to these procedures, an information package was posted to the 
participants who had completed and returned the questionnaires during the survey 
stage, and had agreed to participate in the discussion. This package included a 
covering letter outlining the purpose of the online discussions and the functionality of 
WebCT, a QMU “Conditions of Use” document, and a consent form for the potential 
use of the participants’, anonymous quotes in any published material in the future 
(Appendices II and III). The latter two had to be signed and returned to the researcher 
prior to the AODs.  
 
Until recently, few ethical guidelines have been available regarding Internet research 
with human participants. In the early 1990s, it was maintained by some that anything 
was “fair game” in Internet research (Gaiser, 1997, p. 136) as long as it was seen to 
be legal. Great consideration was given in the present study so that the online 
environment created for the collection of data was secure, confidential and safe.  
 
At QMU certain security measures are applied at different levels of the technical 
environment to ensure the “safety” of online postings. At the server level, the latest 
security patches are applied regularly, after compatibility testing, and anti-virus 
software updates are installed whenever a new signature is released. Encrypted 
passwords and data on the WebCT pages provide some confidence for the 
researcher that there will not be unwanted intrusion into the research area. The 
researcher was, consequently, able to reassure the participants of the security of the 
online environment. Another piece of information that the researcher shared with the 
participants related to the retention schedule of the institution. The latter relates to the 
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archiving and deletion policy for research data. At QMU, as in many other institutions, 
research data are kept for five years after the research has finished. The online 
discussion area created within WebCT will be retained for this period in the archive of 
the e-learning tool, which is kept off-site in a secure location.  
 
With regards to confidentiality, individual accounts, allowing access to a specific area 
within WebCT, ensured that only invited participants were taking part in the present 
study. Participants were offered the option of disguising their identities in the online 
discussions by using pseudonyms once a personal, password-protected account had 
been created for them. The account creation process provided opportunities for the 
researcher to screen participants in terms of the frequency of their participation, and 
the number of their postings (Stewart and Williams, 2005).  
 
Prior to the discussions, the participants were provided with guidelines about the 
types of postings that would or would not be acceptable (see Appendix III; 
“Conditions of Use”). This covered the content and language of the postings that 
would be appropriate for the discussions. Examples of unacceptable behaviours 
include harassment or bullying of participants, use of language which could lead to a 
complaint of discrimination on the grounds of sex, race or disability etc. In the case of 
the foregoing examples, participants were informed that their postings would be 
removed by the researcher.  
 
 
The Purpose of the Online Discussions: The Rationale 
behind the Inclusion of Certain Topics 
As previously stated, the online discussion groups were conducted after the 
administration, completion, collection and, analysis of the questionnaires. The 
discussion groups aimed at gaining information in addition to that from the analysis of 
the questionnaires, by enabling the people who had completed the questionnaires, 
and had volunteered for the next stage, to discuss various topics. The discussion 
groups were therefore also used to analyse further the questionnaires’ findings. 
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The process of selecting the research topics for the WebCT forum was a difficult one, 
since there were numerous issues deriving from the questionnaire analysis. Time 
constraints, along with the potential danger of participants’ contribution deteriorating 
after a period of time, led to the selection of four topics for the two groups. The 
expected duration of each group was approximately one month, i.e. one week for 
each topic. 
There were approximately 30 topics deriving from the analysis of the questionnaires, 
which were gradually reduced by grouping those into more general themes. The 
emerging themes for discussions were: 
o Difficulties of children born prematurely associated with school performance 
o Referral age and diagnosis 
o Previous OT intervention 
o Assessment procedures and OT Intervention strategies/ techniques 
o Justifying OT’s importance for this population 
o OT’s contribution to the development of children who were born preterm 
o Factors that inform OTs’ clinical decision-making when working with children 
who are born preterm and present with specific learning difficulties (SLD). 
  
The foregoing topics “fused” into the final four asynchronous online discussion topics, 
which can be found in Appendix V. 
 
 
Sampling Methods and the Selection of the Online 
Discussion Participants 
The participants of the two WebCT online discussions were recruited from the pool of 
the therapists who had, at a previous data collection of the study, completed and 
returned the questionnaire. According to the inclusion criteria mentioned before, 
these were paediatric occupational therapists that were employed in paediatric 
settings within the UK and were working with a paediatric population. Moreover since 
these were respondents who had completed the questionnaire, they were also 
working with children who were born prematurely and were attending mainstream 
schooling (filter item of the questionnaire). By completing the last section of the 
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questionnaire these clinicians automatically volunteered to participate, and provided 
their contact details so that the investigator could contact them after the analysis of 
the questionnaire. This recruitment practice is according to Krueger (1988) a standard 
one when the survey is not the only method of data collection. 
 
The process of contacting the participants, by emailing them, occurred at the same 
time as the decision to change the initially planned FTF groups to AODs was made. 
This information was included in the emails that were sent to them. Approximately 
fifty (50) participants who completed the questionnaire volunteered to participate in a 
discussion. Due to incorrect email addresses (notices of failure deliveries), or 
participants changing their opinion only seventeen of those responded. No additional 
emails were sent to the participants who did not reply to the initial ones, since it was 
decided that two groups were enough to serve the purpose of this study. This makes 
the final sampling, a mix between a purposive and convenience type. The final 
sample consisted of 13 participants due to a small number of drop-outs (4). This was 
mainly due to the Research and Development departments of the employing Trusts 
either not granting or delaying ethical approval for their employees to participate in 
the discussions. The final participants were consequently allocated into two groups of 
six and seven respectively.  
 
The decision upon the group size was a difficult one to make since there is limited 
literature on online size groups, or optimal participants- instructor ratio. In his study 
about contextual factors that affect asynchronous online learning, Arbaugh and 
Benbunan-Fich (2004) suggest that the group size- outcome relationship is 
curvilinear. This means that a certain number of participants are necessary for the 
groups to run; however, a group size beyond this specific number of participants 
could impede the discussion and make it difficult to facilitate. Similarly, it was thought 
that increasing the size of the participants’ groups could facilitate discussion to a point 
but adding participants beyond that point could reduce the depth of interaction and 
the ease of managing the group. The final decision to include six-seven participants 
in each group was based on the literature related to face-to-face groups, which 
supports this size of groups (DePoy & Gitlin, 1998; Kenny, 2005). Boshoff, Alant and 
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May (2005) suggest that face-to-face groups’ size could be used as guidance for the 
AODs, given the limited literature on online discussion groups. 
 
Care was taken to provide the participants with adequate information about the use of 
WebCT, so verbal (over the telephone) and written information was given. The initial 
invitation letter provided, as in the study of Kenny (2005), all specific details about the 
stage of the study while more forms were sent later (three to four weeks before the 
discussions commenced) explaining to participants how to log into WebCT, how to 
post  messages etc.  Moreover the participants were encouraged to read and post 
frequently during the four-week discussions, and were reminded that the principles of 
anonymity and confidentiality were to be applied (Thomas and Storr, 2005). The 
same forms also summarised the participants’ PC requirements as well as the 
participants’ conferencing skills requirements such as Word skills (McConnell, 2000). 
The consent forms were also sent at the same time. 
 
 
The Role of the Online Discussions’ Facilitator 
The role of the researcher as a facilitator of the online discussions was a major 
concern in the present study.  This concern related mostly to the fact there is limited 
literature which provided evidence about the instructor’s behaviour, and the extent to 
his/her participation can affect the process of collecting data via a virtual environment, 
such as WebCT. Most of the literature relates to the use of WebCT as platform where 
teaching and learning is facilitated. However, the facilitator’s behaviour in an online 
discussion which is part of a distance learning course relates, according to Arbaugh 
and Benbunan-Fich (2004), to the extent to which “quality interaction” (p.127) takes 
place among the participants. The facilitating role of the instructor might, according to 
Mann and Stewart (2000a) and Meho (2006), often determine how interactive the 
group will be. Since the maximisation of this “quality of interaction” was the 
discussions’ main purpose, some of this literature is presented here. 
 
According to Arbaugh and Benbunan-Fich (2004), there are two broad categories of 
pedagogies when using VLEs: instructivist and constructivist. The former is based on 
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one-way transmission of knowledge, whereas the latter relates to a more interactive 
mode of learning, “a communal experience in which knowledge is created through 
constructive dialogue and group discussion” (p.126). In the case of the latter, the 
participation or the engagement of the instructor is minimal, and facilitation is what 
constitutes his/her role. The approach adopted for the present study was one of 
minimal “intrusion” and postings, in order to allow an uninterrupted discussion and 
avoid introducing any bias. Another reason behind this decision was that the first 
online discussion, in particular, took place almost directly after the analysis of the 
questionnaires, something which would not allow the researcher enough “distance” 
from the survey findings and, subsequently, an objective stance. 
 
Participants were encouraged to log in frequently to keep updated with new postings. 
The researcher played both the role of moderator and facilitator and logged into the 
site a couple of times a day, kept regularly updated with the way the discussions were 
progressing, asked, when necessary, further questions, probed interesting areas of 
discussion, and ensured conversations did not go off-topic.  
 
 
Chapter synopsis and conclusion 
The following reasons, for deploying a survey, were identified: 
• New data available for analysis, that were not collected through any other route 
• Lack of centrally available data; central patient record systems not always 
available 
• Multiple records in different locations, or out-of-date/ incomplete records 
• Inaccessible records due to complex, ethical procedures 
• Data that can be related and paired with other methods to carry out a desired 
analysis (in this study, online discussions). 
 
The survey presented here is part of a large scale, nationwide survey, which aimed to 
describe how many occupational therapists are working with school children born 
prematurely, and in what type of paediatric settings. This was adopted to provide 
information on the extent of this paediatric population within occupational therapy 
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services, and to gauge whether it is a major concern area for the discipline. It was 
also believed to contribute to knowledge on how identifiable and accessible this 
population is. Moreover, the survey aimed to highlight the practices employed by 
occupational therapists when working with this population and what informs 
therapists’ everyday clinical decision making, given the limited literature on 
occupational therapy’s research in the field. It is believed that such a large-scale 
survey could be a precursor for future projects that would focus on specific outcome 
measures.  
 
The need for readily accessible information from large numbers of eligible participants 
was the overwhelming criterion of choice for a survey. Low cost in time and money 
was also an issue, since the study had to be completed within the constraints of a 
research degree. Guaranteed anonymity in postal questionnaires was another reason 
since this was highlighted as a main ethical consideration by the research ethics 
committees that reviewed the study' s protocol. Moreover, some of the 
questionnaire’s items required additional time to potentially retrieve information from 
patients’ files so as to achieve accuracy, something that postal questionnaires can 
allow. 
 
The identification of the questionnaire's topics, and the sequential procedure of 
breaking those down into actual questionnaire items (questions) were achieved by 
referring to the formulated objectives (all four of those). Most of the items were close-
ended (multiple response), but the opportunity was offered to the respondents to 
provide answers that did not appear in the predetermined lists (“other” option). Open- 
ended questions were also used but were kept to a minimum. The vast majority of the 
questionnaire items produced nominal data; two of the questionnaire items asked 
respondents to provide information relating to interval data. For the coding of multiple 
responses, a series of dichotomous variables was created on SPSS, whereas the 
coding of the open- ended items followed the process of content analysis for the 
quantification of the textual data before entering those onto SPSS. A specific software 
(PinPoint) was used to design the questionnaire resulting in more structured, 
professionally looking forms and enabling analysis.  
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Pre-testing (20 people) of the questionnaire ensured that necessary alterations on 
wording, sequence of items, answering format and, general layout of the 
questionnaire draft were made before it would be sent to a group of the target 
population for piloting. The latter took place during a study day of the National 
Association of Paediatric Occupational Therapists’ (NAPOT; currently known as 
CYPF) East Scotland Regional Group. 
 
A sampling frame and a recruitment avenue was offered by the National Association 
of Occupational Therapists (NAPOT), currently known as CYPF, due to the difficulty 
of “locating” every paediatric occupational therapist in the country (saturation survey). 
The Children, Young People and Families specialist section of the COT) constitutes 
the biggest network for occupational therapists with an interest in paediatrics in the 
UK, and has been used in the past in studies of a paediatric OT interest. The study 
was granted ethical approval by the London Multi- Research Ethics Committee 
(MREC) and the National Association of Paediatric Occupational Therapists (currently 
known as Children, Young People and Families specialist section of the COT).  
 
Online discussions, the second data collection stage of the current study, are a 
“permutation” of the traditional focus groups, which have been closely associated with 
qualitative research. Focus groups are “focused”, in the sense that they involve a 
certain collective activity, and they are distinguished from “group interviews” by the 
explicit use of “interaction” among participants Occupational therapists in the present 
study were viewed as part of their collegiate network thought to potentially assimilate 
a “real-world” debate group where clinical practice would be discussed. The 
discussion groups were thought to provide a forum for OTs’ “reflexive comment” for 
some of the issues covered in the questionnaire.  
 
The discussion groups were in that sense part of a triangulation process that used 
and compared data from two different methods. This triangulation process was not a 
“replication” procedure since the data produced from the different methods was not 
directly comparable. Instead, analysis of different data on the same topic was thought 
to help the researcher gain a deeper and better understanding of the phenomenon 
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under investigation, and not serve as a verification of the findings from the first stage.  
Deploying online discussions was thought to eliminate travelling, calling, and 
transcribing costs traditionally associated to FTF groups. Another consideration was 
the practical issue of bringing together people who are geographically dispersed. 
Moreover online discussions, which allow people to use computers that are located in 
their familiar environments create a “natural” research environment, which can 
minimize bias since people cannot see their co-participants’ physical cues or possible 
status differences such as race or gender. Online discussions are considered to 
create a permissive atmosphere that allows personal disclosure due to the anonymity 
ensured, and the distance that the cyberspace offer, and with an opportunity for the 
researcher to obtain reflective, well considered responses, since participants can take 
time before answering. 
 
WebCT was the web-based, virtual learning environment employed for data collection 
during the discussions. The decision to select WebCT over other similar packages 
was based on favourable research on its user friendliness, and the fact that it was not 
required from the participants to have any specific software to use it. Of particular 
relevance to this study was WebCT’s functional option for an asynchronous 
discussion in a discussion board. The board designed for this study allowed 
messages to be posted which are visible to all participants. The former are organised 
into “threads” which permit discussion to build. As these messages are archived in a 
folder, allowing flexibility for the participants to read and compose messages at their 
own time and pace, there was no requirement for the participants to be online at the 
same time. 
 
The ethical approval for the conduction of the two asynchronous online discussions, 
was granted from the London Multi-Research Ethics Committee (MREC) as well as 
all Research and Development Departments of the participants’ Trusts (NHS and 
Primary Care Trusts). Ethical considerations relating to safety, security and 
confidentiality of the online environment were addressed by:  
z Queen Margaret University applying regularly updated security patches and anti-
virus software 
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z Encrypted passwords 
z A specific retention schedule relating to the archiving and deletion policy for 
research data 
z Individual accounts ensuring that only invited participants were taking part in the 
present study.  
 
A mix between purposive and convenience sampling was applied for the online 
discussions. Approximately fifty (50) participants who completed the questionnaire 
volunteered to participate in a discussion, and were subsequently emailed. The final 
sample consisted of 13 participants who were consequently allocated into two groups 
of six and seven. Literature on face-to-face groups’ size served as a guide for the 
AODs, in light of limited literature on the former.  
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CHAPTER XI: SURVEY FINDINGS 
  
An Introduction 
The following chapter summarises the findings deriving from the analysis of the 
questionnaires, i.e. the first data collection stage, a UK- based survey. The survey 
purpose was to document the number and category of paediatric occupational 
therapists (OTs) who work with preterm children who attend mainstream schools and 
present with Specific Learning Difficulties. Moreover, the survey attempted to capture 
the views of these therapists in relation to what constitutes the nature of the 
difficulties these children present with, both in term of specific developmental 
components as well as in areas of academic performance. Finally, the survey aimed 
to explore the main factors reported to inform paediatric OTs’ clinical thinking and 
their decision making in everyday practice as well as the latters’ views on what 
constitutes the importance of OT in EI services. In this respect the following analysis 
addresses all objectives of this study. 
 
The first step of the questionnaire analysis involved the presentation of descriptive 
information. More advanced statistical procedures were used to explore potential 
associations between the questionnaire’s items. In this second part of the 
questionnaire analysis, the survey data were examined for potential associations, i.e. 
strength of relationship, between certain variables. Although the purpose of the 
survey was primarily descriptive, it was thought that testing associations such as the 
one between assessment methods and children’s referral age or, between the 
participants’ length of experience and their views on clinical decision-making, could, 
potentially, reveal findings that could offer ground for more discussion. 
 
These associations did not form a priori hypotheses that would be tested in order to 
show any kind of directional or causal relationship between variables. Chi square tests 
were performed to detect if an association between two variables exists. Significance 
was accepted at p≤ 0.05. Strength of association was then tested with the use of the 
Phi and Eta coefficients. Given the level of the measurement, being in the majority of 
the questionnaire items categorical, the Phi coefficient and its associated significance 
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value were used in order to determine the presence of associations between 
categorical, binary variables e.g. association between theoretical framework for 
intervention and type of difficulties the client group (children) present with. The Eta 
coefficient is used when one variable has data on the nominal scale level, and another 
variable has numerical data (Ekstrand, 2005), e.g. factors influencing intervention and 
number of years of experience in paediatric OT services. Over 100 potential 
associations were formulated during the initial stage of cross-referencing variables, 
forming all possible combinations between the questionnaire variables. This number 
was then reduced to 34 relationships that could produce meaningful findings, and 
relate to the study’ s objectives. For example, relating the employment site and 
children’s referral age was thought not to be an association of interest. This led to 
many statistical tests that eventually revealed 27 significant associations. These were 
grouped under categories similar to the topics from the descriptive stage of the 
statistical analysis of the questionnaires, and the study' s objectives, and are 
presented in this chapter. 
 
After entering the survey data into the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, 
version 15.0), consideration was given as to how the open-ended items of the 
questionnaire and the participants’ responses should be treated. Open-ended, 
qualitative responses were quantified through the process of content analysis. 
According to Pullman, McGuire and Cleveland (2005), this analysis allows the 
researcher to categorise the written or transcribed material into themes and topics, by 
counting the frequency of certain words. This process was followed for the open-
ended items of the questionnaire that were then entered into the SPSS as separate 
variables. The following section describes in more detail the process of content 
analysis employed. 
 
 
The Process of Content Analysis: Converting Text into 
Quantitative Data 
The questionnaire consisted of 28 close-ended, predominantly, multiple-response 
format items. However, there were seven input areas provided, in which the 
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respondents had the opportunity to give an open-ended, textual response (see 
Questionnaire; Appendix I).  Participants could in this way provide their own 
perceptions with no limitations, such as the guiding bias of a predetermined selection 
list (Pullman, McGuire and Cleveland, 2005). Moreover, open-ended input was 
requested in questions where literature was not adequate to inform a predetermined 
list of responses.  
 
The process of content analysis was utilised for quantifying the open-ended items of 
the questionnaire. According to Krippendorf (2004), categorising textual units and 
producing frequencies as a result of counting the individual times a theme (word or 
phrase) occurs, is the “most elementary form of measurement” (p.87). The process of 
content analysis deployed for these seven items did not aim to draw any inferences 
from the data, search for interpretations of the qualitative textual data, or, seek direct 
answers in relation to the initially formulated research questions. Content analysis 
employed in this study had a purely descriptive and operational purpose: descriptive, 
in that it sought to categorise the unedited text into themes and categories, and 
operational, in that it converted text into quantitative data that was entered into SPSS 
for more, statistical, analysis.  
 
The process of content analysis started with reading and familiarising with the word 
usage and most common vocabulary of the texts. This led to the development of a 
few prominent categories, and continued with reading the material several times. In 
this fashion synonyms were sought belonging to these categories or new instances 
would be captured that would form new categories. The analytical process would be 
completed by counting and summing up the number each word/phrase occurred that 
belonged to the same category (Krippendorf, 2004; see Figure 7). 
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A similar process is described by Pullman, McGuire and Cleveland (2005) who also 
stress the importance of a “dictionary”, created by the analyst that relates words 
and/or phrases and fuses those into categories. As an illustration of theme creation 
and categorisation, the above process is presented for one of the questionnaire’s 
items (Item 2.6) in Appendix IV. 
 
With regards to the exploration of the “other” responses, this was further analysed 
with the use of content analysis only when participants would specify what this “other” 
item would represent, and only if the responses of the participants would allow for 
grouping and summing. 
 
 
Descriptive Information deriving from 
the Questionnaire Analysis 
 
Demographic Information 
One thousand (1000) questionnaires were distributed by the National Association of 
Paediatric Occupational Therapists (NAPOT; currently known as CYPF), with this 
Initial reading; 
familiarising with words
More reading, 
common words, 
first categories 
Looking for 
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additional words 
h
Figure 7: Content Analysis 
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reflecting the total membership of the association in spring of 2004. Of these 1000 
questionnaires, 353 valid questionnaires were completed and returned. It was not 
possible to issue reminder letters via NAPOT, however, the present response rate 
(35.3%) compares favourably with other studies (see Chapter XIII: “Demographics: 
Survey and Online Discussions”), which have deployed a similar methodology i.e. 
postal survey. The response rate was however lower than that of some other studies 
via NAPOT (see Chapter XIII: “Demographics: Survey and Online Discussions”). This 
could be attributed to the fact that NAPOT, currently CYPF, could not send out 
reminder letters for the present study (see “Limitations of the Study” in Chapter XIII). 
Three hundred and thirty-five participants (332), i.e. 94.3% of the respondents, were 
working as paediatric occupational therapists at the time of the survey. 
 
Participant demographic information included gender, year of graduation, length of 
experience as a paediatric OT (in total), employment setting and years of 
employment in the specific site and, finally, two filter questions that led to the final 
group of participants. This final group consisted of the paediatric occupational 
therapists who worked with the paediatric population of interest i.e. children who 
present with specific learning difficulties (SLD) and were born preterm. The following 
table summarises this demographic information. 
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Table 11: Survey Participants Demographic Information  
Questionnaire items Responses % N 
Paediatric OT status “yes” 
“no” 
94.3 
5.7 
332 
20 
Graduation year Mean: 1981.1 (SD:9.645); Median: 1991 
 Range: 1963-2004 
 
Years in paediatric OT Mean: 9.3 (SD:6.7); Median: 8; Range: 0-32 years  
Gender “female” 
“male” 
non response 
97.5 
2.5 
317 
8 
10 
Employment site “NHS” 
“education/school” 
“social services” 
“private practice” 
“voluntary agency” 
“other” 
67.9 
13 
12.3 
7.7 
0.9 
9.3 
220 
42 
40 
25 
3 
30 
Years in current  
Employment 
Mean: 5.5 (SD:5.2); Median:4;  
Range: 0-30 years 
-  
Working with  
mainstream school  
children with SLD 
“yes” 
“no” 
non response 
66.3 
33.7 
216 
110 
    9 
Working with mainstream  
school, preterm children 
 with SLD4 
 
“yes” 
“no” 
  
87.7 
12.3 
1925 
27 
 
As can be seen in Table 11 the number of responses (N) varied for different items of 
the questionnaires. The number of participants who responded to the “gender” 
questionnaire item (N=325) was lower that the number of those who completed the 
questionnaire item relating to whether they were paediatric OTs (N=335). This is also 
true for the questionnaire recipients were not paediatric OTs, which means that they 
stopped the completion of the questionnaire after the first item, but still returned the 
questionnaire. It would appear that the number of the participants who completed the 
item relating to their employment site the time of the survey was higher (N=360) than 
those who completed the paediatric status item, however, some of them worked in 
more than one setting e.g. education and private practice, and ticked more than one 
                                                 
4  Of the 216 who answered “yes” to the previous questionnaire item 
5 192 is the final number of valid responses, and represents the questionnaire respondents 
who answered “yes” to the two filter questionnaire items i.e. OTs who work with 
mainstream school children who were born preterm and present with SLD 
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questionnaire items. The final number of the respondents who completed all 
questionnaire items was lower (N=192) than the initial number of the returned 
questionnaires (N=353), as a result of including the two filter questions i.e. “Do you 
work with children that attend mainstream schools and present with SLD” and “Are 
you working with children that attend mainstream school children, who present with 
SLD and were born preterm”. 
 
As can be seen in Table 11, the vast majority (97.5%) of the participants were female. 
The average length of time since graduation was 15 years and the average time 
spent in paediatric OT services was approximately nine years, at the time of the 
completion of the questionnaire. A wide range of experience was observed, in terms 
of the length of time since graduation and period-working in paediatric OT services 
(41 and 32 years respectively) (see Figures 8 and 9). The number of responses in all 
figures represents, the each time, valid number of responses to each questionnaire 
item. 
 
 
 
The average length of time in the therapists’ employment site at the time of the 
completion of the questionnaire was 5.5 years (SD=5.24) with these employment 
sites being in the majority, NHS sites (see Figure 10).  
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Figure 10: Survey respondents’ employment sites (n=324) 
 
Two hundred and sixteen respondents, i.e. 66.3% of the paediatric OTs who 
completed and returned the questionnaires, reported working with children that 
attended mainstream schooling and presented with some kind of SLD. Of those, 
87.7% reported that these children were also born prematurely. This led to the final 
number of the respondents (N=192) who completed all items of the questionnaire. 
This means that more than half (57.3%) of the 335 OTs who were NAPOT members 
and returned the questionnaire were at the time of its completion working with the 
target population of this study. 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 11: Final number of  
survey respondents 
 
 
 
Questionnaire respondents 
(N=353) 
Paediatric OTs (N=335) 
Respondents working with 
mainstream school children 
with SLD (N=216) 
Respondents working with 
mainstream school children 
with SLD, born preterm 
(N=192)
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Difficulties of Preterm Children in 
Skills and Performance Areas 
The findings which appear in this section relate directly to the first objective of the 
study i.e. documenting the problems/ difficulties healthy children who were born 
prematurely present within their school performance as reported by occupational 
therapists (see Chapter I: Prolegomenon) 
 
None of the 192 participants suggested a type of difficulty that preterm children with 
SLD present, other than those in the questionnaire i.e. sensorimotor, perceptual, 
visuomotor, cognitive, attentional or behavioural. The responses added by the 
participants who ticked the “other” item of the questionnaire overlapped with those 
provided in the relevant multi-response questionnaire item. Participants’ responses in 
relation to the difficulties that these children present with can be found in the following 
table (Table 12). It has to be stressed that as most of the items relating to the 
children’s difficulties were of a multi-response format, respondents could tick more 
than one type of difficulties. This is why the number of responses in the third column 
does not reflect the number of respondents (N=192).  
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Table 12: Preterm children' difficulties according to the survey respondents (n=192) 
Questionnaire item Responses %6 N 
Presence of the listed difficulties “yes” 
“no” 
100 
0 
183 
0 
Most common difficulties children 
 with SLD, born preterm, present  
with 
“sensorimotor” 
“attentional” 
“perceptual” 
“visuomotor” 
“behavioural” 
“cognitive” 
“other” 
86.2 
85.6 
75.1 
74.6 
45.3 
42 
17.1 
156 
155 
136 
135 
82 
76 
31 
Difficulties most commonly  
affecting school 
“attentional” 
“visuomotor” 
“sensorimotor” 
“perceptual” 
“cognitive” 
“behavioural” 
“other” 
89.5 
69.4 
68.5 
62.8 
40.9 
40.9 
3.9 
162 
125 
124 
113 
74 
74 
7 
Affected school areas in children  
with SLD, born preterm 
“writing” 
“reading” 
“maths” 
“motivation” 
“effort” 
“other” 
93.3 
65 
65 
58.9 
53.3 
16.8 
168 
117 
117 
106 
96 
30 
Are the difficulties of children who  
present with SLD and were born  
preterm in any way different to those
 of full-term children with SLD? 
“unable to comment” 
“yes” 
“no” 
52.8 
29.4 
17.8 
95 
53 
32 
If you answered “yes” to the  
foregoing question, what are these 
differences? 
“sensorimotor” 
“general” 
“perceptual” 
“attention” 
“severity” 
“psychosocial” 
“cognitive” 
“language” 
43.5 
34.8 
34.8 
30.4 
13.0 
13.0 
13.0 
4.3 
20 
16 
16 
14 
6 
6 
6 
2 
 
 
All categories reached a high frequency, with sensorimotor and attentional problems 
being the predominant ones (see Table 12). Perceptual and visuomotor difficulties 
followed. A visual representation of the difficulties that OTs perceived to be the most 
common amongst these children can be seen in the following figure (Figure 12). 
                                                 
6 Percentage (%) of the, for each questionnaire item, total number of valid responses; the 
latter was the denominator for the percentages calculations; this applies to all tables that 
follow 
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Figure 12: Most common difficulty identified by paediatric OTs to inhibit skills 
acquisition among mainstream school children who were born preterm and present 
with SLD 
 
Attentional difficulties were thought to be the main difficulties associated with poor 
school performance. 
  
When asked to report in what areas of academic performance “healthy” preterm 
children presented most problems with, the vast majority of the respondents 
highlighted writing. Reading and maths followed in equal frequency i.e. 65% (see 
Table 12 and Figure 13).  
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Figure 13: The presenting problems, identified by paediatric OTs, in areas of school 
performance among preterm children who attend mainstream schools 
 
Finally, when asked whether there were any differences in the type and/or the 
severity of the difficulties preterm children with SLD have when compared to full-term 
children with SLD, the majority of the participants were unable to comment (see Table 
12). However 29.4% of the participants (N=53) thought that there were distinct 
differences in the presenting problems of these two groups. These differences were 
reported in open-ended format (item 2.6 of the questionnaire). Open-ended data were 
then “quantified”. Following the content analytical process described earlier, 
categories emerged that were then entered into SPSS as separate variables. 
 
The categories emerging from this process included: differences of “sensorimotor”, 
“attentional”, “perceptual”, “cognitive”, “language” or “psychosocial” nature, in terms of 
being more frequent in the preterm group; more medical issues, a higher comorbidity 
of SLD with other conditions, and an overall poorer developmental picture or physical 
condition, came under the category label “general”7; a higher severity in all types of 
difficulties requiring more intense intervention, and a slower progress observed came 
under the category label “severity”8 (Table 12; Figure 14) 
                                                 
7 “General”: The term refers to overall physical development and medical issues (see Appendix IV) 
8 “Severity”: The term refers to greater extent of co morbidity with other conditions (Appendix IV) 
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Figure 14: Differences in the types of difficulties between preterm and full-term 
children presenting with SLD 
  
When exploring the relationship between the difficulties that preterm children present 
with, and their referral age, a positive correlation was revealed, specifically between 
visuomotor problems and the age band of six to eight years. Moreover some of the 
difficulties reported by the respondents as common among these children, correlated 
to certain aspects of school performance. More specifically, reading and mathematics 
appeared to associate rather with cognitive difficulties (see Table 13). 
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Table 13: Association between types of difficulties and other questionnaire variables 
 
 
Referral, Diagnoses & Previous Interventions 
Findings in this section are related directly to the third and fourth part of the 
questionnaire; albeit not directly related to one of the four study objectives. This was 
believed to provide useful information referral patterns, continuity of services etc. 
Findings that relate to the process of referring preterm children with school problems 
to the occupational therapy departments, the types of diagnoses, and the information 
on any interventions they had received prior to seeing an occupational therapist at a 
school age can be seen in Table 14. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Associations χ2 df P Phi 
Kind of difficulties preterm children present with  
(visuomotor) and referral age (6-8 years) 
7.717 1 0.005 0.206 
School areas preterm children present problems with  
(reading) and  kind of difficulties preterm children present 
with (cognitive) 
5.281 1 0.026 0.171 
School areas preterm children present problems with 
(mathematics) and kind of difficulties preterm children  
present with (cognitive) 
10.556 1 0.001 0.242 
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Table 14: Referrals to OT, diagnoses and previous interventions of children with SLD 
born preterm 
Questionnaire item Response % 
 
N 
 
Who refers the children to the OT  
Services? 
 
 
“community paediatrician” 
“school doctor” 
“school/nursery teacher” 
“GP” 
“health visitor/community medical” 
“educational psychologist” 
“parents/self-referral” 
“other OT” 
“other” 
 
85.4 
43.8 
36.2 
30.6 
24.9 
24.9 
16.8 
11.4 
17.3 
 
 
158 
81 
67 
56 
46 
46 
31 
21 
32 
 
At what age are the children  
mostly referred? 
“6-8 ys” 
“under 5 ys” 
“9-10 ys” 
“above 11 ys” 
“other” 
85 
32.3 
18.2 
5.9 
3.2 
159 
60 
34 
11 
6 
Do the children come to the  
OT service with a diagnosis? 
“sometimes” 
“no” 
“yes” 
81.3 
12.3 
6.4 
152 
23 
12 
What is the most common type  
of diagnosis? 
“DCD” 
“Writing difficulty” 
“ADHD” 
“Dyslexia” 
“Dyscalculia” 
“Other” 
92.1 
83.6 
64.8 
34.5 
12.1 
19.4 
152 
138 
107 
57 
20 
32 
Consistency in the use of  
terminology by health professionals
“not so consistent” 
“not at all consistent” 
“quite consistent” 
“unable to comment” 
“very consistent” 
45.7 
31.7 
18.3 
4.3 
0 
85 
59 
34 
8 
0 
Percentage of children that has  
had previous OT intervention 
<0-25%> 
<not known> 
<25-50%> 
<50-75%> 
<Over 75%> 
44.5 
41.4 
9.9 
3.3 
1.1 
81 
75 
18 
6 
2 
Mode of previous intervention “not known” 
“intervals” 
“follow-ups” 
“systematic continuous intervention” 
“other” 
46.5 
27.6 
19.4 
4.7 
8.8 
79 
47 
33 
8 
15 
Reasons for previous intervention “sensorimotor” 
“not known” 
“perceptual” 
“attention” 
“cognitive” 
“behaviour” 
“other” 
45.9 
45.3 
25.3 
20 
11.2 
7.6 
15.3 
78 
77 
43 
34 
19 
13 
26 
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The differences in the absolute N value between rows in the above table relate to the 
majority of the questionnaire items having a multi-response format. does not always 
equal the number of participants i.e. 192, nor do frequencies in percentages always a 
total 100%. 
 
Community paediatricians were reported as the main detection point and referral 
source to OT departments, by most of the respondents. Other medical staff followed 
such as the school doctor, general practitioners or community doctors. School/ 
nursery teachers were also selected by many respondents (Figure 159). 
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Figure 15: Agents that refer preterm children with SLD to OT services 
 
Moreover the age between 6-8years (the age when most mainstream school children 
attend P2-P4) was identified as the most common referral age to OT departments, 
followed by much lower frequencies for all other age bands (Table 14). Children were 
thought to only “sometimes” arrive to OT services for assessment while having 
already being diagnosed with a SLD in the past. Developmental Coordination 
Disorder (DCD) was the main diagnosis identified by the participants who responded 
                                                 
9 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th column represent values: “school/nursery teacher”; “other OT”; “school 
doctor”;  “GP” respectively 
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“yes” or “sometimes” to the item of whether children come to OT departments with a 
specific diagnosis regarding SLD. Writing difficulties, as a diagnostic label, followed. 
The different types of diagnoses are presented in Figure 16. Terminology used by 
different health professionals with regards to SLD diagnoses is, according to the 
majority of the participants (45.7%), “not so consistent” (see Table 14). 
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Figure 16: Common SLD when children are referred to OT services 
 
An overall uncertainty characterised the responses of the participants when they were 
asked about various aspects of previous OT intervention (Table 14). Over 40% 
(second highest value) of the respondents did not know whether these children had 
any past intervention. The majority (highest value) ignored the type of intervention 
e.g. follow-up intervention or continuous intervention. Many of the respondents who 
were aware of previous OT intervention were ignorant of the reasons for this (45.3%). 
The difficulties that constituted the background of the children’s referral, when these 
were known, are highlighted in Figure 17. Sensorimotor was the most common type 
(45.9%). 
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It is important to stress that the foregoing information stemmed from participants' 
perceptions. It remains unknown, whether the respondents referred to departmental 
notes to complete the questionnaire items or they answered from memory. This is 
discussed as a limitation of the present study in the relevant section of Chapter XIII 
(“Limitations of the Study”).  
 
When testing for possible associations between the age of referral and the types of 
diagnoses children have at the time of referral, relationships emerged in relation to 
dyslexia. Dyslexia presented a positive correlation to the “9 to 10 years” age group. 
This could mean that a diagnosis of dyslexia is more likely to be associated with 
referral at the age of nine to 10 years (Table 15). 
 
Table 15: Referral age and type of diagnosis associations 
Associations  
χ2 
 
df 
 
P 
 
PHI 
Type of diagnosis (dyslexia) and referral age (9-10 years) 6.061 1 0.022 0.192 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Type of difficulties leading to previous OT intervention 
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Assessment 
The findings in this section are directly related to the second objective of the study i.e. 
exploring assessment procedures, treatment principles and, specific practices that 
are employed by occupational therapists while working with these children (see 
Chapter I: Prolegomenon). The analysis of the questionnaire section, which sought 
information relating to the methods employed by OTs when assessing the special 
needs of this population, did not reveal one favoured method. Interviews, 
standardised instruments and non-structured observations reached similar 
frequencies, followed by own developed assessments and structured observations. 
Again, in this section of the questionnaire most items were of a multi-response 
format, and respondents could tick more than one answer. Information in the third 
column represents the percentage of respondents ticking this option (see Table 16). 
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Table 16: Assessment procedures used by OTs when working with mainstream 
school children that present with SLD, who were born preterm (N=192) 
Questionnaire item Responses % N 
Most common assessment  
methods used 
“non-standardised, clinical observations” 
“interviewing parents” 
“standardised tests” 
“structured observations” 
“own developed assessments” 
“other” 
95.2 
95.2 
91.9 
69.4 
42.5 
17.7 
177 
177 
171 
129 
79 
33 
Most common standardised  
tools used 
VMI 
ABC 
TVPS 
Sensory Profile 
MVPT 
DTVP 
Bruinicks 
Peabody 
PEDI 
TVMS 
“other” 
89.3 
89.3 
55.6 
32.5 
30.8 
15.4 
10.7 
7.1 
3.6 
3.0 
42 
151 
151 
94 
55 
52 
26 
18 
12 
6 
5 
71 
Most common general  
performance areas assessed 
“school tasks” 
“Activities of Daily Living” 
“play/recreation” 
“other” 
94.6 
93.5 
71.5 
7.5 
176 
174 
133 
14 
Most common school-associated 
skills assessed 
“Motor” 
“Visual-perceptual” 
“Sensory” 
“Psychosocial” 
“Cognitive” 
“other” 
98.4 
86.6 
81.2 
30.1 
26.9 
5.4 
183 
161 
151 
56 
50 
10 
Most common school performance
areas assessed 
“Writing” 
“Reading” 
“Numeracy” 
“other” 
97.3 
25.9 
16.8 
33.5 
180 
48 
31 
62 
Most common sources where  
information about the child is  
sought 
“Parents’ records” 
“Medical records” 
“School records” 
“other” 
97.3 
81.3 
80.2 
36.9 
182 
152 
150 
69 
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When participants were asked, as part of an open ended item, to report the 
standardised assessments they used, an arsenal of tools emerged. This was an 
open-ended item of the questionnaire. Following the content analytical and 
quantification process described previously, the first three instruments, e.i. VMI, ABC 
and TVPS, were found to be the most popular standardised assessments amongst 
OTs when assessing the difficulties of preterm children with SLD (see Table 16 and 
Figure 18). 
 
Figure 18: Most common standardised paediatric OT assessment tools used by 
OTs when assessing the needs of children born preterm 
 
When reporting the areas that OT assessment focuses, Activities of Daily Living 
(ADL) and performance at school (“school tasks”) emerged as the most common, 
represented by similar frequencies (93.5% and 94.6% respectively). Play and 
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recreation followed (Table 16). Given the focus of the present study on SLD, 
participants were asked to identify which facets of the academic curriculum were at 
the centre of the assessment procedure. Writing was recognised once more as the 
main area, by 97.3% of the respondents. Motor, sensory and visual-perceptual skills 
were of a particular interest when assessing specific performance components. The 
focus of the occupational therapists’ assessment is depicted in Figures 19 and 20. 
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Finally, a variety of sources were identified by the therapists, when collecting 
 
Figure 19: Academic performance areas at the centre of OT assessment 
 
Figure 20: Specific performance components (skills) and OT assessment 
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information about their patients. The option most frequently selected was “parents 
records” (97.3%), followed by medical and school records (81.3 and 80.2% 
respectively). Again, respondents could select more than one option. No one 
information source was noted by all therapists (Table 16). 
 
Procedures that are followed by OTs when assessing preterm children were a major 
focus in this study. In the second part of the statistical analysis, and after recording 
what these procedures were, assessment types were tested for associations with 
other questionnaire variables, such as the age of the child at the time of the referral. 
 
Writing was found to positively correlate to interviewing, reaching a 0.015 significance 
level. The associations between assessing numeracy skills and, conducting a 
standardised assessment or a structured observation were also significant (p=0.047 
and p=0.002 respectively). Specific standardised assessment tools were found to 
positively correlate to specific developmental skills. The assessment of sensory and 
psychosocial skills was found to associate with the Sensory Profile (p=0.042 and 
p=0.001 respectively), while the assessment of visual-perceptual skills to the Test of 
Visual Perceptual Skills (TVPS) (p=0.023) (Table 17).  
 
Finally, certain assessment procedures appeared to positively correlate to certain 
theoretical approaches used by the therapists when designing intervention programs 
for preterm children with SLD. More specifically, clinical observations as an 
assessment method was found to associate with the theoretical framework of 
Sensory Integration (p=0.007) (Table 17). 
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Table 17: Association between types of assessments used when working with mainstream 
school children who are born preterm and present with SLD, and other questionnaire 
variables 
 
 
Occupational Therapy Intervention and Clinical Decision-
Making 
The findings in this section relate directly to second, third and fourth objectives of the 
study i.e.“ exploring assessment procedures, treatment principles and, specific 
practices that are employed by occupational therapists while working with these 
children”; “ exploring occupational therapists’ professional judgements on the clinical 
significance of occupational therapy intervention for the above population; and “ 
investigating how occupational therapists (OTs) come to make certain decisions when 
clinical outcome data may be lacking”. 
    
Again, in this section of the questionnaire most items were of a multi-response 
format, and respondents could tick more than one answer. Information in the third 
Associations χ2 Df P Phi Eta 
Assessing school tasks (writing) and  type of assessment  
method (interviewing) favoured 
10.827 1 0.015 0.245 - 
Assessing school tasks (numeracy) and  type of  
assessment method (standardised) favoured 
4.496 1 0.047 0.158 - 
Assessing school tasks (numeracy) and  type of  
assessment method (structured observations) favoured 
9.630 1 0.002 0.231 - 
Assessing developmental skills (sensory) and use of  
tests (Sensory Profile) 
4.693 1 0.042 0.167 - 
Assessing developmental skills (visual-perceptual skills)  
and use of tests (TVPS) 
5.405 1 0.023 0.179 - 
Assessing developmental skills (psychosocial) and  
use of tests (Sensory Profile) 
11.067 1 0.001 0.257 - 
Years in paediatric OT and type of assessment  
(own developed) favoured 
50.210 39 0.059 - 0.520 
Assessment method (clinical observations) and theory  
(SI) favoured 
9.280 1 0.007 0.232 - 
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column represents the percentage of respondents ticking this option. The findings are 
summarised in Table 18. 
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Table 18: Theoretical framework of intervention, importance of OT intervention, 
contribution of OT in EI services for children born preterm, and factors informing 
therapists’ clinical decision making 
Questionnaire item Responses % N (=192) 
Theoretical frameworks informing  
Practice 
“Sensory Integration” 
“Neurodevelopmental Theory” 
“Perceptual/sensorimotor” 
“Developmental” 
“Occupational performance” 
“Compensatory” 
“other” 
75.3 
24.7 
21.8 
16.7 
14.9 
6.9 
27.6 
131 
43 
38 
29 
26 
12 
48 
Do differences exist when providing  
intervention for preterm children with 
 SLD and full-term children with SLD? 
“no” 
“unable to comment” 
“yes” 
77.7 
12.0 
10.3 
143 
22 
19 
Do differences exist when setting goals 
for preterm children with SLD, and  
full-term children with SLD? 
“no” 
“unable to comment” 
“yes” 
78.2 
12.8 
8.9 
140 
23 
6 
Is OT intervention for the population of 
 mainstream school children who were 
 born preterm and present with SLD  
of value? 
“yes” 
“unable to comment” 
“no” 
89.5 
7.0 
3.5 
153 
12 
6 
Respondents who provided justification 
for the previous response  
(answered “yes” to the previous item) 
Justification” 
“No justification” 
83.7 
15.7 
128 
24 
What constitutes the importance of OT 
intervention for main stream school  
children who were born preterm and  
present with SLD? 
“Working on prerequisites” 
“Educating parents” 
“Self-confidence” 
“Assessment” 
“Educating teachers” 
“Neuroplasticity” 
“Adapting environment” 
“Research” 
“Other” 
38.0 
27.9 
27.1 
23.3 
17.8 
13.2 
10.9 
6.2 
10.1 
49 
36 
35 
30 
23 
17 
14 
8 
13 
The factors that influence OT  
intervention for this population 
“Early onset” 
“Inter-agency collaboration” 
“Frequency” 
“Duration” 
“Other” 
91.9 
89.2 
49.2 
31.9 
16.8 
170 
165 
91 
59 
31 
 
 
Contribution of OT in the development  
of early skills 
 
 
 
Fine motor skills 
Gross motor skills 
“Perceptual” 
“Visuomotor” 
“Psychosocial” 
“ADL” 
“Attention” 
“Help to parents” 
“Other” 
 
 
 
84.2 
66.7 
66.7 
30.9 
24.8 
21.8 
15.8 
6.1 
12.7 
 
 
139 
111 
111 
51 
41 
36 
26 
10 
21 
The factors that inform the clinical  
decision making/reasoning of OTs  
when working with mainstream school ch
 who were born preterm and present  
With SLD 
“Reflecting on previous experienc
“Child’s/parents’ lifestyles/percept
“Existing theory/evidence” 
“Peers” 
“Resources/pragmatic issues” 
“Other” 
98.4 
80.0 
72.4 
63.8 
55.7 
7.0 
182 
148 
134 
118 
103 
13 
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The total number of responses (fourth column in the table) varies for some items 
indicating some missing values. As such, there were eight missing values (N=184, 
out of 192 respondents) for the item relating to differences in the interventions for 
children who were born preterm and children who were born full-term and present 
with SLD (second row of Table 18). Similarly, there are 23, 21 and one missing values 
for the third, fourth and fifth row of the same table (18) respectively. 
 
The majority of respondents reported that there were no differences in relation to goal 
setting or the intervention methods used between the full-term and preterm children 
with SLD (Table 18). It remains however unknown whether it was the same 
respondents who provided a positive response to both questions, i.e. differences in 
interventions and differences in setting goals between preterm and full-term children 
with SLD (10.3% and 8.9% respectively). 
 
Over 22% (n=43) of the respondents either reported that there are differences in the 
interventions provided by paediatric OTs for the two paediatric groups, or were unable 
to comment. The content analytical process of the open-ended questionnaire on what 
constituted these differences led to responses (n=19) such as:   
o More sensory processing related goals for the preterm group 
o Obtaining more detailed developmental histories in the light of the effect of 
prematurity 
o Providing more advice on compensatory strategies, adaptations and modifications 
given the slow progress and fatigue that “pretermers” often manifest.  
 
Sensory integration (SI) was the theoretical framework used most often by OTs when 
providing services for this population (75.3% of respondents). Other reported theories 
included the Neurodevelopmental Theory (NDT), the Occupational Performance, 
Perceptual/sensorimotor, Developmental and, Compensatory frameworks. These 
responses were however much less frequent to the predominant SI (see Table 18 
and Figure 21).  
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The factors most frequently identified as influencing the OT intervention were early 
onset of therapy (91.9%) and inter-agency collaboration (89.2%). Frequency of 
intervention followed (see Table 18 and Figure 22). 
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Among therapists, 89.5% felt that OT intervention was important for preterm  
 
Among therapists, 89.5% felt that OT intervention was important for preterm children 
at an early, preschool stage, while 10.5% disagreed or were unable to comment. 
However, of those agreeing to the importance of OT intervention, only 84% justified 
this importance when asked to do so.  
Figure 21: Common theoretical frameworks informing OT intervention for mainstream  
school children who were born preterm and present with SLD (n=174) 
Figure 22: Factors that affect OT intervention in EI services 
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An array of reasons to justify early OT intervention was offered. The reasons were 
reported in open-ended format (item 6.5 of the questionnaire). Quantification of open-
ended data was again utilised. The categories that emerged can be seen in the Table 
18. The opportunity to work at an early stage on the prerequisites or components, 
upon which later performance areas are built, was the main justification. Educating 
parents about the children’s difficulties, and addressing at an early stage the 
children’s self-confidence issues which might arise as a result of experiencing 
difficulties, followed. Assessing children’s needs and creating a “safety net” in order to 
pick up those that might need a systematic intervention were other reasons (see 
Table 18 and Figure 23).  
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Sensorimotor and perceptual skills were highlighted as the main components that 
occupational therapy intervention could contribute, at an early stage, to development 
so enhancing later school performance (Table 18). Fine motor, gross motor, 
perceptual and visuomotor skills were, amongst others, categories that emerged from 
the open-ended answers through the process described earlier.  
Figure 23: Justification of OT intervention at an early preschool stage for children
who were born preterm 
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Finally, a combination of factors were identified by the participants as the elements 
that informed their everyday clinical thinking when it came to certain decisions for 
preterm children with SLD. “Reflecting on previous experience” was the main 
informant. “Children’s and parents’ perceptions and lifestyles”, followed. “Scientific 
evidence and existing theory” as well as “peers’ influence” similarly reached a high 
percentage of the therapists’ responses, while pragmatic issues e.g. resources was 
an issue for more than half of the participants (see Table 18; Figure 24).  
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Different theoretical approaches were associated with different, presenting difficulties 
of the preterm children. Sensory Integration (SI), the most frequently used theoretical 
background behind OT interventions, was found to correlate to sensorimotor and 
attentional problems (p=0.003 and p=0.011 respectively), while the use of 
Neurodevelopmental Theory (NDT) correlated to visuomotor and attentional 
difficulties p=0.008 and p=0.01 respectively). An association also emerged between 
the use of perceptual/sensorimotor training and perceptual difficulties (p=0.009). 
 
Figure 24: Factors informing the clinical decision making of paediatric OTs when working
with mainstream school children who were born preterm and present with SLD 
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Length of time from graduation appeared to relate to the selection of the theoretical 
framework of perceptual/sensorimotor training for intervention (p=0.009). 
 
These associations are presented in the table below. 
  
Table 19: Associations between the theoretical frameworks used by OTs who work 
with mainstream school children who were born preterm and present with SLD, and 
other questionnaire variables 
 
Associations χ2 df P Phi Eta 
Theory (SI) and difficulties preterm children present 
 with (sensorimotor) 
10.320 1 0.003 0.247 - 
Theory (SI) and difficulties preterm children present 
 with (attentional) 
7.085 1 0.011 0.205 - 
Theory (NDT) and difficulties preterm children  
present with (visuomotor) 
7.921 1 0.008 0.217 - 
Theory (NDT) and difficulties preterm children  
present with (attentional) 
6.676 1 0.01 0.199 - 
Theory (perceptual/sensorimotor) and difficulties 
preterm children present with (perceptual) 
7.111 1 0.009 0.205 - 
Years from graduation and theory favoured 
(perceptual/sensorimotor) 
57.769 39 0.009 - 0.576 
 
One of the reasons that the respondents provided as justification behind the 
importance of OT intervention at an early preschool age (“adapting environment”), 
appeared to associate with the length of time from their graduation (p=0.045), 
presenting a moderate correlation (Eta=0.634).  
 
OT experience, as years from graduation, also correlated moderately with some of 
the factors that were considered to maximise the effect of OT intervention for this 
paediatric client group. An association emerged between the amount of years from 
graduation and the duration (p=0.043; Eta=0.521), and frequency (p=0.024; 
Eta=0.529) of therapy.  
 
Certain theoretical approaches informing OT intervention related to certain participant 
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views as to what skills OTs could at an early stage contribute to developing in relation 
to later school performance. Sensory Integration (SI) associated with the 
development of gross motor (p=0.005) and perceptual skills (p=0.027), whereas the 
theory of occupational performance with developing activities of daily living (ADL) 
(p=0.027) and psychosocial and play skills (p=0.004) (Table 20). 
Table 20: OT importance and contribution associations 
 
 
Summary of Survey Findings 
When considering the range of difficulties children present with, the present findings 
suggest no one particular difficulty characterised the group of preterm children, 
according to the survey respondents. Despite sensorimotor and attentional difficulties 
reaching the highest frequencies, the findings revealed rather a combination of 
children’s problems in most developmental domains.  
 
The participants were asked separately on their views on whether or not preterm 
children present with specific problems within their academic performance, and what 
these problems are. Despite no distinguishing type of difficulties, when asked about 
specific aspects of the school performance, the majority of the survey respondents 
thought that writing was the predominant problematic area for this paediatric client 
Associations χ2 df P Phi Eta 
Years from graduation and OT’s importance  
(adapt environment) 
51.841 35 0.045 - 0.634 
Factors affecting intervention (frequency) and years 
from graduation 
51.851 37 0.024 - 0.529 
Factors affecting intervention (duration) and years  
from graduation 
50.280 37 0.042 - 0.521 
Theory (SI) and OT’s contribution (gross motor) 8.616 1 0.005 0.234 - 
Theory (SI) and OT’s contribution (perceptual) 5.565 1 0.027 0.188 - 
Theory (Occupational performance) and OT’s  
contribution (Psychosocial/Play) 
9.242 1 0.004 0.242 - 
Theory (Occupational performance) and OT’s  
contribution (ADL) 
5.447 1 0.027 0.186 - 
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group. The severity and frequency of sensorimotor difficulties were thought to be 
what distinguishes preterm from full-term children with SLD, according to those 
respondents who believed that these differences do exist. In 41.4% (second highest 
value) of the cases, therapists did not know whether their clients have had previous 
episodes of care and/or interventions. Even in the case of the participants who were 
aware of past interventions, there was an absence of informative children’s records 
on the modes of intervention and reasons behind referral for these children. 
 
A preponderance of sensorimotor and perceptual difficulties among children who 
present with SLD and were born preterm emerged. These difficulties were reported to 
be the focus of OT assessment, and positively correlated to specific assessment tests 
(e.g. visual-perceptual skills and TVPS; sensory skills and Sensory Profile). The 
development of these skills was also perceived, by most respondents, to be the main 
contribution of OT intervention at an early preschool age, in relation to the later 
school performance of preterm children. Attentional were also found to be, along with 
sensorimotor, one of the most common type of difficulties demonstrated by preterm 
children, who present with SLD and attend in mainstream school.   
 
With regards to referral, community paediatricians were reported to be the main 
referral source, reaching a frequency of responses, which was much greater (85.4%) 
than the second highest (43.8%). Referrals from other OTs, e.g. OTs working in the 
community child development centres, reached one of the lowest response 
frequencies (11.4%). Between six and eight years was the main age group for 
referrals to OT services. This age band (six to eight years) was also found to 
associate (p=0.005) with sensorimotor, and specifically visuomotor difficulties.  
 
Despite diagnostic labels being already established at the time of referral, a great 
inconsistency emerged in relation to the terminology used by various disciplines. 
Most of the survey respondents reported that this terminology is either “not so 
consistent” or “not consistent at all”.   
 
The survey results also suggest a difficulty in detecting early problems that associate 
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with academic performance, since children are not “challenged” until they start writing 
and reading at school. This agrees, for example, with dyslexia negatively correlating 
(Phi=−0.203, p=0.014) with the “under five years” item, and positively correlating with 
the “nine to ten years” age band (Phi=0.192; p=0.022), indicating that it might be 
difficult to diagnose reading problems at a preschool or early school stage.  
 
Occupational therapists appear to have a wide range of methods from which to select 
when assessing the needs of preterm schoolchildren. Non-standardised, clinical 
observations and, interviewing parents and carers reached the highest frequency of 
responses. The skills that respondents reported focusing on during assessment were 
the same ones that OTs highlighted, in previous sections of the questionnaire, as 
areas where, most commonly, difficulties appear i.e. motor, visual-perceptual, 
sensory. Assessing these skills correlated to certain standardised tools. The Test of 
Visual Perceptual Skills (TVPS) correlated to visual-perceptual skills (Phi=0.179; 
p=0.023), and the Sensory Profile correlated with the assessment of sensory skills 
(Phi=0.167; p=0.042).  
 
Writing was reported to be very important when assessing school-associated tasks, 
reaching a frequency that represented the vast majority of the responses (97.3%), 
while the second highest response (reading) reached a much lower frequency 
(25.9%). This agrees with other survey findings that writing is the main problematic 
school area (93.3%), and one that relates to sensorimotor difficulties which, in a 
similar pattern, form the main type of difficulties of children who were born preterm 
and present with SLD while attending mainstream schooling. Identification of writing 
problems was found to associate with a specific type of assessment, specifically 
interviewing (p=0.02), whereas identification of mathematics problems associated 
with structured observations (p=0.002) and standardised assessments (p=0.047).  
 
Sensory Integration (SI) was found to be the predominant theoretical framework used 
by OTs when planning intervention (75.3%). No differences were reported by the 
respondents in relation to either the theoretical approach employed or the type of the 
goals they set when working with full-term and preterm children with SLD.   
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Despite the vast majority of the participants (89.5%) supporting the importance of 
early OT intervention for preterm children at a preschool stage, 15.7% of those failed 
to provide justification for this, when asked to do so. The topic of “Justifying OT 
intervention’s importance” was therefore included in the online discussions for further 
investigation. The justifications provided by the respondents regarding what 
constitutes the importance of early OT intervention appeared to overlap with their 
responses on what they believed maximises the effectiveness of OT intervention for 
this client group. As such, the justification of “opportunity to work at an early stage on 
the components upon which future performance areas are built” overlapped with the 
importance of an “early start” as a factor that maximises intervention. Similarly, the 
justification of “educating parents and teachers” overlapped with the idea of inter-
agency collaboration as a factor which maximises OT intervention. 
 
The contribution of occupational therapy with regards to developing early skills 
relating to school performance, revealed once more a preference for sensorimotor 
and perceptual skill development orientated intervention, and agrees with the nature 
of the difficulties that most commonly appear.  
 
Previous experience was the response provided by the vast majority of the 
respondents, in relation to the factors that inform everyday, clinical decision making 
when working with the particular paediatric population. Although, “previous 
experience” was the most frequent response, it emerged that decision making is 
affected by a combination of factors. As such the factor “children’s and parents’ 
lifestyles and perceptions” accounted for 80% of the responses, while “theory and 
evidence” and “peers’ opinions” accounted for 72.4% and 63.8% of the responses 
respectively.  More than half of the participants thought that “extraneous” to the 
therapeutic context, factors, such as resources, could affect their decision-making.  
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CHAPTER XII: QUALITATIVE FINDINGS 
 
The Qualitative Analysis Method: Relating Thematic 
Analysis to the Mixed Methods Design 
The transcripts from the discussion groups that formed the qualitative part of this 
mixed-methods study were subjected to a form of thematic analysis. Thematic 
analysis entails the process of encoding qualitative, in the case of this study, textual 
information, and shares in this sense many similarities with content analysis. 
However, despite its strict procedural nature of coding patterns that emerge from 
constant immersion with qualitative data, thematic analysis is more exploratory in the 
sense that it aims to “understand” rather than “know” the data (Donovan-Hall, 2004). 
 
According to Boyatzis (1998), thematic analysis is a way of making sense of 
unrelated information by noting patterns in the data and consequently, at a minimum 
level, organise and describe those or, at a maximum level, interpret aspects of the 
phenomenon(a) under investigation. Themes that emerge from data can refer to a 
manifest or a latent content. In the case of the former, themes are directly 
“noticeable” or “observable” in the data while in the latter, they are rather implicitly 
stated in the raw information. However, irrespective of the level of analysis, the 
researcher who uses thematic analysis usually “pursues” the latent, deeper meaning 
even of manifest information, since interpretation is the focus of thematic analysis 
(Joffey & Yardley, 2004; Boyatzis, 1998). 
 
Thematic analysis has been thought to “provide for methodological translation and 
conceptual bridges between two or more approaches to discovery” (Boyatzis, 1998, 
pxiii), due to its procedural, scrutinised, quantitative character but, at the same time, 
interpretative, qualitative endeavour, and in this sense “match” the “pragmatist lens” 
of the researcher. 
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A Hybrid Approach to Thematic Analysis 
Thematic analysis is, as previously stated, a method that allows the encoding and 
interpretation of written or spoken information through the identification of themes that 
share common characteristics (Kellehear, 1993). Although, it is a very rare 
phenomenon when the researcher develops and starts to investigate an area of 
interest without any a priori ideas, preconceptions or knowledge around it, Joffe & 
Yardley (2004), suggest that the inductive, data-driven approach is used in new areas 
of research. This was the case of the present study and justified the initial selection of 
the first option of analysis to analyse the data deriving from the online discussion 
groups. 
 
Although the inductive nature of analysis was maintained in the sense that there 
would be little point in conducting such a study unless there would be genuine 
interest in the raw information to reveal new themes, I believe that the final type of 
analysis was of a “hybrid” mode. My involvement in the data collection and analysis 
of another stage of the study (survey) led to a subsequent familiarisation with certain 
concepts, a “conceptual organisation” suggested by Boyatzis (1998). This involves a 
set of underlying ideas and themes which are carefully recorded, brought into the 
analysis and, used in the process of clustering themes in the later stages of the 
analysis, serving as a guide for developing “meaningful” higher order themes. 
Similarly, based on the hybrid model described by Joffe & Yardley (2004), the 
thematic analysis employed for this study used the broad areas that emerged from 
the questionnaire analysis as a “coding frame” and, within those, inductively allowed 
possible, new themes to emerge.  
 
 
Analysis Procedure 
The WebCT discussion print outs were initially read numerous times. This process of 
immersion with data is thought to serve as a “preparation” stage before the actual 
analysis as it allows familiarisation with the language and wording used by the 
participants and, identification of frequently occurring words/concepts. 
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Initially, first-order themes were identified within each response of each participant to 
the questions posed in the discussion groups. These proto-themes could be words or 
concepts which related either directly to the study’s objectives, to the themes 
resulting from the analysis of the questionnaires or, were entirely new nuances 
emerging from reading the transcripts. In a next stage these first-order themes were 
fused or clustered to a second-order series of themes based on the commonality of 
their meaning. At this stage, themes from the previous stage either expanded to 
encompass others or had “shrunk” to become more specific. A coding manual 
accompanied the procedure providing justification behind the grouping of themes and 
what was meant by commonality of meaning and synonyms. Finally and where 
further grouping of the second-order themes was feasible, a similar procedure was 
deployed to generate “higher order” themes, known as “codes” by Boyatzis.  These 
final themes were more abstract in their meaning than the previous ones and, were 
the themes to be finally interwoven with any existing literature. The “coding manual” 
mentioned earlier, provided definitions and descriptions of these codes as well as 
instances of the transcripts that qualified them as such. 
 
The process described above was iterative and, as themes evolved and the data was 
better understood, further reading led to the identification of additional themes, 
initially not detected. The analytical procedure described above was, in general 
terms, followed for both online discussions. The analysis of the qualitative data from 
the first discussion followed strictly the inductive, iterative procedure that gradually 
led to the emergence of high order themes from the initially unrelated data. As 
previously stated, the “coding framework” stemming from the questionnaire analysis 
served as a guide. The analysis of the second discussion however, slightly, deviated 
from the above procedure, as it has deployed both the coding framework that the 
survey produced, as well as a detailed coding manual from the analysis of the first 
discussion This coding manual, available to the researcher/analyst at the end of the 
first discussion analysis, entailed a detailed description of the emerging themes, 
operational definitions and, extracts from the discussion that provided accuracy to 
any associated meaning. This was thought to offer a commonality/universality in the 
terminology used, and allow for the direct comparison of the two discussions. In other 
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words, the coding manual of the first thematic analysis served as a tool for the 
second analysis in order to avoid the risk of not being able to compare the views of 
the two participant groups. As expected, the codes from the first analysis were 
enriched, enhanced and/ or slightly modified during the course of the second analysis 
as new nuances were added. This was done while paying particular caution to not 
changing the initial meaning of each code/theme, and led to the final coding manual.  
 
The slightly differing procedure described for the second analysis does not imply that 
the latter was not based on the principles of analytic induction or that new themes 
deriving from the second discussion were ignored. The transcripts (WebCT print outs) 
were read and re-read, compared against the existing coding manual, but also 
treated as genuinely “new” data from which new themes emerged.  
 
 
Employing NVivo for the Analysis of the Qualitative Data 
NVivo is, according to Gibbs (2002), “an example of computer-assisted qualitative 
data analysis soft-ware” (p. xxii), and is one out of many types of software available to 
the qualitative researcher that support different analytic styles.  
 
I have decided to use NVivo to analyse the qualitative data after I received relevant 
training at Queen Margaret University. NVivo has two main operations: stores the 
data and allows management of it and, creates and manipulates themes and codes. 
Although I have previously had the opportunity to train in other software, I found that 
the operation of NVivo overlapped with thematic analysis, i.e. the analytical method of 
choice for the present study, as previously stated. According to Gibbs (2002), NVivo 
allows, a detailed, “fine-grained” analysis, where the minimum “codable” unit could 
even be a short-phrase (or word). Text is highlighted and allocated a label (“free 
node” in NVivo). Free nodes are “containers” of ideas and concepts that hold 
references to the document that is being analysed and very much resemble the 
concept of “proto-themes” described earlier (see previous section: “Analysis 
procedure”). The text allocated to these first round analysis (free) nodes can be easily 
retrieved on any occasion the researcher wishes to do so (see Figure 25). 
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Figure 25: Coding in NVivo  
 
 
NVivo distinguishes between different types of nodes. Except for the simple free 
nodes which are the product of the line-to-line text coding, “tree nodes” can be the 
next step in the process of analysis, as they can incorporate free nodes (grouping of 
free nodes), and in this sense resemble the “higher order” themes (codes) described 
earlier. 
 
One option within NVivo, which was particularly useful, was that of “coding reports” 
e.g. reports that listed all codes for each discussion topic, accompanied by all the 
nuances/text that was highlighted under each code, or reports that listed the text 
highlighted under one code across all four discussion topics. “Coding stripes” (Figure 
26) was another option. They “show all the nodes that have been applied to the 
document at the same time” (Gibbs, 2002; p.69). This can be a useful function, when 
exploring overlapping of codes, or when grouping free nodes (proto-themes) to form 
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tree nodes (higher order themes).  As can be seen in the figure, the same text can be 
coded under different nodes, and this explains why some of the extracts provided in 
the qualitative findings chapter under different codes, are replicated. 
 
 
Figure 26: Coding Stripes in NVivo  
 
 
Safeguarding the Validity of Inductive Qualitative Analysis  
During the course of qualitative analysis, it became apparent that my personal insight 
into the paediatric clinical field was constantly evident, during, both, interviews and 
the discussion process. I have very often felt connected to the views of the 
participants, finding myself relating and, sometimes, even identifying with their 
accounts of events. This was a somewhat “threatening” feeling at first, as, being 
personally influenced by concepts such as “neutrality and “objectivity” while 
conducting research, I thought that my personal perspective would “contaminate” my 
findings. Soon, however, it became evident that acknowledging this “risk”, discussing 
my thoughts and feelings and, how these might have influenced the analytical 
procedure could safeguard the analysis. Based on Johnstone ‘s (2006) argument that 
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“human intuition and logic” in the analysis and interpretation of qualitative data cannot 
be easily substituted, I concluded that my personal insight could turn out to be 
advantageous as long as certain safeguards of rigour were put in place.  
 
One of the principles contributing to the trustworthiness of qualitative analysis is 
dependability. This principle refers to the provision of a detailed audit trail on how the 
analysis was conducted, mainly in terms of the coding process, and makes analysis a 
transparent procedure that could be subjected to “external checks”. In the case of the 
thematic analysis used to treat the qualitative data in this study, dependability was 
met by keeping a coding manual, which includes original discussions’ extracts. This 
manual could be “evidence” to external agents who would wish to evaluate the 
process (Donovan-Hall, 2004; Johnstone, 2006). 
 
Credibility refers to all measures taken to ensure that data collection was thorough 
and that the initial impressions were confirmed by the participants (Donovan-Hall, 
2004). The people that participated in the discussion groups were able to attend this 
“by default”, as the discussions were electronic and in the form of textual information 
(messages) that were read by all those forming the groups. Summaries of 
participants’ responses were posted to the WebCT area, and feedback was sought 
from the participants.  
 
Reflexivity, with regards to analysis, was addressed in several ways. As mentioned 
before, reflexivity refers to the acknowledgement that the researcher’s personal 
experience and knowledge can potentially affect his/her perception of viewing 
phenomena. This could subsequently influence research claims (Johnstone, 2006). 
During the qualitative analysis for this study, reflexivity met three of the measures 
mentioned by Finlay (2003) (cited in Mark & Yardley, 2004): “introspection”, 
“reflexivity as intersubjective reflection” and, “reflexivity as mutual collaboration”.  
 
In relation to the first one, I, as the principal investigator and analyst in this study, had 
to think of all my past experiences which could possibly sensitise me to detect certain 
themes more easily than others. Examples included my experience in working with 
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preterm children, my participation in referral procedures and, last but not least, the 
potential for occupational therapy intervention to be of benefit for some of these 
children. These thoughts were recorded and corroborated with the findings of the 
qualitative analysis, before any interpretations were made. 
 
Reflexivity as inter-subjective reflection, translated into my interaction with the 
research participants. This principle informed the conduction of a second discussion 
group where my role as a facilitator of discussion has evolved into a more proactive 
and dynamic one, following the first discussion. 
 
Finally “reflexivity as mutual collaboration” was met by involving the participants to 
reflect on the experience of the research process. In the case of the WebCT 
discussions in particular, participants were invited to evaluate the “WebCT 
experience” by completing relevant, online forms, which were then subjected to 
further analysis.  
 
 
Demographics 
Following the collection and analysis of questionnaires, all therapists (N=65) who had 
agreed to participate in the online discussions were emailed and asked to confirm if 
they still wished to do so. Eighteen participants replied to the email. Following this, 
the Research and Development Departments of the Trusts where they were 
employed, or alternatively, their line managers were contacted to obtain ethical 
approval. Additionally approval was obtained from the London Multi-Research Ethics 
Committee’s (MREC). The first seven OTs whose Trusts granted ethical approval 
were recruited for the first online discussion, while the six therapists who followed, 
participated in the second discussion.  
 
Of the 13 participants, 12 were female and one was male. Years post graduation, at 
the time of the data collection and, years of experience as a paediatric occupational 
therapist appear in the table below (Table 21) for the entire group of participants as 
well as for each of the discussion groups separately. 
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Table 21: Years from graduation and years in paediatric OT services (N=13) 
Group  N Mean Median SD Range 
Total (13) Years from graduation 13 17.23 15 10.76 35 
 Years in paediatric OT services 13 11.97 10 8.13 23 
1st Group Years from graduation 7 17.71 21 10.09 26 
 Years in paediatric OT services 7 12.5 11 9.44 23 
2nd Group Years from graduation 6 16.67 12 12.44 32 
 Years in paediatric OT services 6 11.33 8.5 7.12 19 
 
WebCT offers a “tracking” option whereby participants’ contribution i.e. frequency in 
which they accessed it and, number of messages read and number of messages 
posted, can be monitored. This appears in a WebCT window as shown below (Figure 
27), which depicts the contribution of one of the participants of the second online 
discussion (Subject 10). 
 
Figure 27: Example of a WebCT window depicting the contribution of one participant  
 
The number of messages read was 49, while 6 was the total number of postings by 
the participant over the period of two weeks that the discussion took place. The 
following two figures (28, 29) depict the activity of all participants in both discussions. 
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Figure 28: Activity of the participants of the first online discussion 
 
 
 
Figure 29: Activity of the participants of the second online discussion  
 
 
The median values for messages read and posted in the 1st group was 23 and four 
respectively, while for the second group 49 and six respectively.  
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Qualitative Findings: Online Discussions 
What follows is the presentation of the qualitative findings from the thematic analysis 
of the two online discussions. The topics of the two online discussion emerged from 
the analysis of the first data collection i.e. survey, and as such some of the themes 
link directly to the initially formulated objectives of the study, whereas some constitute 
“new”, emerging themes. The first four themes/categories (“assessment”, “clinical 
decision making”, “importance of justification of OT intervention and special 
contribution”; “special occupational therapy approaches”) relate directly to the study' s 
objectives. The following four themes, emerged either from the survey analysis, or 
the analysis of the discussion scripts purely as the most pertinent in the postings of 
participants in both groups. 
 
Introductory sentences at the beginning of each section (theme/code) link the findings 
to the study objectives, when this is the case. 
 
Tables are provided under each code (“higher order theme”), listing the common, as 
well as, the discussion specific themes that emerged from the thematic analysis. 
These themes were the free nodes that fused to form the codes. A coding manual 
was built gradually during the thematic analysis of the qualitative data of the two 
discussions as new instances were being added during the iterative process of 
analytic induction. This coding manual served the purpose of increasing the reliability 
in the process of coding. 
 
What became apparent while recording the qualitative findings was that the volume of 
data, and the number of participants’ quotes, in the second discussion was, 
approximately, three times greater in comparison to that of the first discussion. This 
fact and the factors it could be attributed to, are discussed in the relevant chapter 
(“Main Discussion”). 
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1st Higher Order Theme (Code): Assessment  
This code refers to the online discussion question relating to the criteria that OTs use 
when they select assessment procedures for preterm children with SLD and relates 
directly to the second objective of the current study i.e. exploring assessment 
procedures, treatment principles and, specific practices that are employed by 
occupational therapists while working with children born preterm (see Chapter I). 
 
There was a great overlap between the topics raised by the participants of the two 
online discussions under the overarching question of what constitute the criteria upon 
which the selection of certain assessments procedures is based (Table 22 below). 
 
Table 22: Qualitative findings: 1st code: Assessment 
THEMES (FREE NODES) COMMON  
TOPICS 
1ST DISCUSSION 
SPECIFIC 
2ND DISCUSSION  
SPECIFIC 
Areas of assessment X   
Coordinated or joined assessments X   
Factors informing decision making X   
Lack of information regarding previous  
medical histories 
X   
Observation & other assessments X   
Parent and/or child-led assessments X   
Types of assessments X   
Special contribution of OT assessment X   
Assessments for early diagnosis  X  
Differences in assessing preterm and  
full-term children with SLD 
 X  
Family support groups  X  
Pragmatic issues/ Resources/ Time   X 
What affects assessment   X 
Criteria for selecting assessments   X 
Names of assessments   X 
Categorization of assessments   X 
Assessments’ purpose   X 
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Information relating to criteria for selecting assessments, a theme directly relating to 
the specific discussion question, emerged only from the analysis of the second 
discussion. Tradition and “previous habits” in the department, in which the 
participants worked, appeared to be one of the criteria. “Local use”, was also viewed 
as a factor that determined the assessment method. “Tradition” appeared to stem 
from a number of other criteria such as availability, a general uniformity of therapists’ 
judgements on whether the specific tool covered what they needed to know, or a way 
to establish an inter-rater reliability among the therapists and in this way safeguard 
assessment rigour. 
 
“I have usually used what is available in the local department in order to get an 
inter-rater reliability going - not that many paediatric OT's have the time to validate 
much. I therefore base my criteria on availability, local use, easy to use, quick to 
use, reliability based on evidence from research and information in BJOT articles, 
familiarity, validity and appropriateness” (Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
“Standardisation, tradition ( it was established when I came to the team), ability to 
readminister to monitor progress & change but also because as a package we in 
the team feels it covers what we need to know to say confirm or rule out a 
diagnosis…” (Subject 16; 2nd discussion) 
 
Pragmatic issues, such as time needed to administer the assessment, or its cost 
influence some of the participants’ decisions, although one of the participants 
reported that the Trust she was working for had always funded assessment tools that 
the OTs rated as appropriate, despite their actual cost. This “appropriateness” was 
reported by some participants as yet another criterion. It related to the therapist’s 
ability to modify the initial assessment plan in case this would not “agree” with the 
child, because of the latter’s age or mental state e.g. anxiety, stress.  
 
“Appropriateness of course and if we get a child in who is too young, immature or 
anxious we do not subject them to this battery but do a non standardised 
observation of gross and fine motor skills through specific activities and parental 
discussion”  (Subject 1; 2nd discussion) 
 
This was thought to ensure client’s participation, which was rated an important 
ingredient of a successful assessment. The appropriateness of the assessment tool 
for an individual case was decided on the base of initial data gathering processes 
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such as discussion with parents, information from school questionnaires, and other 
referral data. 
 
Two participants indicated that they placed more faith in standardised assessments 
and/or assessments which were supported by evidence on their reliability and validity. 
One of these participants thought that this was pertinent, especially when it comes to 
deploying these tools for monitoring change after setting certain outcome measures. 
The other participant highlighted the importance of published evidence in professional 
journals, such as the British Journal of Occupational Therapy. 
 
Clinical judgement was thought to be another criterion relating to selecting certain 
assessments, viewed by one of the participants as a “skill” that relates to clinical 
experience. This was thought to explain why “new junior members of staff” tend to 
use the “battery” of tests already used in the department, and follow the, previously 
mentioned, “tradition”. 
 
“We are having quite a debate about it at the moment as we have some new 
junior members of staff and until they feel comfortable with their clinical decision 
making they may do the "battery" of tests…” (Subject 10; 2nd discussion) 
 
Finally, no actual differences were reported by participants between the assessments 
used for mainstream school children present with SLD, and were born either preterm 
or full-term. 
 
“My initial assessment is the same for a preterm child with a learning dis. as it is 
for any other child....There is no criteria I use when selecting any assessments for 
any child I see no matter what condition they have. It is good to know what 
condition the child has but it is not essential” (Subject 3; 1st discussion) 
 
The concepts of “assessment” and “clinical decision making” appeared to have a 
direct, two-way relationship. As mentioned earlier, one participant observed that 
selecting a specific assessment tool very much depended upon clinical judgement. 
Participants from both discussions also thought that assessment did, in an opposite 
direction, very often inform clinical judgement when it comes to decision making 
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during the course of treatment.  
 
“Clinical interventions are based on the results of observations and assessment” 
(Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
“My clinical decision making is based on theory base, standardised assessment, 
OBSERVATION and specific information gathering” (Subject 16; 2nd discussion) 
 
Different types of assessments such as observations, standardised assessments, or 
parent and child-led assessments were thought to be important when it came to 
making decisions. Clinical observations were supported by two of the subjects as an 
assessment method that holds a particular importance for OTs. 
 
“ “OBSERVATION” I always feel needs to be in bold or capitals to emphasise its 
importance yet it often carries less weight than standardised assessments. This is 
because observation is in essence what we do and what really informs our 
decisions best” (Subject 16; 2nd discussion) 
 
Parent and child-led assessments were viewed as ways to ensure a participatory, 
client-centred approach. Participants thought that user involvement in the 
assessment process “could get child and parents to rate and rank areas pertinent to 
OT that we can help them in” (Subject 16; 2nd discussion). Creating a playful 
environment in which the parents interact with their children in a joyful and relaxed 
manner, was highlighted by one participant in the first discussion as an excellent 
observation opportunity for OTs. A number of tools were listed by the participants, 
which facilitated the above. For example, the Child Occupational Self-Assessment 
(COSA) was mentioned as a tool that gives the opportunity for the child to talk about 
what is important to him as well as to the parent as it provides “ a huge amount of 
insight if they (the parents) are present when it is administered” (Subject 10; 2nd 
discussion). The Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM) and (PEGS) 
were also perceived as instrumental when setting goals with the child and/or parents. 
One participant also referred to a self-devised challenge scale which children could 
employ to report what poses difficulties in their everyday life. 
 
“I have a challenge scale for the children to identify level of HELPS (Help needed, 
Easy can do by myself, Leave it until I am ready to do it, Practice now I can do it, 
Supervision to get it agreed right)” (Subject 14;  2nd discussion) 
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The Bruinicks Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency was also mentioned by one 
participant (Subject 10) to be a standardised assessment which, when used with 
older children, could elicit valuable information. Parental questionnaires were also 
believed to provide valuable information with regards to the child’s developmental 
history. 
 
In a similar fashion, participants thought that working closely with other Health 
Professionals (HPs) and/ or educational personnel were pivotal during assessment. 
In relation to the former, one participant (Subject 4) reported that an attempt was 
being made to introduce a trans-disciplinary, screening tool that all members of the 
Multi-Disciplinary Team (MDT) could use to obtain information about the child, while 
avoiding overlapping assessments. Questionnaires were also, according to another 
participant (Subject 16), a standard way to obtain useful information about specific 
areas of performance of the child at school e.g. seating/ posture, observation in 
physical education (PE), jotters etc. 
 
Listing and presenting the frequency of use for specific assessment tools was not the 
purpose of the online discussions. Observation was however referred to, by 
participants of both discussions, as a particularly important component of 
assessment. Participants of the second group provided reasons, which supported this 
viewpoint. One of the reasons given, related to the standardised assessments 
sometimes failing to capture the subtle difficulties that this paediatric client group 
often presents with. 
 
“As a procedure we do the above first but may go on to do clinical observations 
e.g. if MABC score is borderline but quality of performance of movements is poor, 
or do the sensory profile, self image profile and for goal setting purposes we move 
onto PEGS” (Subject 16; 2nd discussion) 
 
Non-standardised, clinical observation also appeared to be the option when 
standardised assessments would not apply to a certain situation due to issues such 
as age of the child, immaturity, anxiety and stress. 
 
Three participants in the second discussion thought that observation’s importance 
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had been highlighted in the work of OT theorists such as Jean Ayres.  These 
participants believed that observing is what OTs fundamentally do, and what informs 
their clinical thinking best. 
 
When participants were asked about how structured their observations were, and 
how much training or experience affected their observation skills, views varied. One 
of the participants (Subject 14) had had an observation skills relevant training based 
on Piaget’s work on stages of development, and a long experience which, according 
to her, had helped her “refine” her skills. This particular participant suggested that 
planning, conducting, and interpreting an observation was actually far more detailed 
than what she had been taught during her undergraduate studies. Another participant 
(Subject 10) also stressed the importance of clinical observation, and stressed that 
attending relevant courses was very important, although, not always a reality, while 
another participant (Subject 11) stated that experience had allowed her to conduct 
productive observation without having a formal training.  
 
Listing the specific areas that therapists assess once a child with specific learning 
difficulties (SLD) has being referred to the OT services, was not the purpose of the 
online discussions, as another data collection method (survey) was used to present 
this information. Participants of both online discussions have however “confirmed” the 
areas that emerged from the analysis of the questionnaire. These included: 
o general maturity level of the children 
o gross motor skills e.g. the general muscle tone, or, range of motion 
o fine motor skills 
o hand function e.g. handwriting, use of scissors and keyboard 
o cognitive and perceptual skills 
o social and emotional behaviour 
Occupational performance was assessed in different activities of everyday living, 
school performance and play. 
 
In addition to using specific assessments for mainstream school children who were 
born preterm and present with specific learning difficulties, either standardised or 
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non-standardised, participants collectively categorised assessments into those that 
would be used to: 
o confirm or rule out a diagnosis  
o monitor change based on the fact that they can be re-administered  
o gain a better understanding of a child’s difficulties in the case a borderline result of 
a standardised assessment would not “justify” a poor clinical picture 
o “pick up” more subtle difficulties such as the Sensory Integration and Praxis Tests 
(SIPT) combined with observation 
o child or parent-led assessments 
o age- specific assessments  
o school assessments 
o initial(screening), ongoing and summary assessments 
o standardised and non standardised 
o subjective vs. objective (although not further defined) 
o assessing a child in a group or one-to-one basis  
o developmental and functional assessments 
 
 
2nd Higher Order Theme (code): Clinical Decision Making  
This theme relates to the discussion question exploring what informs the decision 
making process of OTs when working with preterm children who attend mainstream 
schooling and present with SLD. It links to the fourth objective of the current study i.e. 
to investigate how occupational therapists (OTs) come to make certain decisions 
when clinical outcome data may be lacking (see Chapter 1). 
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Table 23: Qualitative findings: 2nd code: Clinical Decision Making 
 
THEMES (FREE NODES) 
COMMON  
TOPICS 
1ST DISCUSSION 
SPECIFIC 
2ND DISCUSSION  
SPECIFIC 
Factors informing decision making X   
Detectability of problems (or being at risk) X   
Individualised approach vs. group work X   
Pragmatic issues~ resources ~ time X   
Liaising with families and schools X   
Observations & other assessments X   
Past experience in decision making X   
Research in OT X   
Types of assessments X   
Working with others X   
Importance of diagnosis  X   
Prematurity online forum   X 
Qualitative techniques in decision making   X 
Quantitative techniques in decision  
Making 
  X 
Ranking factors in decision making   X 
Observation informing practice   X 
Theory informing practice   X 
Importance of evidence   X 
Reflective practice   X 
Life-long learning & decision making   X 
Specific to OT skills in decision making   X 
Differences in assessments between  
preterm and full term children 
 X  
Difference in interventions  X  
 
 
A long list of factors which affect clinical decision making when working with preterm 
children with SLDs was provided by both participant groups. Participants also referred 
to a very wide range of often conflicting factors which must be considered when it 
comes to making decisions. 
 
“I would agree that there are many and various, often competing reasons and 
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demands when it comes to clinical decision making” (S.11; 2nd discussion) 
 
According to one participant pinpointing what exactly informs OTs’ decision making is 
a difficult task, as this depends on what level of service, therapists see these children 
at e.g. follow up, frequent, systematic intervention, or consultation. Since OTs do not 
always have the opportunity to treat this population in a systematic, continuous care 
mode, decisions might have to differ depending on whether the children will be seen 
beyond the level of consultation and advice i.e. in a follow up or any other pattern of 
care. 
 
“… we do not see all the children who might benefit from our service. Therefore 
this influences what level of service they receive e.g. advice to school only, advice 
home and school programme, or direct intervention etc” (S.10 2nd discussion) 
 
Identifying the risk and the need for provision of OT intervention, irrespective of the 
mode of care, is the basis of decision making. Some participants observed that there 
are certain elements in the perinatal or developmental history that could “qualify” the 
child for some form of intervention.  
 
“We follow up to the third birthday where there is a recognised developmental 
problem. At risk babies are the those with a birth weight below 1000grams, born 
before 28 weeks, abnormal ultrasound scan, abnormal neurology, genetic 
disorder associated with disability” (Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
From that point onwards clinical decision making was viewed to constitute decisions 
on the mode of care, the frequency and duration of treatment, the assessment and 
intervention techniques employed for each case etc. 
 
The importance of research, new evidence, and theory deriving from this evidence 
seem to be of instrumental importance when making clinical decisions, mainly for the 
participants of the second online discussion. Participants collectively thought that 
accumulating evidence on OT’s effect should increasingly inform everyday practice, 
in a cautious balance with the resources available. Examples of research have been 
provided, such as the work of Lynda Foulder-Hughes in Liverpool on the difficulties 
these children present with, smaller scale projects and clinical audits led by individual 
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services, or the work of OTs within the educational settings. 
 
“.. again, although this will be within the educational setting due to the current 
climate resulting from the ASL Act. We are currently looking at evidence e.g. 
group versus individual and also whether there is any link between frequency, 
duration etc. and OT versus support worker” (Subject 10; 2nd discussion) 
 
Theory of the profession was also thought to be of great importance when deciding 
upon specific interventions. 
 
“Theory base has a large weighting on deciding intervention as any intervention 
must be rooted in theory both to help decided and to progress intervention” 
(Subject 16; 2nd discussion) 
 
The current, evidence-based practice climate appeared to affect participants’ stance 
on what constitutes “good practice”, with one of the participants reporting that clinical 
guidelines and Health Technology Assessment reviews play currently a greater role in 
her everyday decision making than in the past. Published evidence in journals and 
guidelines from the National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE; National Institute 
for Health and Clinical Excellence since 2005) appear to be the main sources of 
information on new evidence. The participant who most frequently referred to the 
importance of NICE guidelines informing her practice however remarked that these 
very often have an acute focus. Rehabilitation issues, which could be of particular 
interest to OTs, are not so frequently represented. This lack of information was linked 
to the area where OTs might, according to the participants, have the greatest impact.  
 
Involving families and other professionals in decision making was thought to be 
important because their input would assist towards making decisions that are realistic 
and appropriate to the child’s everyday life. 
 
“It is also important that the intervention is research based and that the families 
and other professional involved in the care of this child, whether at home or in 
education, are aware of  the OT intervention and can incorporate it into every day 
life” (Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
Specialised assessments like the COPM, PEGS or COSA were thought to be 
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invaluable at identifying what is important for the child and the parents when it came 
to prioritising and setting short and/or long-term goals (see Theme 1: Assessment). 
Findings highlighting certain problems areas would then be very often discussed with 
parents, teachers, and/or other health care professionals before any decision would 
be made. 
 
“I generally sit around a table in the classroom with the parent / advocate, child 
(who may be playing on floor), teacher, head, SENCO, ed.psych or others. The 
decisions may be based on data collection or a standardised assessment(s) result 
or just an unsolved problem.  For instance, I would go over a sensory profile with 
everyone there as it yields much rich qualitative data that would otherwise be 
difficult to share” (Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
Experience was also perceived, by participants in both groups, to be another 
important informant of everyday decision making. This was thought to be due to the 
knowledge which accumulates over time as well as certain skills that might develop, 
and which relate to the thinking process taking place before making a decision. One 
of these skills was thought, mostly by the participants of the second discussion group, 
to be reflecting on similar situations occurring in the past. 
 
“Sometimes you can reflect on past experiences to remember what worked well 
before with a child and what never. This could impact on the clinical decisions you 
make and reasons for applying a certain intervention” (Subject 3; 1st discussion) 
 
“Let me say that I think the decisions are actually informed by experience, 
eclecticism and expertise... the reflective practice has to be a part of this” (Subject 
14; 2nd discussion) 
 
The latter participant also stressed the importance of writing reflections based on  
available models to identify why a practitioner had taken certain decision in the past, 
and what happened when those were applied.  
 
Pragmatic issues such as resources, funding, time and, waiting lists, were identified 
by participants in both groups, as yet other elements that inform decision making. 
Cost effective care appeared to be a concern in the current service provision, with the 
therapists commenting on the challenge of balancing between clinical and cost 
effectiveness. Long waiting lists, resulting from a lack of funding at local level, were 
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described as very often the reality. This, in combination with the increasing number of 
self-referrals, often leads, according to one participant (Subject 10), to a “wait and 
see” approach for children whose difficulties might have been identified, yet 
constitute, “subtle” problems, e.g. SLD, in comparison to severe disabilities, e.g. 
cerebral palsy. 
 
“However at present there has been no additional funding to support this from an 
OT perspective at a local level. Children therefore may have to wait on long 
waiting lists” (Subject 10; 2nd discussion) 
 
“Of course, with increasing access to self referrals and a more informed parent 
group (internet etc.) there may be increasing referrals in the younger group today 
but that is only if there is a service provision to match the increasing demands. 
Most of my parents had been kept waiting for over five years (Subject 14; 2nd 
discussion) 
 
Pressure for cost effective care had led participants to consider alternatives to 
traditional one-to-one interventions, e.g. group work instead of individual treatment or, 
secondly, facilitating initiatives such as supportive parental groups in the community 
that allow the flexibility of following up a child if parents should raise a concern. 
 
Looking into the individual needs of the child and providing non-prescriptive care was 
identified as the type of service provision which complies with OT principles. An 
eclectic approach when it comes to deciding upon an intervention was highlighted 
over “prescriptive” treatment which is solely based on what the diagnosis is. 
 
“It is important to have a range of therapeutic approaches as you cannot fit a child 
into a box and say that all premature children with SLD will have this type of 
intervention programme” (Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
Caution was therefore suggested with regards to providing group therapy, with this 
being an option only following careful screening of the children. Preterm children with 
SLD might only present with “soft” signs while others might also have associated 
pathology that requires a different approach. Closing the group instantly after 
identifying that it was a “wrong mix” and reflecting on the experience was believed to 
be of paramount importance. 
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“An incident decision tree is what we might use in risk assessment - I had to 
follow this technique at least mentally when I had the wrong mix in the group and 
with insufficient staff I had children beginning to metaphorically reach all four 
corners of the ceiling at once. I closed the group and reflected afterwards” 
(Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
One participant (Subject 14) in the second discussion referred extensively to a 
number of techniques which could aid decision making. These techniques were, 
similarly to the data collection methods of this study, divided into qualitative and 
quantitative techniques. This division depended on either the way the final decision 
would be made e.g. through the use focus groups with carers and other health 
professionals, or, the type of the data used to make the decision e.g. qualitative data 
such as descriptions from clinical observations, or, scores resulting from standardised 
assessments. Focus groups were the main qualitative method described when 
various agents would be involved while the Delphi technique and incident decision 
diagrams were suggested to facilitate the refinement of participants’ opinions and 
lead to the final consensus i.e. decision made with regards to the course of treatment. 
The participant stated that these were techniques often used in management, an area 
she has had training. The same participant, however, also reported certain limitations 
of the technique, e.g. reaching a “false consensus”. 
 
“The Delphi technique is where we agree the majority opinion refined down over a 
number of informed opinions. But an expert might well override the most 
cherished group feeling simply because he/she knows more than the sum total of 
individuals in the group. Hence the risk with it of falling down to the lowest 
common denominator and not improving the quality of the intervention at all” 
(Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
Quantitative techniques, described by the same participant (S.14), involved creating 
scoring matrices after conducting a number of standardised and non-standardised 
assessments. In the case of the latter, the participant suggested quantifying the 
assessment results by “turning words into numbers” and then entering those in the 
scoring matrix. 
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3rd Higher Order Theme (code): Importance of Justification 
of OT Intervention and Special Contribution  
This theme related to the online discussion question on how the participants felt 
about justifying the importance OT intervention for the client group of interest, to 
parents and other professionals, and links to the study' s third objective i.e. to explore 
occupational therapists’ professional judgements on the clinical significance of 
occupational therapy intervention for the above population (see Chapter 1: 
Prolegomenon). The table below lists the overlapping and discussion specific themes 
(free nodes) that emerged for the thematic analysis of the two discussions.  
 
Table 24: Qualitative findings: 3rd code: Importance of justification of OT intervention 
and special contribution 
THEMES (FREE NODES) COMMON  
TOPICS 
1ST DISCUSSION 
SPECIFIC 
2ND DISCUSSION SPEC
Justification to both X   
Justification to parents X   
Justification to HPs (others) X   
Ease of justification X   
Special OT contribution X   
Importance of collaborative work X   
Importance of preventative work X   
Individualised vs. group work X   
Research in OT X   
Types of Assessments X   
Pragmatic issues~ Resources~ Time   X 
Marketing in OT   X 
Response to justification   X 
Importance of justification (to both)   X 
Special OT approach   X 
Other uses of justification   X 
New agenda: OT assistants   X 
Recognition of early intervention importance   X 
Specific to OT skills in decision making   X 
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The majority of the participants in both groups highlighted the importance of justifying 
early OT intervention to parents and other agents, such as education personnel and 
health professionals (HPs). This importance was explained at different levels, and 
was supported by different arguments. 
 
Ensuring parental and other professionals’ cooperation was thought to be one of the 
arguments. Understanding the aims and benefits of OT treatment was believed to 
facilitate participation and, in this manner, encourage working towards these aims. 
 
“Highlighting the importance of occupational therapy in early intervention and in 
OT general is fundamental, I feel, to engage parental co-operation and motivation 
as without this effectiveness of therapy is reduced” (Subject 16; 2nd discussion) 
 
Justification of OT’s importance was also thought to potentially address the issue of 
late referrals stemming from parents’ and/or professionals’ ignorance of the role of 
occupational therapists. Participants thought that parents and professionals should be 
aware of the OT's ability to pick up and understand subtle developmental difficulties 
that would otherwise be very difficult to detect by the healthcare system, as this could 
lead to more timely referrals. This ability for early identification was attributed to OTs 
utilising a wide range of assessment procedures and looking at the child holistically.  
 
“OTs are in a good position to pick up and understand the subtle developmental 
implications of premature birth, particularly in the area of regulatory, sensory and 
coordination issues and to offer clear explanations and practical strategies to 
parents” (Subject 15; 2nd discussion) 
 
The preventative nature of OT's work and the potential benefit of ameliorating 
difficulties which could lead to secondary problems such as behavioural difficulties, 
school exclusion, and complex social behaviour, were however perceived by most 
participants, as the main justification of the importance for OT intervention. The 
participants observed that early intervention was more “effective” than later stage 
intervention, and that OTs were in a good position to teach these children skills at an 
early stage of their development, rather than provide rehabilitative, compensatory 
techniques later on. 
“There is a recognition though that early intervention is more effective than 
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intervention at a later stage. And intervention in the first three years is the most 
effective” (Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
“… we are at an advantage to be able to mould and teach a child habilitative skills 
rather than using more of a compensatory approach (e.g. rehabilitation). I would 
discuss points like these to both parents and professionals.” (Subject 3; 1st 
discussion) 
 
Justifying the importance of OT’s contribution to early intervention services can, 
according to the participants, begin by heightening the awareness of parents and 
others, as to what OT constitutes. Given the previous acknowledgement that 
explaining what OT treatment entails is a difficult task, building a rapport with the 
family members and/or other professionals so that they are more “willing” to listen to 
a longer explanation, was thought to be important. 
 
Justification of OT’s importance was believed to occur at three levels: firstly, 
highlighting the preventative nature of its intervention with regards to accumulating 
future problems; secondly, stressing the ability of OTs to identify rather subtle 
difficulties of sensory nature that could signal later problems; finally, underlining the 
importance of occupational performance and acquiring certain roles at different ages, 
perceived as fundamental preoccupations of the OT profession. 
 
“I also explain the concept of children having "roles" i.e. learner, player, sibling, 
and within this "tasks" that they have to perform to show why as OTs they need to 
see us early on when trying to achieve these tasks and roles as we use a 
predominantly task specific intervention approach which is supported by evidence 
to be effective” (Subject 16; 2nd discussion) 
 
Ways of justifying OT’s contribution to parents and other professionals, included 
sharing copies of the College of Occupational Therapists (COT) release statements 
on the long term implications of prematurity and the role of OT, providing published 
evidence, explaining the course of development, the physiological maturation process 
and, the impact of environmental and sociological on maturation. Sharing information 
on the disease classifications and symptomatic behaviour such as presented in the 
medical model, or presenting the work of theorists such as Rood and Ayres with 
parents and others, was also thought to be important. Discussion, education, support 
and explanations on the benefits of early OT intervention could be done on an 
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individual basis but also in focus groups, where all the agents involved would discuss 
the child’s progress. Participating in treatment sessions either as observers or by 
joining in was also thought to serve the same purpose. Developing written information 
within the service in a leaflet format or developing websites, which provide 
information both in relation to SLDs or the role of various professionals was also 
suggested as a way to explain and justify OT intervention. 
 
“At our department we have developed a leaflet that we send to the parents 
following the initial referral and this is used to help the parents understand what 
they can expect from the DCD service.  Our Child Development Centre is 
currently in the process of developing a site for parents…” (Subject 9; 2nd 
discussion) 
 
In addition to the foregoing ways of justifying the importance of OT intervention, one 
participant (Subject 14) in the second group observed the need for OTs to “market” 
themselves, with media, such as promotion packages. This could make OT part of 
early intervention services as early as possible.  
 
The participants felt confident in providing justification for the importance of OT 
intervention. They did, however, identify certain issues which pose challenges when 
attempting to talk with parents or other professionals involved in the child’s care. 
Overlapping of professional roles and a difficulty differentiating what various 
professionals do, especially when the child is very young, was thought to be one of 
the challenges. Two participants, one in each group (Subjects 3 and 16), commented 
on the actual blurring of roles between OT, Physiotherapist and Speech & Language 
Therapist but commented on the particular difficulty, inherent within the profession, to 
pinpoint what OTs do simply because it requires a “longer explanation and 
justification” (Subject 16). This difficulty was not viewed as an inability of OTs to 
articulate what they do, but was attributed to the general “preference” of people for 
“one line”, short descriptions of professional roles. 
 
“I think it is even harder for an OT to justify their practice because more people 
know what a SALT AND PT do, but they don't necessarily know what the role of 
the OT is. In my experience, if you ask a parent what they would like to see their 
child do, they often say 'walk' and 'talk'. OT's need to continually state their role 
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and justify their intervention” (Subject 3; 1st discussion) 
 
“As ever relaying what we do is problematic, not because we lack the ability to 
articulate it but because I believe most people want a "sound bite" or simple one- 
liner” (Subject 16;  2nd discussion) 
 
The latter participant observed a tradition in the sequence in which health 
professionals see these children, and the “historical belief” that, especially when it 
comes to motor problems, the physiotherapist would assess the child first, while the 
OT would come in at a later stage to address fine motor problems. These beliefs 
among HPs were thought to hinder justification behind early OT intervention, and 
earlier referrals of children to OT services. 
 
Another participant stated that, especially in relation to justifying need for early 
intervention to parents, a usual challenge is the “individual case vs. broader picture” 
debate. According to this therapist (Subject 14), parents often ignore evidence on the 
type of problems that these children could present at a later age, and focus on the 
present, subtle difficulties of their own child. The need to direct them to obtain a 
stance that would allow them to look beyond the present needs of the child was 
thought to be pertinent. Finally, lack of OT-specific evidence on its effect on this 
population was highlighted as yet another challenge (Subject 6).  
  
Four participants of the second discussion commented on parents’, teachers’ and, 
other professionals’ response to the justification of OT’s importance. Multi-disciplinary 
team work, and having the opportunity to work closely with OTs, was perceived by 
one of the participants (Subject 11) as the most efficient way of becoming aware of 
the OT role and its special contribution to early intervention services. Teachers were 
also reported to be receptive to information on the OT role and, especially, its 
contribution to the prevention of the long-term effects of prematurity. The long-term 
effect of prematurity was thought to be an issue that the teachers admitted often  
ignoring when working with these children. 
 
“The teachers who were invited were surprised that they had not taken on board 
the idea of the long term effects of prematurity” (Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
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According to two participants, describing OTs’ role was often perceived as 
“interesting” from parents, as OTs’ explanations on sensory issues associated with 
prematurity can often help them understand their child’s behaviour. 
 
“The evident relief for parents when I have been able to explain certain 
behaviours i.e. touch sensitivity, and the change this has allowed, most 
importantly in the parents' perceptions of their child is evidence to me of the role 
OT can have” (Subject 15; 2nd discussion) 
 
Parents were reported to be also very quickly familiarising themselves with more 
complex early intervention terminology such as the concept of “neuroplasticity”, when 
explained to them in simple terms. This was believed to enable them to take on board 
the greater early intervention picture, and mobilise themselves as part of the early 
intervention process.  
 
A number of factors were thought to constitute the special contribution of OT in early 
intervention services. The early identification of difficulties that would otherwise be, 
too “subtle”, to be identified by the system was thought to be one of these 
contributions. Two participants observed that these difficulties are very often related 
to sensory regulation or modulation, an area with which occupational therapists have 
a good understanding. Other contributions in early intervention services unique to the 
OT profession were the importance of occupational performance, and the importance 
of acquiring occupational roles. An holistic view of various performance areas was 
also perceived to be one of the special contributions of the profession in early 
intervention services. 
 
User involvement, i.e. incorporating the children’s and families needs and wishes into  
intervention, was also perceived to be one of the profession's preoccupations .  
 
“As Occupational Therapists we enable or facilitate or empower, and the individual 
has a choice to respond or not to our offering - under a certain developmental age 
- probably seven years - we are making that gesture to the parents / carers to 
some degree”  (Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
Providing participatory, empowering care, while balancing this with cost-effective care 
was however perceived to be a challenging task. Providing group work was identified, 
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by one of the participants (Subject 14), to be a unique contribution of occupational 
therapy work. 
 
 
4th Higher Order Theme: Specific Occupational Therapy 
Approaches 
This code links directly to part of the second study objective i.e.  “exploring 
assessment procedures, treatment principles and, specific practices that are 
employed by occupational therapists while working with these children” (see Chapter 
1: Prolegomenon) 
 
Table 25: Qualitative findings: 4th code: Specific Occupational Therapy Approaches 
THEMES (FREE NODES) COMMON  
TOPICS 
1ST DISCUSSION 
SPECIFIC 
2ND DISCUSSION  
SPECIFIC 
Factors affecting decision making X   
Importance of preventative work X   
Individualised vs. group work X   
Justification to parents and HPs X   
Observation & other assessments X   
Past experience and decision making X   
Pragmatic issues~ resources~ Time X   
Research in OT X   
Importance of evidence   X 
Response to OT intervention   X 
Cost-effective OT   X 
Optimum time for intervention   X 
Isolating prematurity effect   X 
Different strength of different age groups  X 
Differences in interventions between  
preterm and full-term children with SLD
 X  
Justification to parents  X  
 
 
Five participants, two and three in the first and second discussion respectively, stated 
that there did not seem to be an apparent or known differentiation when it comes to 
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providing a certain intervention for preterm or full-term child with SLD. One participant 
(Subject 10) commented that literature on OT intervention is based on clinical picture 
rather than aetiology. In the same fashion, a second participant (Subject 14) observed 
that children with DCD most often present with the same type of difficulties 
irrespective of the gestational age they are born at, and this fact made her wonder on 
whether interventions should be cause-based. A third participant stated that 
intervention would be as for “any other child” (Subject 3) based on criteria such as 
observation, liaison with family and school and, developmental history of the child. 
 
“I expect that the majority of the therapy literature will be more related to specific 
and functional difficulties rather than a diagnosis of prematurity” (Subject 10; 2nd 
discussion) 
 
“But can we always differentiate between early birth and other causes of DCD? 
Both groups would tend to be last to change for the PE lesson etc.” (Subject 14; 
2nd discussion) 
 
However, one of the participants in the second group spoke of the possible need to 
conduct further research on this topic, and explore whether there is a need to 
differentiate interventions between those specifically designed for children born 
preterm presenting with SLD, and any other child with SLD. 
 
Participants of the second group commented on the optimum time for providing OT 
intervention. This was perceived as a complex topic. One therapist (Subject 11) 
observed that the relationship between age and the effectiveness of certain 
interventions is not necessarily linear, and observed an array of factors which interact 
with age, and might affect the outcome of a treatment, such as insight and motivation 
of the child and family, resources, time available for therapy and, the nature and 
complexity of the child’s difficulties. The type of the intervention was another 
determining factor as, according to one participant (Subject 14), certain methods, e.g. 
sensory integration, outcome, appear to be affected by the child’s age more than 
others. 
 
Children at different age bands were thought to have differing “strengths” and 
“weaknesses”, and respond better or worse to certain intervention types. One 
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participant, for example, suggested that older children, e.g. 9-11 year of age, tend to 
be more “receptive” to group activities. The attendance and client retention in this 
mode of treatment were thought to be higher among the children of this age group. 
This was attributed to these children’s more developed insight of their difficulties as 
well as the higher motivation for change. 
 
“.. the children were more receptive to what was going on in the groups than the 
younger ones….. There could have been marginally more referrals in the 6-8 age 
group but the attendance / take up (possibly because I was offering more group 
work than individual sessions) was much higher in the second age group (9-11)” 
(Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
Another participant (Subject 10) in the same group reported that group work was a 
mode of intervention that the Additional Support Act has explored, especially in the 
light of cost effective care, and with regards to its effectiveness in comparison to one-
to-one treatment sessions. The participant (Subject 14) who referred extensively to 
her experience providing group intervention did however suggest caution when 
recruiting children for group treatment. Having a wide range of approaches to select 
from, was highlighted to be of importance, since the individual needs of clients require 
care which should not be prescriptive in nature. 
 
“It is important to have a range of therapeutic approaches as you cannot fit a child 
into a box and say that all premature children with SLD will have this type of 
intervention programme” (Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
Listing the various treatment approaches and/or methods that OTs applied when 
working with preterm children was not the aim of the discussions as this was 
captured in a larger scale, by the survey. However, when asked about the criteria that 
inform decision-making for a specific approach, the participants thought that these do 
not necessarily differ from those employed when working with other paediatric 
populations. Deciding upon a specific OT approach was based on factors such as   
the therapist’s past experience in having used a certain intervention before, the 
developmental history of the child etc. 
 
No participant referred to specific research evidence which pointed to the direction of 
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using specific treatment methods. Participants did refer to broader evidence, which 
does not necessarily relate to OT. As such, the work of Lynda Foulder-Hughes in 
Liverpool was mentioned as an evidence source when looking at preterm children’s 
symptomatic behaviour, while the National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE; 
National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence since 2005) was also mentioned 
as a source of information on clinical guidelines, which are however not specifically 
related to OT.  
 
Two participants in the first discussion referred to the importance of past experience 
in the selection of specific approaches. 
 
“Sometimes you can reflect on past experiences to remember what worked well 
before with a child and what never. This could impact on the clinical decisions you 
make and reasons for applying a certain intervention” (Subject 3; 1st discussion) 
 
 
Finally, and with regards to pragmatic issues when applying a specific method, one 
participant stated that securing funding is at times a factor that can prevent therapists 
from getting adequate training relating to treatment. 
 
 
5th Higher Order Theme (code): Working closely with 
Parents/ Carers 
The importance of working closely with the family and, especially, the parents/ carers 
of the child was not a topic directly associated to the study main objectives.  
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Table 26: Qualitative findings: 5th code: Working closely with parents/carers 
THEMES (FREE NODES) COMMON  
TOPICS 
1ST DISCUSSION 
SPECIFIC 
2ND DISCUSSION SPEC
Factors affecting decision making X   
How to ensure access to services X   
Importance of collaborative work X   
Liaising with families and schools X   
Special OT contribution X   
Justification to parents and HPs X   
Justification to parents (only) X   
Parent & child-led assessments X   
Types of assessments X   
Successful systems X   
Response to justification   X 
Prematurity online forum   X 
Family support groups  X  
 
The wishes, needs, sometimes even the “compliance” of parents to treatment have 
been described by participants in both groups as of basic importance when making 
decisions. Taking the family’s perspectives into account was thought to be a pre-
condition of successful intervention. One participant (Subject 16) stated that this 
might, at times, be even more informative than the standardised assessments that 
OTs might complete with the child. 
 
“Standardised assessment results have less weighting for intervention, I feel, as 
the intervention must fit the family although I acknowledge that results evidence 
problem areas that the theory base hopes to address” (Subject 16; 2nd discussion) 
 
As OT intervention relies on parental collaboration and following practical strategies 
with the child out-with the therapy room, encompassing the participants’ views into 
decision making was believed to lead to a plethora of insightful information. One 
participant (Subject 14) however, clearly stated the difficulty of trying to balance this 
with the pressure for cost-effective care. Parents’ views and wishes were, according 
to participants in both groups, identified by parent and child-led assessments, such as 
the COPM and the PEGS, which provided the opportunity for parents to rate and rank 
areas which were in their opinion pertinent to their child’s life. 
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Parents were identified by participants in both groups as agents, who could also lead 
to earlier referrals of children with SLD if they are informed at some “optimal point” 
about the potential effects of prematurity. Community programs were believed to 
provide early support and/or advice as well as education to parents regarding 
developmental concerns. One of the participants in the first group referred to a 
functional “drop in” facility for children under the age of five, previously admitted to a 
neonatal unit:  
 
“.. family support group based in the community that is open to all families up to 
the child's third birthday. This enables mothers to seek early support if they or 
their health visitor has any developmental concerns. As a result most children with 
learning difficulties are picked up as the developmental sequence becomes 
delayed and this system ensures early assessment and developmental support” 
(Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
The size of the geographical area and the mobility of the population which could 
affect the extent to which health professionals know the clients as well as the strength 
of the family networks were identified as elements that could impact on the 
effectiveness of such community programs according to the same participant. 
 
In addition to assessment and decision-making, parents were thought to be valuable 
“collaborators” once the intervention commenced. Participants, mostly of the second 
discussion, believed that parents were very good at “taking in” the whole picture of 
scarce resources, enjoyed learning about “academic” terms that explain the child’s 
behaviour, and devoted the energy and the thought required to quickly mobilise 
themselves and facilitate treatment. That would be either by incorporating meaningful, 
usually play-based, activities into the child’s everyday life, or taking an active role in 
the treatment by observing and participating in the activities in the therapy room. 
Although there was a general consensus among participants in both discussions with 
regards to the need to share with parents general early intervention concepts such as 
“neuroplasticity” or “sensory modulation”, none of the participants was explicit about 
the parents’ need to know the properties of specific OT intervention methods, such as 
sensory integration (SI) or perceptual motor training. This information was observed 
by one of the participants (Subject 14)  as something that only experienced, eclectic, 
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clinicians needed to be familiar with. 
 
The response of the parents to the justification of the selected OT intervention was, 
as presented in the relevant section of this chapter (“3rd higher order theme”), 
perceived as positive, with the parents showing particular interest in the elements of 
OTs’ work, which explained their child’s behaviour i.e. sensory issues. Working 
closely, educating and encouraging parental involvement, were perceived to 
characterise some of the special contributions of the OT profession in early 
intervention services. 
 
 
6th Higher Order Theme (code): Working with other Health 
Professionals and School Personnel 
This code did not directly relate to one of the study’ s research questions or 
discussion topics. 
Table 27: Qualitative findings: 6th code: Working with other health professionals and 
school personnel 
THEMES (FREE NODES) COMMON TOPICS 1ST DISCUSSION 
SPECIFIC 
2ND DISCUSSION  
SPECIFIC 
Factors affecting decision making X   
How to ensure access to services X   
Importance of collaborative work X   
Liaising with families and schools X   
Coordinated assessments X   
Justification to parents and HPs X   
Justification to others X   
Overlapping of roles X   
Successful systems X   
Who refers X   
Response to justification   X 
Prematurity online forum   X 
Assessments for early diagnosis/ 
Detection 
 X  
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Collaborative work with other health professionals and/ or education personnel was 
thought to be invaluable as it ensured early identification of difficulties, early referrals 
and, decision making which is informed by multiple factors leading to meaningful and, 
potentially, successful interventions. 
 
Sharing of information and expertise were supported by participants in both online 
discussions as a means to ensure access to OT services. Multi-disciplinary approach 
and increased communication between health professionals and community and/or 
social services were believed to provide a seamless service and avoid duplication of 
procedures.  
“We have an integrated system with acute, community and social services in the 
one team. The aim is to ensure that children's needs are met and that there is 
good communication so that all interventions are documented to avoid duplication 
and to provide a seamless service” (Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
Databases which list information relating to previous referrals and episodes of care 
were thought to provide useful information to all professionals involved in the child’s 
care, including educational personnel. Different professionals were thought to refer, 
as described previously, to OT services at different ages, with school personnel, such 
as Special Educational Needs Coordinators (SENCOs) being the group that tends to 
refer at later stages due to their seeing children for the first time once the child 
embarks onto the school curriculum. Community paediatricians and other health 
professionals were highlighted as the groups which made the earliest referrals. 
 
Sharing of information and early referral to OT services was however seen as a result 
of these professionals being aware of what OT intervention entails. Participants have 
commented that this is not always the case, and have illustrated the precious time 
that can be lost until a child is first seen by an OT due to ignorance of the nature of 
OT work. 
 
“I often find myself banging my head against a wall (figuratively) because of 'late' 
referrals where the child has slipped through the 'net' or the teachers/parents 
have not been well informed about the role of OT” (Subject 9; 2nd discussion) 
 
Justification of OT intervention’s contribution was viewed as instrumental, with the 
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participants referring to the need to heighten awareness by using the Knowledge 
Skills Framework (KSF) to present the unique OT skills within the multi-disciplinary 
team approach. Even in the absence of “obvious” signs of disability, one of the 
participants (Subject 14) observed that OTs do take into account and need to remind 
other agents that these children’s lack of life experiences due to the immaturity of 
their systems, might have long-term, knock-on effects on their development. 
 
“I also feel that we should remind "authorities" that these children (preterm) are 
developmentally less mature and hence lacking in the same level of life 
experiences as chronological peers - we therefore should be seeing them in 
children's services for longer” (Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
Response of other professionals to OTs’ justification was overall rated as positive, by 
the participants who commented on the topic. They thought that their colleagues, who 
worked alongside, had a good “grasp” of the OT role. One participant (Subject 16) 
however, stated that “historical beliefs” which support certain professionals seeing a 
child earlier than others, impede OTs “stepping in” and playing a more instrumental 
role in early intervention services. These beliefs were thought to perpetuate the 
pattern of later referrals to OT services (see “3rd higher order theme”). 
 
Although OTs frequently, during both discussions, referred to the special contribution 
of the profession in early intervention services, it appeared that there is, to a certain 
extent, an overlapping between the OT and other health professionals’ roles when 
working with children at a very early stage. Blurring of roles was attributed to the 
limited number of developmental areas health professionals could look at when 
working with a very young child.  
 
“The younger a child is, the more the roles of professionals can be blurred and it 
can sometimes be more difficult to define what your role is with the child and how 
it differs from the SALT or PT. It may be because there are only so many things a 
child should be able to do anyway for a 6mnth old, 1 year old etc (Subject 3; 1st 
discussion) 
 
Albeit this was not being viewed as threatening, one participant (Subject 14) in the 
second discussion, highlighted the need to protect the discipline-specific skills and 
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delineate the OT role, especially in the light of pressure to devolve professional skills 
into “bite size chunks of healthcare” within the Knowledge Skills Framework. 
 
Collaborative work could, according to the some participants, start as early as the 
screening/ assessment stage. One participant (Subject 16) reported that non-
standardised forms were often completed together with the teacher during school 
visits, while another participant (Subject 4) referred to a co-ordinated, uniform 
assessment completed by all members of the multi-disciplinary assessment for under 
three-year old children in their service. This assessment was observed as one that 
could promote an early diagnosis in the preterm population and qualify children for 
community programmes including Portage, a home-visiting educational service for 
pre-school children with additional support needs and their families. 
 
“This new approach is to promote an early diagnosis of developmental delay in 
our high risk population of preterm and sick infants from the neonatal unit and 
links in with an early intervention programme which is provided through 
community based programmes including portage” (Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
Discussing assessments’ findings and corroborating those with the views of other 
health professionals and school staff was believed to generate important information 
and affect decision making (see “2nd higher order theme”). 
 
Finally, one participant in each group referred to successful systems which have 
either been implemented in the past and have led to early referrals by enabling 
communication between different sectors (Subject 4; 1st discussion), or referred to 
future developments, such as the web-based resource for teachers in Lothian, 
Scotland, which could empower teachers by offering support or information about the 
existing services (Subject 10; 2nd discussion). 
 
 
7th Higher Order Theme (Code): “Detectability” of Problems 
and Continuation of Care 
This theme related to the online discussion question that aimed to capture what the 
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views of the participants were with regards to the questionnaires’ finding that most 
preterm children are being referred to the OT services between the age of six and 
eight years. 
 
Table 28: Qualitative findings: 7th code: Detectability of problems and continuation of 
care 
THEMES (FREE NODES) COMMON  
TOPICS 
1ST DISCUSSION 
SPECIFIC 
2ND DISCUSSION SPEC
Detectability of problems (or being at  
risk) 
X   
Follow up systems X   
How to ensure access to services X   
Importance of collaborative work X   
Importance of diagnosis X   
Importance of preventative work X   
Late referrals X   
Pragmatic issues\ Resources X   
Reasons for referral X   
Successful systems X   
Who refers X   
Working with others X   
Family support groups  X  
Importance of evidence   X 
Prematurity online forum   X 
Optimum time for intervention   X 
Isolating prematurity effect   X 
Survival & ethical responsibility   X 
 
Participants in both groups thought that the age of six to eight years constituted a late 
referral for preterm children with developmental difficulties. This was perceived as 
something that could have repercussions for development as, not only were already 
established difficulties not ameliorated, but children often developed secondary 
problems. 
 
“By the time my service receives a referral the child may be described as having 
significant emotional and behavioural difficulties” (Subject 15; 2nd discussion) 
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One participant commented that although children’s difficulties might often be 
“detectable” from an earlier point onwards, health systems often adopt a “wait and 
see approach” (Subject 10; 2nd discussion) that eventually leads to late, according to 
the same participant, referrals. Even if this was not the case, lack of knowledge by 
other health professionals, teachers or parents on what OT services entail, could lead 
to a similar result.  
 
Despite the general consensus that preterm children with SLDs are often being 
referred late, participants did not specify an optimum time for intervention. The 
relationship between age and response to therapy was identified by one of the 
participants as “non necessarily linear”, with factors such as individual needs, 
resources, parental support, often determining what this “optimum” time is for an 
individual case, with this even varying for different methods (see “4th higher order 
theme”). 
 
Despite not specifying a certain age for beginning an intervention, participants agreed 
that prevention overall is a principle that should precede ameliorating already 
established problems in children with SLDs.   
 
“This sounds excellent and surely must be the way forward with preventative 
work being the standard we are aiming for. It is too late to pick up children when 
they start to experience difficulties” (Subject 7; 1st discussion) 
 
Some of the reasons justifying early, preventative work with this group of children 
were the previously mentioned fears of developing secondary problems. One of the 
participants (Subject 15) also suggested that overprotective behaviour of parents 
towards the preterm child can lead to attachment difficulties, and gradually an inability 
to take on age-appropriate challenges. Poor academic performance and school 
exclusion were mentioned as additional reasons, while perplexed social behaviour 
due to feelings of failure could have long term, dramatic effects such as imprisonment 
(Subject 14).  
 
When asked to justify the importance of earlier referrals and preventative work with 
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this paediatric group, participants pointed out to an acknowledgement by the scientific 
community that early identification of these children's difficulties could lead to 
specialised intervention programs that could, potentially, ameliorate those. 
Occupational therapy’s contribution in services of a preventative nature was rated as 
instrumental (see “3rd higher order theme”). 
 
Identifying a child who might be at risk of developing difficulties which might interfere 
with academic performance was thought to be a very challenging task according to 
participants in both online discussions. This was attributed to the nature of these 
difficulties not becoming apparent until the actual challenge emerging within the 
“academic” curriculum. 
 
“However as subject 11 identified it is often when it is impacting on them 
educationally that we become involved. Often during P2 as the other children are 
progressing faster” (Subject 10; 2nd discussion) 
 
“..those with more subtle problems that are not that obvious before formal 
schooling takes place are often referred between 6& 8” (Subject 7; 1st discussion) 
 
Participants based detectability of difficulties on how “severe”, “obvious”, 
“recognisable”, “identifiable” or “observable” the difficulties of these children are 
before they embark on a mainstream school curriculum, and described a general 
approach among services to identify children who presented with a “clearer” course 
of developmental delay, based on severity. 
 
“Also children with observable/identifiable conditions at birth are more likely to be 
referred to the service for early intervention than those with a general 
developmental delay” (Subject 10; 2nd discussion) 
 
Two participants (Subjects 11 and 14) thought other factors that contribute to the 
difficulties of the children not being detected at an earlier point, were: 
o parents’ lack of ability to recognise a “subtle” difficulty, especially if the child 
was their first born or if they came from a lower socioeconomic background 
o teachers’ occasional false assumptions and expectations of the child based on 
its performance at mainstream curricular activities 
Some of the participants, however, thought that there were certain factors that would 
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“qualify” some preterm children with subtle, neonatal difficulties to enter a follow up, 
monitoring (“check up”) scheme that would detect a potential developmental delay, 
which could interfere with academic performance. These qualifying factors included 
birth weight below one kg, being born before 28 weeks of gestation, abnormal 
ultrasound scan, genetic disorder associated with disability, abnormal neurology, twin 
or multiple birth, being smaller in stature. Even in the case of an unfounded 
“suspicion” such as the ones mentioned above, one participant suggested that 
complex family histories do very often reveal a neurodevelopmental finding. 
 
Five participants (two in the first and three in the second discussion) commented on 
the importance of having a specific diagnosis, including knowing that the child was 
born prematurely, when seeing a child for the first time. The general impression was 
however that having a specific diagnosis or knowing that a child was born preterm is 
good but not essential, as focusing on areas of occupational performance is the main 
preoccupation of OTs, irrespective of any diagnostic label. A clear “cause and effect” 
relationship between prematurity and certain conditions, as a categorical and definite 
agreement, was thought to be difficult to establish, with one participant stating that 
children with different developmental histories often present with the same 
symptomatic behaviour, and there is no need for OT interventions to differ. 
 
“But can we always differentiate between early birth and other causes of DCD? 
Both groups would tend to be last to change for the PE lesson etc. This is not to 
say that we should not develop EI* specifically for the pre-term group (especially 
since we would have known their needs from birth) but that can we discriminate 
our intervention based on cause?” (Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
*Early Intervention 
 
The same participant supported the need for further research, and especially 
quantitative studies, which could explore if the impression among OTs, that there is 
no need for differentiating between the intervention for a preterm child with SLDs and 
any other child with the same difficulties, is valid.  
 
One of the participants in the first online discussion, however, reported the 
importance of diagnosis as a criterion upon which referrals and continuation of care 
might be based.  
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“This new approach is to promote an early diagnosis of developmental delay in 
our high risk population of preterm and sick infants from the neonatal unit and 
links in with an early intervention programme which is provided through 
community based programs including portage” (Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
A multi-disciplinary approach and collaborative team work were thought to ensure 
timely identification and referral of children to OT departments. Sharing of information 
and expertise was thought to increase knowledge relating to the role of each multi-
disciplinary team member. Participants in both online discussions believed that this 
was pertinent when it came to creating a safety net for children who might otherwise 
not be easily identified by services. Collaborative work was thought to be pertinent 
not only among health professionals but all agencies involved e.g. educational staff, 
acute healthcare, or community/ social services. Single entry systems, that identify 
children and their needs as early as possible, were thought to avoid duplication of 
procedures. One participant described the use of a database that enhanced 
communication between different services and allowed access of information on 
clients who had used one of the services in the past, irrespective of this being an 
education, healthcare or social source.  
 
“We have an integrated system with acute, community and social services in the 
one team… Our paediatric OT service is an integrated health, education and 
social services team so the previous referrals to OT from birth onwards are 
available on a database to the whole team to avoid just this situation of children 
referred from education and not having access to previous episodes of care” 
(Subject 4; 1st discussion) 
 
In a similar sense another participant stated that creating opportunities such as web-
based resources that would enable communication between different agents would 
lead to a timely referral of these children to the appropriate services. 
 
“Hopefully the web based resource being developed by [….] to support ASL will 
enable and empower teachers to try out various strategies/supports at an early 
stage (pre referral) and it will then highlight that they may need to seek additional 
support/advice” (Subject 10; 2nd discussion) 
 
The role of parents in the identification of early difficulties and the subsequent self-
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referral was rated as instrumental by therapists in both discussions. Based on this, 
one of the therapists stressed that it was paramount that parents were aware of the 
effect of immaturity on their child’s development. 
 
“My concern would be that the parents need to be informed at some optimal point 
(by the gynaecologists or community paediatricians?) of the potential levels of 
immaturity and not wait for them to be told by teachers, who may be making false 
assumptions or expectations of the child based on the academic performance” 
(Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
Listing reasons for referral, as well as identifying the agencies, which might most 
often refer preterm children with specific developmental difficulties to OT services, 
was not the purpose of the online discussions as this was recorded in a quantitative 
manner in a much larger scale data collection stage i.e. the survey.  
 
The referral age appeared, according to some participants, to associate with who the 
referring agent was. One participant (Subject 14) believed that the six to eight years 
age group was more likely to be referred by a paediatrician alerted by the parents or 
health visitors, while the nine to eleven years group was more likely to be referred by 
school personnel. In a similar pattern, health professionals such as physiotherapists 
were thought, by one participant (Subject 16), to identify problems and refer to OT 
services earlier than doctors. Finally, the fact that parents self-refer their children was 
perceived (Subject 14) as having, overall, lowered the age limit at which children with 
subtle difficulties are identified up by the healthcare system.  
 
All suggestions relating to identifying preterm children “at risk” were, according to 
participants in both groups, often undermined by scarce resources of OT 
departments, and the pressure for cost effective provision of care. Resources were 
commented to often not suffice to meet the demand of increased self-referrals, long 
client waiting lists, or, the need to follow up children who do not present with severe 
difficulties (see “8th higher order theme”). 
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8th Higher Order Theme (code): Pragmatic Issues, 
Resources and Time  
Pragmatic issues within the service provision, was one of the themes which does not 
directly relate to one of the research questions of this study, has however emerged 
from the coding of the qualitative (discussions) data (see Table 29 below). 
 
Table 29: Qualitative findings: 8th code: Pragmatic issues, resources and time 
THEMES (FREE NODES) COMMON TOPICS 1ST DISCUSSION 
SPECIFIC 
2ND DISCUSSION  
SPECIFIC 
Pragmatic issues~ resources~ time X   
Factors affecting decision making  X   
Research in OT X   
Follow up systems X   
Reasons for referral X   
Successful systems X   
Who refers X   
Liaising with families & schools   X 
Criteria for selecting assessments   X 
Time “wasters”   X 
Prematurity online forum   X 
Importance of evidence   X 
Cost-effective OT services   X 
Family support groups  X  
 
Managing demand and long waiting lists, while providing cost effective care, were 
factors believed to affect decisions that OTs make when working with this population.  
Resources, departmental funding, personnel/work force and, time available, were 
believed to affect decisions relevant to the mode of care provided, assessments 
used, treatment method and, frequency and duration of intervention. 
 
“I was not implying that the response to therapy is linear related to age. I think it is 
much more complicated than that. The child's complexity of difficulties, support of 
parents/ teachers, insight and motivation, time available for therapy (sessions and 
duration), resources, to name a few of the complicating factors” (Subject 11; 2nd 
discussion) 
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Given these challenges, participants in both groups referred to mechanisms that 
could be put into place to address costs and, at the same time, provide support for 
children and their families. These mechanisms were mainly identified as: 
o community groups which would either provide support for parents, operating as a 
“drop in facility” in case a concern would be expressed with regards to the child’s 
development, and where practical strategies would be given to parents for play and 
other activities 
o follow up systems where the children would be seen by health professionals at 
time intervals 
o integrated systems which health professionals utilise to discuss appropriateness 
of referrals if required; this system often deployed questionnaires and telephone 
triage system to screen cases in order to avoid seeing children that might not benefit 
from the service. 
 
Such systems were thought to be flexible, cost-effective and, at the same time, create 
a safety net for children who could at the time present with subtle difficulties, yet 
might at a later stage, run a risk of developing problems that could interfere with their 
occupational performance. One of the participants (Subject 14) suggested an online 
“forum” similar to the one employed for the current study as a mechanism which 
could help parents communicate and seek advice from professionals and, also, assist 
the latter prioritise by predicting need for intervention for certain clients. 
 
“What she would value is an online forum for mums or other advocates to access 
24/7 just exactly when she can see a life event precipitating and predicting the 
need for a period of intervention - this might also help us to "prioritise" (I have 
always disliked that word!) - when follow up is justified and when we should be 
giving more time to new or existing clients” (Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
These systems were thought to be necessary as a result of the ever increasing self- 
referrals from parents whose awareness has increased due to the amount of 
information available in the internet. Informing parents and others about the actual 
picture of routes of care available, the cost of it and, the reality of scarce resources 
was observed by one participant in the second group as of great importance as 
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information could lead to appreciation of circumstances and ensure collaboration 
from an early point onwards. 
 
Scarce resources and limited time were also believed to affect participants’ 
involvement with clinical audits and other types of research. Despite evidence-based 
practice being pertinent in healthcare, and pressure for outcome measures being 
evident, participants stated that heavy workload and lack of support from the 
management often discouraged them from participating in research. 
 
“But this is all strategic and the reality is the limited time and resources -the effect 
on the OT under pressure for outcome measures that are not necessarily 
supported by management” (Subject 14; 2nd discussion) 
 
“It's catch 22 - we are busy working but not able to do the research/evaluation 
work” (Subject 6; 1st discussion) 
 
The need for protected time in order to determine scientific interest and undertake 
research was highlighted. One participant (Subject 3) believed that the “big push” for 
Continuous Professional Development (CPD) is not reconciled with the time allocated 
for research in a typical working day. Similarly, refinement of skills within the 
Knowledge Skills Framework (KSF) did not seem to agree with the opportunities and 
resources provided for research.  
 
“I hope this is not off at a tangent but if resources are not there for us how can we 
really refine our skills in alignment with evidence based practice and with one another 
as paediatric OT's?” (Subject 14; 2nd discussion). 
 
A slow change and a gradual acknowledgement of the need for research by OT 
managers and departments was however acknowledged.  
 
Finally, resources of the department, relating to the cost of purchasing a standardised 
tool as well as the time needed to administer it, were thought to be important criteria 
when selecting certain assessment tools (see “1st higher order theme”). 
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Evaluating the WebCT Experience 
A short e-questionnaire where participants were asked to evaluate the experience of 
using an online environment, such as WebCT, was available in the web-area where 
the discussion was conducted. The completion of the e-questionnaire was optional. 
The questions in this mini e-survey were the following: 
o How did you find the overall experience of using WebCT? 
o What were for you the possible benefits/drawbacks from using WebCT? 
o How did you find the presentation and organisation of this online discussion? 
o How easy or difficult did you find using WebCT? 
o Would you use WebCT again? 
 
The questions were all of an open-ended format. Two participants, both in the first 
discussion group, completed the e-survey. This low number could be attributed to the 
open-ended format of the five questions of the survey, as well as to the relatively long 
period over which the discussions took place i.e. approximately one month. 
 
 
Figure 30: Evaluating the WebCT experience: 1st discussion group 
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Figure 31: Evaluating the WebCT experience: 2nd discussion group 
 
 
These two participants rated using WebCT either “fairly easy” or “very easy” to use. 
One participant stated that WebCT proved much easier to use than she had 
anticipated. 
 
“Initially I was concerned that I would not be able to use it” (Subject 7; 1st discussion) 
 
One participant (Subject 10), however, experienced difficulties stating: “I have really 
struggled with the WebCT. It is true that you cannot teach an old dog new tricks”. This 
participant did not complete the survey but the foregoing comment was made during 
the course of the second discussion. 
 
Instructions were thought to be clear and straight forward, and the experience was 
rated as “good” or “interesting”, with one participant (Subject 7) stating that the 
experience was positive although she did not rate herself as particularly computer 
literate.  
 
No WebCT drawbacks were identified. One participant (Subject 7) thought that 
opinions and posted messages were easy to follow, and the other participant (Subject 
2) thought that such an online area could prove beneficial for her practice, given that 
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there would be frequent computer access in the future. Both participants stated that 
they would use WebCT again in the future. 
 
 
Summary of Qualitative Findings 
With regards to detecting early developmental difficulties, participants thought that the 
often used “wait and see” approach, leads to late referrals. This approach was 
perceived to be often maintained by parameters such as the pressure for provision of 
cost-effective care, the lack of knowledge on what OT intervention constitutes and, 
the nature of this client group’s difficulties being subtle and, therefore, very hard to 
detect at the early stages. Other factors which contributed to “late referrals” were the 
lack of OT-specific evidence on its effect on this population, the referral system being 
based mainly on the severity of the presenting problem, and /or the inability of some 
parents to “see” the problems, especially if their child was their first born or if they 
came from a lower socioeconomic background. Participants did however refer to a 
number of “risk factors”, which could justify early intervention and, qualify these 
children for some mode of OT treatment. These risk factors included birth weight 
below 1 kg, being born before 28 weeks, having an abnormal ultrasound scan, or 
having a genetic disorder diagnosis. Having a diagnosis was not perceived to be 
necessary, as participants thought that “tags and labels” did not always imply 
causality. 
 
Justifying the importance of OT intervention and its special contribution to early 
intervention services were perceived as essential by the participants, and things that 
could possibly lead to earlier referrals of children born preterm to OT departments by 
parents, health professionals, doctors and educational personnel. This justification 
related to: 
o the ability of the OTs to detect subtle difficulties, often of a sensory nature 
o the special role of occupational therapists in advocating the importance of 
acquiring occupational roles and occupational performance 
o the OT’s holistic view of the client’s, i.e. child’s, life 
o the collaborative work of OTs with the families  
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o the flexibility of OT intervention in the delivery of care/services 
o the occupational therapists’  special skills in problem solving due to their training 
 
More specifically, the particular ability of OTs to detect problems which might not 
otherwise be recognisable was attributed to the OTs using a wide range of 
assessments, which often go beyond standardised assessments, which might fail to 
detect these problems. The other reason was OTs’ preoccupation with sensory 
issues, that often underlie this type.  
 
Informing parents and professionals about the OT role was perceived to be pivotal, 
although it was thought to, at times, interfere with therapists’ continuous professional 
development and involvement in research, due to its time consuming nature (it takes 
more time for OTs to explain). Other factors identified as interfering with the process 
of explaining and justifying OT’s importance and contribution were: 
o a “historical” belief that OTs intervene at later stages 
o the overlapping of health professionals’ roles in early intervention services 
(importance of delineating the OT role under the UK Knowledge Skills Framework 
was highlighted) 
o the limited OT-specific evidence on its effect  
o the difficulty of some parents or professionals to understand the long-term effect of 
prematurity 
 
A wide array of, often, conflicting factors that informed clinical decision making were 
stated. However, participants thought that the weight of those factors changed 
depending on the stage of care a clinical decision had to be made. Evidence was 
believed to be one of the factors affecting decision making, with the National Institute 
of Clinical Excellence and, Health Technology Assessment guidelines reported to be 
the main sources of information. The theory of the profession and incorporating 
parents’ views into the actual process, were also viewed to be important factors.  
 
Past experience was considered to be another factor influencing clinical decision 
making, whereas resources and lack of funding, or time, due to heavy workload 
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emerged to be, consistently during the discussions, factors which influence clinical 
decisions. Providing group instead of one-to-one sessions was viewed g such 
pragmatic issues, although particular caution was suggested when considering group 
treatment’s applicability to each individual case. 
 
Only one participant referred to the different techniques, e.g. focus groups, Delphi 
method, decision making trees, utilised before making a clinical decision.  
 
Specifically, with regards to making a decision regarding which OT 
approaches/methods should be when working with this population, and what those 
were, the overall finding was that these did not differ from the approaches, or the 
decision making process, used for any other population of children with SLD. Some 
participants, however, referred to special clinical features that preterm children have, 
with one of the participants highlighting the need for conducting further research to 
investigate this topic in more depth (i.e. the need for differentiated, specialised 
approaches for this group). Optimum time for intervention was perceived to be a 
complex topic, with certain approaches believed to be more effective at certain 
developmental stages.  
 
Although participants did not attempt to rank the factors which informed their decision 
making in an order of importance, they identified “talking to parents” and “liaising with 
families” as two very important elements of their work. One participant perceived this 
often as more informative than standardised assessments when it came to devising a 
plan of action for the child. Conducting parent-led assessments were thought to 
provide OTs with rich information about the child’s developmental history and 
behaviour, while at the same time parents gained, with the help of the clinician, a 
clearer picture of the nature of their children’s problems. 
 
Parents were also perceived to be agents, who could lead to earlier referrals, and 
consequently earlier identification of difficulties, after being informed about the routes 
of care and available services. Mechanisms were proposed, e.g. community 
programs, which could ensure that all parents were informed, irrespective of their 
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socioeconomic background. Although self-referrals from parents were seen as an 
avenue to earlier identification of problems, they were also viewed as a phenomenon 
contributing to “non-appropriate” referrals and long waiting lists. “Screening systems” 
based on the completion of questionnaires, and telephone triage systems, which 
could help identify and prioritise which children it might be pertinent to assess first, 
were believed to be ways to potentially address this problem.  
 
Collaborative work with doctors, other health professionals, and school staff was 
similarly perceived as of utmost importance as it could promote earlier referrals and 
access to OT services, avoid duplication of procedures and, inform decision making.  
Participants observed the need for all of these agents to know what the nature of OT 
work was so that “precious time” before referral was not lost, although they 
acknowledged that an inevitable overlapping of professional roles in early invention 
services might be one of the reasons which impeded understanding and appreciating 
of what OT entails. Two participants stressed the need to delineate the “OT specific” 
skills due to a “risk” of OTs being replaced in specific settings by occupational therapy 
assistants. 
 
Finally, with regards to assessment procedures, participants did not explicitly support 
the view that there are differences between the criteria used when selecting certain 
assessments for preterm children compared to full-term children with SLD. Criteria 
informing the selection of specific assessments included:  
o appropriateness of the assessment for the child, related to factors such as the 
child’s mental state and/or age 
o “traditions” in the department (assessments most commonly used)  
o resources and cost of the assessment were some of these criteria 
 
Although these factors were not ranked in terms of importance, participants did 
comment on how certain criteria could undermine others e.g. how appropriateness of 
a tool might be undermined by the inability of a department to purchase it. 
 
Observation was viewed to be an assessment method of great importance. It was 
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described as a stand-alone assessment, but also as an adjunct to other 
assessments, especially when the latter would “fail” to explain the problems the child 
might present with. Views on how structured OT clinical observations have to be, 
varied. 
 
Finally, some participants “grouped” the assessments they used, beyond the 
“standardised and non-standardised” categorisation. Some of the categorisations 
agreed with topics the participants raised elsewhere in the discussions. As such, the 
“parent and child-led assessments” were in line with the idea of parental cooperation 
and user involvement, whereas the “monitoring change assessments” underlined the 
importance of monitoring the intervention’s clinical effect. 
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CHAPTER XIII: MAIN DISCUSSION 
 
Demographics: Survey and Online Discussions 
The total number of questionnaires (N=1000) sent and consequently distributed by 
NAPOT, currently known as CYPF, was informed by the membership, according to 
the records of the association at the time of the survey. As previously stated in the 
quantitative findings section, 353 valid questionnaires were completed and returned. 
This response rate of 35.3% is, according to Weisberg (1996) within the accepted 
range for postal surveys, which can vary between 10% and 50%. Howard’s (2002) 
and Hong’s (1997) studies on the practices of UK-based paediatric OTs, also 
employed postal questionnaires distributed by NAPOT, and reported response rates 
of 71% and 83.3% but were of a smaller scale (N=300 and N=60 respectively). 
Diamantis’ (2006) study  (N=89) with a similar methodology, investigating the use of 
standardised assessments of paediatric OTs in the private sector in the UK, used a 
mailing list from the OTs’ Independence Practice (OTIP) specialist section of COT 
instead of NAPOT, and reached a response rate of 74.2%. Potential reasons for the 
discrepancy between the response rates of the current study and the afore 
mentioned studies are discussed below. 
 
Response rates for mail questionnaires are often enhanced by the distribution of 
reminder letters one or two weeks after the mailing of the questionnaires. Reminder 
letters were sent out to the participants in the study of Diamantis (2006). Whether this 
was the case in the other two studies remains unknown as it is not explicitly stated by 
the authors. NAPOT, currently known as CYPF, was unable to offer this option to this 
study. In future studies this limitation could be addressed through the use of 
electronic reminder announcements in the association’s website to increase the 
response rate. The lower response rate (35.3%) of this study could also be attributed 
to the fact that it was predominantly clinicians who related to the topic under 
investigation that completed and returned the questionnaire. This was true despite 
the information sheet explicitly stating that all recipients should return the 
questionnaire so that useful information could be retrieved with regards to what 
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percentage of NAPOT paediatric OTs, did work with this particular paediatric 
population. The surveys described above, which reported response rates of over 
70%, referred to the entire group of paediatric OTs, and not to a specialised fraction 
of those, something which might have encouraged more recipients to return the 
questionnaire.  
 
Five point one percent (n=8) of the population that returned the questionnaire 
reported they were not paediatric OTs. This could be attributed to some participants 
(occupational therapists), who did not at the time of the study work in paediatric 
settings, still being interested in the field. Alternatively, other professionals, such as 
teachers and health professionals could also be members of NAPOT. The vast 
majority of the respondents were female OTs (97.5%; n=317). The wide range of 
years working as an OT (41 years), working in paediatric OT services (32 years) and, 
being employed in the specific setting at the time of the study (30 years), reflects a 
wide range of experience and, a variety and diversity on the skills, knowledge and 
training displayed by the participants. Findings could therefore not be attributed to the 
views of a very particular, exclusive group of clinicians, but a heterogeneous sample 
that represented different levels of clinical experience. An attempt to stratify the entire 
sample into subgroups of “more” or “less” experienced clinicians, and test this for 
associations with responses to certain questionnaire items was thought not to be a 
valid attempt due to the difficulty in defining the length of time that would qualify a 
practitioner as “experienced”. Moreover, there was no information available that could 
confirm whether the time respondents had spent in paediatric services was 
continuous.  
 
NHS sites (including Primary Care Trusts) were the main employment site for the 
survey respondents, reaching a frequency of 67.9% (n=220). Educational sites and 
schools were the second highest response, reaching, however, a much lower 
frequency (13%; n=42). Educational settings were not specifically related to 
mainstream schools in the questionnaire. This means that the percentage of OTs who 
work in mainstream education could be in reality lower than 13%. This could raise 
questions with regards to how involved OTs might be in the identification and 
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potential amelioration of difficulties of children who might present with SLDs and 
attend mainstream schools. Of the survey respondents, 66.3% (n=216) reported 
working with mainstream school children who present with SLD, with 87.7% (n=192) 
of those also reporting that these children had, to their knowledge, been born 
preterm. These filter questions led to the final number (n=192) of participants who 
completed the questionnaire beyond the demographic section. This final number 
indicated that 57.3% of the people who retuned the questionnaires (353) worked at 
the time of the survey with preterm children that presented with some type of SLD. It 
remains however unclear as to what percentage of these OTs retrieved the 
“prematurity” information from memory, or, consulted departmental records prior to 
responding (see “Limitations of the study”). This is important as, in the case of the 
former, this could affect the accuracy of responses. Other limitations relating to the 
study demographics are: 
 
• The number of survey respondents can only account to a subset of occupational 
therapists in the country (members of CYPF); this poses challenges to the 
generalisability of findings 
• Sample frame bias: according to the purpose of the study, only a very particular 
group of therapists were invited to complete the entire questionnaire and, 
subsequently, take part in the online discussion i.e. OTs who work with children who 
are born preterm and present with SLD while attending mainstream schooling. This 
could mean that they could who could potentially have very specific and/or biased 
views about the effect of OT intervention on this paediatric group, something which 
could also be a “threat” to the generalisability of the study findings. 
 
These limitations are further discussed in the relevant section of this chapter. 
 
What follows is a discussion of the study main findings, stemming both from the 
survey and the online discussions. The study aim and four objectives are used as a 
framework to synthesize quantitative and qualitative findings. Literature is also linked 
to those to draw similarities, differences and contradictions, where such a comparison 
is valid and possible, so as to make new knowledge arising from this research 
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explicit. 
 
 
First Objective: To document the problems/ difficulties 
healthy children who were born prematurely present within 
their school performance as reported by occupational 
therapists 
When considering the range of difficulties which children born preterm present with, 
the survey’ s findings suggested no one particular difficulty characterising this group.  
The relevant questionnaire item had a multiple response format, and participants 
selected a number of responses, favouring no one, prominent type of difficulty. As 
previously observed in the preliminary quantitative discussion, this could relate to the 
terms, having been used in the questionnaire to describe different difficulties, being to 
a certain extent open to the respondents’ own interpretation and knowledge. No 
operational definitions were provided in the questionnaire, as the researcher 
considered these concepts to be quite familiar to qualified OTs. Moreover, there were 
no suggestions made by the clinicians who participated in the piloting of the 
questionnaire that such operational definitions should be provided. Since providing a 
long list of definitions was perceived by the researcher to potentially make the 
questionnaire lengthy and potentially “hard” to read, these were omitted accepting the 
risk that these could to some extent be subject to a participant’s own interpretation. 
 
Irrespective of this, the current study findings relating to reporting the type of 
difficulties preterm children present with, constitute additional knowledge as none of 
the reviewed studies attempted to monitor the whole range of these children's 
difficulties, and reveal the most pertinent ones among those. Previous studies have 
focused on specific type of difficulties whereas the present study looked at the entire 
range of performance components to offer an overview of the type of difficulties this 
paediatric group presents with. 
 
The term “respondents” mentioned in this discussion refers to those OTs who work 
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with early mainstream school children who were born preterm and, have completed 
and returned the questionnaire (N=192). All the percentages provided below are in 
relation to this number. 
 
The most frequent type of difficulty reported, was, in the opinion of the participants, 
“sensorimotor” (86.2%; n=156). This was closely followed by “attentional” (85.6%; 
n=155). When participants were asked to report the kind of difficulties that mostly 
affect school performance, “sensorimotor” was also a very common response (68.5%; 
n=124). Sensorimotor difficulties were also the most common response (43.5%; 
n=20) when participants were asked about the type of problems that might 
differentiate the full-term from the preterm children with SLD, supporting that these 
were either “more frequent” or “more severe” in the preterm group. Sensorimotor was 
also the most common type of difficulties (45.9%;n=78) reported to have led to 
previous referrals, according to participants who were aware (n=93) of the reasons of 
previous referrals of preterm children to OT departments. This last finding could 
suggest a “persistence” of the type of difficulties that this paediatric group presents, 
and a potential justification for continuous care. Moreover, and in terms of 
“predictability” of certain skills, sensorimotor skills could be associated with later 
problems with writing, a school curriculum task which the vast majority of the 
questionnaire respondents (93.3%; n=168) perceived to be the major area of concern 
for these children. 
 
Previous studies have concurred with the above finding but mainly focussed on one 
type of sensorimotor difficulties, the visuomotor. According to Aylward (2002) 
visuomotor function is very hard to determine as it has been associated to visuomotor 
integration, visual-perception, fine motor skills etc. In this thesis visuomotor skills 
have been used to consider the issues identified by Aylward. 
 
In one of the largest comparative OT focused studies (N=280), where gestational age 
(GA) was used as a criterion for prematurity, Foulder-Hughes and Cooke (2003) 
found significantly lower visuomotor scores for the preterm group (p<.001) compared 
to the full-term group. Similarly in other, not OT-specific studies, visuomotor difficulties 
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were outlined as one of the most pertinent type of difficulties among preterm children. 
Luoma, Herrgård and Martikainen (1998) highlighted that the 46, five year old 
preterm children, who participated in their study presented a significantly lower 
(p=.00) performance in their visuomotor skills when compared with a matched full 
term control group. Stjernqvist and Svenningsen’s (1999) 10 year follow- up study 
similarly revealed that visuomotor integration performance, as measured with the use 
of VMI, for the 65 10-year-old preterm children was 1SD lower than the full-term 
group (p<0.001). Jongman et al’s (1996a) study on a cohort of 141 preterm children 
at the age of six years, born without significant neurological insult such as cerebral 
palsy, similarly revealed a significantly higher incidence of visuomotor difficulties 
when the preterm and reference group were compared with the two, most common 
OT standardised measures i.e. Movement ABC and VMI (p values < 0.001 and 0.05, 
respectively). Finally, Cooke et al (2004), who used GA to define prematurity for the 
279 recruits, despite not directly examining visuomotor difficulties, found more visual 
defects in this group when compared to their full-term peers. These visual problems 
were significantly associated with poor motor skills (p<.001), a fact which can, 
according to the authors, be due to common neurological insult for the two areas or a 
direct effect that visual deficits can have on motor performance. 
 
Attentional difficulties were the second most common type (85.6%; n=155), according 
to the survey findings. It was also perceived by the respondents as what most 
commonly affects school performance (89.5%; n=162). In the literature, attention 
appears to be categorised under different skills. Allen (1993) linked attention to 
cognitive skills and the ability of the brain to acquire and retain knowledge. In other 
studies attention was however rather closely related to impulse control and 
hyperactivity, and was presented as a behavioural difficulty (Boehm, Smedler and 
Forrsberg, 2004). This, according to the same authors, is why the diagnosis of ADHD 
and the estimation of its prevalence are so inaccurate. Investigating aetiological and 
neurological underpinning of ADHD remains an area which requires more research, 
as it is related to both cognitive and behavioural manifestations.  
 
Anderson and Doyle (2003) in their cohort study of 298 preterm children (GA<28 
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weeks; BW<1000g), defined attention rather as “freedom from distractability”, and 
associated to working memory and cognitive skills. The study has revealed a 
significantly greater incidence (p<.001) of attention problems in the preterm group. 
Boehm, Smedler and Forrsberg (2004) however, when examining the executive 
functions of 182 preterm children at the age of 5.5 years in comparison to their peers, 
documented differences in the impulse control and the working memory, functions 
thought to be of importance when researching attention deficits. Dupin et al (2000) 
have also explored attention deficits as related to functions such as self-regulation 
and concentration. Their study of 20 preterm children revealed significant differences 
(p<.05) between the preterm group and their matched for mother’s educational 
attainment, IQ and family’s socioeconomic status, full-term peers. The authors 
suggested that preterm and full-term children appear to have similar attention 
mechanisms with the differentiating factor being the ability of retrieving and utilising 
these. The greater effort that this might require from the preterm group, associated 
with fatigue, suggested posing a challenge for the preterm group. Finally, Bhutta et al 
(2002) in their meta-analysis of 16 studies on the developmental outcome of preterm 
children, found the ADHD incidence to be significantly higher (p<.001) among preterm 
children, while Stjernqvist and Svenningsen (1999) found the prevalence of the 
condition to be higher, than on Bhutta et al's study, for their 61 preterm group (GA<29 
weeks) (p<.01).  
 
Besides being a very common type of difficulty for preterm children with SLD, 
attentional problems were reported by the respondents in the present study to also be 
what has led to previous OT referrals in the departments in which they worked. This 
represented 20% (n=34) of the responses, a much lower frequency than that linked to 
sensorimotor problems (45.9%; n=78). Potentially, although attention deficits are very 
common, they are not always perceived as problematic at a very early developmental 
stage, constituting a reason for referral. Deutscher and Fewell (2005) observed such 
a tendency among paediatricians and health professionals. Their study’ s findings 
suggested that it might be possible to identify behaviours (especially inattentiveness) 
from an early preschool stage that could relate to a later diagnosis of ADHD. 
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“Perceptual difficulties” was the third most common response (75.1%; n=136), when 
survey respondents were asked about the difficulties that mainstream school children 
face who were born preterm and present with SLD. Although the term “perceptual” 
can refer to a variety of skills relating to the ability to perceive, regulate and interpret 
sensory stimuli of auditory, tactile and proprioceptive nature among others, visual 
perceptual  was the type that emerged in the literature as the one that is of concern in 
children born preterm. According to Hård et al (2000), visual perception is “the ability 
to interpret, understand, and remember what has been seen” (p.100). As such, it 
relates to spatial relations, discrimination and identification of forms, form constancy, 
figure-ground differentiation etc. Hård et al (2000) used the Test of Visual Perceptual 
Skills to assess the visuoperceptual skills of 51, seven-year-old children born preterm 
but without any brain lesions. When they compared those to their full-term peers, a 
significantly lower performance of the former was found in four of the sub tests of the 
measure. The total score was also under the 5th centile for 42% of the preterm 
children, but only for 14% of the controls. In Luoma, Herrgård and Martikainen's study 
(1998), mentioned previously, the 46, 5-year-old preterm children’s visuo-perceptual 
scores were significantly lower (p≤0.0316) than those of their full-term matched peers 
in all four tests used. Spatial perceptions and ability to capture movement in pictures, 
as well as, identifying whole figures from incomplete visual information were the two 
areas that remained significantly lower for the preterm group, and for the subgroup of 
those scoring in the very low ranges (p=.03 and p=.018, respectively). Finally, Cooke 
et al (2004), despite not directly assessing visuo-perceptual skills in their cohort of 
279 children born before 32 weeks of gestation, found significantly more visual 
deficits in the preterm group e.g. poor visual acuity (p=007 for the left and p=0.002 for 
the right eye), strabismus (p<0.001) and, stereopsis (p<0.001). As visual perception 
depends, according to Hård’s definition, presented earlier, on the ability to interpret 
and understand what has been seen it might be more likely that the visual deficits 
described above could affect visual perception. 
 
Behavioural issues reached a frequency of 45.3% of the responses (n=82), when 
survey respondents were asked about the most prominent type of this group’s 
difficulties. Self-confidence issues were perceived by both survey respondents 
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(27.1%; n=35) and online discussion participants to be a problem that OTs could 
contribute to ameliorating. This was attributed, by some of the participants of the 
online discussions, to the discipline’s holistic approach, and the ability to see how 
different areas interrelate and, how poor performance at task-orientated areas, such 
as school tasks, might trigger developing self-esteem issues, although these might 
not directly relate to the effect of preterm birth. Behavioural problems experienced by 
primary school children who were born preterm were reported in a number of studies, 
supporting the present study’ s survey finding suggesting a high prevalence among 
the preterm population. Bhutta et al (2002) in their meta-analysis of 16 studies 
exploring the behavioural outcome of a total number of 1759 preterm children, 
revealed an increase in both internalising (75% of the studies) and externalising 
behaviours (67% of the studies) for the preterm group, after being compared to their 
controls. The authors stated that it was not possible to provide more detailed 
information on the behavioural data due to tools used to assess these varying, and 
therefore not being directly comparable. All 16 studies have used GA as criterion for 
prematurity. Stjernqvist and Svenningsen’s (1999) study, which has similarly used the 
GA criterion for prematurity, demonstrated more behavioural problems for the preterm 
children at the age of 10 years, a finding that reached statistical significance (p<.01). 
Anderson and Doyle (2003) although not solely using GA as a criterion, revealed that 
the group of the 275 eight-year-old children, who were compared to their randomly 
selected full-term peers, presented more internalising behaviours, hyperactivity, and 
fewer adaptive skills, based on their parents’ and teachers’ ratings. Hack et al’s 
(1994) findings similarly revealed significantly more behavioural problems, as well as, 
significantly poorer adaptive skills (p<.05) for their preterm (as defined by GA) group. 
While acknowledging the evident methodological differences and different inclusion 
criteria in the above studies, behavioural difficulties are an area of concern for 
mainstream school children born preterm. 
 
Cognitive difficulties as reported by the survey respondents, reached the lowest 
frequency. The frequency was however yet relatively high, with 42% (n=76) of the 
participants selecting the item. Available literature exploring the prevalence of 
cognitive problems for children born preterm has predominantly also included the 
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Intelligence Quotient (IQ) as part of this. In studies, e.g. that of Anderson and Doyle 
(2003), Stjernqvist and Svenningsen (1999) or Boehm, Smedler and Forrsberg 
(2004), the IQ of the preterm group was found within normal range, yet, significantly 
lower than that of their controls. For that reason some of the studies, have controlled 
for the IQ effect to find that some of the elements of cognitive performance remained 
significantly lower for the preterm group. Boehm, Smedler and Forrsberg (2004) 
stated that since full-term children have been found to surpass their preterm peers in 
IQ scoring, and since some cognitive functions e.g. executive function have been 
found to correlate to IQ, a procedure had to be introduced (“controlling for the IQ 
effect) to “eliminate the influence of IQ when analysing the differences in tests of 
executive function between the two groups” (p.1366). This procedure involved 
introducing an “interaction factor” that would control for the total IQ score. Boehm, 
Smedler and Forrsberg (2004) suggested that there is a “persistence” of these 
cognitive discrepancies, even after controlling for the IQ score. This persistence was 
an indication that intelligence, as determined by the IQ, cannot explain these 
discrepancies. Bhutta et al’s meta-analysis demonstrated a significant relationship 
between GA and cognitive scores (p<.001), and differences between the groups 
significantly favouring the controls (p<.001). Anderson and Doyle (2003) found a 
greater deviance for the preterm group in areas such as perceptual organisation and 
processing speed (p<.001).  Boehm, Smedler and Forrsberg (2004) found a 
persistence of problems in executive functions such as working memory and mental 
speed, even after controlling for the IQ effect, while Briscoe, Gathercole and Marlow 
(2001) concluded that there is an increased risk of preterm children presenting with 
memory and language problems that deserve our attention as they might result to 
learning problems later in life. Similarly, Stjernqvist and Svenningsen (1999) found 
that the significantly lower IQ of the preterm group in their study, albeit within normal 
range, related to the educational outcome of these children. Although 92% of the 
children were attending mainstream schools, they were in significantly more need for 
some form of academic support when compared to the full-term group (p<001). 
 
A direct comparison of the findings to the literature presented in Chapter V is not 
possible, since the latter refers, mainly, to comparative studies looking into 
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differences between the populations of children born preterm and their controls, 
whereas the current study aimed rather at describing those in a large scale (first 
stage: survey). Literature, however, does agree with the study findings on the type of 
difficulties these children present with, with the present study revealing the most 
pertinent of these difficulties in relation to the whole range of skills that are 
prerequisites to successful academic performance. Moreover, within the present 
study these difficulties were associated to specific school difficulties, based on 
participants’ views. Based on criteria such as “frequency” and “severity” these 
difficulties were also related to how the population of preterm children with SLD, and 
full-term children with SLD are differentiated. The latter constitutes additional 
knowledge, as present literature relates to comparisons between the populations of 
preterm and full-term children, however, not their subgroups with a specific diagnosis 
of SLD i.e. full-term children with SLD and preterm children with SLD Finally, findings 
reveal the type of difficulties that appear to be “persistent” in this population over their 
preschool and school year. These findings, albeit qualitative in nature and based on 
participants’ “subjective” views, could offer the ground for further investigation on the 
predictability of early appearing difficulties which persist throughout development, and 
relate to later problem interfering with the children’s academic performance, with the 
use of longitudinal, experimental studies.  
 
In relation to the school areas mostly affected in this population, the questionnaire 
analysis revealed no prominent area but a combination of problems such as writing, 
reading and mathematics, as reported by the participants. The study of Stjernqvist 
and Svenningsen (1999), one of the few studies which isolated the prematurity 
criterion of GA, similarly revealed an overall poorer academic performance for the 
preterm group. While not pinpointing specific academic areas of concern, the study 
highlighted that although 90 % of these children attended mainstream schools, 34% 
of them did require some extra-support with curricular activities, a percentage 
significantly higher (p<.001) than that of their full-term peers.  
 
In the present study, the vast majority of the participants (93.3%; n=168) rated writing 
as the main school area negatively affected in this paediatric group. Writing difficulties 
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was also the second most common diagnostic label (83.6%;n=138), when children 
are referred to OT services with a diagnosis, following the one of DCD (92.1%; 
n=152). 
 
In one of the very few studies (Feder et al, 2005) with OT participation, the 
handwriting performance of 48 preterm children at the age of six to seven years was 
compared to that of their matched full-term peers. The study revealed significantly 
lower scores in handwriting legibility (p<.01) and writing speed (p<.005) for the 
preterm group. The preterm group also demonstrated significantly lower performance 
in sensorimotor skills as well as an association between handwriting and visuomotor 
and visual-perceptual skills (p<.05). Writing linked to sensorimotor difficulties 
(p<0.05), which appears to be the main type of difficulties with which preterm children 
present.  
 
Reading and mathematical ability emerged from the present survey as areas of 
concern in 65% (n=117) of the responses. Mathematics was however the academic 
area that emerged as the most problematic in most of the studies that reviewed 
academic performance of preterm children at various ages during mainstream 
education. All the studies stem from non-OT specific fields. Isaacs et al (2001) have 
also reported significantly more difficulties in mathematics, and especially in 
mathematical operations (p<.0001) and mathematical reasoning (p<.001), when their 
group of 80 preterm children were compared to the full-term cohort. Anderson and 
Doyle (2003) found various difficulties of the preterm group, which, after controlling 
for the IQ sore, did not persist, apart from arithmetic, which was significantly below 
(p<0.001) the scores of the full-term group. Bowen, Gibson and Hand (2002) found 
significant lower scores of the preterm group in reading, spelling and mathematics but 
after a similar to Anderson and Doyle’s (2003) IQ adjustment for the 82 preterm 
children who participated in their study, significant differences remained only in 
mathematics (p<.001). Finally, Marlow, Roberts and Cooke (1993) found that 48% of 
the preterm group were having problems with one or more of the following subjects: 
reading, mathematics, and spelling. Mathematics presented however the most 
significant discrepancy (p<.001). 
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Once more, a direct comparison between the study’ s findings, and the studies that 
are presented in Chapter VI (“prematurity and school problems”) is not possible due 
to the latter being in their majority comparative experimental studies, focusing on 
certain  school tasks that the preterm group is compared against (e.g. writing) their 
full-term peers. While taking this into consideration, a slight “contradiction” appears 
between reviewed literature and the study findings. The former highlight 
“mathematics” as the area most commonly differentiating the two groups, whereas 
the study findings highlight this to be “writing”. The following have to be considered in 
relation to this observation: 
o Most of the studies had a different, to OT, perspective (mainly educational 
psychology) and, therefore, either different focus to occupational therapy (which has 
been “traditionally” on handwriting difficulties) 
o The assessments used in these studies are not the assessments that 
occupational therapists would necessarily employ when assessing school-associated 
problems 
o The research questions are of a different focus; in the present study, participants 
were asked to report what the most common school problems is in the group of 
preterm children with SLD, whereas in the comparative studies, the type of difficulties 
was sought that differentiates the performance of the preterm and full-term group 
o Occupational therapists might need to be more involved in the assessment of 
skills that underpin adequate mathematical processing to be able to identify those 
and, subsequently, work towards ameliorating them 
 
Although the above findings provide additional knowledge, their importance and value 
have to be viewed through the prism of what they represent, which is qualitative 
evidence stemming from participants’ perceptions. This, as stated before, does pose 
a certain challenge when comparing those to experimental studies. The current 
findings represent themes which could be utilised to formulate hypotheses to be 
verified with the use of future empirical research. Moreover, these views although 
stemming from a large subset of the OTs in this country (CYPF members) still do not 
account for those of the entire group, a fact that makes generalisations of the findings 
difficult. Recall bias might have also interfered with the provision of answers in the 
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questionnaire, as it was impossible to ensure that these were based on the clinicians’ 
patient notes. Finally, the answering format, being in the majority of the questionnaire 
items one of multiple responses, might have been responsible for the participants 
selecting many, or even most, of the available answers leading to all responses under 
each questionnaire item reaching high frequencies.  
 
More discussion on the study limitations follows in the relevant section of this chapter. 
 
 
Second Objective: To explore assessment procedures, 
treatment principles and, specific practices that are 
employed by occupational therapists while working with 
these children 
The main reason behind including “assessment” as a topic in the online discussions 
was the survey finding that suggested that there is no favoured method that OTs 
employ when evaluating the needs of preterm children with SLDs. Non-standardised 
clinical observations, interviewing parents and, standardised assessments reached 
very similar frequencies in the relevant questionnaire item, followed by structured 
observations, own developed assessments, and others (95.2%, 95.2%, 91.9%,  
69.4%, 42.5%, 17.7% respectively). Although this could potentially be attributed to the 
questionnaire’s answering format being in the majority of the items, one of multiple 
response answer, it agrees with some of the existing literature on types of 
assessments OTs favour in their practice. Hong’s (1997) postal survey, which also 
utilised NAPOT’ s network to distribute the 60 questionnaires, similarly, revealed a 
combination rather than one favoured assessment method. Interviewing and 
standardised assessments reached, as in the present study, the highest frequencies. 
When further explored in the discussions, participants perceived this “reluctance” to 
select one assessment type, as a profession-specific characteristic, and a special 
contribution of OT to early intervention services. Hong (1997) has also commented 
on the reluctance of her participants to pinpoint one assessment, commenting that 
using a combination of procedures is rather “encouraging” as there should not be 
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“any short cuts” in the OT assessment process. That was thought to be due to these 
“assessment packages” capturing often the “subtle” difficulties that preterm children 
present, which would be otherwise very hard to detect.  
 
Conducting an array of assessments was thought to serve additional purposes, 
according to the participants. Frequently stated, particularly during the online 
discussions, were the holistic approach of the profession, and the pre-occupation of 
OTs with a wide range of skills and performance areas when assessing and/or 
intervening. This might suggest a need for a multi-faceted assessment in order to 
capture difficulties in all these areas. Hong (1996) similarly suggested that non-
standardised assessments are often used in conjunction with standardised tools in 
order to capture the qualitative aspects of the child’s performance, and add to a 
clearer, more objective, decision that incorporates the perspective of the family.  
 
Participants in the second discussion group also referred to the need to safeguard 
rigour in assessment by using, for example, tools that allow inter-rater reliability 
checks.  Howard (2002) has also stressed the importance of comparability of findings, 
not only within OT but also across disciplines, a purpose that can be served 
especially by standardised assessments. Using several assessments could also 
serve the similar purpose of comparing and “triangulating” assessment findings. One 
participant in the second discussion, for example, referred to quantitative techniques 
which informed her decision making, and involved completing matrices after obtaining 
scores from several assessments, both standardised and non-standardised. These 
matrices subsequently informed her clinical judgement on what the pertinent problem 
and most appropriate intervention might be.  
 
The various types of assessments selected by the survey respondents could be also 
attributed to different training opportunities each has had, following their graduation. 
The criteria that participants of the online discussions thought influenced assessment 
selection varied from the general uniformity in the department on what the 
“appropriate” assessment was, through the availability and local use in the 
department, to the actual cost of the assessment. These factors could, according to 
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the online participants, similarly influence the type of training the OTs seek when it 
comes to new assessments. Participants in the UK postal survey of Diamantis (2006) 
similarly highlighted that training requirements and pragmatic issues, such as the cost 
and excessive time required for some assessments, were often a justifying reason 
behind not using those. “Traditions” in the department, a factor relating to the 
importance of “peer opinion” in this study, along with departmental resources and the 
funding available could affect OTs seeking training opportunities with regards to new 
assessments. The study of Rodger (1994) has particularly highlighted the importance 
of availability (of an assessment) in the department.  
 
Another reason for including “assessment” as a topic for discussion during the 
second data collection stage was to explore whether there exist any differences 
between the criteria for assessment selection (or the assessment procedures 
themselves), between preterm and full-term children with SLD. No obvious 
differences were stated by participants in either of the discussion groups. Similarly, no 
studies were found in the literature that categorically suggested the use of different 
procedures for preterm and full-term children presenting with similar difficulties. The 
survey findings did however reveal that some clinicians supported differences in the 
type and/or severity of problems these two groups present with. Some 29.4% (n=53) 
of the participants supported the view that children born preterm do differ in some 
aspects of their development. Sensorimotor and perceptual difficulties were thought 
to be more frequent and/or more severe among children born preterm by 43.5% 
(n=20) and 34.8% (n=16) of the participants who supported this view.  Additionally, 
more medical issues, co morbidity with other conditions that may require OTs’ 
attention and, an overall poorer developmental picture and/or physical growth, were 
perceived to be a reality by 34.8% of these participants (n=16). This last finding 
agrees with the study of Sjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999) in Sweden, in which, the 
61 preterm children matched, for gender and age, to the 61 full-term peers, were 
found to be significantly shorter (p<0.0001), of a lower weight (p<0.01) and head 
circumference (p<0.05). Participants in the online discussions have also highlighted 
the importance of being aware of the special perinatal or developmental histories of 
preterm children, as something which can significantly differ from these of full-term 
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children. As mentioned before, although a direct comparison of findings is not 
possible as the findings of the current study stem from a quantitative (survey), 
however, non-experimental study, they do present a commonality between the 
themes emerging from the questionnaire analysis, and the outcome measures used 
in experimental studies, such as that of Sjernqvist and Sverringsen (1999). 
 
These findings could suggest that different assessment criteria might be used by 
some OTs when evaluating the needs of these children. The absence of evidence on 
specialised OT assessments procedures for preterm children with a, qualitatively or 
quantitatively, different course of development could relate to the more general 
phenomenon of lack of specialised OT assessments in paediatric OT. According to 
Hong (1997), out of the long list of standardised tools used by paediatric OTs, only 
the Miller Assessment for Preschoolers was designed by OTs, with the author 
highlighting the need for developing OT-specific assessments which could provide a 
normative baseline for continuous assessment. As assessment is identified as a main 
factor informing the selection of specific interventions (Rigby and Schwellnuss, 1999), 
it could be that specialised interventions would be best informed only by specialised 
assessments. 
 
Observation, either as a non-standardised clinical observation or as a structured 
observation such as the one proposed by Ayres, was highlighted as a very 
informative assessment both by the survey and the online discussion participants. 
Non standardised observation was selected by 95.2% (n=177) of respondents, while 
structured observation reached a frequency of 69.4% (n=129). The survey of Hong 
(1997) revealed frequencies of 58% and 78% for non-structured and structured 
observations, respectively. These findings highlight the importance of observation as 
a paediatric OT procedure, although a direct comparison may not be possible as 
Hong’s survey referred to paediatric OT in general, and had a much smaller sample 
size (N=60) in comparison to the current study. Participants, mainly of the second 
discussion group, suggested that observation is “popular” among OTs as it often 
captures the subtle difficulties that other types of assessment “fail” to identify. Dunn 
(2000) similarly stressed that observation is “the most critical assessment tool 
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available to occupational therapists” (p.84), due to the opportunity it provides to 
assess certain behaviours in a natural context.  
 
Clemson and Fitzgerald (1998) observed a tendency among OTs to think that 
observation can be a “subjective” assessment. The authors stress that this 
impression probably stems from a lack of confidence in the knowledge that therapists 
possess, and a persistent “objective-subjective” dichotomy. For the participants of the 
online discussions, who have had the opportunity to elaborate on the topic, 
observation was deemed an important assessment procedure, especially, in the case 
of borderline total scores of standardised, “objective” assessments. Observations 
were thought to explain certain “atypical” behaviours of children whose scoring might 
be within the normal range of the standardised assessment, which might be not 
“sensitive” enough to capture difficulties that relate to sensory modulation. What, 
however, varied among online discussion participants was the extent of structure that 
observation (simple, non-standardised) requires. Again, the experience and training 
the participants have had in the past, might have influenced their responses. 
Participants who were more experienced, or had obtained relevant training supported 
that, in order for the observation to provide rich information, structure is necessary.  
 
Standardised assessment was a type of assessment that a very high percentage of 
the survey respondents selected (91.9%; n=171). Standardised was the type of 
assessment mostly discussed in the studies of Howard (2002), Hong (1997), 
Diamantis (2006), Brown et al (2005) and Rodger (1994) when exploring the 
assessment practices of OTs when working with paediatric clients in general. A wide 
array of tools emerged from the analysis of the questionnaires with the VMI and the 
ABC reaching 89.3% (n=151) of the participant responses, followed by the TVPS 
(55.6%; n=94). Similar were the findings on the specific standardised tools in the 
previously mentioned studies, although these referred to the majority of paediatric 
populations. The surveys of Howard (2002) and the study of Diamantis (2006), both 
conducted in the UK, revealed the M-ABC and VMI as the most common assessment 
tools followed by TVPS. Hong's (1997) survey highlighted the same tools while the 
two surveys of Brown et al (2005) in Australia and Canada revealed similar findings 
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for the VMI and TVPS. Apart from some differences in the frequencies the tools 
reached, a general consensus was observed in literature that the the M-ABC and the 
VMI are the assessment most commonly used by paediatric OT (see Chapter VII). 
 
The majority of the studies reviewed in the main literature review (Chapters V and 
VI), which explored the developmental outcome of children born preterm revealed 
similar findings with regards to the assessment tools they employed to compare the 
performance of preterm and full-term children, although these (tools) are not 
specifically designed for this paediatric population. VMI was the tool used in the 
studies of Foulder-Hughes and Cooke, 2003; Cooke et al, 2004; Feder et al, 2005, 
Stjernqvist and Svenningsen, 1999; Luoma, Herrgård and Martikainen, 1998, Hack et 
al, 1994, Jongmans et al, 1996a). M-ABC was the instrument used to monitor motor 
performance of children born preterm in the studies of Foulder-Hughes and Cooke, 
2003, Cooke et al, 2004, Roberts, Marlow and Cooke, 1989, Abernethy, Cooke and 
Foulder-Hughes, 2004, Jongmans et al, 1996a, Jongmans et al, 1996b. The TVPS 
appeared as the assessment tool of choice in the studies of Feder et al, 2005, and 
Hård et al, 2000.  
 
Standardised assessments were perceived, by the discussion participants, to be of 
great importance as they offer the opportunity to monitor change over time, and meet 
the need for evidence-based practice and clinical auditing. Diamantis (2006) similarly 
observed a current trend in healthcare towards use of quantifiable outcome measures 
and a recognition that standardised assessment could serve this purpose. This need 
was highlighted several times during the discussions. The profession was identified 
as being under “pressure” to refer to outcome measures and highlight its special 
contribution in certain clinical areas, as part of the Knowledge Skills Framework 
(KSF). Using standardised assessments was thought to serve this purpose. 
Standardised methods were also thought, by the discussion participants, to be the 
type of assessment which gathered most evidence on their validity and reliability, 
criteria that some participants thought to be pertinent when selecting an assessment. 
However, as discussed in Chapter VII, there appears to be inconsistencies in the 
literature with regards to the properties of some of these tools e.g. more reliability 
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needs to be established for M-ABC and TVPS. Moreover, with the exception of M-
ABC, the majority of all other tools are standardised on an American, rather than a 
British, population with this raising further questions regarding their appropriateness. 
Interpretation of research findings on psychometric properties of standardised tools 
depends on how detailed the knowledge of clinicians is on concepts such as 
reliability, validity and, standardization. No study was found that explored these 
concepts among paediatric OTs. 
 
In the present study, use of certain standardised assessments correlated to specific 
skills e.g. sensory skills to the Sensory Profile (Phi=0.167; p=0.042), and visual-
perceptual skills with the TVPS (Phi=0.179; p=0.023). Standardised assessment, in 
general, was found to correlate to mathematics (Phi=0.158; p=0.047), one 
performance area that OTs reported assessing when working with these children. 
This association raises the question whether an interest in a performance area or a 
group of skills such as the ones described above could lead to the development of 
standardised tools to assess those, or whether it is the devising of certain tools that 
highlight specific skills and performance areas, and leads to the identification of 
certain problems. Testing such hypotheses was not the purpose of this study. 
However, an exploration especially of the second hypothesis could shed light on 
whether more specialised, sensitive measures could lead to the identification of 
difficulties which cannot be captured by the currently used tools. 
 
Working closely with parents during assessment, either as part of the initial data 
gathering, or during the actual assessment was thought to be pertinent for the 
participants in the online discussions. This agrees with the overall qualitative finding 
relating to importance of user involvement and parental cooperation. It also supports 
the survey findings relating to: 
o the importance of inter-agency collaboration (including cooperating with parents) 
as a factor which can maximise early intervention (89.2%; n=165) 
o the importance of family’s wishes and perceptions when it comes to decision 
making (80%; n=148) and, 
o the importance of information gathering from parents (97.3%; n=182)  
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Assessments such as the COSA, the COMP or the PEGS were believed, by the 
discussion participants, to gather very important information on what the family and/or 
the child prioritise as areas of concern. Missiuna et al (2006) highlighted the clinical 
utility of PEGS as a tool that contributes to collaborative goal setting between the 
child, the parents and the OT.  COPM was in a similar fashion identified, by Hanna 
and Rodger (2002), as yet another assessment tool that identifies children’s and 
parents’ perceptions with regards to the occupational performance problems the 
former face, and sets a collaborative framework for goal setting. Brown, Brown and 
Roever (2005) have identified in their survey of faculty members of UK universities 
that the COPM was the assessment tool most commonly taught/studied in British 
Higher Education Institutions.  
 
Conducting collaborative assessments with other members of the team was also 
believed, by the discussion participants, to offer useful information to OTs. This was 
also perceived as a way to avoid duplication of procedures in the case there would be 
overlapping in different professionals’ assessments, and contribute towards different 
professionals familiarising themselves with the OT role. The latter was thought to be 
of great importance by the discussion participants, as it could lead to earlier referrals 
to OT services. 
 
Overall, the views of the study participants emphasise the use of a combination of 
tools when assessing the needs of children who are born preterm. Moreover, the 
“particularities” of these children’s needs, which might require special attention by 
occupational therapists when designing assessment of children who are born preterm 
and are born preterm, was also highlighted, and provides additional knowledge in the 
field. The importance of clinical observation as an assessment method, which might 
capture the subtle difficulties of the children’s difficulties, and might explain 
behaviours which borderline performances and scores in standardised assessment 
might not be suffice to explain, constitutes a significant finding, in relation to this 
paediatric group. 
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With regards to the specific treatment practices employed by occupational therapists 
when working with children who are born preterm, and present with SLD, the majority 
(77.7%; n=143) of the participants thought that there were no differences in the 
intervention methods they would deploy to address these children’s problems, and 
those for full-term children with similar difficulties. However, 10.3% (n=19) of the 
survey participants observed certain elements which could specifically relate to the 
preterm population, and might differentiate this group from their full-term peers with 
similar difficulties, whereas 12% of the respondents (n=22) were unable to comment. 
This could point towards a different approach for this population. These elements 
had, according to the specific discussion participants, to do with more sensory related 
goals, a need to obtain more detailed developmental and/or perinatal histories for 
children born preterm and, the importance of providing more compensatory and 
adaptation strategies for them, given the slower progress and fatigue these children 
often manifest. Some online discussion participants also referred to the importance of 
detail when obtaining developmental histories of preterm children as this could 
explain their perplexed behaviour. They have also similarly referred to sensory issues 
as an area of particular interest of OTs when working with this population. Once 
again, these were views of only some of the discussion participants and can, 
therefore, not be generalised. They could however be further investigated to establish 
if certain treatment principles should be followed when working with this paediatric 
group. 
 
Views of the discussion participants on the need for developing specialised 
intervention methods for this paediatric group were conflicting. One participant 
commented on the importance of conducting further research in order to determine if 
working with this group of children requires specialised interventions, as there is 
currently no evidence that would support the development of those. Others 
suggested that there is no evidence which is suggestive of the need to develop 
specialised methods for children born preterm. The lack of evidence on specialised 
interventions for this population could be viewed in two different ways. Lack of 
evidence on the topic could strengthen the belief that there is possibly no need for it. 
Lack of literature on specialised interventions for the preterm population could justify 
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the need for conducting more research.  
 
 Sensory integration was the most frequent response (75.3%; n=131) when 
questionnaire respondents were asked about the frameworks favoured when working 
with this group. This is in line with the, previously, described OT focus on sensory 
issues, as described by some of the discussion participants. It remains however 
unclear whether the use of sensory integration (SI) and the preoccupation of OTs with 
sensory issues reflect a preponderance of these problems in these children, or it is 
just an area that OTs have a particular interest in, due to their training. An array of 
studies on the practices of paediatric OTs in the United Kingdom and other countries 
highlighted SI as very common, either as theoretical framework or a specific 
treatment method, reaching very similar frequencies to the present study’ s finding 
(Howard, 2000; Brown, Brown and Roever, 2005; Brown et al, 2005; Rodger et al, 
2006). 
 
Although online discussion participants referred to SI and the work of Ayres, they did 
not cite any specific evidence, which highlights the importance of this method over 
any other. It appears that the popularity of SI does not necessarily relate to evidence 
supporting its effectiveness. Specifically, in relation to academic performance, a 
common finding across literature is that groups receiving SI treatment might have had 
some improvement in academic performance, but most often this does not reach 
statistical significance. Sensory integration does not appear to more beneficial than 
other alternative interventions (e.g. tutoring, perceptual motor therapy). (Mandich et 
al, 2001a; Werry et al, 1990; Humphries et al, 1990; Polatajko et al, 1991; Wilson et 
al, 1992; Humphries et al, 1993; Kaplan et al, 1993; Allen and Donald, 1995). 
Improvement was on some studies recorded but it did not often reach statistical 
significance (see “Intervention”; pp.90-97; Chapter VII) 
 
Sensory Integration’s “popularity” could be a direct result of an established discipline 
“tradition”, as one of the profession’s earliest theoretical frameworks. Since OTs are 
mostly trained in sensory integration, have greater access to SI courses and, work 
with people who use and favour the method, they could be more likely to favour and 
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support the appropriateness of the method. The method’s “popularity” could, 
however, be attributed to a “true” clinical benefit observed by therapists in the 
everyday practice, which is not captured in existent research due to factors such as  
methodological flaws, heterogeneity of the studies' populations, the variability among 
studies regarding the duration and frequency of intervention, the possibility that the 
method is one that has a rather long-term effect, the lack of sensitive standardised 
tools etc. These issues are discussed in Chapter VII (“Intervention”). 
 
Although SI was the most frequent response (75.3%; n=131),, most questionnaire 
respondents favoured more than one intervention method when working with the 
particular client group. This agrees with the discussion participants’ observation that it 
is important for OTs to have a wide range of methods in their disposal before deciding 
which one they will use when intervening. It could, however, relate to the answering 
format of the specific questionnaire being one of multiple response, and the 
respondents possibly selecting the majority of the available answers. Lack of funding 
when seeking opportunities for training on new intervention methods was highlighted 
several times in the discussions. This finding, in combination with the qualitative 
finding on “traditions” existing in OT departments, and the survey finding about 
“peers’ opinions” affecting decision making (63.8%; n=118), raises however the 
question on how “wide” this range of methods actually is for the individual clinician. 
 
Overall, no specific approaches emerged from the analysis, which suggest a 
difference between the treatment provided for preterm children who present with 
Specific Learning Difficulties, and their full-term peers. However, what constitutes new 
knowledge is the finding that there might be some “particularities” in the nature of the 
difficulties of the former, which might lead to some differentiation in the existing 
intervention methods e.g. more sensory-orientated approaches, more compensatory 
methods and adaptations, given these children’s slower progress, and tendency to 
fatigue faster (discussions findings) than their peers. However, more research is 
needed in this field to further investigate this finding. 
 
As stated before, the significance of the above findings has to be viewed through the 
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prism of what they represent, i.e. qualitative evidence stemming from participants’ 
perceptions. These perceptions, although coming from a large subset of the OTs in 
this country (CYPF members), still do not account for those of the entire group, a fact 
that makes generalisations of the findings difficult. Finally, the answering format, 
being in the majority of the questionnaire items one of multiple responses, might have 
been responsible for equally high frequencies that many of the responses reached.  
 
 
Third objective: To explore occupational therapists’ 
professional judgements on the clinical significance of 
occupational therapy intervention for the above population  
The information presented in this section, deriving from the synthesis of the 
quantitative and qualitative findings of this study, provides new insight, as no literature 
exists which outlines the contribution of OT intervention when working with the 
paediatric group of interest. Although these findings are based on participants' 
perceptions (as captured by a large scale survey, and two online focus groups), these 
findings could help inform further, experimental research on the effect of occupational 
therapy in this clinical field. According to the Medical Research Council's Framework 
for designing and evaluating complex interventions to improve healthcare services, 
identifying the components of an intervention and understanding the underlying 
mechanisms by which they will influence outcomes is necessary before designing 
any exploratory and, eventually, definitive trials which will provide evidence on the 
effect of these interventions (Campbell et al, 2000) (see “Implications for Research: 
Future Directions” in Chapter XIV). 
 
The vast majority of the survey respondents (89.5%; n=153) perceived OT to be an 
integral part of early intervention services for preterm children. Justification of OT 
intervention was commented as a factor which could ensure parental and other 
agents’ cooperation. This justification was also believed, by the discussion 
participants, to lead to earlier referrals as agents who would be aware of the role and 
contribution of OTs at an early developmental stage, would be more likely to refer 
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these children to OT services. Earlier identification and earlier management of 
children’s difficulties were viewed as core principles in early intervention services by 
both survey respondents (91.9%; n=170) and the discussion participants. 
 
Reasons and evidence for this justification were sought in both data collection stages. 
“Working on certain skills” (as “prerequisites” of later performance areas) reached the 
highest response in the survey (38%; n=49). When questionnaire respondents were 
asked to report (open-ended questionnaire item) what the skills are which relate to 
school performance, and which they thought OTs are most likely to contribute to 
developing, a wide range of responses emerged. Motor skills, especially fine motor 
(FM), reached high frequencies (FM: 84.2%; n=139), while gross motor and 
visuomotor skills followed (66.7%; n=111). This agreed with the type of difficulties 
participants thought were most common among preterm children with SLD i.e. 
sensorimotor.  
 
The specific finding has to, however, be viewed with caution, as the special 
contribution of OT intervention in the acquisition of performance components, which 
form the basis for later successful occupational performance, seem to be in line with 
rather “older” beliefs on enabling and doing in OT. According to Mandich and Rodger 
(2006), considering foundational factors e.g. performance components, to obtain an 
understanding of a child’s difficulties, and obtaining a “bottom up” approach towards 
the amelioration of the latter, i.e. focusing on the acquisition of skills such as strength, 
balance or visual perception, to reach successful occupational performance and 
roles, are being slowly abandoned. According to Mandich and Rodger (2006), 
although bottom up approaches have been extensively used in the past, there is very 
little evidence to support them or they remain untested. The authors also highlight a 
movement towards approaches with a functional focus, and more weight given to role 
competency, and child occupations such as play, school, self-care etc. Mandich et al 
(2001a) similarly agree that current accrued evidence does not convincingly support 
the effectiveness of bottom approaches and the, mandatory, acquisition of certain 
prerequisites in order to achieve successful occupational performance. After 
reviewing 32 studies on the effect of available methods on motor skills acquisition for 
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children with DCD, they concluded that top down approaches may be rather effective 
although larger scale trials need to establish their effect on other paediatric client 
groups (see Chapter VII). Similarly Polatajko and Cantin (2006), after reviewing 25 
studies on the same topic, concluded that evidence on deficit-oriented (bottom up) 
approaches and working on “prerequisites” of performance areas remains 
inconclusive, whereas, the relatively recent task-oriented (top down) approaches to 
treatment, demonstrated some “promising results” (p.256). Similarly to Mandich et al 
(2001a), the authors stressed the importance of further research to validate the use 
of these approaches. 
 
Providing parental education was also identified in the survey as one of the 
justifications behind OT intervention, and a special contribution of the profession in 
27.9% (n=36) of the cases (second highest response following “working on 
prerequisites”). Informing and educating parents and carers were only part of what 
emerged as a topic in several instances in the discussions, i.e. the importance of user 
involvement in the care plan. Enabling parents to participate in all stages of 
intervention was perceived by the discussion participants to be empowering. This 
appears to agree with the survey finding that highlighted collaboration with parents 
and other agents as one of the factors that potentially maximises the OT 
intervention’s effect on this group (89.2%; n=165). Discussion participants believed 
that OTs could play an instrumental role in explaining to parents how the maturation 
and developmental process works, or, interpret behaviours the child might manifest 
that cannot be explained by medical procedures e.g. sensory regulation problems. 
OT was also perceived, by the discussion participants, as the profession which can 
best explain to parents, and others, the importance of acquiring roles. They also 
thought that OTs can help parents see behind the individual needs that the child 
might have at an early stage, into the “broader” picture of prematurity and its long 
term effects e.g. problems with school performance or dropping out of school. 
 
It remains, however, unclear whether some of the characteristics of the profession’s 
“special contribution” could not be also provided by other health professionals. 
Moreover, the discussion participants' argument of “prevention” over later stage 
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amelioration was not specified as OT specific but as an early intervention principle for 
several practitioners. Examples of evidence on the effect of OT intervention, provided 
by some discussion participants, rather related to the developmental coordination 
disorder (DCD), or the work of Ayres and Rood on sensory integration. Evidence 
therefore related to only one type of SLD, with this not necessarily representing the 
entire range of difficulties relating to prematurity. These findings have to, therefore, be 
interpreted with caution. 
 
Preventing the emergence of secondary problems such as psychosocial issues was 
perceived by discussion participants as yet another area OT could base the 
justification and special contribution of its intervention. Self-confidence, in particular, 
was perceived by 27.1% (n=35; third most frequent response) of the survey 
respondents as an area which could become of concern for preterm children. The 
discussion participants elaborated that this could be due to preterm children 
underachieving in several performance areas.  
 
The discussion participants also referred to the ability of OTs to “detect” preterm 
children’s difficulties which were of a “subtle” nature as yet another justification of the 
profession’s special contribution. This “subtle” nature of problems was perceived to 
be the main reason behind late referrals, and difficulty of the system to “pick up” 
preterm children before they embark on the school curriculum. The discussion 
participants perceived these difficulties to often have a sensory character, an area 
where OTs have a special interest and training. What has also emerged from the 
qualitative analysis was the finding that this “special” ability of OT to detect subtle 
problems or “borderline” behaviours could be attributed to them often using not one, 
but a wide range of, procedures when assessing the performance and the needs of 
each child. This was “confirmed” by the survey finding that favoured not one but a 
combination of standardised and non-standardised assessments being deployed. 
Non-standardised, clinical observations were highlighted both in the survey (95.2%; 
n=177) and in the discussions to be of fundamental importance when capturing 
difficulties that other tools might not detect e.g. normal total score in a standardised 
assessment, albeit poor performance in everyday tasks. The importance of OT-
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specific assessments when justifying OT intervention was also outlined in the survey, 
as the fourth most frequent reason (23.3%; n=30) after the previously discussed 
“working on prerequisites”, “educating parents”, and “self-confidence”. 
 
The concept of “neuroplasticity” and, the provision of compensatory techniques and 
adaptations emerged as yet additional justifications behind OT intervention. The idea 
of neuroplasticity, and working with a young, pliable brain towards ameliorating or 
preventing, instead of rehabilitating, certain problems, was frequently discussed by 
the discussion participants. Mundkur (2005) suggests that early years constitute “a 
maturational time period during which some crucial experience will have its peak 
effect on development or learning...If the organism is not exposed to this experience 
until after this time period, the same experience will have only a reduced effect or no 
effect at all” (p.856). According to the same authors early years, i.e. the first three 
years of life, is the period when sensory experiences and stimulation could determine 
synaptogenesis and neural connectivity. Compensatory strategies were discussed to 
some degree in relation to visits at school and providing suggestions to teachers 
regarding seating adjustments. Obtaining a compensatory approach was presented in 
the survey as an element which might differentiate the theoretical approach behind 
OT intervention for preterm or full-term children with similar difficulties, by the 10.3% 
of the survey respondents who supported such a differentiation. This was attributed to 
the slower progress and fatigue, which children born preterm often manifest. 
 
Finally, and in relation to the special contribution of the profession to the early 
intervention services, two discussion participants suggested that there are specific to 
OT, well developed, problem solving skills, and an ability to provide different modes of 
treatment e.g. group therapy. Provision of group sessions could be seen as part of 
problem solving. Group therapy was presented, mainly, as an “alternative” to one-to-
one sessions to address the problem of long waiting lists before being seen by an OT. 
No evidence was however provided by the participants, regarding the effectiveness of 
groups versus one-to-one group sessions for the paediatric group of children with 
SLD, who are born preterm. This finding has to be therefore viewed and/or 
interpreted with caution, as it could have clinical implications for OT practice, which 
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were not discussed by the study participants. 
 
The response of parents, teachers and other health professionals to the justification 
of OT’s importance once they had been exposed to it for a longer period of time, 
either by working alongside OTs or by taking active part in the actual OT intervention, 
was perceived as positive by the discussion participants. Given, however, the factors 
which might prevent this being possible, limited information was provided as to how 
OTs “sell” and promote the discipline’s special contribution. “Marketing packages” 
were suggested by one participant, designed to address these issues as well as the 
resources and time that might be wasted educating others to the expense of 
continuous professional development. Other participants have commented on the 
importance of OTs “coming in” at, even, prenatal stages to inform parents about the 
effects of prematurity in the case parents would be aware that their child would be 
born preterm. Participants have, however, not commented on the negative effect an 
“announcement” of this nature could have on the parents e.g. parents becoming 
overprotective or, making “unfounded”, inappropriate self-referrals to OT services. 
They have however, except for the participant who has commented on marketing OT, 
not referred to how OTs could “enter” areas such as prenatal consultative services, 
which are “traditionally” not associated with OT. 
 
Finally, and although supporting the importance of OT as part of early intervention 
services, 15.7% of the survey respondents failed to provide any justification to 
support it. This could relate to the item being of an open-ended answering format and 
a participants’ reluctance to provide a textual response. It could also relate to the 
limited literature on what constitutes occupational therapy’s special contribution in the 
field or, a difficulty to pinpoint this. 
 
 
Fourth objective: To investigate how occupational 
therapists (OTs) come to make certain decisions when 
clinical outcome data may be lacking       
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According to Grime (1990), capturing “thinking processes…is no easy task” (p.55), 
with “thinking aloud” studies, e.g. use of videos, having been deemed as the most 
appropriate method. As listing the factors that inform the decision making when 
working with this population was the objective of this study rather than exploring the 
clinicians’ thinking processes, a large scale descriptive study i.e. the survey was the 
method of choice. The subsequent online discussions were thought to provide the 
opportunity for the participants to elaborate on why these factors were deemed 
important. 
 
No operational definition of “clinical decision making” was provided in the 
questionnaire when survey respondents were asked to select the factors which they 
thought were most likely to inform this process in their everyday practice with preterm 
children with SLD. During the discussions, it became, however, apparent that 
decision making was perceived by the participants as a process that starts at very 
early stages, with the decision on whether they would continue to see the child. It 
would then continue with deciding on what the mode of the treatment could be, the 
frequency and duration of it, the intervention method they would use etc. The task of 
specifying these factors was perceived by participants as a challenging task as this 
would very much depend upon the type of service they provided e.g. consultative, 
follow up, or systematic continuous intervention. 
 
The majority of the survey respondents as well as discussion participants observed 
that there were no differences, or no differences they were aware of, in the criteria 
OTs use when making decisions for this population or any other full-term paediatric 
group. No literature was identified that supported the existence of special 
idiosyncrasies in the decision making process for children born preterm in 
comparison to other paediatric groups, with the above finding constituting new 
knowledge. The study of Kuipers et al (2006), despite focusing on the very specific 
diagnostic category of brain injury, even revealed a consistency in the ways OTs think 
when working with adults and children with that diagnosis. However, as discussed in 
the literature review chapter, the authors did not discuss whether these, qualitatively, 
similar factors informing the decision making for both adults and children have at 
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times different weighting, and if certain factors were more important for one of the two 
groups, e.g. paediatric group, than others. 
 
Elements identified by the participants to relate specifically to the nature of problems 
of children born preterm, and which might lead to adopting a special approach, are 
presented under the second objective in this chapter, as they were not thought to 
relate to the process of clinical decision making, and this specific section, as such 
(e.g. what factors inform clinical decision making) 
 
Most of the criteria which inform decision making, presented as a predetermined list 
of responses in the questionnaire, reached very high frequencies of responses. This 
could indicate that the process of making decisions is affect by many factors 
simultaneously, requiring constant balancing of these factors. Similarly, in the 
discussions, a wide range of factors were outlined. Chapparo and Ranka (2000) 
similarly stressed that there is a very wide array of factors which inform clinical 
decision making, with Fleming (1994) and Roberts (1996) suggesting that that the 
mode of clinical reasoning preceding a decision very much depends on the purpose 
and the special aspects of the clinical situation. This comment agrees with the 
qualitative findings that decision making very much depends on the type of service 
clinicians would have to provide e.g. consultative, follow up, or systematic continuous 
intervention. The similarly high frequencies that the answers to the “decision making” 
questionnaire item reached might, however, relate to the specific answering format 
(multiple response), and its inherent limitation, that is for respondents to tend to select 
many of the available answers.  
 
“Past experience” was the questionnaire item that reached the highest frequency of 
responses (98.4%), when survey respondents were asked to report the factors that 
mostly affect their decision making. The importance of past experience as an 
informant of decision making was highlighted in the literature (Chapter VIII). Lee and 
Miller (2003) presented past experience as yet another form of (a priori) evidence the 
contribution of which cannot be dismissed as it adds to a fuller understanding of OT 
practice, especially when empirical evidence is not adequate. Fleming (1991) also 
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stressed that past experience often assists OTs with the “visualisation of future” 
possibilities for the client, i.e. the narrative mode of reasoning described by Higgs 
(2003). Fleming (1991) observed that this past experience was thought to offer the 
base for “clinical prediction”. Rogers (1996) stressed that individual, past experience 
enables OTs to reach an almost rapid, “intuitive” formulation of what the potential 
problem might be, and, subsequently, examine different possibilities to address this. 
Rigby and Schwellnuss (1999) also highlighted the importance of previous clinical 
experience when making clinical choices, especially in the case that empirical 
evidence is lacking. It must however be stressed that, with the exception of the study 
of Rigby and Schwellnuss (1999), this literature was not specific to decision making in 
paediatric OT, and as such the current study findings constitute new knowledge in the 
area of paediatrics. 
 
Deploying “past experience” (highest frequency of responses when survey 
respondents were asked about what informs their decision making), could be partly 
attributed to the average time OTs had worked in paediatric services (9.3 years). 
Since there were some extreme values in the group, the median was always 
calculated. Its value was eight years of experience in paediatric OT services. Any 
suggestion that the group formed a relatively “experienced” group can only be 
hypothetical. Stratifying the sample into subgroups of “more” or “less” experienced 
clinicians was impossible due to the difficulty of defining the length of time that would 
qualify a practitioner as “experienced”. Moreover, there was no information available 
that could confirm that the time respondents had spent in paediatric services was 
continuous.  
 
The “discussion” participants have further justified the importance of previous 
experience. The latter was perceived as a factor which would allow them to 
determine what type or modes of treatment have worked for certain children in the 
past, and consequently, likely to be of use with children that present similar 
difficulties. Reflection was rated instrumental in the process of deciding on the 
applicability of past experiences in present situations. However, labelling certain 
interventions as “appropriate” for children with certain characteristics could be 
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perceived as something that undermines individualised OT approach and, raises 
questions about the somewhat “prescriptive” nature of care. Although, reflection was 
commented by some discussion participants to be the main process which allows 
practitioners to determine “what has worked in the past and for whom”, only two 
participants referred to reflection as a careful, structured and, based-on-specific 
models procedure. This procedure goes beyond “looking back”, into utilising previous 
experience to justify clinical decisions. Participants did not elaborate further on 
reflection, something that could highlight the thinking process behind selecting or 
dismissing a certain intervention for certain groups of children. Given the pragmatic 
constraints in seeking training opportunities for several and diverse methods, it 
remains somewhat unclear how personal convictions for certain methods are made, 
as in the study of Kuipers et al (2006) who perceived technical and professional 
resources to play a very important role when making certain decision in everyday 
practice. Exploring the thinking processes that underpin making clinical decisions was 
beyond the scope of this study, however, these remained to be further explored in 
future OT research. 
 
The conflicting nature of some of the factors which inform decision making and, the 
need to identify which might be more pertinent in any one situation requires artful and 
skilful balancing. Only one participant in the second discussion referred to the 
techniques employed when doing this. This was the participant who referred to 
techniques behind decision making that resemble quantitative and qualitative 
methodologies. Focus groups and Delphi technique were highlighted as techniques 
which could potentially lead to consensual decisions, made by members of the multi-
disciplinary team, school personnel, the child, and its family. Sinclair’s (2004) matrix 
that breaks the reasoning process resembles the quantitative techniques was 
mentioned by the participant.  
 
Existing theory and evidence were informing factors for 72.4% of the survey 
respondents when they were asked which factors inform decision-making. Evidence 
was viewed in this study as any finding that stems from the pure scientific method. 
Peer opinions, clinical experience and others appeared as separate items in the 
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questionnaire, or, were identified as different topics during the discussions. Lee and 
Miller (2003) also stressed that evidence is a valuable informant of OT decision 
making. They, however, defined evidence as something which goes beyond scientific 
method. In this sense they referred to clinical experience as a priori evidence, and 
specialists’ opinions and institutional guidelines as authoritarian evidence. Kuipers et 
al (2006) also identified professional knowledge informed by evidence as one of the 
“extrinsic” factors influencing decision making. Rigby and Schwellnuss (1999) 
described a similar reality in their study on the decision making guidelines on children 
with cerebral palsy experiencing writing problems, observing that although empirical 
evidence is of great value to the OT profession, its lack in under-investigated areas 
very often results to clinicians relying on practical, tacit knowledge stemming from 
past clinical experience. Grime (1990) presented a dichotomy with regards to the 
importance of scientific evidence in the OT community with theorists supporting the 
latter as the gold standard of practice, while others believe that this could undermine 
the holistic and individualised approach OT. This raises the question on how much 
faith practitioners should be placing on statistically significant findings of quantitative 
research, and whether this always equals clinical significance. Bennett and Bennett 
(2000) suggest caution when interpreting the clinical importance of any study findings 
and they stress that placing faith on findings should very much relate to the clinical 
question(s) the practitioner is formulating when seeking evidence. Experimental 
research often produces “strong” findings when exploring the effect of an intervention, 
but qualitative research has its place when the researcher explores personal 
experience. The online discussion participants similarly observed that, although 
empirical evidence is valuable, individualised approach and treatment tailored to the 
client needs, are more essential. 
 
A high percentage (72.4%) of the survey respondents rated “evidence” as an 
important factor when they were asked about the factors that inform their decision 
making. This might relate to the current climate on provision of evidence-based 
practice. The discussion participants frequently acknowledged this, and identified 
accredited journals and databases, such as the Health Technology Assessment 
(HTA) and the National Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE), to be reliable sources 
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of evidence. Given, however, the often acute care focus of HTA and NICE (National 
Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence since 2005) guidelines, and their limited 
focus on OT or general rehabilitation issues, it remains unclear as to how these 
guidelines are used to inform and justify certain clinical choices when working with 
this client group. 
 
Incorporating the children’s and families’ perceptions and lifestyles into decision 
making was believed to be of great importance (80% of the survey respondents). 
This agreed with other studies’ findings, such as those of Missiuna et al (2006) and 
Hanna and Rodger (2002), which highlighted the clinical utility of tools such as PEGS 
and COPM respectively. Both studies stressed that these tools contribute to 
collaborative goal setting between the child, the parents and the OT, and maximise 
user involvement in the active identification of the child’s difficulties and the 
subsequent goal setting. The discussion participants of the present study observed 
that involving parents in clinical decision making would most likely ensure the setting 
of realistic goals, which would fit the child’s and family’s lifestyle, and would 
guarantee the implementation of any suggested strategies outside the therapy room. 
As previously mentioned (Chapter VIII on clinical decision making), the role of the 
family in understanding the children’s roles and occupational performance and, 
subsequently, collaborating with the therapist when designing intervention is pivotal. 
Darlington and Rodger (2006) highlight the importance of family-centred practice and 
collaborative parent-therapist partnership when working with paediatric clients. The 
authors go on to stress that benefits of family involvement i.e. “honouring the family’s 
priorities and style when designing programmes and intervening with children” (p.30), 
include more successful treatment outcomes for the child as well as increased parent 
satisfaction and/or decreased parent stress. 
 
Pragmatic issues and resources were considered, by 55.7% of the survey 
respondents, to be a factor which influenced clinical decisions. Kuipers et al (2006) 
referred to technical and professional resources, time and financial constraints as the 
“extrinsic” factors which influenced decision making in their study. Pragmatic 
reasoning is probably the only type of clinical reasoning which, according to 
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Chapparo and Ranka (2000), goes beyond the therapist-client relationship, looking 
into what is “achievable” in terms of resources, financial constraints etc. Given that 
client-centeredness is a core value of the OT discipline, and meeting the client’s 
wishes and needs is paramount, finding a balance between this and practical 
constraints becomes an example of conflicting factors in the process of decision 
making. Grime (1990) commented that this “conflict” can even take ethical dimension 
when pressure for cost efficiency can trivialise individualised care. The discussion 
participants, who elaborated on this, observed that resources available in the 
department might affect the time that children may stay in the waiting list and, the 
mode and the frequency of treatment provided. Pragmatic issues, such as time and 
funding could also affect decision making indirectly. Participants suggested that such 
constraints can often determine training opportunities or opportunities to participate in 
research projects. This agrees with Grime (1990) who also suggested that lack of 
funding for training and further education for OT practitioners could undermine 
provision of an individualised approach.  Thus, in terms of resources e.g. resources 
to follow up a preterm child, lack of training or opportunity to acquire new knowledge 
on new assessment and treatment methods could indirectly affect OT decision 
making.  
 
Although the above findings do not constitute new knowledge in the whole body of 
literature in clinical decision making in occupational therapy, they do provide specific 
insight in the area of paediatrics, as no studies exist which explore the factors that 
inform this valuable clinical process in areas, such as early intervention and working 
with preterm children, where the discipline has a very short “history”, and evidence on 
clinical outcome measures may be lacking. Caution has to be, however, exercised, 
when such findings are interpreted by clinicians, as they only represent “authoritarian” 
evidence stemming from participants’ perceptions, and therefore only tacit knowledge 
which remains to be verified in future enquiries. 
 
 
Referrals, Diagnoses & “Detectability” of Early Difficulties  
This section does not directly relate to one of the four study’s objectives, and the 
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findings presented here are therefore presented separately.  
 
Of survey respondents, 85% reported that preterm children that experience difficulties 
with their school performance are being referred to OT services for the first time at 
the age of six to eight years i.e. at the P2 to P4 class stage. Participants of the online 
discussions generally thought that this constitutes a relatively late referral and 
believed that by this time, children are often likely to present with difficulties of 
secondary nature e.g. behavioural and emotional problems. This was attributed to 
underachieving at school and other performance areas, something that could in turn 
also lead to complex social behaviour. Webster- Stratton and Reid (2004) support 
behavioural problems can signal falling academic performance, repeating the class, 
dropping out from school and/or, antisocial behaviour. 
 
Late referrals were attributed, by some participants, to a “wait & see” approach often 
obtained by the healthcare system. This approach was, in turn, thought to stem from 
resource issues and a need to manage long waiting lists, with the services basing 
prioritisation on how severe clients’ disabilities were.  This agrees with the finding of 
Grime’s (1990) study, which highlighted a pressure for community OTs to prioritise 
“urgent” over “non-urgent” needs, when clients were referred to their services. Other 
reasons perpetuating the “wait and see” approach were thought to be the lack of 
knowledge by doctors, health professionals and educational personnel on what OT 
intervention entails, or, “traditional” beliefs among these professionals that OT is an 
intervention which “comes in” at a later developmental stage. 
 
Participants have provided some “criticism” with regards to the current referral system 
as one which is often based on the criteria of an established diagnosis and/or 
abnormal clinical picture e.g. neurological problems as defined by medical 
procedures such as scans. They stressed that such a system often does not take into 
account the long-term effects of prematurity which might impede school performance 
and create secondary difficulties such as the perplexed social behaviour, described 
earlier. Foulder-Hughes and Cooke (2003) stressed that those medical complications 
that standard medical procedures detect, would very often resolve by the end of the 
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first year of life. This frequently leads to the discontinuation of follow-up programs for 
preterm children who might however still present with more subtle, yet persistent, 
developmental difficulties. What both the survey and online discussions of the present 
study made apparent is that OTs, who work with these children when at school age, 
believe that the latter can present with significant functional problems. These 
problems, albeit not constituting a severe disability that would, according to some of 
the participants, “qualify” them for referral to OT due to the services’ long waiting lists, 
can interfere with the children’s school performance leading to potential academic 
failure, and subsequent complex behavioural issues. 
 
The majority (81.3%) of the survey respondents reported that children are 
“sometimes” referred to OT services with an established diagnosis. Developmental 
coordination disorder (DCD) and writing difficulties were the most common diagnoses 
reaching 92.1% and 83.6% of the responses respectively, while ADHD followed 
(64.8%). Diagnosis was however identified by participants in the online discussions, 
as “not necessary” as the OT approach focuses predominantly on functional 
difficulties that might be a result of different conditions. This agrees with the findings 
of the ethnographic, American OT Foundation Clinical Reasoning Study. Fleming 
(1991) stressed that the notion of diagnosis appeared to be of a lesser significance,   
for OTs, when it came it making certain decisions. Therapists were rather 
preoccupied with functional outcome and occupational performance, perceiving 
aetiology as important but not necessary. This perception could agree with the fact 
that definitions, and subsequently diagnoses, of SLD are often problematic (Prior, 
1998). Moreover, and according to most participants (45.7%), terminology used to 
describe the needs of these children or ascribe certain diagnoses is “not so 
consistent”. Given that “diagnosis” is one of the criteria upon which referrals are 
made, it is unclear to which extent this could set obstacles in “picking up” children 
that might not have one (diagnosis). Authors such as Reid (1998), Selikowitz (1998) 
and Prior (1996) suggested that the discrepancies in the terminology used for SLD 
might be inevitable given the wide range of disciplines working with these children, 
the different sectors e.g. health or education and, the different focus. Implications that 
certain definitions and diagnostic labels might have for educational policies and 
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economic issues for education authorities further contribute to the difficulty of 
reaching “uniform” diagnoses. 
 
Certain online discussion participants stated that being born preterm could imply, but 
does not confirm, a “cause-effect” relationship to SLD. Participants have however 
highlighted the importance of gathering information about the perinatal and 
developmental histories of children they are treating as, even in the case of an 
“unfounded suspicion” (e.g. abnormal neurological finding), features such as multiple 
birth could provide “hints” for a developmental problem.  
 
Participants have referred to certain factors which could potentially “qualify” children 
for an early intervention follow up program, which would allow, to some extent, 
“prediction” of long term difficulties. Such risks related to birth weight below 1 kg, 
being born before 28 weeks of gestation, or twin/multiple birth. Identifying who might 
be “at risk” was an issue highlighted by the participants OTs as pertinent, due to the 
“predictability” potential that early identified difficulties might have in relation to future 
long term problems. Even in the case of obtaining normal scores after conducting 
early assessments with these children, participants have commented on the need to 
obtain a detailed developmental history of the child, interviewing the parent and, 
conducting observations, which might explain certain behaviours that could raise 
concern long term e.g. sensory regulation issues. In a similar fashion, Majnemer, 
Rosenblatt and Riley (1994) suggested that standardised assessments, which might 
even be considered to have a “predictive value” regarding future development, have 
to be viewed with caution. The authors stressed the importance of conducting rather 
a combination of assessments, as the sensitivity of the measure can vary depending 
on the age of the child. Aylward (2002) has also stressed that the scores of 
standardised assessments are averages of multiple tests, and that a normal total 
score might not reflect performance in individual areas, “masking” often subtle 
difficulties in sub-areas. The findings of these studies agree with the perceptions of 
discussion participants that OTs rarely “favour” one type of assessment, and that the 
process of evaluation usually comprises a set of assessments in order to capture 
“subtle” difficulties (see second objective in “Study's aim and objectives”; Chapter I) 
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and was viewed as one of the profession’s special contributions to early intervention 
services. Future research is required to determine whether the potential clinical 
benefit of this detailed screening, i.e. “detecting” early difficulties, is cost effective, 
given that such procedures will have cost implications and require more resources 
e.g. more training for clinicians on standardised assessments, cost of purchasing 
more assessment tools, time to conduct these assessment etc. 
 
The difficulty of identifying school-associated difficulties relates, according to 
participants, to their emergence when children embark onto the school curriculum. 
This stresses the importance of early screening and/or designing tools which could 
detect a risk and/or “predict” issues that might later interfere with school performance. 
The Bayley Scales was identified during the online discussions as a valuable 
assessment tool when assessing the needs of preterm children at an early 
developmental stage. The pioneering work of Siegel in the 1980s (Siegel, 1982a; 
Siegel, 1982b, Siegel, 1985a, Siegel, 1985b; Siegel, 1992) that looked at the 
prognostic value of conducting infant assessments such as Bayley, as early as four 
months of age, was believed to associate with low developmental scores as captured 
by several tools at a preschool stage and, consequently, problems with school tasks 
as captured by the WISC-R. Similarly the study of Fallang et al (2005) concluded that 
deviant motor behaviours of preterm infants, that did not present with a serious 
neurological findings such as periventricular leucomalacia or intercranial 
haemorrhage at the age of four and six months, could predict minor neurological 
dysfunction (MND) at the age of six years. The Psychomotor and Mental 
Developmental Indices of Bayley were again used to assess the development of the 
infants.  
 
The findings of the foregoing studies could be indicative of the persistence of certain 
neurodevelopmental difficulties. They also suggest that transient neurological signs in 
the first year of life could be a prelude of difficulties with the acquisition of age-
appropriate skills in the preschool years. One of the findings of the present study was 
that the difficulties that OTs rate as the most common (86.2%) among children born 
preterm, i.e. sensorimotor, were also the reason behind referrals at an earlier point, 
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something that could be suggestive of the persistence for this type of problem. This 
agrees with the findings of Feder et al (2005) and Luoma, Herrgård and Martikainen 
(1998) which revealed significant differences in visuomotor (one type of 
sensorimotor) performance when compared to their controls. Again, and as stated 
previously, this finding has to be viewed through the prism of what it represents i.e. 
clinicians’ views. A direct comparison to the experimental studies mentioned here, is 
impossible but a similarity is certainly observed between the themes of the current  
study and the outcome measures of the afore mentioned experimental studies.  
 
Some caution should be also exercised in the interpretation of the above findings. 
The preponderance of sensorimotor difficulties, as the type of difficulties which might 
mostly affect school performance, refers to a group of components, of which, 
visuomotor, is only one. The impact of each of those skills on academic performance 
in general, and on writing specifically, remains to be studied separately. The 
preoccupation of OTs with sensorimotor difficulties might also relate to the theoretical 
approach of Sensory Integration, which holds according to Parham and Mailloux 
(2005) a special meaning for OTs, and with its application to children with SLD being 
based on the assumption that such children, or at least a subgroup of them, have 
problems in their sensory integration to which some or all of their problems can be 
ascribed (Hoehn and Baumeister, 1994).  
 
When questionnaire respondents were asked to identify who mostly refers preterm 
children to OT services, community paediatricians were the discipline which reached 
the highest frequency (85.4%). Given that the 6-8 years band was perceived by 
discussion participants as a relatively late referral, the identification of other agents 
who could potentially lead to earlier referrals was sought. Agents who could 
potentially refer earlier had less “referral power”. For example, referrals from other 
occupational therapists that could, according to the discussions analysis, identify the 
subtle difficulties of this group, represented only 11.4% of the responses in the 
survey. Online discussion participants also stressed that parental referrals could lead 
to earlier referrals and earlier identification of preterm children’s problems. 
Encouraging self-referrals and raising the awareness of parents who might, either 
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due to a lower socio-economic background or due to their preterm child being their 
first born, be not “sensitive” in detecting and/or articulating any developmental 
deviances, was perceived as important.  
 
Both discussion and survey participants highlighted the importance of early onset of 
OT intervention. The task of defining “how early” this should be, proved however to 
be a challenging task for the participants. Despite not specifying an age or a 
developmental stage, some participants have stated that OTs could intervene as early 
as at a neonatal stage, before the infants are discharged from the special baby care 
units of the maternity ward. Determining the “ideal” age onset for occupational 
therapy intervention for children who are born preterm, is a topic yet to be explored. 
Future researchers might, however, want to explore the possibility of investigating this 
topic in relation to specific occupational therapy methods of intervention, and not OT 
in general as, according to the study’s findings, different methods might require a 
different age onset.  Overall, literature has identified that the unique contribution of 
the profession at very early stages is encapsulated in the support OTs provide to 
infants when developing early adaptive responses to environmental stimulation 
(Holloway, 1998), as well as facilitating the parent/carer-child bond for early 
attachment patterns to develop (Mayer et al, 2002). 
 
Overall, participants offered “reasons” to which “late referrals” can be attributed, 
together with an extensive criticism of the present referral system. This could 
potentially offer the base for further investigation on how referral criteria could lead to 
appropriate and “in time” referrals. The current criteria which appeared to pose 
challenges with referring the paediatric population of interest to OT services at an 
earlier time-point related to: 
o Presence of a diagnosis, which is sometimes hard to establish either due to 
The subtle nature of the children’s difficulties, or due to different professionals 
disagreeing upon the terminology used 
o Severity of difficulties, and a differentiation between “medical” and “functional” 
problems; this can pose challenges as there might be no direct association between 
the two e.g. children might not present with a neurological dysfunction, might 
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however underachieve in performance areas 
o “Referral power” of certain agents, and an observed tendency, for those who 
are most likely to refer at an earlier stage, to have a reduced power. 
 
The above findings provide new, useful insights in this clinical field. 
 
The criteria that participants identified which could serve as “qualifiers” to early 
intervention OT programs echo the findings of existing studies on identifying “risk”. 
However, what appears to be a new finding is a “persistence” participants observed in 
certain types of difficulties, which appear both at preschool and school years. These 
could potentially indicate certain dysfunctional patterns in development. This 
hypothesis remains to be further explored.  
 
 
Online Discussions: WebCT Activity 
Kenny (2005) suggests that the number of online discussions held for a study can 
influence the analysis of the data and the overall findings. Gilbert and Dabbagh 
(2005) have also stressed that group-by-group and cross- group data analyses can 
potentially elicit diversity of views and allow comparisons. On these grounds, it was 
decided that conducting two online discussions would potentially elicit multiple and, 
perhaps, diverse views. 
 
Not all participants chose to introduce themselves at the beginning of the online 
discussions. Postings were username and password protected, with the identity of 
the participants not known to the researcher, unless participants decided otherwise. 
Reid & Reid (2005) suggest that the anonymity offered by cyberspace can minimise 
bias or alienation between the participants, and lead to a permissive atmosphere that 
allows disclosure. In the case of online discussions, where the participants have 
access to individual accounts, contribution and disclosure might be greater than in 
studies that employ closed email lists or open Internet discussion boards. In the case 
of the latter, participants’ postings might be publicly available and their email 
addresses available to the other participants (Stewart & Williams, 2005).  
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A virtual learning environment (VLE) such as WebCT, unlike other systems, can track 
the number of times participants visit the on-line area and what their contribution is in 
terms of number of postings read and sent (Maloney et al, 2003). This option 
revealed a total number of 28 and 57 postings for the first and second online 
discussion respectively. The average number of postings per participant was not 
thought to be representative of the overall activity of each group as the contribution of 
two participants in the second group, i.e. 31 (highest number) and nil postings 
respectively, distort this value. The median values for the number of posting for the 
first and second discussion were 4.7(≈5) and eight respectively. Non real time groups 
are generally considered to produce more reflective, considered and extensive 
responses as participants can take their time before answering (Mann and Stewart, 
2000a; Wilhelm et al, 2003; Meho, 2006; Thomas and Storr, 2000).  The second 
online discussion produced however a much greater volume of data as postings of 
the participants in the two groups did not only differ in number but also in volume and 
content. Responses of the participants of the second discussion group were longer, 
including more justification, explanation and reflection.  
 
This could be attributed to a number of factors. The first factor related to the activity 
of the researcher/coordinator, and the frequency of messages sent in order to 
facilitate discussion. These messages often asked participants to elaborate on their 
responses, and/or provide examples. This was not always the case during the first 
online discussion, as the researcher’s approach was one of minimal “intrusion” and 
postings, in order to allow an uninterrupted discussion and avoid introducing any 
bias. The facilitating role of the instructor might, according to Mann and Stewart 
(2000a) and Meho (2006), often determine how interactive the group will be. The 
choice of minimal facilitation for the first discussion was due to the fact that it took 
place almost directly after the analysis of the questionnaires, with the researcher 
believing that she did not have enough “distance” from the survey findings that would 
allow her an objective stance.  
 
An additional reason might relate to the time frame of the online discussions and the 
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time allowed to the participants to familiarise themselves with browsing WebCT and 
posting messages. The decision was for participants’ usernames and passwords to 
be sent out to them one week before the official start of WebCT so that they could log 
in and practice, change their passwords or introduce themselves in case they wished 
to do so. As the start of the second discussion did however coincide with the 
Christmas festive period it might have been that participants used the holiday gap to 
practice more and initiate interaction before the discussion commenced. This might 
have affected the ease of using the WebCT area as well as the level of interaction 
throughout the entire course of discussion. 
 
The groups’ general atmosphere and dynamics appeared to differ. The approach that 
the facilitator will adopt from quite early onwards is very important as Arbaugh and 
Benbunan-Fich (2004) suggested when they contrasted the “instructivist” and 
“constructivist” approaches (see Chapter X: “The role of the online discussions’ 
facilitator”). The pattern in the first discussion was more of an “answer-response” one, 
with limited interaction. Participants have mainly responded to the facilitator’s 
questions and, have in a small number of occasions commented on each others’ 
postings. This could be attributed to the minimal intervention and encouragement of 
the discussion moderator as described earlier. Although the same numbers of 
participants introduced themselves in each group (four), participants of the second 
group were from this very early point far more interactive. They provided information 
about their professional background but went beyond this into commenting on the 
upcoming experience of participating in an online discussion by expressing “fears”, 
concerns or excitement, something which has potentially contributed to the 
“collegiality” feeling in the group. This might relate to the additional time that the 
second discussion participants had at their disposal before the discussion 
commenced, as commented earlier. Participants shared information about the 
services they worked in, reported examples of good practice and training 
opportunities, and were supportive of each other when experiencing difficulties with 
WebCT by suggesting ways on how to use the online discussion board or overcome 
technical problems. Akers (2005) and Cartwright (2002) observed that the satisfaction 
of contributing information to a group, and having the sense of team working to the 
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same goal are the two features responsible for potential “friendships” occasionally 
created on WebCT. These can in turn often contribute towards an interactive and 
friendly atmosphere which might affect the quality of the participants’ responses.  
 
With regards to evaluating the WebCT experience, only two out of thirteen 
participants, both in the first online discussion, completed the e-survey on evaluating 
the WebCT experience at the end of the discussion. This response rate could be 
attributed to the open-ended format of the five questions of the survey as well as to 
the relatively long period over which the discussions took place i.e. approximately 
one month. In most instances, an online discussion will however be conducted over a 
period of one to two months, such as in a four-week study of graduate female 
researchers (Crum & Franklin, 2002), and may even continue up to several months, if 
considered appropriate.  
 
Finally, and with regards to the pertinent criticism of online discussions in relation to 
the authentication of participants, the researcher followed a number of techniques to 
screen potential recruits, such as asking questions that could only be answered by 
suitable participants. The issue of participant authentication remains, however, 
debatable when employing online discussions in specific, and web research, in more 
general terms (Sweet, 2001; Campbell et al, 2001; Greenbaum, 2002; Oringderff, 
2004).  
 
 
Application of Findings to current Policies and Heath 
Agenda 
The following section presents a short overview of policies which relate to the current 
study' s findings, and placing these in terms of their potential application to the 
former. 
 
Every Child Matters, is a programme underpinned by the Children Act 2004, and sets 
a national framework to build services around the needs of children and young 
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people with the focus on “preventing things from happening at first place” 
(Department of Children, Schools and Families, 2004, p.2). Albeit not specific to early 
intervention services, Every Child Matters' outcomes very much underpin the ethos of 
paediatric services, and are: being healthy; staying safe; enjoying and achieving; 
making a positive contribution; achieving economic well-being. Moreover the 
principles towards implementing these outcomes very much overlap with the 
principles of prevention and early intervention, whole system approaches and, user 
involvement, and are: 
• improvement and integration of services in early years setting, schools, health 
services; this could contribute towards children accessing targeted services faster, “as 
a result of closer links between these targeted services” (p.13) 
• development of shared responsibility across children services to address 
children's needs 
• listening to children and their families 
• providing more specialised help to prevent problems from happening by acting 
early and effectively 
(Department of Children, Schools and Families, 2004) 
 
The current study' s findings i.e. the perceptions of the participants on the importance 
of early intervention, collaborative working between OTs and other health or 
educational professionals, incorporating the views of children and their families and, 
providing a specialised approach in the recognition and amelioration of early 
difficulties very much agree with the principles of Every Child Matters, described 
above. Especially, in relation the last principle of the Act (i.e. the provision of 
specialised help), the views of the study participants provide some explanation as to 
what the special contribution of the OT profession could be in early intervention 
services (see “Third objective” in this chapter). 
 
Within its implementation, the policy document proposes multi-agency assessments 
as the pathway to ensure identification of children's particular difficulties, which could 
then lead to obtaining a personalised approach to areas such as learning. Multi-
agency assessment, and work in general, is viewed in the document as a way to 
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ensure complementary skills of different professionals are offered to children and their 
families, without “losing the benefit of individual specialisms” (Department of Children, 
Schools and Families, 2004 p.17). The policy however suggests that some re-
modelling of roles might be necessary. Multi-agency assessment and collaborative 
work are also findings of the current study. The findings relating to the specific to the 
OT profession skills required in the area of early intervention services (e.g. early 
recognition of subtle difficulties of sensory nature, differentiation of medical and 
functional problems or, short and long-term effect of conditions such as prematurity) 
could provide themes for further exploration, and become subject for future enquiries 
to establish the profession’s “individual specialism” when remodelling of roles 
becomes necessary in paediatric services. 
  
The Additional Support for Learning Act 2004 in Scotland, an Act more specific to 
educational services, introduced the concept of “additional support needs”, which is 
wider and more encompassing than the concept of “special educational needs”. The 
latter term only referred to children with particular types of learning needs, however, 
the new concept referred for the first time to “any child who, for whatever reason, 
requires additional support to learning” (Scottish Executive Education Department, 
2004, p2). The findings of the current study, i.e. participants’ perceptions on what 
constitutes the difficulties children born preterm present with, and how these might 
relate to problems specific to the educational curriculum, could provide some 
justification for professionals who might have to provide additional support to these 
children, under the particular Act, although further research is required to explore 
these findings in a larger scale before these are used as “hard evidence”. 
 
The Act also gives more rights to parents e.g. the right to make an independent 
request for an assessment of their child's potential additional support needs. It also 
identifies mechanisms for potential dispute arrangements, and independent mediation 
services for families. The Act also introduced the concept of “Coordinated Support 
Plan” (CSP) for the children who need it. This document lists the needs behind 
additional support required for each child, as well as the special educational 
objectives decided. The views of the parents and the child are incorporated in the 
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CSP (Scottish Executive Education Department, 2004). 
 
Within the implementation framework of the Act, education services meet requests 
from parents and other referral system (unless unreasonable), and seek information 
(including formal assessments) from other sectors. What is of particular interest in this 
Act is that everyone involved in supporting the needs of the child has responsibility for 
drawing the Coordinated Support Plan, and “for ensuring the coordination of the 
support detailed in it” (Scottish Executive Education Department, 2004, p.5). This 
coordination of the implementation of this plan can, according to the Act, be an agent 
outside education e.g. a health professional or social worker, if this is deemed 
appropriate, and identifies the duty on other agencies, other than educational, to 
participate (Scottish Executive Education Department, 2004). The findings of the 
current study, i.e. participants’ perceptions relating to the OT-specific professional 
knowledge and skills, could be themes to be further explored in future enquiries in a 
larger scale (greater samples), and potentially produce evidence that strengthens the 
role occupational therapists could play in designing CSPs for children, especially 
those born preterm who present with SLD and attend mainstream schools. 
 
Getting it Right for Every Child 2006 (Scottish, Executive, 2006) outlines the need for 
children and families to find easily what help is available, and how they can access it. 
Getting it Right for Every Child recognises the importance of providing help at the 
earliest time point possible is fundamental, and differentiating short and long-term 
goals for the child when planning care (Scottish Executive, 2008b).It also highlights 
the importance of a single record system about children who access services. Both 
principles underline the overall concept of a “unified, coordinated approach”, where 
“response pathways are clear” and “staff know what to do if they have a concern 
about a child” (Scottish Executive, 2006, p.6) 
 
A useful system, proposed to serve the purpose of creating a single record system, 
and promote communication, is electronic information sharing with the use of eCare. 
In this database, practitioners are expected to use standard language/terminology. 
The policy document states that in this way a “chronology” of events will be made 
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available to all involved agencies (Scottish, Executive, 2008a). The wishes of children 
and young people are, as explicitly stated in the policy document, of instrumental 
importance, with the former being involved actively in the decisions to be made for 
them during streamlined procedures. For practitioners, “Getting it Right for Every 
Child means “using common tools and processes”, and working closely with other 
professionals (Scottish, Executive, 2008a, p.8). 
 
The above principles agree with the current study’s findings about a whole system 
approach, collaborative work, and systems which will produce quick results about the 
history of care for every child (chronology). The current study participants’ views on 
the persistence of certain type of this paediatric group's difficulties, and the 
justification provided on the potential for early identification of difficulties to highlight 
later problems, strengthened by future longitudinal studies in the OT or other clinical 
fields, could impact on the implementation of single record systems, like the one 
proposed by Getting it Right for Every Child.” 
 
Overall, there are common themes identified in the policy documents reviewed, which 
relate to the current study findings are: 
z promoting preventative, early intervention services 
z identifying clear pathways to improve access to services 
z promoting child and parent involvement 
z promoting an appropriate professional skill mix 
z working in a collaborative manner across agencies 
 
 
Limitations of the Study 
 
“Threats” to the generalisability of findings 
One of the main limitations of this study relates to the recruitment procedure and final 
sample. The National Association of Paediatric Occupational Therapists, currently 
know as Children, Young People and Families (CYPF) specialist section of the COT, 
was approached to distribute the postal questionnaire to its members (1000). 
Although CYPF is the main, relevant to paediatrics, specialists’ section of the College 
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of Occupational Therapists, it cannot account for the entire number of paediatric OTs 
practising in the UK. This poses certain challenges when attempting to make any 
claims regarding the picture of paediatric occupational therapy services in the 
country, and the mapping of services available for children who are born preterm and 
attend mainstream schools. Although this was a, potentially, large scale survey (1000 
questionnaires distributed; response rate: 35.3%), a discussion on the generalisability 
of findings is not valid as no information is available as to the percentage of paediatric 
OTs who are registered as NAPOT, currently known as CYPF, members. 
 
Another limitation relates to the response rate of the survey. Despite the response 
rate (35.3%) being within the accepted range, it was limited by the inability of NAPOT 
(currently CYPF) to follow up participants, and send out reminder letters. In future 
studies this limitation could be addressed through the use of electronic reminder 
announcements in the association’s website to increase the response rate. The lower 
response rate of this study could also be attributed to the fact that it specified a very 
particular paediatric population, and it was not a survey designed to map paediatric 
practices in the country in general. Although the invitation letter explicitly stated that 
all recipients should return the questionnaire so that information could be extracted 
as to what percentage of NAPOT, currently known as CYPF, members worked with 
the particular paediatric group, this might have affected the response rate among the 
recipients who were not directly related to the study’ s topic. 
 
Moreover, and with regards to the second data collection stage of the study, a 
combination of purposive and convenience sampling (both non-probability types of 
sampling) was employed. The purpose of the second stage of the study was to obtain 
thick descriptions of specific OTs’ experiences and perceptions, to supplement the 
findings of a survey (first stage). In line with the principles of qualitative research 
(Bryman, 2004), large numbers were therefore not required, and 13 participants were 
recruited for the two online discussions. This fact should, however, be viewed as 
much a limitation of the current study, as it would of any qualitative type of enquiry, 
which deploys small number of participants based on non-random sampling 
techniques. Since a detailed exploration of the participants' views, which could lead to 
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thick descriptions of their accounts or experiences of working with the paediatric 
group of interest, was the aim of the study, this method of collecting data and, 
subsequently, this type of sampling were considered to be the most appropriate. 
Dependability and credibility, rather than generalisability, of findings are of greater 
importance in qualitative studies (Donovan-Hall, 2004). The current study could 
provide the “development work” and outcome measures, which the Medical Research 
Council framework (Craig et al, 2008) considers valuable for any study, mainly trials, 
which would follow, and which would rather aims towards generalisation its findings to 
a greater population. 
 
“Threats” to the validity of findings 
Another limitation of the study (more specifically the survey) is the fact that it cannot 
establish and confirm whether the information provided by the respondents was 
based on actual facts, which were retrieved from case notes and files of children who 
are born preterm, or whether it was retrieved from respondents’ recall memory. This 
was something that the researcher was aware of, at the outset of the study. It was 
viewed as an inherent limitation of this method of collecting data (survey), but 
requesting from questionnaire recipients to always consult case notes before 
providing an answer would affect the survey’ s response rate and, in that sense, 
valuable practitioners’ views would be lost. This was taken into consideration when 
deciding upon the final questions that would be included in the final version of the 
questionnaire, and explains why questions that required “accuracy” of response were 
kept to a minimum. Another method which could substantiate the perceptions of the 
participants and, potentially, increase the validity of findings would be to gain ethical 
approval for the researcher to look at case notes. This possibility was carefully 
counterbalanced with the overall data collection “plan” of the study, which was one of 
a large scale and mixed methods, and was eventually deemed to be beyond the 
constraints of a PhD study. A method which would, however, substantiate findings 
based on participants' perceptions, and mitigate for the inherent validity problems of 
the latter, could be considered for similar studies, which would employ similar designs 
in the future. 
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The type of the answering format of certain questionnaire items might have also 
affected participants’ responses. A multiple-response answering format could, 
potentially, lead to participants selecting, most or all responses available, and 
subsequently influence any substantive conclusions. Obtaining responses which 
reached equally high frequencies in the present study (e.g. type of difficulty preterm 
children with SLD present), could be attributed to this. This, however, remains only a 
hypothesis, as no literature was identified which confirmed it. 
 
Finally, no glossary of terms was provided to the participants together with the postal 
questionnaire. Although great caution was exercised during the pre-testing, revising 
and, piloting of the questionnaire to avoid the ambiguity of terms used, it is a 
possibility that some of the terms and/or concepts could be subject to the 
respondents’ interpretation and experience. The main justification behind not 
including a glossary of terms was that it would add to the volume of the 
questionnaire, with this potentially having an adverse affect on the final response rate 
of the survey.  
 
“Threats” to both generalisability & validity of findings 
All findings which related to “predicting” preterm children's performance based on 
difficulties at a very young age, as well as findings which differentiate the 
performance of preterm and full-term children with Specific Learning Difficulties, are 
purely based on views of the particular professional group i.e. OTs. Based on 
positivistic methodologies (Bryman 2003), this could pose threats both to the validity 
and the generalisability of the findings due to the respective: 
z “subjective” nature such views could hold and, 
z the fact the participant group was only a subset of paediatric OTs in the 
country (albeit a large subset of those).  
 
As stated before the main criterion of selecting this particular type of sampling, i.e. a 
combination of purposive/convenience type, for the data collection during the second 
stage (WebCT discussions) was to reach depth and detail in the exploration of topics 
which emerged from the analysis of questionnaires (first data collection stage). 
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Seeking this richness in data is, according to Tuckett (2004), most often the case in 
qualitative enquiries with sampling therefore often relying on small number of 
participants. This was the case in the current study. The author recognises that, albeit 
deemed the most appropriate type of sampling technique for that stage of data 
collection, a purposive sampling comes with certain limitations. According to Tuckett 
(2004), the number of issues which can “undermine” this type of sampling are: 
 
Gatekeeper bias: As part of gaining ethical approval, and after having gained ethical 
approval from M-REC, Research & Development Departments of Trusts were also 
involved. This could mean that managers might have consulted among themselves, 
or with the participants, and therefore have had some control on the participation of 
those 
Sample frame bias: The sample is framed according to the purpose of the study. In 
the current study this meant that only a very particular group of therapists were 
included who could potentially have very specific and/or biased views about the effect 
of OT intervention on this paediatric group 
Practicalities and logistics: Given the finite time for the completion of the study, the 
researcher made a certain sampling decision. That was to recruit for the participation 
in the discussion groups the first 14 participants who would contact her, and who 
would have departmental approval, following the completion of the questionnaires. 
 
As counter to the above limitations, the researcher has included two different 
methods to collect data (see section on “Triangulation”), and has also conducted two 
instead of one online discussions. 
 
“Clinical” limitations 
The study findings, relating to the unique contribution of occupational therapy in this 
clinical field, provide new insights which future research could utilise. Occupational 
therapy intervention was highlighted as particularly advantageous for this population 
in the area of early intervention.  
 
It is, however, acknowledged that other health professionals, especially health 
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visitors, play a primary role in the early identification of “risk” factors, and “picking up” 
children at early developmental stages. While the findings from the current study 
indicate that paediatric OTs might be appropriately placed within early interventions 
services, this might not be realistic due to the substantial cost implications this might 
have. The findings could, however, increase the awareness of what constitutes a 
specific role of OTs in this clinical field, increase the number of appropriate referrals 
to occupational therapy for assessing these children's needs and, potentially, 
strengthen the “safety net” for them. Further studies of an experimental design (e.g. 
randomised control trials) could test the effect of occupational therapy intervention for 
this population, and lead to a more gradual movement of more paediatric OTs into 
early intervention services. Such research could be further strengthened from more 
evidence on the neurophysiological effect of early intervention, especially research on 
the topic of neuroplasticity. Evidence of this kind could shift the focus from 
occupational therapy, or other single intervention approaches, to a broader 
“preventative model” of care. The latter could provide a stronger scientific, 
neurophysiological underpinning of OTs' work.   
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CHAPTER XIV: CONCLUSION 
 
Unique Contribution of the current study 
The first area where the current study makes a unique contribution is its 
methodological innovations. This could be in turn viewed as an innovation in the ways 
data was collected (method), but also in the way the topic was approached 
(methodology). 
 
With regards to the latter, the study offered a conceptualisation model in what is 
presented, in literature, to be a, mainly, uncharted area of research methodology i.e. 
mixed methodologies. As discussed in the relevant chapter (IX), a dichotomy and a 
paradigmatic “war” between quantitative and qualitative methodologies has 
discouraged researchers from combining the two frameworks beyond the level of 
method. The current study combined the two paradigms at an epistemological and 
ontological level to come up with a fully integrated model. The current study is one of 
very few in health research, which offered this conceptualisation by using the 
philosophical principles of pragmatism. Pragmatism was employed towards framing 
the methodology and methods used. By accepting that there is no direct one-to-one 
correspondence between epistemology and research method(s), pragmatism allowed 
the researcher to “wed” quantitative and qualitative tools to address research 
questions pertinent to occupational therapy practice, and use mixed methodology to 
address multiple realities of the research topic under investigation. What constitutes 
unique contribution of the study in the area of methodology is that it offered the 
conceptualisation of how to integrate not only methods, but also methodologies at all 
stages of the research process: from the literature review and data collection, to the 
data analysis and final synthesis of the findings. This integration constitutes, 
according to Johnstone (2004), the highest level of integration and synthesis. 
 
The entire chapter on the epistemological justification of the study’s research strategy 
(IX) and, particularly, the section on the “conceptual model of the research process” 
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could offer guidance for future healthcare researchers who might consider mixed 
methodologies. These could be used to address complex research questions in the 
area of health research, which might require both deductive and inductive 
approaches, might however lack the epistemological underpinning and justification for 
such a choice (Creswell, 2003). 
 
With regards to the methods employed to collect data, the asynchronous online 
discussions, similarly, constitute a methodological innovation of the present study. 
The online discussion and the use of WebCT, as a virtual online environment where 
the asynchronous discussions place, offered the opportunity to “bring together” 
participants who would have, probably, not been able to do so in a face-to-face 
group, as they were geographically very dispersed. The “real” advantage of the 
asynchronous online discussion was however the opportunity for participants to 
reflect on their thoughts, revise, re-write and improve understanding of the topic 
under investigation (Cartwright, 2000; Akers, 2005; Thomas and Storr, 2005), before 
posting their messages. Participants could see their contributions to the 
conversations in text, something which served as an automatic “member checking”. 
As the present study sought to gain deep understanding of what was been said, the 
elaboration, clarification and justification that the pace of written messages would 
allow, made the asynchronous online discussions, a very good option. Moreover, 
conducting two online discussions permitted a comparison in terms of content of 
responses, characteristics of participants, dynamics and stance of the discussion 
facilitator and, also, contributed to the multiplicity and diversity of views on the topics 
for discussion. All studies presented in the relevant chapter (Chapter X: “Comparing 
Face-to-Face and Online Discussion Groups”) were examples of research on online 
discussions, used as a mode of learning or teaching in educational curricula, and 
they, therefore, have to be viewed with caution as their research foci were somewhat 
different to that of the present study. As such, the “know how” and the knowledge 
gained from the experience of conducting online discussions is believed to contribute 
to using this type of method in future healthcare research. This contribution could be 
viewed at different levels, such as: 
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z Offered a discussion on the ethical considerations of conducting online research, 
relating to issues of safety, confidentiality and security (see Chapter X: “Online 
discussions and ethical considerations”); this could be of particular relevance when 
conducting research with a healthcare focus, as ethical considerations could be even 
more pertinent due to using, potentially, sensitive personal data 
z Knowledge gained regarding the moderator’s role, and level of her involvement in 
the discussions (see discussions in Chapter X: “The role of the online discussions’ 
facilitator”; Chapter XIII: “Online discussions: WebCT activity”) 
z Offered discussion on design issues, achieving “user-friendliness” of virtual-
learning environment i.e. WebCT, appearance, and layout (see Chapter X: 
“Functionality of WebCT”; “Designing the WebCT area”) 
z Offered discussion on deciding between conducting one or more discussions on 
the same topic; opportunity for cross comparison of findings (Chapter XIII: “Online 
discussions: WebCT activity”). 
 
Finally, there was a constant attempt, throughout different stages of the study, to 
safeguard the quality and rigour of the research. This attempt can be reflected in the 
following: 
o Involving the Centre of Academic Practice of QMU in the entire process of 
designing and conducting the asynchronous online discussions to safeguard rigour, 
and monitor the conduct of the researcher and participants 
o Endeavouring to learn and employ new “tools” e.g. WebCT training or software, 
such as NVivo (for the qualitative analysis) or PinPoint (for the designing of the 
questionnaire) 
o Triangulating data stemming from different data collection methods 
 
The following paragraphs present some of the new insights stemming from the 
present study, in relation to its implications for occupational therapy research and 
clinical practice, and/or early intervention services. 
 
Very few of the reviewed studies (no occupational therapy study) have previously 
aimed at monitoring the whole range of these preterm children’s difficulties, to reveal 
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the most pertinent ones. The implication that such a finding could have for 
occupational therapy research is that it could potentially help frame specific 
hypotheses for future experimental studies, which would explore the effect of 
occupational therapy intervention with regards to the former (section on “Research 
implications: Future directions” in this chapter). The profession has been identified, by 
the participants of the study, to be under “pressure” to refer to outcome measures, 
and highlight its special contribution in certain clinical areas, as part of the Knowledge 
Skills Framework (KSF), and the findings of this study could contribute towards this 
direction. 
 
The “persistence” of specific type of difficulties was also highlighted by the 
participants of the study. Further research, which would employ longitudinal, 
experimental designs, could explore whether this hypothesis i.e. whether certain early 
developmental difficulties could be indicative of “patterns” in the development of this 
group of children. The finding on the type of difficulties that associate to specific 
school problems could also have certain implications for occupational therapy 
practice, as it could provide a clinical focus for occupational therapists both during 
assessment and intervention, although it (this finding) remains to be substantiated by 
further, experimental research before it informs evidence-based practice. 
 
The finding which suggests differences in the “frequency” and “severity” of difficulties, 
more medical issues and co-morbidity with other conditions, poorer developmental 
picture, and/or poorer physical growth among preterm children, could potentially 
differentiate preterm children with specific learning difficulties (SLD), and full-term 
children with SLD. This could be particularly valuable as all comparisons previously 
made in literature were between the preterm children with SLD and their full-term 
peers, however, not necessarily peers with the same type of difficulties, or diagnosis. 
Implications of this, for the clinical practice of occupational therapists and other health 
professionals working with these children, could relate to differentiations which could 
be made in the assessment and treatment procedures provided, e.g. provision of 
more frequent intervention for the preterm group than the full-term group, albeit not 
necessarily of a different type. The latter is only an example; however, hypotheses of 
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this kind remain to be further explored, as the above finding was only based on 
clinicians’ perceptions, and should be therefore viewed with caution. Other 
“particularities” of the treatment provided for the preterm group related, according to 
the participants’ views, to more sensory related goals, a need to obtain more detailed 
developmental and/or perinatal histories and, a need for more compensatory and 
adaptation strategies for this group, given the slower progress and fatigue they often 
manifest. The implication of such findings for OT practice could again lead to further 
research and, potentially, relate to differentiations when working towards ameliorating 
preterm children’s difficulties. 
 
Participants’ views on the assessment procedures of this population suggested that 
this might need to be more multi-faceted due to the subtle nature of the children’s 
difficulties, and the challenge of justifying intervention for “borderline” behaviours and 
performances which might fall within normal range, might however still be “atypical”.  
The implication that this might have for OT practice, and especially assessment, is 
that practitioners might have to “triangulate” findings stemming from different types of 
assessment before making any clinical judgements about continuation of care in early 
intervention services. Observation was viewed as the assessment method which 
could mitigate for the potential “failure” of standardised tools to capture difficulties of 
these children and, subsequently, justify treatment. Given that observation was 
highlighted as an assessment which often lacks structure, or an assessment method 
which many OT practitioners have no formal training in, changes in the training of 
OTs either at work or in the OT educational curriculum could be further investigated. 
 
All findings, relating to the unique contribution of occupational therapy in this clinical 
field, constitute additional knowledge. It must, however be highlighted that these 
findings stem from clinicians’ views. This might have the, inherent to qualitative 
methodologies, limitation that generalisation is not possible. The view that OT 
intervention could be “advantageous” for the specific paediatric group is based on 
subjective views which need to be substantiated before leading to any evidence that 
would justify the movement of more OT personnel into early intervention services. It is 
however a finding which represents, professional, tacit knowledge which, in 
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combination with the wider policy agenda, which promotes preventative, early 
intervention paediatric services (see “Application of Findings to current Policies and 
Heath Agenda”, Chapter XIII), could inform further research on the effect of OT 
intervention for this paediatric population. This is deemed necessary, as a major 
“shift” of OT clinicians into this area of practice could be hindered by: 
z Substantial cost implications 
z Lack of experimental research on occupational therapy’s effect when working 
with this group 
z “Unfounded”, inappropriate referrals that could be made to OT services 
z Other professionals, e.g. health visitors, who have an existing role in “picking up” 
children at a preschool stage 
(see “Limitations of the study; Chapter XIII) 
 
Research could focus on areas which were pointed out to be “specific” to 
occupational therapy to determine OT is effective. These areas, which are based on 
the participants’ views, and relate directly to the study findings, are: 
In relation to intervention: 
z Working on certain skills as “prerequisites” of later performance 
z Providing parental education 
z Preventing the emergence of secondary problems, such as psychosocial issues, 
and taking into account the long-term effect of prematurity 
In relation to assessment: 
• Ability to “detect” preterm children’s difficulties which may of a “subtle” (mainly 
sensory) nature (perceived to be the main reason behind late referrals) 
• Ability to differentiate between “functional” problems and “achieving 
developmental stones”; the latter is often, according to the study participants, the 
focus of paediatricians’ and health visitors’ assessments, however, “normal 
performance” might not necessarily equal absence of functional difficulties in activities 
of daily living.   
 
Designing such research with the use of the MRC Framework for complex 
interventions is presented in the next section of this chapter. 
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Finally, other implications, for occupational therapy and early intervention practices, 
relating to the study findings include the following: 
• Terminology used to ascribe certain diagnoses was found to be “not consistent”, 
with this often, according to the participants, affecting referral pathways; further 
research should explore if “one system” approaches, where “standard language” is 
used by all professionals involved, could lead to more appropriate referrals (see 
“Getting it Right for Every Child 2006” in “Application of Findings to current Policies 
and Heath Agenda”) 
z Importance of early screening tools, which could potentially detect a risk and 
difficulties which might later interfere with school performance; implications for 
occupational therapists and other early intervention practitioners could lead to 
specialised training (e.g. Bayley Scales) 
• Further exploration on potential changes in the pathways of the current referral 
system, and more “referral power” for parents/carers, as supported by the study 
participants; this agrees with the current policies (see “Application of Findings to 
current Policies and Heath Agenda”), which also acknowledge the importance of 
parental involvement. 
 
 
Implications for Research: Future Directions 
What follows is a presentation of the implications of this study which could potentially 
tie with future work in the field of occupational therapy. This presentation is framed by 
the Medical Research Council (MRC) framework for designing and evaluating 
complex interventions to improve health. 
 
The MRC framework was initially published in 2000 to provide guidance to 
researchers and research funders when adopting certain methodologies and 
methods, offered a very useful re-conceptualisation of research process by 
recognising the importance of “early phase piloting and development work” (Craig et 
al, 2008, p.279), which could inform further studies on the evaluation (usually in a 
trial) of complex interventions, and the key question on whether they are affective in 
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everyday clinical practice. The MRC framework proposes a “phased” approach, 
which in a systematic way progresses from using available evidence and theory into 
testing them, first, in an exploratory manner, through series of feasibility studies and 
pilots, to an, eventual definite evaluation (Campbell et al, 2000; Craig et al, 2008). 
This continuum of increased evidence is presented diagrammatically below. 
 
The distinct stages highlight that preliminary work is necessary before “establishing 
the probable active components of the intervention so that they can delivered 
effectively during the trial” (Campbell et al, 2000, p.694-695). The contribution of this 
PhD study has been identified at the level of development work, and, more 
specifically, the first two phases of the MRC development and evaluation process 
(preclinical and phase I) presented in the above figure (Figure 32). 
 
At a preclinical, or theoretical phase, evidence is identified about what is already 
known about the topic (Craig et al, 2008). The important contribution of this thesis is 
that it presented an extensive literature review on the topic of difficulties children who 
are born preterm might be presenting with. This literature was sourced from a range 
Copyright ©2000 BMJ Publishing Group Ltd.
Campbell, M. et al. BMJ 2000;321:694-696
Figure 32: MRC Framework 
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of clinical fields, and was reviewed in a systematic way, with specific quality criteria 
applying in the process (see “Literature Review: Introduction” in Chapter I). 
 
However, the main contribution of this study and its implications for future research in 
the field can be seen at the second “modelling and outcomes” stage. At this stage, 
the components of an intervention, which will be later tested either at a pilot or 
definitive trial level, are identified. The importance of research conducted at this stage 
is valuable as suitable outcome measures are identified in combination with “good 
theoretical understanding” of the intervention (Anderson, 2008, p.945). Campbell et al 
(2000) highlight the importance of “qualitative testing” at this stage, and suggest that 
“focus groups, preliminary surveys, or case studies can help define relative 
component” and, also, “”help delineate variants of a service” (p.695).  
 
As such, and in relation to future research in the field, the current study’ s findings 
could: 
z Offer specific outcomes measures in relation to specific difficulties OT could 
assess when investigating the effect of occupational therapy in future, initially 
feasibility, and then final, effectiveness trials 
z Offer specific outcome measures on evaluative studies of occupational therapy's 
effect based on the skills that OTs, as suggested by the study participants, could 
potentially contribute to developing at an early stage, and which were identified, by 
the participants, to be important “prerequisites” for later performance 
z Inform studies which would explore the association (correlation) between early 
difficulties and later school problems, by using associations, made by participants in 
the current study, to explore relevant hypotheses; studies of this type could provide 
evidence on the topic of early detectability, and recognising possible patterns in the 
development of school difficulties  
z Inform more comparative studies in the area; participants in the current study 
thought that preterm and full-term children with SLD can be different in the type of 
difficulties they present with. Further research should establish if this is true, as such 
a finding could potentially lead to differentiations and specialisations in assessment 
and intervention procedures 
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z Inform process evaluation studies, which not only focus on effectiveness, and 
could make a shift from “what works?” to “how and why”; this would further explore 
the current study findings on the preventative nature of OT intervention (in relation to 
the emergence of secondary problems), or the ability of occupational therapists to 
“detect” preterm children’s difficulties which may be of a “subtle” (mainly sensory) 
nature, as these were supported by the participants.” 
 
 
Chapter synopsis 
The contribution of the current study could be viewed at two levels: 
i. Its methodological innovations 
ii. The contribution of its findings to further developing the clinical field of OT, as 
well as early intervention services in general 
 
With regard to the former, the current study was innovative both at the level of 
methodology and overall design, as well as the data collection tools it employed i.e. 
the virtual environment of WebCT and the asynchronous online discussions. A mixed 
methodology, underpinned by the epistemological assumptions of pragmatism, 
“wedded” the quantitative and qualitative paradigms to address multiple realities of 
the clinical topic under investigation. The proposed mixed methods design 
conceptualised how this synthesis could be possible, and could offer guidance to 
researchers in the future who might consider similar methodologies. Moreover, the 
asynchronous online discussion offered the opportunity to clinical experts in the field, 
who were geographically dispersed, to discuss their views. The asynchronous nature 
of these discussions offered the participants the opportunity and time to reflect, think 
and elaborate on their answers before posting those in the virtual environment of 
WebCT. The detailed account provided on how the site (WebCT) was designed, as 
well as how the discussions were moderated, could offer the “know how” on how to 
use similar methods in the future, and conduct online research in a rigorous and 
ethical manner. Finally, the study offers detailed information on postal survey and 
questionnaire design with the use of specific software (PinPoint), as well as the use 
of software to organise and analyse qualitative data (use of NVivo). 
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With regard to the contribution of the study to clinical practice, findings highlighted a 
number of areas which could be investigated with empirical research. The current 
study explored the entire range of difficulties the specific paediatric population 
presents with, and revealed the most pertinent ones. These areas could help frame 
hypotheses to explore the effect of OT intervention for this client group, under the 
Knowledge Skills Framework. The “persistence” of certain type of difficulties over 
these children’s development could inform future longitudinal trials to determine if 
some of these are indicative of “patterns” which could predict school, or other 
functional, difficulties later in the child’s life. Differences in the frequency and severity 
of the difficulties preterm and their full-terms peers, with SLD, present with (according 
to one of the study’s findings), could lead to further exploration of the need for 
differentiating assessment and treatment practices when working with them, e.g. 
need for multi-faceted assessments for children born preterm given their atypical 
behaviours which might still fall under normal/borderline performance, as determined 
by the available standardised batteries. 
 
Although the findings of the study constitute tacit, professional knowledge, they 
remain to be verified by further research, as they are based on subjective clinicians’ 
views. Future research would not only determine the clinical effect and potential 
benefit of this type of intervention but would also help assessing the cost efficiency of 
any major move of OTs in the area of early intervention services could have. The 
MRC framework is proposed as the framework which could be used to design future 
research. MRC recognises the importance of early developmental work for research 
to inform future trials by providing, for example, specific outcome measures for 
complex interventions. Under this “phased” approach, the current study is believed to 
have offered preliminary work necessary before establishing which components need 
to be further investigated. As such, this study has offered: 
i. Theoretical knowledge e.g. an extensive literature review, from a range of clinical 
fields, on the topic. 
ii. “Modelling and outcomes” e.g. generic areas to be further investigated, and 
specific outcomes measures to be further tested 
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Examples of the latter include specific difficulties OT research could include in trials 
to determine the OT effect, exploration of the association between specific early 
difficulties and later school problems, comparative studies on the quantitative and/or 
qualitative differences between preterm and full-term children’s, with SLD, leading to 
possible differentiation in clinical practice, exploration of OT’s effect on preventing 
secondary difficulties and providing parental education, investigation of OT 
assessments which could detect early, subtle difficulties, which current available, 
standardised screening tools might not be able to capture, exploration of the 
effectiveness the current referral pathways in “picking up” early developmental 
difficulties which could signal later school or other functional problems etc. 
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Introductory/ Invitation Letter to Participants 
 
 
 
Name of NAPOT member                                                              Name of Researcher 
Address                                                                                           Address 
Date etc                                                                                           Tel Fax 
                                                                                                         Email etc 
Dear etc…. 
Invitation to participate in the research study: Occupational therapists’ perceptions of preterm 
children’s academic difficulties in the early years of mainstream schooling. 
 
You are being invited to take part in a research study, which aims to explore the perceptions 
and experiences of occupational therapists on the academic difficulties that children who were 
born prematurely ay present within their school performance. This will involve you, as a 
therapist, completing a relevant questionnaire and potentially participating in a focus group to 
talk about your experiences. 
 
You have been contacted, as we believe you may be able to contribute. We believe your 
opinions, perceptions and clinical experience will be valuable and important sources of 
information for this study. This will help develop services and formulate treatment guidelines 
for these children who are often overlooked by services due to the nature of their problems. 
 
Maria Giatsi, from Queen Margaret University College (QMUC), Edinburgh, is conducting 
the research with the approval of the NHS Central Office for Research Ethics Committees (M-
REC) and the QMUC Research Degrees Committee. 
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Enclosed is an information sheet. Please take some time to read this over; it will give you 
more information about the study. 
 
Your details have not been released to the researcher and you are under no obligation to take 
part in this study and, if you decide to take part, you can withdraw at any time, for any reason.  
 
If you think you might like to take part in this study, please fill in the consent form and return 
it in the pre- paid envelope. On receipt of this reply Maria Giatsi will contact you to answer 
any questions that you have about the study and to confirm if you are still interested in taking 
part. Alternatively you can contact Maria Giatsi directly, by telephone or email, her details 
are provided in this information pack. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
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Occupational therapists’ perceptions of preterm children’s academic difficulties in the 
early years of mainstream schooling 
 
INFORMATION SHEET 
 
You are being invited to take part in a research study. Before you decide it is important for 
you to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve. What follows are 
some questions you may want the answers to. Please take some time to read the following 
information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish. Take time to decide whether or 
not you wish to take part. Please contact Maria Giatsi if anything is not clear or if you require 
further information. 
Thank you for reading this. 
 
 
Q. What is the purpose of the study? 
The aim of the study is to investigate the difficulties that children who were born prematurely 
present within their mainstream school performance. Based on occupational therapists’ 
perceptions the study will also explore occupational therapists’ opinions on the clinical 
significance of occupational therapy intervention for the above population and, investigate 
how these professionals come to make judgements of such value when clinical outcome data 
may be lacking.           
                                                       
 It is believed that this could lead to the formulation of treatment guidelines and the 
development of health and educational services for these children. The project –in terms of 
data collection- will run for one year, however, the study will need you for: about 30 minutes 
to complete a questionnaire, 1 hour to participate in a focus group. 
 
Q. Do I have to take part? 
No. It is up to you to decide whether or not you will take part. If you do decide to take part 
you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. If you 
decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and, without giving any reason. A 
decision to withdraw will not affect any of your legal obligations. 
 
Q. What will happen to me if I take part? 
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You will be asked to complete a relevant questionnaire which will take approximately 30 
minutes. Individuals who will complete the questionnaire will be asked to volunteer to 
participate in focus groups. Participants will be randomly allocated to focus groups. In the 
focus groups you will be asked to talk about your perceptions and experiences when working 
with children that were born prematurely. The focus groups, with your permission, will be 
recorded. 
Q. Who can take part in this study? 
You can take part if you are a qualified occupational therapist, a current member of the 
National Association of the Paediatric Occupational Therapists (NAPOT) and you are working 
in a paediatric setting 
 
Q. What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
There are no direct personal benefits to be gained from participating. However, the 
information we will get will allow us to help the development of services and the formulation 
of treatment guidelines for premature children who are often overlooked by services due to the 
nature of their problems. 
 
Q. What are the possible disadvantages of taking part? 
No disadvantages are expected in the project. The entire data collection tools are constructed 
in a manner that will allow you to reflect on your everyday practice. Some overlap between 
questions/ topics may become tiring at times but it is believed that it will serve a thorough, in- 
depth investigation of all areas of practice. Although not clearly expected it should be noted 
that the focus groups may sometimes raise issues which could be distressing for the 
participants. 
 
Q. What if something goes wrong? 
There are no specific negligent acts expected in the project. Yet if any omissions take place 
during the period of the researcher’s registration as a matriculated student of Queen Margaret 
University College (QMUC), the above institution will accept responsibility for compensation. 
Copies of QMUC’s certificates of Public Liability Insurance cover are available. 
 
The Chairman of the Research Ethics Committee of the above institution will be the main 
person of contact in case any complaints appear within the course of the study. 
The contact details are: 
Dr Nigel Hewlett 
Convener of the Queen Margaret University College Research Ethics Committee 
Queen Margaret University College- Corstorphine Campus 
Clerwood Terrace 
Edinburgh  EH12 8TS 
 
Q. Will my participation be confidential? 
All information collected about you will remain strictly confidential and will not be released at 
any stage during the course of the research. Any information about you will have your name 
and address removed so that you cannot be recognised from it. You will not be identified in 
any report/ publication. 
 
Q. Who is organising and funding the research? 
This study is funded by a grant from the State Scholarship Institution of Greece (governmental 
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scholarship) and is being carried out as part of a research degree (PhD) in Queen Margaret 
University College, Edinburgh, by the lead researcher (Maria Giatsi). 
 
 
 
Q. Who has reviewed the study? 
The Queen Margaret University College Research Degrees Committee and a Multi- centre 
Research Ethics Committees (London MREC) have reviewed this study. 
 
Contact for further information: 
Maria Giatsi 
Research student- Occupational Therapy and Art Therapy 
Queen Margaret University College 
Leith Campus- Duke Street 
Edinburgh- EH6 8HF 
0131 3173665 (daytime) 
0131 5579485 (evening) 
mgiatsi@qmuc.ac.uk 
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Subject Identification Number: 
CONSENT FORM FOR THE USE OF QUOTES 
 
Title of Project: 
“Occupational therapists’ perceptions of preterm children’s academic 
difficulties in the early years of mainstream schooling” 
Name of Researcher: 
Maria Giatsi 
Queen Margaret University College 
 
Please initial box 
 
1.   I agree that the quotes provided to me by the researcher were obtained from 
the interview/ online discussion group I participated in           
2.   I agree that these anonymous quotes may be used in any published material      
 
________________                     ________________                    ________________    
Name                                            Date                                            Signature 
________________                     ________________                    ________________   
Name of Person taking                    Date                                            Signature 
Consent (if different from 
researcher) 
 
 ________________                     ________________                   ________________        
Researcher                                        Date                                            Signature 
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CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT 
 
“I, Maria Giatsi, ensure that all information which is collected about you during the course of 
this research will be kept strictly confidential. Any information about you will have your name 
and address removed so that you cannot be recognised from it, in accordance with the Data 
Protection Act 1998, and will be kept in a secure environment that can only be accessed by the 
researcher or her supervisors. 
 
 
 
_______________                                                                                              ____________ 
(signature)                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                               (date) 
 
Maria Giatsi 
Research student 
Subject of Occupational Therapy 
Queen Margaret University College 
Leith Campus 
Edinburgh 
Tel: 0131 3173665 
E-mail: mgiatsi@qmuc.ac.uk 
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APPENDIX III: WebCT CONDITIONS OF USE 
     Conditions of Use 
 
The following provides an outline of the conditions of use of WebCT. By typing your name in 
this form, you are agreeing to abide by the Conditions of Use. 
All users of the Online Discussions Group are responsible for the security of their usernames 
and passwords. Passwords must be treated as confidential. 
 
The following conduct is deemed to constitute unacceptable use of WebCT by members of 
the Group: 
• Use of a WebCT account registered to another person 
• Loan of a WebCT account to another person 
• Attempting to obtain the password of another person's username by any means 
• Forging, or attempting to forge, the identity of the sender of a posting to the WebCT 
bulletin board 
• Disclosure of WebCT account details to a non-member of the Group, which could 
facilitate unlawful use of WebCT 
• Using messages within the WebCT area to bully or harass, or using language which might 
lead to a complaint of discrimination on the grounds of sex, race or disability 
• Distribution of defamatory (i.e material that accuses other people of immoral or 
inappropriate behaviour) or other material, which might lead to a claim for libel (being 
taken to court to withdraw these accusations) 
• The use of language likely to cause offence to the recipient or other members of the 
Group 
• The use of WebCT for correspondence, which could lead to the inadvertent (unintended) 
formation of a contract binding upon the University College 
• Harassment of any member of staff or student or member of the Group by circulating or 
displaying pornographic or other offensive material. 
It must be noted that Queen Margaret University College does not take responsibility 
for the content of any online postings to this WebCT area but any bulletin posting or 
section of a bulletin is the responsibility of the individual posting the messages. 
Please fill out your details: 
 
Name   
Email   
Address   
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I agree to abide to the conditions of use. 
 
If you would like any further information or would like to return this form by email, 
please contact: 
Maria Giatsi 
Research Student 
Queen Margaret University College 
Duke Street 
EH7 4DJ  Edinburgh 
Tel: 0131 3173665 
Email: mgiatsi@qmuc.ac.uk 
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APPENDIX IV: PROCESS OF CONTENT 
ANALYSIS (example) 
 
 “Do you notice any differences in the kind and/or severity of the difficulties between the 
premature children with SLD, and the rest of the children with SLD? If yes, of what kind?” 
(S5): Tend to be developmentally behind 
(S11): Require more intensive work to achieve results; global difficulties noted; some difficulty 
with generalising skills 
(S14): Their difficulties appear to more specific i.e. mainly attentional and related to visual-
perceptual/ visual- motor skills 
(S18): Concentration, motivation, sensorimotor 
(S20): Often like CP children (problems with muscle tone) 
(S31): Problems with the development of FM skills; handwriting/physical and reversal of 
letters 
(S41): Bright cognitive functions but with poor FM skills affecting the outcome of functional 
development linked with poor auditory processing and attention 
(S44): Possibly more language deficit as well as memory and sequencing; but again where 
does language difficulty end and LD start? 
(S64): Tendency to be low toned; difficulty with GM skills; tend to have more problems on the 
whole. 
(S65): Attention usually a greater issue 
(S67): Slower progress through therapeutic programs, more prone to fatigue, may have fewer 
opportunities for play as parents are overprotective; visual difficulties and speech problems 
(S69): Difficulties around feeding, increased sensitivity to touch, movement and occasionally 
auditory stimuli 
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(S79): Severity of difficulties higher in preterm children and more often; exacerbation of the 
above mentioned difficulties; quite a few with ADHD- type difficulties and more sensory 
difficulties (e.g. tactile) 
(S98): Sometimes more SI difficulties 
(S100): Those under 30 weeks often severely affected, but the rest subtle neurological 
problems 
(S102): Different clinical pictures and responses, they all seem to have a higher degree of co 
morbidity between different conditions  
(S106): Attention and SI difficulties 
(S112): Behavioural; prems who were not expected to survive are very precious and 
expectations on them are reduced. Parents celebrate all achievements. Other children with 
SLD are often considered to be on for many years and are expected to do more than they are 
able to do. Self esteem is greater on prems but not always to their benefit. 
(S116): Physically they often look different; their difficulties are often not obvious until they 
are older e.g. secondary school. 
(S137): More severe low muscle tone; visual perceptual problems 
(S145): More likely to be associated to “soft” neurological signs 
(S147): More attention problems 
(S151): Generally poorer in all aspects of performance. Although quite often have other 
problems e.g. visual problems, which further contribute to performance. 
(S156): More sensory issues and other “medical” issues. 
(S161): Generally low tone and can have greater sensory processing issues. 
(S194): Tend to be generally tired, quiet, and less robust. 
(S201): Attention to task 
(s203): With some preterm children I have noticed that severity of problems is much greater, 
especially with visual-perceptual and they don’t make so much progress. 
(S220): More attentional difficulties, often perceptual difficulties and problems with tone. 
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(S221): Greater severity of attentional problems. 
(S222): To some extend preterm children may be affected more globally. 
(S226): More difficulties with motor coordination, generally more delayed. 
(S263): Smaller than peers. 
(S265): Many appear to have a tendency towards autistic spectrum disorder; poor attention 
and sensory processing 
(S269): Visual impairment tends to be more significant. 
(S294): Attention; distractibility; problem solving 
(S299): Prems are more inclined to have attention problems 
(S301): Children born prematurely have more often severe sensorimotor difficulties 
(S305): Emotional and attention immaturities; “patchy” areas of development 
(S306): Reading often OK; motor planning poor 
(S315): Perception; muscle tone; physical growth 
(S328): Difficulty learning patterns of movement 
(S337): In the additional motor difficulties affecting posture, handwriting and motor 
coordination tasks. 
(S343): Poor attention to task with high activity level and sometimes sensory sensitivity 
(S344): Sensory processing leads to sensory defensiveness; anxiety; very clumsy 
 
Initially all statements were carefully read and, through the process of unitising, segments of 
text that were excess information provided in relation to what the question was asking were 
removed. Commonly occurring words such as (subtle) “neurological problems” or 
“behavioural problems” formed the first categories. Continuous reading aimed to find 
synonyms of the previous terms that could come under the same categories. For example 
the item “more severe low muscle tone” of the questionnaire no.137 came under the 
previously mentioned category of “neurological problems”, while the text segment “quite a 
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few with ADHD- type difficulties” of the questionnaire no.79, came under the “behavioural 
category”. Any new instances that did not fit to any of the initially formulated categories 
formed new ones (e.g. “difficulty with gross motor skills”). 
 
This process led to the following list of categories: 
i. “Generally behind” (1)  
ii. “Language” (6) 
iii. “More intensive work required/slower progress” (8) 
iv. “Attention” (4) 
v. “Visuo-perceptual/ visuo-motor difficulties” (2) 
vi.  “Motivation” (5) 
vii. “Concentration” (3) 
viii. “Muscle tone/subtle neuro problems” (7) 
ix. “FM/ handwriting” (1) 
x.  “Memory/ sequencing” (3) 
xi. “GM/motor planning/coordination/clumsy” (1) 
xii. “Sensory issues” (sensitive to touch) (1) 
xiii. “Severity” (8) 
xiv.  “Different clinical pictures/co morbidity” (7) 
xv. “Behaviour/self esteem/anxiety” (5) 
xvi.  “Look different/fragile/medical issues” (7) 
xvii. “Tired/quiet/less robust” (7) 
xviii. “Problem solving” (3) 
xix. The numbers in the parentheses represent the frequencies of these phrases or of their 
synonyms i.e. the number of items under each category. 
 
The final step of the process involved grouping some of these categories into broader ones 
that could be entered as separate variables in SPSS for further analysis. In this fashion 
“concentration”, “memory/sequencing” and “problem solving” came under the common theme 
“cognitive”. The final categories emerging from clustering the first round of categories are 
listed below. In the parentheses are the Latin numbers that represent each of the first round 
categories. 
Sensorimotor (including muscle tone) [vii,viii,xi,xii]  Frequency: 10 
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Perceptual (including visual) [iv]  Frequency: 2 
Cognitive [vi,x,xviii] Frequency: 9 
Attention [c] Frequency: 4 
Psychosocial [v,xv] Frequency: 10 
Language [ii] Frequency: 6 
General physical condition & medical issues [i,xvi,xvii] Frequency: 15 
Severity (more work; higher degree of cormobidity with other conditions; slower progress) 
[iii,xiii,xiv]  Frequency: 23 
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APPENDIX V: ASYNCHRONOUS ONLINE 
DISCUSSION TOPICS 
 
 
The topics which were used in the asynchronous online discussions were:  
 
o It would appear from the analysis of the questionnaires that occupational 
therapy has an important role to play in early intervention services. How 
do you feel about justifying this importance to parents and to other health 
professionals? 
 
o What criteria do you use when selecting assessment procedures when 
you work with these children (preterm children with SLD)? 
 
o How do you come to make clinical decisions of a certain value (e.g. 
deciding on the use of a certain intervention method) for these children 
(preterm children with SLD)? 
 
o It would appear that most children are being referred between the age of 
six and eight years of age. What do you think about that? 
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APPENDIX VI: TABLES OF STUDIES 
REVIEWED 
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Studies reviewed regarding the standardised assessments that they employed 
Study Outcome Design Sample Disciplines Age in  years 
Criteria for  
prematurity 
Assessment Tools 
Stjernqvist  
et al,1999  
Sweden 
General health; 
NDT status;  
education 
Cohort  
study 
N=61 
CG=61 
Defined  
geographical  
area 
Paediatrics; 
Psychology 10 GA< 29 wk VMI 
Luoma Herrgård a
Martikainen, 
1998 
Finland 
Sensori/motor 
VMI 
Visuo- 
perceptual 
Follow-up  
study 
N=46 
CG=46 
Hospital- 
based 
Clinical 
neuro- 
psychology  
Paediatrics 
5 GA<32 wk VMI 
Abernethy  
Cooke &  
Foulder-Hughe 
2004 
UK 
Cognitive,  
motor, CNS 
pathophysiology 
Case control/ 
retrospective 
N=105 
CG=105 
Geographically  
defined area 
Paediatrics 7.4 GA<32 wk M-ABC 
Jongmans  
et al, 1996a 
UK 
Visual acuity,  
VMI,  
perceptual-motor 
Cohort  
(follow-up)  
study 
N=141 
3 reference  
groups 
Hospital-based 
Educational psycho
Paediatrics; 
Neonatology 
Neurology 
6  GA<34 wk M-ABC & VMI 
Hård et al,  
2000 
Sweden 
Visual/ 
ophthalmologic,  
visual-perceptual 
Cohort study 
N=51 
CG=50 
Population- 
based 
Paediatrics; Ophth 7.2 GA<29 wk TVPS 
Hack et al,  
1994 
US 
School  
performance 
Case-control/ 
retrospective  
study 
N=68 
CG1=65  
(750g<BW<1499) 
CG2=61(full-term) 
Regional cohort 
Paediatrics;  
Psychology  
Education 
7 
BW< 750 main  
criterion but average 
 GA=25,7 wks 
VMI 
Jongmans et 
al, 1996b 
UK 
Motor coordination  
& reading 
Cohort 
(follow-up)  
study 
N=163 
Hospital-based 
Educational  
psychology 
Paediatrics 
Neonatology 
6 GA<35 wk M-ABC 
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Neurology 
Foulder- 
Hughes &  
Cooke 
 2003 UK 
Motor performance 
VMI 
Retrospective, c
control study 
N=280 
CG-210 
Geographically  
defined 
OT 7-8 GA<32 weeks M-ABC VMI 
 
Magill-Evans  
et al, 2002 
Canada 
 
Cognitive; language  
 
Longitudinal,  
follow up  
study 
 
N=20 
CG=23 
 
OT participation N
Speech  
pathology 
 
10 
 
GA<37 weeks 
  
 
Life Experiences Survey;  
WISC-III; Speech  
Assessment Interview;  
Clinical Evaluation of  
Language Fundamentals 
Roberts,Marlow 
 & Cooke 
1989 
UK 
Motor performance 
Longitudinal,  
follow up  
study 
 
N=53 
CG=53 
Hospital-based 
OT participation 
Neonatal  
medicine 
6 
BW main criterion  
(<1251) but average 
 GA=28.5 weeks 
Test of Motor Impairment;  
Wechsler Preschool &  
Primary Scales of Intelligence 
Feder et al,  
2005 
Canada 
Handwriting 
(Mainstream schools) 
Case-control/ 
Retrospective 
 study 
N=48 
CG=69 
(Hospital based;  
regional sample) 
OT Paediatrics 
Neonatology 
Physiotherapy 
6-7 GA<34 wks and  BW<1250g 
BOTMP; VMI; TVPS; SIPT; Eval
Tool of Children’s 
 Handwriting- Manuscript;  
In-Hand Manipulation Test;  
Steadiness Test; Connors  
Abbreviated Symptoms  
Questionnaire 
Cooke et al,  
2004 
UK 
Visuomotor integration 
 (VMI), opthalmologic 
Case control/ 
retrospective 
N=279 
CG=210 
Defined  
geographical area 
Paediatrics;  
Child  
health;  
Orthoptics;  OT 
7 GA<32 wks  M-ABC; VMI 
Lane, Soares  
Attanasio & 
Farmer 
Huselid 
(1994) 
Sensorimotor  N=30 OT 
Psychology 
4.5 GA<32 wks 
Miller Assessment for  
Preschoolers 
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Studies reviewed regarding the developmental difficulties and school problems children, who are born preterm, present with 
Study Developmental outcome 
Design/ 
M ethod? Sample  Discipline 
Age 
group GA/ BW Key findings 
Walther et 
al, 2000 
Netherlands 
Neurological or 
general 
neurodevelopmental 
(NDT) status; 
educational outcome 
Cohort study
N= 1338 
National 
level/popu
lation 
based 
Neurology; 
paediatrics 
2,5,9,11 
14 ys 
GA< 32 wk 
and/or 
BW<1500g 
10% severe disability at school age; mild developmental 
difficulties, behavioural and learning problems which increase 
with age; early difficulties “predictive” of later problems 
Stjernqvist 
et al,1999 
Sweden 
General health; NDT 
status; education Cohort study
N=61 
CG=61 
Defined 
geographi
cal area 
Paediatrics; 
psychology 10 ys GA< 29 wk 
8% neurological handicap; pretermers, shorter and of a lower 
weight and head circumference; 30% had special educational 
needs 
van Baar et 
al, 2005 
Holland 
General NDT 
outcome (cognitive, 
motor, behavioural 
etc) 
Cohort study N=157 
Psychology; 
Neonatology 
clinical 
epidemiology 
2, 5.5 ys GA< 30 wk 
44% multiple disability, 17% single disability; 10% major and 
35% minor neurological dysfunction 
Bowen et 
al, 2002 
Australia 
Neurological 
outcome/morbidity 
rates 
Cohort study
N= 82 
Hospital-
based 
Neonatology/
Obstetrics 8 ys 
BW<1000 
or GA<28 
wk 
10% severe and 16% mild/moderate disability 
Lunsing et 
al, 1992 
Holland 
Neurological status Cohort study
N=174 
CG=172 
Hospital-
based 
Developmental 
neurology; 
neonatology;o
bstetrics 
9, 12 ys 
Children at 
risk incl. 
preterm 
children 
An increase of MND of 15% form the age of 9 to the age of 
12 for the “abnormal” group and 6% for the CG (p?); MND 
significantly associated with preterm birth 
Kitchen et 
al, 1980 
Australia 
General NDT status 
(cognitive, sensory); 
education 
Cohort 
(follow-up) 
study 
N=159 
CG=43 
Hospital-
based 
Paediatrics; 
psychology 8 ys BW<1500g 
5%(severe) to 40% (mild) disability; however only 4% of the 
children attended special education 
Cooke et al, 
2004 
UK 
Visuomotor 
integration (VMI), 
opthalmologic 
Case 
control/ 
retrospective 
N=279 
CG=210 
Defined 
geographi
cal area 
Paediatrics; 
child health; 
orthoptics 7 ys GA<32 wk 
Higher prevalence of visual/ophthalmologic problems for the 
preterm group with a strong association between visual 
outcomes and motor skills (VMI) 
Luoma et 
al, 1998 
Finland 
Sensorimotor, VMI, 
visuoperceptual 
Prospective, 
follow-up 
study 
N=46 
CG=46 
Hospital-
Clinical  
neuro- 
psychology 
5 ys GA<32 wk 
Significant (p=0.000) difference in visuomotor performance 
for the favour of the CG; also tactile/kinaesthetic and 
visuoperceptual problems for the preterm group  
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Jongmans 
et al, 1996 
UK 
Visual acuity, VMI, 
perceptual-motor 
Cohort 
(follow-up) 
study 
N=141 
3 
reference 
groups 
Hospital-
based 
Educational 
Psychology 
Paediatrics 
neonatology; 
neuroscience 
6 ys GA<34 wk 
Pretermers were significantly lower in their visual functions 
(mainly mild impairments) as well as in their perceptual-
motor performance 
Hard et al, 
2000 
Sweden 
Visual/ophthalmologi
c, visual-perceptual 
 N=51 
CG=50 
Populatio
n-based 
Paediatrics; 
paediatric 
ophthalmology
7,2 ys GA<29 wk 
61% of the cases had some visual problems while 6% visual 
impairment; 42% (34% when excl. children with brain 
lesions) had visual-perceptual problems 
Stjernqvist 
et al, 1999 
Sweden 
Visual; VMI Cohort study
N=61 
CG=61 
Defined 
geographi
cal area 
Paediatrics; 
psychology 10 ys GA< 29 wk 
Greater need for visual aids (p0.001) for the preterm group; 
Pretermers’ VMI performance 1 SD lower than the CG 
Bhutta et al, 
2002 
US 
Cognitive 
Meta-
analysis 
(case-control 
studies after 
1980) 
N=1556 
(15 
studies) 
Paediatrics; 
neurobiology 
etc 
Age of 
reviewe
d 
cases> 
5ys 
GA: main 
prematurity 
reference 
criterion 
Controls had significantly higher cognitive scores than the 
pretermers; cognitive scores were directly proportional to GA 
(p<.001) 
Stjernqvist 
et al, 1999 Cognitive See above see above See above 
See 
above See above 
Pretermers IQ within normal range but significantly lower 
(p<.05) than control group 
Anderson et 
al, 2003 
Australia 
Cognitive Cohort study
N=298 
CG=262 
Populatio
n-based 
Obstetrics/gyn
aecology 8 ys 
GA<28 wk 
or 
BW<1000g 
Pretermers’ IQ within normal range but significantly lower 
(p<.05) than the CG even when children with neurodeficits 
were excluded 
Boehm et 
al, 2004 
Sweden 
 
Executive functions 
(cognitive functions 
with working 
memory/ planning 
being of central 
importance) 
Cohort study N=182 CG=125 
Psychology; 
neuro- 
paediatrics 
5 ½ ys 
BW<1501g 
and GA<37 
wk 
Preterm group scored significantly lower than their controls in 
executive function such as working memory and mental 
speed, even after controlling for the IQ effect 
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Abernethy 
et al, 2004 
UK 
Cognitive, motor, 
CNS 
pathophysiology 
Case 
control/ 
retrospective 
N=105 
CG=105 
Geographi
cally 
defined 
area 
Paediatrics 7,4 ys GA<32 wk 
Lower IQs of the preterm group were significantly correlated 
to smaller volumes of certain brain structures (caudate nuclei)  
Isaacs et al, 
2000 
UK 
Cognitive (memory), 
CNS 
pathophysiology 
Case 
control/retro
spective 
N=11 
CG=8 
Paediatrics; 
Cognitive 
neuroscience 13,6 ys 
GA<30 wk 
and 
BW<1500g 
Significantly lower scoring in the everyday memory tests for 
the pretermers which did not significantly correlate to IQ 
scores; hippocampus volumes were smaller in the preterm 
group in conjunction with the memory problems 
Briscoe et 
al, 2001 
UK 
Memory, language 
Case 
control/ 
retrospective 
N=20 
CG=20 
Experimental 
psychology 5 ys 
GA< or at 
32 wk 
Everyday memory not a general feature of preterm children 
but there is a “risk”; language (particularly vocabulary) delay 
was evident in the preterm group 
Dupin et al, 
2000 
France 
Attention; behaviour Case control 
N=20 
CG=20 
Hospital-
based 
Neonatology 5 ys 26<GA<32 wk 
Preterm group less flexible to utilise attention strategies 
(correct detection/hits of a certain tone, p<.05) 
Yliherva et 
al, 2001 
Finland 
Language, motor 
Cohort/ 
follow up 
study 
N=9322 
(birth 
cohort/po
pulation-
based) 
Paediatrics; 
speech 
therapy; 
logopedics 
8 ys 
Children at 
risk 
(LBW,SGA) 
incl. 
pretermers 
LBW best predictor for poor linguistic and motor 
performance; GA associated with poor speech production 
when other neonatal factors adjusted (p=0.015) 
Luoma et 
al, 1998 
Finland 
Speech; language 
Cohort/ 
follow up 
study 
N=55 
CG=55 
(hospital-
based) 
Neuro- 
psychology; 
paediatrics 
5 ys GA< 32 weeks 
Even when excluding children with neurological problems, 
preterm group presented with speech and language problems 
with most differentiating ones being semantic (understanding 
relative concepts, p=0.015) or dysnomic (e.g. naming 
objects/time, p=0,001) 
Saavalainen 
et al, 2006 
Finland 
Language 
(naming skills) 
Part of 
longitudinal 
follow up 
study (see 
above 
Luoma) 
N=51 
CG=51 
(hospital-
based) 
Neuropsycholo
gy; 
psychology 
paediatrics 
9 ys GA<32 weeks 
Preterm children without major disabilities were still found 
slower in retrieving words for naming colours (p<0.05); 
“naming” was not significantly correlated with IQ which 
similarly did not significantly differ between preterm and 
control group 
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Bhutta et al, 
2002 
US 
Externalising & 
internalising 
behaviours; ADHD 
Meta-
analysis 
N= 1759 
(16 
studies) 
See above See above See above 
A significantly higher prevalence of externalising and 
internalising behaviour in 69% and 75% of the studies 
respectively; ADHD was also found significantly higher 
among cases in 67% of the studies 
Fallang et 
al, 2005 
Norway 
Early motor 
behaviours and 
internalising 
behaviour 
Follow up 
study 
N=52 
CG=12 
(hospital-
based) 
Paediatrics; 
physiotherapy; 
neurology 
6 ys 
 
BW=1750g 
main 
criterion but 
average 
GA=29 ws 
SD2.9 
Motor behaviors e.g. immobile postural behavior at the age 6 
months, linked to internalizing behaviors (p<0.04) at the age 
of 6 ys 
Deutscher 
et al (2005) 
US 
Behaviour problems; 
ADHD 
Longitudinal
/ follow up 
study 
N=571 
(subset of 
an 8-site 
RCT) 
Paediatrics; 
education 8 ys 
LBW 
(<2500g) 
and GA 
(<37 ws) 
Behavior problems at an early preschool age (30 months) can 
predicts physicians diagnosis of ADHD at the age of 8 ys 
(inattentiveness score significantly correlated with diagnosis 
at 8 ys, p=0,01) 
Stjernqvist 
et al, 1999 
Sweden 
Behaviour problems; 
ADHD Cohort study
N=61 
CG=61 
Defined 
geographi
cal area 
Paediatrics; 
psychology 10 ys 
GA< 29 
weeks 
Preterm group presented with more behavioural problems 
than CG (p<0.01); ADHD higher incidence in preterm group 
(p<0.05) 
Huddy et 
al, 2001 
UK 
Educational outcome 
and behaviour 
(hyperactivity) 
Case control 
study 
N=117-
122 
Defined 
geographi
cal area 
Neonatology; 
paediatrics; 
education 
7 ys 32<GA<35 weeks 
An overall 27.9% of the children were thought to be 
hyperactive according to their parents or teachers; 8% 
assessed as hyperactive by both 
Anderson et 
al, 2003 
Australia 
Behaviour See above See above See above See above See above 
Attention problems, internalising behaviours and fewer 
adaptive skills were found to be significantly higher in the 
preterm group, according to teachers and parents views 
Hack et al, 
1994 
US 
Behaviour & school 
outcome 
Case 
control/ 
retrospective 
study 
N=68 
CG1=65 
(750g<B
W<1499) 
CG2=61(f
ull-term) 
Regional 
cohort 
Paediatrics; 
psychology; 
education 
7 ys 
BW< 750 
main 
criterion but 
average 
GA=25,7 ws 
Behavior problems and poor adaptive skills were found to be 
significantly higher in the VLBW group (p<.05) when 
compared to CG1 and CG2 
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Marlow et 
al, 1993 
UK 
Behaviour 
Longitudinal
, follow-up 
study 
N=51 
CG1=51 
Hospital-
based 
Child health 
Paediatrics 8 ys 
BW<1250 
main 
criterion but 
average 
GA<35 ws 
Parents reported similar performance in the 2 groups re 
behavioural performance; teachers reported more internalising 
behaviour (p=0.047) and more hyperactivity (p=0.014, 
p=0.001 in two different measures) for the preterm group 
Boehm et 
al, 2004 
Sweden 
Executive functions 
(distractibility, 
activity) 
Cohort, 
follow-up 
study 
N=182 
CG=125 
Populatio
n-based 
Psychology; 
neuro- 
paediatrics 
5 1/2 ys 
BW<1501g 
and GA< 37 
ws 
Distractibility and hyperactivity were not found to be core 
features; significant differences were found in the working 
memory, impulse control and other complex executive 
functions when controlling for IQ in favour of the CG 
Foulder-
Hughes et 
al, 2003 
UK 
Motor performance 
VMI 
Retrospectiv
e, case-
control 
study 
N=280 
CG-210 
Geographi
cally 
defined 
Occupational 
therapy (OT) 7-8 ys 
GA<32 
weeks 
Motor performance of preterm group was significantly worse 
than the CG one (p<0,001) with 30,7% fulfilling the criterion 
DCD; similarly preterm group had poorer VMI scores 
(p<0,001)motor problems might have functional implications 
and increased referrals to OT Departments 
Goyen et al, 
1998 
Australia 
VMI, visuo-
perceptual; FM 
Longitudinal
, follow-up 
study 
N=83 
CG?? 
OT 
participation 5 ys 
LBW main 
criterion 
(average= 
1044g), 
average 
GA was 
28.5 weeks 
16,8%, 11% and 71% of the 83 children had a scores below 
average range for visual-motor, visual-perceptual and FM 
performance respectively; VMI and FM scores were found to 
have the highest correlations (r=0.506, p<0.001); GA 
significantly associated with FM performance 
Magill-
Evans et al, 
2002 
Canada 
Cognitive; language  
Longitudinal
, follow up 
study 
N=20 
CG=23 
OT 
participation 10 ys 
GA<37 
weeks 
(AGA) 
Linguistic skills within normal but significantly lower for 
both expressive (p=0,03) and receptive (p=0.03) in the 
preterm group; similarly normal but significantly lower IQ 
scoring (p<0.05) especially in the visual-perceptual areas 
Roberts et 
al, 1989 
UK 
Motor performance 
Longitudinal
, follow up 
study 
 
N=53 
CG=53 
Hospital-
based 
OT 
participation 6 ys 
BW main 
criterion 
(<1251g) 
but average 
GA=28.5 
weeks 
LBW children performed significantly lower (p:0.000, total 
score) than their peers in the majority of the motor tasks (both 
FM and GM) 
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Study Developmental outcome 
Design/ 
Method? Sample  Discipline 
Age 
group GA/ BW Key findings 
Stjernqvist 
et al, 1999 
Sweden 
School achievement Cohort study
N=61 
CG=61 
Defined 
geographi
cal area 
Paediatrics; 
psychology 10 ys GA<29 ws 
30% of the preterm group in need of some kind of special 
education (signif. higher than CG; p<0.001); 66% of the PT 
group were in mainstream school without extra-support (signif. 
higher than the FT group; p<0.001) 
Sullivan et 
al, 2003 
US 
School outcome and 
use of school services 
Longitudinal
, follow-up 
study 
N=168 
(134 PT 
and 34 FT 
children)  
Neonatology
; paediatrics; 
child 
neurology 
8 ys GA< or at 37 ws 
PT group scored lower than the FT group in all academic 
achievement tasks but mathematics reached statistical 
significance; p=0.006);use of OT services by PT group varied 
from 10% in “healthy” preterm children increasing with 
neonatal morbidity and was higher than the FT group use 
(p=0.001);17% of the “healthy” pretermers needed additional 
lessons) 
Isaacs et al, 
2001 
UK 
Mathematics/ 
calculation 
difficulties and brain 
structure 
Follow-up, 
cohort study 
N=? 
(populatio
n-based) 
Child 
neurology 15-16 ys 
GA<30 ws 
and BW< or 
at 1500g 
 
Huddy et 
al, 2001 
School attendance; 
Academic 
performance 
Case control 
(retrospectiv
e) study 
N=117-
122 
Defined 
geographi
cal study 
Neonatology
; paediatrics; 
education 
7 ys 32< GA<35 ws 
One third of the children had school problems (32%,29%, 21%, 
12% in writing, maths, reading and physical education 
respectively); 3% attended special schools 
Anderson et 
al, 2003 
Australia 
Educational outcome 
Cohort, 
longitudinal 
study 
N=298 
CG=262 
Populatio
n-based 
Obstetrics; 
neonatology
neuropsycho
logy 
8 ys 
GA<28 ws 
or 
BW<1000g 
Performance in writing, reading within normal range bur signif. 
lower for the PT group (both at p<.001); after controlling for IQ 
statistical significant was only the difference in maths’ 
performance (p<.001) for the favour of the FT group; similar 
findings from teachers’ evaluation; 20% of the PT children 
repeated a grade; 39% required educational assistance 
Bowen et 
al, 2002 
Australia 
Educational outcome Cohort study
N=82 
CG=48 
Hospital-
based 
Neonatology
; paediatrics; 
obstetrics 
8 ys 
BW< 1000g 
or  
GA< 28 ws 
43% of the cases required special education assistance 
(9%special schools) and only 30% functioned at grade level 
without any support; “healthy” pretermers had lower scores in 
all measures of school achievement(reading, p<0.001; maths, 
p<p<0.001; spelling, p<0,002); when adjusting for IQ, 
performance in maths was the only measure reaching statistical 
significance 
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Marlow et 
al, 1993 
UK 
Academic 
performance 
Longitudinal
, follow-up 
study 
N=51 
CG=59 
Hospital-
based 
Child health; 
paediatrics 8 ys 
BW (< 
1250) main 
criterion but 
also average 
GA< 35 ws 
Cases performed significantly lower than the CG in handwriting 
speed, spelling and maths, with the last one reaching the most 
significant discrepancy (p<0.001); poor school performance 
(<10th percentile score) was observed in 3 times more cases in 
reading, spelling and maths 
Zubrick et 
al, 1988 
Australia 
Academic 
performance Case control 
N=347 
CG=347 
Psychology; 
education; 
neurology; 
paediatrics 
1st grade? 
Children at 
development
al “risk” 
(BW<2000g
; GA< or at 
34 ws; 
admission to 
a NICU; 
serious 
neonatal 
illness etc 
LBW, short GA and TST had no singular but rather a 
confounding effect on school performance; LBW was a 
prerequisite i.e. without it, GA and TSR did no longer contribute 
to poor school performance 
Van Baar et 
al, 2005 
Holland 
 
School 
outcome/attendance Cohort study
N=156 
(sub-
divided in 
3 groups:” 
no 
disability;, 
“single 
disability” 
and 
“multiple 
disability”
group) 
Psychology;
neonatology 
clinical 
epidemiolog
y 
5,5 ys GA< 30 ws 
A total 56% not in age appropriate grade or in need for 
educational assistance;15% in special education; 1/3 of the “no 
disability” group presented with moderate school problems with 
a comparable prevelance in the single disability group; school 
problems evident in 50% of the cases in the multiple disability 
group  
Walther et 
al, 2000 
Holland 
School placement 
Cohort, 
longitudinal
study 
N=1338 
National 
level; 
population
-based 
Neurology; 
paediatrics 
2,5,9,11, 
14 ys 
GA< 32 ws 
and/ or 
BW< 1500g 
Increasing incidence of learning problems with advancing; 
gradual increase of children in special education from 5 to 9 
(19%) to 11 (21%) to 14 ys (27%); shift of problems with age 
from NDT and sensory problems at 5 ys to moderate cognitive, 
learning difficulties at 9 ys to social-emotional and behavioural 
problems at 11 ys 
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Cherkes-
Julkowski, 
1998 
        
 
Allen, 1993    Systematic review     BW focus? 
 
Brandt et 
al, 1992         
 
Kitchen et 
al, 1980? 
School placement 
Cohort, 
follow-up 
study 
N=159 
CG=43 
Hospital-
based 
Paediatrics; 
psychology 
8 ys  BW< 1500g GA? 
 
Hack et al, 
1994 
US 
School performance 
Case-
control/retro
spective
study 
N=68 
CG1=65 
(750g<B
W<1499) 
CG2=61(f
ull-term) 
Regional 
cohort 
Paediatrics; 
psychology;
education 
7 ys  
BW< 750 
main 
criterion but 
average 
GA=25,7 ws 
Limited academic skills in 27% of the cases (<750g) signif. 
higher than the other two groups (p=0.05);45% of the cases 
required some special education, percentage signif. higher than 
the other two groups (p<0.05) 
Feder et al, 
2005 
Canada 
Handwriting 
(Mainstream schools) 
Case-
control/ 
retrospective 
study 
N=48 
CG=69 
(Hospital 
based; 
regional
sample) 
OT; 
paediatrics; 
neonatology
; PT 
6 - 7 ys 
GA<34 ws 
and 
BW<1250g 
Handwriting legibility scores were lower in the Pt group 
(p<0.01) and in 7% of the cases lower than 1,5 SD of the mean 
of standard performance; Pt group also slower in writing 
(p<0.005); strong association found between handwriting 
legibility and visual-perceptual performance (p<.01) and 
handwriting speed and visual motor or in-hand manipulation 
tests (p<.01) 
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Epistemology Pragmatism; quantitative and qualitative approaches are 
not mutually exclusive but complementary in nature; 
pragmatism, which was the underpinning epistemological 
paradigm of the study, finds itself between the 
transcendental realism of positivistic paradigms, and the 
relativism of constructionist paradigm; it accepts external 
reality but questions the certainty that we can monitor it; it 
accepts both objective and subjective points of view 
Time-scale 
 
(N/A) 
 
 
 
Methodology “Fully integrated” mixed methodology; frameworks of 
distinct paradigms (quantitative and qualitative) were used 
to answer different questions of the study; the two 
paradigm “mixed” at different methodological steps e.g. 
literature review (both quantitative and qualitative studies 
were included); data collection methods (survey and 
online discussions were employed); analysis (statistical 
analysis for the survey; thematic analysis for the online 
discussions); integration of findings (synthesis of 
quantitative and qualitative findings; see “Discussion”) 
Time-scale 
 
(N/A) 
Design “Mixed model” design; “equivalent” status (in terms of 
priority or weight given to quantitative or qualitative 
approach); “sequential” (in terms of the implementation of 
data collection, i.e. online discussion which followed a 
nation-wide survey) 
Time-scale 
 
(N/A) 
Methods of Data 
Collection & Tools 
 
Quantitative: Postal survey  
Tool: Questionnaire (no. of questionnaires sent out: 1000; 
no. of questionnaires completed and returned: 353; 
response rate: 35.3%) 
 
 
Qualitative: Two online discussions (N=13 participants) 
Tool: WebCT 
 
Time-scale 
Mar-April 2005 
 
 
 
Nov-Dec 2005  
(1
st
 group) 
Jan 2006  
(2
nd
 group) 
Participants/ 
Sampling 
Technique  
 
Quantitative: Survey respondents 
Sample characteristics: Paediatric OTs employed in a 
paediatric setting and working with a paediatric  
population in the UK; no OT students or OT assistants 
 
Sampling/ recruitment technique: All members (N=1000) 
of the National Association of Paediatric OTs (currently 
known as Children, Young people and Families: CYPF) 
 
Qualitative: Online discussions participants 
Sample characteristics: As above i.e. paediatric OTs 
Time-scale 
 
N/A 
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employed in a paediatric setting and working with a 
paediatric  population in the UK; no OT students or OT 
assistants; additionally, working with healthy children that 
attended mainstream primary schools, presented with SLD 
and, were born preterm 
Sampling recruitment technique: Combination of 
purposive and convenience sampling; participants who 
had previously completed and returned the questionnaire 
and, had agreed to participate in a sequential data 
collection of the study (online discussions) 
 
Data Analysis  
Quantitative (survey) data: Descriptive & Inferential 
Statistics (Software: Statistical package for Social 
Sciences/SPSS) 
                   
                                        Content Analysis (for the items 
of the questionnaire that required a textual response; 
following this the “product” of content analysis was 
entered on SPSS as new variables 
               
 
Qualitative (online discussions) data: Thematic Analysis 
(Software: Nvivo 2) 
Time scale 
Aug-Oct 2005 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Feb-Apr 2006 
 Summary of research design, methods, sample, data analysis and, time scale 
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List/ Glossary of Abbreviations 
SLD: Specific learning difficulties 
OT: Occupational therapy or occupational therapists; OTs: occupational therapists 
EI: Early intervention 
GA: Gestational age 
BW: Birth weight 
IQ: Intelligence quotient 
AOD: Asynchronous online discussion 
CNS: Central nervous system 
LBW: Low birth weight 
AGA: Appropriate for gestational age 
SGA: Small for gestational age 
LGA: Large for gestational age 
IUGR: Intra-uterine growth restriction 
RDS: Respiratory distress syndrome 
TTN: Transient tachypnea of the newborn 
BPD: Brochopulmonary dysplasia 
PDA: Patent ductus arteriosis 
IVH: Intraventricular haemorrhage 
PVL: Periventricular leucomalacia 
ROP: Retinopathy of prematurity 
PET: Positron emission tomography 
SD: Standard deviation 
WISC-R: Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children- Revised 
MND: Minor neurological dysfunction 
Movement ABC: Movement assessment battery for children 
NICU: Neonatal intensive care unit 
ENNAS: Einstein neonatal neurobehavioural assessment scale 
MAP: Miller assessment for preschoolers 
WRAT: Wide range achievement test 
ADHD: Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder 
VMI: Visual motor integration (test) 
SCRIPT: Scale of children's readiness in printing test 
BOTMP: Bruinicks-Oseretsky test of motor proficiency 
SCSIT: Southern California Sensory Integration Tests  
SCPNT: South California postrotary nystagmus test  
FT: full-term 
CP: Cerebral palsy 
WHO: World Health Organization 
WPPSI: Wechsler preschool & primary Scale of intelligence 
NEPSY: Neuropsychological investigation for children 
FM: fine motor 
MSCA: McCarthy Scale of Children's Abilities 
ELBW: Extremely low birth weight 
EF: Executive functions 
ERP: Event-related potentials 
DSM: Diagnostic and statistical manual (of mental disorders) 
VLBW: Very low birth weight 
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DCD: Developmental coordination disorder 
MVPT: Motor-free visual perceptual test 
CELF-3: Clinical evaluation of language fundamentals-3 
GM: Gross motor 
WOND: Wechsler Objective Numerical Dimensions  
NOD: Numerical operations deficit 
MRD: Mathematic reasoning deficit 
CSSA: Comprehensive scales of student abilities 
NAPOT: National association of paediatric occupational therapists 
TVPS: Test of visual perceptual skills 
COT: College of occupational therapists 
OTIP: Occupational therapists in independent practice 
MOHO: Model of human occupation 
COPM: Canadian occupational performance measure 
SI: Sensory integration 
DTVP: Developmental Test of Visual Perception  
QUAN: Quantitative 
QUAL: Qualitative 
MREC: Multi-research ethics committee 
SPSS: Statistical package for the social sciences 
AOD: Asynchronous online discussions 
FTF: Face-to-face 
QMU: Queen Margaret University 
CAP: Center of academic practice 
NHS: National health service 
COREC: Central office of research ethics committees 
VLE: Visual learning environment 
ADL: Activities of daily living 
PEDI: Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory  
TVMS: Test of visual motor skills 
NDT: Neurodevelopmental theory 
MDT:  Multidisciplinary team 
HPs: Health professionals 
NICE: National institute of clinical excellence (National Institute for Health and 
Clinical Excellence since 2005) 
PEGS:Perceived efficacy and goal setting  
COSA: Child occupational self-assessment 
KSF: Knowledge skills framework 
SENCO: Special educational needs coordinators 
ASL Act: Additional support for learning Act 
OTA: Occupational therapist assistant 
HTA: Health technology assessment 
CPD: Continuous professional development 
CG: Control group (appendix; tables) 
SIPT: Sensory integration and praxis test (appendix; tables) 
CYPF: Children, young people and families 
 
